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Report: Terronsm 

By GUILLERMO MARTINEZ 

Hnald Staff Wrlt.t 

Terrorism in Dade County is changing. 
A report by the International Association of 

Chiefs of Police released Friday says that the 
Cuban political terrorism of the 19605 and '70s is 
giving way to nonpolitical terrorism linked to 
all-out drug wars for control of the narcotics 
trade in South Florida. 

And in the future, because of the area's popu
lation makeup, Miami might become a battle
ground in the international terrorist battles be

. tween Arabs and Jews and between the oppos
ing factions resulting from political turmoil in 
Latin America. 

The 365-page report financed by a $45,000 
grant from the federal Law Enforcement Assist
ance Administration (LEAA) was presented to 
Dade County's Criminal Justice Council. 

CIRCUIT Judge Seymour Gelber, chairman 
of the Criminal Justice Council, said the report 

I was satisfactory and would appoint a committee 

in the next week to 10 days to determin~ which 
recommendations are feasible. 

Gelber said the report's recommendations in
clude the creation of a Dade County Institute on 
Terrorism composed of members of local, state 
and federal law-enforcement agencies. 

"What is proposed is a reallocation and reas
signment, on a county-wide scale, of existing re
sources and functions and a serious upgrading of 
them," the report says. 

Gelber said the report written by professor 
H. H. Cooper, who now heads his own consult
ing firm, Nueve Vidas International (Nine Lives 
International), In Dallas, Texas, is the first study 
of its kind in the United States. 

HE ADDED 'that while the report might be 
criticized because it does not provide an immedi
ate answer to the problem of terrorism, he was 
satisfied with it. 

Gelber said that one of the report's mo,·t val
uable contributions was the historical resf'arch it 
had done on the subject, and its analysis of possi
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ble future sources for terrorism in the area. 
The report cites recent political dialogue be

tween Cuban and segments of Miami's exile 
community as a potential dangerous source of 
future terrorist activitie~ in the county. 

"If the dialogue succeeds, those who have 
participated in it will become the new leaders," 
the report says. "But •.. there is the potentia: of 
releaSing an enormous quantity of pOlitical ener
gy of truly explosive force as a result of what is 
undertaken. " 

It also talks about the growing terrorism 
which comes from an attempt to control drug 
traffic in the area. 

"TERRORISM as politicoi violence pales be
fore the dimensions of the terrorism this busi
ness is capable of generating." it adds. 

Finally, the report also says that if one tak"s 
the wider international view of terroris n, 
"Miami offers a very attractive target in any ex
tended war between Arabs and Jews." 
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pade MU,st Begin to Build 

Defense Against Terrorism 

O'1ERRORISM caught ~uth Florida
: 1 by surprise in 1968 and again in 
: 1975, when waves of shootings 
i~nd bombings rocked the community. 
The potential for another cycle of politi
?ul violence in the 1980s is great, accord
lI1g to a study done for the Dade-Miami 
(~dminal Justice Council by the Interna
l ional Association of Chief's of Police 
IIACP). Steps should be taken immedi
ldely to enable the community to protect 
j, self against such a recurrence. 

The IACP report released last week 
dlronicles the history of Cuba-related 
p~.llitical terrorism in the Dade-Miami 
area that grew out of the CIA's secret 
'Har against Fidel Castro in the early 
1;l60s. The 365-page study uses that his
",ry as a springboard into speculation 
,I hout potential future scenarios for ter
('Irist activity. 

The author presents the chilling likeli
hood that future terrorism in Dade could 
I;') far beyond a mere renewal of activity 
hy the aging anti-Castro Cubans of those 
',idier skirmishes. Miami could become 
a haven for all manner of international 
pulitical violence. Niearaguans already 
are pouring into what the report calls 
(~()uth Florida's "Hispanic melting pot," 
illld forseeable upheavals in Guatemala 
<llid other Central American nations 
wu ld bring thl' pot to a boil. 

The IACP report also warns that the 
(jold Coast's future terrorists might not 
be exclusively Latin nor restricted to the 
right-wing of the' political spectrum. 
Miami also could become a launching 
ground for left-wing Latins seeking to 
overthrow various right-wing dictator
~hips. Further, Miami "offers a very at
tractive target in any extended war be
t :veen Arabs and Jews," according to' 
t ne study, not only because of its large 
Jewish population but because of its ori
entation toward the Third World coun
t ries of the Caribbean and South Ameri
ca. 

WheQ. the violence-laden Colombian 
drug connection is stirred into this reci
pe for death and intimidation, the poten
tial for terrorism in South Florida be
comes a threat that the community can

• not afford to ignore. 
,Many of the IACP recommendations 

require only the internal rearrangement 
of personnel or resources in local and 
Federal law-enforcement agencies. Two 

.Of the more-controversial suggestions in
yolve the strengthening of intelligence
gathering by police and the establish
ment of a Dade Institute on Terrorism 

with interagency staff and advisors to 
focus on anti-terrorist operations. train
ing, and research. 

There are obvious civil-libertarian 
concerns that must be guarded in any 
move toward increased intelligence ac
tivities by police. Nothing poisons a 
community's spirit quite so insidiously 
as a Big Brother atmosphere of police 
spying, especially when that surveil
lance focuses on groups with minority or 
off-beat political views. 

Nevertheless, the Miami area has 
learned from bitter past experience that 
a permissive attitude toward political 
terrorism can be an even more lethal 
poison in the community's social and 
civic life. The provocative IACP report 
therefore deserves immediate considera
tion by the multi-agency Criminal Jus-, 
tice Council and thorough discussion by 
the public. 

If the bombs start going off again, it 
will be too late. The time to formulate 
preventive actions is now, during a peri
od of relative calm. 

,F . 
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INTRODUCTION 

Ordinarily, a report such as that presented herein might 

appropriately have been prefaced by only the briefest of introductions •
• 

It would have sufficed to state, shortly, what the study had set out 

to accomplish, the way in which the study was undertaken - its method

ology - and how well the intended goals have been met. The body of 

the report itself would have served to present, in due sequence, the 

substantive material under examination. For reasons that will be 

explained, something more is clearly needed here if the purposes of 

this study are to be fu1ly translated into a useful document. As a 

preliminary to the study, it was seen to be necessary to investigate 

precisely what was expected of it. Only in this way could it be 

undertaken in.a way that would be ultimately satisfactory to those 

who had invested so much of their time, energies, and hopes in caUSing 

it to be conducted. It was felt that such an examination would aid 

not only in structuring the report, but in setting realistic goals 

that could be reached within the time frame and by reference to the 

resources available. A report of that examination ;s very revealing. 

The study itself has occupied but a very short space of time, 

a mere four months of intensive field work and the translation of its 

results into the form of this final report. The time elapsed from 

conception to birth has, however, been lengthy indeed; the whole 

project has had a period of gestation substantially greater than that 

of the Elephant's Child. The project as it was originally envisaged 

~ has undergone several outward changes of considerable importance. 
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But the latent image of the original remains and a lingering 

nostalgia for it permeates every' aspect of the process through 
. 


which the study has passed on the way to its present state of 

transformation. These facts are not set out as a mere historical 

curiosity. They have a direct bearing on the form of the study 

and the final report. They will be most material in measuring 

the accomplishment of what was undertaken. They, therefore, 

merit serious attention by reference to the documentation relative 

to the grant, its award, and utilization. 

The study may be regarded as a direct response to the 

public concern being voiced in 1976 concerning the violence then 

experienced in Dade County. The community felt strongly in need 

of fede!al assistance to cope with the problem. Informal discus

sion had taken place among those concerned with criminal justice 

matters in the County, but the formalization of the process can 

be tracea to a letter dated May 27, 1977. from the Honorable 
. 

Seymour Gelber, Chairman' of the Dade-Miami Criminal Justice 

Council to Ms. Carol Blair of the Law Enforcement Assistance 

Administration. Judge Gelber who, incidentally, had been a 

member of the National Advisory Committee Task Force on Disorders 

and Terrorism, wrote: 

"Your office is to be commended for initiating a meeting 

several weeks ago enabling local, state, and federal agencies 

to discuss the problem of terrorism 'in this community. I 

would hope that as a result of this meeting and your further 

discussions with local officials, that LEAA would provide 

funds for an assessment of needs in Dade County to combat.

terrorism. The gravity of the situation was demonstrated 

just two day1 ago by the bombing of Mackey Airlines by 
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anti-Castro forces. 1I 

The term "needs assessment ll is used twice more in that letter and 

it is abundantly clear from its overall tone that federal funding was 

being sought to make an evaluation of available resources and to 

determine any further assistance that might need to be provided. 

There was an assumption that local resources might not be adequate to 

deal with the problem of terrorism in "Dade County and that an objective 

assessment of additional needs should be undertaken with federal 

assistance. 

This letter brought forward a favorable response from the LEAA 

Regional Office indicating that, "LEAA has identified $45,000 which 

can be made available to address the problem of terrorism in Dade 

'-' County". The subtle shift of \'vording will be noted, for, intention

ally or otherwise, a more ambitious note had already been struck. 

This sum was not destined to be applied to find out what needed 

to be done about terrorism in Dade County nor to assess needs for 

coping with the problem but, rather, was to be applied to address it, 

as though the problem, and the needs had already been identified and 

determined. Although nothing in the nature of a formal proposal yet 

existed, it was clear that this difference in language opened up the 

distinct possibility of a divergence from what had been originally 

so clearly proposed. 

Some urgency was introduced into the matter by reason of lEAA 

requiring a formal application by July 31, 1977, as the money 

, identified "was from FY 1977 sources, but in the event, this was 

delayed until August because of the procedural requirements that had 
l 

to be met. In the interim, 	a distinct change of purpose was introduced. 
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The identified sum was to be dedicated to lIThe development of an 

operational plan which will enaBle Federal. State, and local 
-agencies to more effectively cope with the terrorism problem 

in Dade County. Florida. 1I What was proposed went by the attrac

tive designation of Terrorism Response Action Plan (TRAP), and 

so it was written into the federal grant application. The formal 

application entitled "Terrorism Response Action Plan" was entered 

in the LEAA processing system on August 24, 1977. 

On August 31, 1977, a well founded objection to the proposal 

in its then existing form was lodged by Director E. Wilson Purdy 

of the Public Safety Department." That objection merits close 

attention, for it goes straight to the heart of the problem of 

principal concern here. Director Purdy wrote: IIReview of the 

Criminal Justice Planning Unit grant, Terrorism Response Action 

Plan (TRAP), indicates that the overall objectives of the grant 

are nee~ed and certainly have merit; however, the approach to 

the problem raises several areas of concern to this department. 

The use of an outside consultant to develop an operational plan 

which will enable federal, state, and local agencies to more 

effectively combat terrorism in Dade County is not feasible." 

Mr. Purdy went on to explain the basis for this conclusion and 

why, in his opinion, "Such effort is an impractical solution to 

the problem and would result in much lost time and ~ffort." 

Those conclusions are belatedly and respectfully endorsed in 

full here. The change in direction from what was originally 

proposed had raised insupperable practical difficulties, but 

what had occurred does not seem to have been fully appreciated .. 

at the time either locally or by the LEAA. 
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Precisely what happened next is not revealed by the record, 

but on November 22, 1977, a most important letter was sent by 

Dr. Jeffrey M. Silbert, Executive Director, Dade-Miami Criminal 

Justice Council to Mr. Perry Rivkin, LEAA. The material portion 

reads: 

liThe project title has been changed from IITerrorism 

Action Response Plan (TRAP) to IINeeds Assessment Study: 

Terrorism in Dade County, Florida: 1I Wherever appropriate, 

this new title has been substituted in the application. 

The primary objective of the project is the development 

of a needs assessment study which will enable Federal, State 

and local agencies to more effectively cope with the 

terrorism problem in Dade County, Florida. The title 

change is reflective of a change in tone as opposed to 

major substance." 

It is crear that this represented a reversion to the earlier, 

simpler proposal, which, had it been constructed correctly along 

the lines indicated, would not only have given exact expression 

to Judge Gelber's original concept but would also have satisfac

torily met Director Purdy's objections. What happened, however, 

was that the title of (TRAP) disappeared, but important vestiges 

of its substance remained. 

The practical effect of this is curious. The Title and 

Description of the federal grant read as indicated in the letter 

of November 22, 1977. But the grant summary although reading 

under Title of Project Needs Assessment Study: Terrorism in 

Dade Eounty, Flo~ida carries under the Summary Description of ." 

Project, the following: 
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HTo develop an operational plan for Federal, State, 

and local law enforcement ag~ncies which will enable them 

to effectively cope with the terrorism problem that curren

tly exists within Dade County, Florida. 1I 

This, of course, represents the retention of substance alluded to 

above. Again, what had occurred seemed to have escaped notice. 

Certainly, its consequences in terms of the work to be commis

sioned were never considered. 

On March 22, 1978, after the award of the grant, a meeting of 

the steering committee representatives, who would be overseeing the 

work to be done in accordance with its terms, was held. Nearly a 

year had elapsed since the original meeting that had provided the 

initial impetus for the grant, and Judge Gelber explained how the 

sum of $45,000 had been awarded to Dade County: The minutes may 

not do full justice to his charge to the steering committee, but 

the repOrted burden of it is expfessed in this way: "A meeting 

was held on March 29, 1977, to which all the component parts of 

the criminal justice system were invited to give their input. 

LEAA officials felt that the agencies represented were not ready 

at that time to determine how best funds could be utilized and 

that, therefore, a needs assessment was required in order to 

identify how the money should be spent. Dade County has been 

allocated $45,000 to do this needs assessment study. Hopefully, 

the study will be used nationally. This grant is not an evalua

tion grant but rather what the perception of agencies and other 

persons might be of the nee~ in Dade County. 
.. 



An outside consultant will be brought in to evaluate the total 

picture. This consultant will nat interfere with or evaluate 
4 

each process of every involved department but rather is to 

determine what can best be done." Judge Gelber evidently moved 

with consummate skill among the departmental sensibilities, but 

two points are worthy of special note. No mention is made of 

an operational plan. What is to be conducted is a "Needs Asses

sment" as Judge Gelber understood it and, having been the original 

proponent of just such a study, he'must be presumed to have under

stood it very well. Secondly. there is a hint, though quite an 

evident one, that money over and above the $45,000 awarded might 

be obtained if the needs assessment study justified this; the 

$45,000 was to .do that study and no more. No one reading the 

minutes, with no knowledge of what had gone before, would have 

had any inkling of TRAP or would have imagined that any consul

tant empl~yed under the terms of the grant would be required to 

produce an operational response plan. 

The next stage was the design and approval of an RFP that 

would be circulated among potential consultants. The RFP contained 

information on the basis of which the consultants would respond; 

in its final form, it constituted the blueprint by which the 

selected consultant would be guided in its works. The consultant 

cannot have known in advance any of the matters set out here; 

indeed, they were not really considered worthy of special notice 

by any having the material facts in their possession. The RFP 

is not noticeably unusual in form or content on the fact of it. 

It is enly when it is scrutinized closely by reference to what is 

set out here that litent inconsistencies in objectives become 
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apparent. For the RFP is based, essentially on the sustaining 

argument of the original grant, and, as it will be recalled, this 

was based upon the premise that what was to be produced was a 

Terrorism Response Action Plan. The changes made in the wording 

that eventually found its way into the RFP were largely cosmetic 

and designed only to make a change in tone, not of substance per 

the letter of November 22, 1977. 

The result of all this was that a considerable residue of the 

discarded TRAP notion nevertheless f~und its way almost unnoticed 

into the RFP giving it a peculiarly bifurcated character on any 

rigorous analysis. There was a clear injunction to study the needs 

of the system in Dade County and to produce a report indicative 

\J 	 of what had been found in this respect. But the RFP goes much farther 

and, paraphra$ing its intent in this regard, enjoins upon the consultant 

the design of a criminal justice response package. When the language 

of the RFP is studied critically, it will be seen that a reasonable 

expectation is raised, over and above an assessment of what might 

be needed to cope with terrorism in Dade-County, that the final report 

will contain operational recommendations to be implemented by the 

agencies to which they are addressed. Whatever might have been the 

original intent, this is the effect of the RFP as written, this is 

how it was interpreted by the consultant, and this is the interpre

tation that has influenced this final report. 

Ordinarily, none of this might have amounted to much. Whatever 

the wordin~ of the mandate, any inconsistencies could have been cured 

~ through the appropriate consultation and a little common sense. But 
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the fatal objection to anything in the nature of an operational plan, 

however general, however theoretical, is that advanced by Director 

Purdy. It was not something that an outside consultant could do at 

all, as Director Purdy saw very clearly. All that consultant could 

do was to explore what needed to be ddne to cope with the problem 

of terrorism. Those needs, when discovered rir identified, had to be 

addres.sed by those whom they concerned. The operational planning to 

meet the needs so discovered would inevitably fall to the lot of 

the agencies determined individually and collectively to be found 

wanting. Thus the entire project, as a result of these incurable 

internal consistencies divided itself naturally into a two-phase 

exercise, the first comprising the needs assessment properly so-called, 

and the second, the construction and implementation" of the action 

response plan based on the identification of what was needed to produde 

it. The proposed study was really like an emulsio~. While there was 

considerable activity, the solution produced the appearance of 

consistency through the suspension of its particles; at rest it 
.. 

was seen to be nothing but essentially incompatible oil and water. 

Again, while worthy of note, these matters would hardly have 

commanded the energy bestowed upon them had it not been for two 

other vitally important circumstances. Firstly, the work comprehended 

by the original grant, based on the TRAP premises was intended to 

take place over a period of twelve months. The work, as eventually 

consigned to the consultant was to take only four months. This, 

in itself, is a clear reflection of a change in objectives, for a 

~ response plan of any value for a single agency could hardly have 
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been produced in that time. A needs assessment, on the other hand, 

addressing the system as a whole, clearly could. The second circum

stance is by far the more serious. On May 11, 1978, the Chairman 

of the House of Representatfves Committee on the Judiciary, Peter 

W. Rodino, requested the chairman of the Subcommittee on Civil and 

Constitutional Rights to conduct a study on "the twin problems of 

terrorism in our society and the proper governmental response to 

the threat of that terrorism". Pursuant to that request, Hearings 

were held in August, September, and October, 1978. The LEAA gave 

testimony at those Hearings and a resultant Subcommittee Staff Report 

entitled "Federal Capabilities in Crisis Management and Terrorism" 

was published in December, 1978, and released early in 1979. 

V 	 Appendix C of that Staff Report is a Compendium of lEAA Counter

terrorism project summaries. Contained in it is the following: 

"Needs Asse~sment Study: Terrdrism i~Dade County, Florida. 

$45,000 grant to Florida Bureau of Criminal Justice Planning 

and Assistance. 

Work performed 1978 - Present. 

The objective of this project is to develop an opera

tional plan for Federal, state and local law enforcement 

agencies which will enable them to develop a coordinated 

response to the problem of Terrorism in Dade County, 

Florida. 1I 

The 	 body of the Report, itself, (p.13), contains the following narrative: 

"Another program of interest is currently taking place 

in Dade County, Florida, where the threat of terrorism 
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poses a potential problem because of the existence of 

numerous Latin American activist groups. This program 

has as its objective the development of an operational 

plan for a coordinated response by the more than 28 law 

enforcement agencies in the county to the threat of 

terrorist violence". 

The concern these statements have caused the consultant is 

understandable. Their genesis is only clear to those who have reviewed 

the matters set out here. A clear p~blic expectation of a very 

extensive kind has been raised in an important document that is 

destined to take its place among those consulted by students of 

the subject of terrorism and measures of response. It will now be 

~ appreciated that none of the foregoing was raised in a carping spirit 

nor with any ~esire to embarrass those responsible for the construction 

of the documents that have given rise to the problem. The problem 

clearly had to be stated as an antecedent to the study, for it has a 

direct bearing on the way it has been conducted. There has been no 

time for clarification nor a redrawing of the original mandate to 

produce a greater consistency of purpose. The cure in this case has 

necessarily been self-administered and it is to be hoped that the 

result has been in conformity with what has been taken to be the 

original intent. What has to be made clear, for the record, is that 

the money originally "identified" by the LEAA was for a needs assessment 

study. The change to TRAP came later, not vice versa. TRAP was an 

intermediate stage before the reversion to the original needs assessment 

concept. 
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~ The wide public perception of the~purposes of the grant must 

also be noted, for here, too, expectations have been formed and the 

consultant must be prepared to be judged as to how far short of them 

the work performed has fallen. On January 11, 1978, The Miami Herald 

published the following: "Terrorism in Dade County and the police 

response to it will get ~ $45,000 look from a paid consultant. The 

U.S. Law Enforcement Assistance Administration awarded the money 

Tuesday to the county Criminal Justice Planning Unit, with instructions 

to "develop an operational plan for federal, state, and local law 

enforcement agencies ••••. to cope with the terrorism problem .••.• " 

The Miami News, on January 14, 1978, tackled the matter more racily, 

in its usual entertaining style: "The federal government's latest 

weapon to fight 10 years of unabated anti-Castro Cuban terrorism in 

Miami is sure, to leave the terrorists laughing in their blasting 

caps. Sparing nothing, the U.S. Law Enforcement Assistance Adminis

tration awarded a $45,000 grant to the Metro Criminal Justice Planning 

Unit. Investigators from various law enforcement agencies will hire 

a consultant to~ study terrorism and develop a plan for dealing with 

the problem. In simplest terms, that is a lot of baloney. It is 

a waste of money and a transparent deception. Over the years, members 

of the various agencies have met many times to discuss the problem. 

Though cooperation has stumbled on petty jealousies, they know already 

most of what there is to know about terrorism and terrorists. A 

$45,000 grant won't change anything. Here's hoping the consultant 

doesn't turn out to be a rehabilitated anti-Castro terrorist. If the 

~ federal government wants to get serious about stopping terrorism, all 
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itta k e sis a dec i s ion by At tor n e y G e n..e r a 1 G r iff i n Bel 1 toth r a \,1 all 

the resources of the Justice Department into the fight. Anything less 

is an invitation to terrorism". Behind the heavy humor lies a good 

deal of concern, and some truth. It needs, however considerable skill 

and discrimination to separate this from the baloney. 

The overall importance of this study is not to be judged by the 

size of the grant. This was best expressed by Mr. Perry Rivkin of the 

L~AI\,\'/ho told a meeting of the Steering Committee on June 28,1.978, 

that "though the grant is small doll~r-wise, it could be very useful 

to the rest of the country". A heavy responsibility, therefore, rests 

upon the consultant to live up to the expectations that have been 

raised. It is certain, on the evidence cited, that these cannot be 

~ met in full. The needs assessment has been accomplished as was 

intended. Those who look for "an operational plan for a coordinated 

response by the more than 28 law enforcement agencies in the county 

to the threat of terrorist violence" will assuredly be very disappointed. 

None of this is said by way of apology, but rather as a warning of what 

to expect on the part of those who might have been led - or led 

themselves - to expect something else. 

Given the national impact this report is expected to have, a 

word or two must be devoted to the matter of Terrorism "Response 

Action Plans, for they are indeed TRAPS for the unwary. When some 

careful thought is given to the matter, it is" quite evident that 

there can be no such thing as "an operational plan for a coordinated 

response ll "- not even for one agency, let alone twenty-eight. The .. 

reason is very simply' stated: there is no one thing against \vhich .! 
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~ 	response might be coordinated. Instead~ there are many manifestations 

of a very complicated phenomenon, all of which call for vastly different 

responses by different agencies and even different segments of those 

agencies. A "coordinated" response is neither possible nor even 

particularly desirable; what is needed is an appropriate response.· 

When there is a hostage-taking in progress, little purpose is usefully 

served (save as a measure of desperation when there is nothing else) 

to send the Bomb Squad to deal with it. Conversely, when a bomb is 

discovered aboard an airliner about to take off, it would be inappro

priate to send in even the most highly trained SWAT team to disarm it. 

The real question in all these cases reduces itself to the following: 

What is the nature of the incident that has occurred and do I have the 

means to cope with it? Does my department have a bomb squad, SWAT 

team or whatever - and if it does not~ how and from where do I get 

one, when one is appropriately required? When viewed in this way, 

'it is apparent that what was wanted, as Judge Gelber correctly 

recognized all along, was a "needs assessment" study. What would 

be needed to c~pe with all the different ways in which terrorism 

could manifest itself - and did we already have it or could we get 

it? A·nd what was terrorism, anyway? 

Here we come to the nub of the matter and that to which so much 

attention has been devoted in this report. Until some agreement 

could be reached on the nature of the beast, it would be premature 

to open discussion on the best ways of handling it. Dade County 

was not alone in its problem here; no agreement on the matter existed 

~ 	 anywhere. No particular prescience was required in the consultant 
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~ 	 to see the primacy of this issue; the. \'Iork had already been done and 

the first task set by those who had commissioned the project was 

definition. There is such a thing as terrorism. This is not such a 

startling discovery after all. This report has taken it apart and 

put it back together again after carefully examining its component 

parts, including some of those that rarely see the light of day. 

Hopefully the exercise will have increased knowledge not only about 

what terrorism is, but about how it works. Throwing oranges at an 

electric clock to stop it is ineffective and messy into the bargain. 

Throwing heavier objects might be highly damaging, certainly wasteful 

and might not work either. A little investigation might reveal that 

the best way of accomplishing the desired result is to find the 

switch on the clock to turn off the current, or, failing that, to 

pull the plug~ It is possible to envisage circumstances where more 

extreme and unusual measures might be necessary to get the job done, 

'but they are mostly so unlikely or bizarre as to require very much 

the same thought processes and the same ways of translating them 

into action. ~e need to find ways of doing the job efficiently 

and economically. Then we need to consider what tools may be 

required to do the job~ 

Terrorism is a costly and destructive business for society. 

Ideally, research should be devoted in large part to eradicating it) 

as so many other diseases that have wracked mankind have been 

challenged and over~ome. There is, unfortunately, no discoverable 

vaccine that will render the body politic immune to the ravages of. 

terrorism. In the main, we have to weather the disease, and try to 
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limit its destructive effects. It is ~ot possible, even with unlimited 

time and resources to devise a plan for the comprehensive prevention 

of terrorism. While there are active terrorists anywhere, bent on 

going about their business, there will be terrorism. Terrorism can 

only be prevented altogether by detecting, then incapacitating ~ 

terrorists, everywhere. This is an undertaking of social hygene that 

would be antithetical to our own system, and, perhaps, to many others. 

This is not only an impossible task; to mess with the metasteses in 

haphazard, unknowledgeable fashion is likely to spread the disease 

in a fatal way. Some things can be prevented; but only if you know 

they are going to occur. The implications of this must be seen and 

accepted. They constitute the most controversial area of the whole 

~ 	business of coping with the terrorism problem. Preventive medicine 

calls for frequent check-ups; early diagnosis; and remedial action 

as soon as something treatable is found. The United States has been 

a very resistant and unwilling patient. So far, it has feared the 

measures necessary to treat the disease more than the disease itself. 

There have, undeniably been some incompetent, careless, and even 

unethical physicians in the past. No doubt if we allowed them to 

practice, there would be many about now who would bring their profession 

into disrepute. None of this is an indictment of medicine as such; 

the criticism must be directed at those who engage in malpractice. 

The same holds true for the social medicine that must be 

practiced here. No amount of sugar coating on the pill is going to 

change its- nature. There is no place for euphemism here. Hhat is ,_ 

necessary for the prevention of terrorism - indispensable, in fact, 
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is good intelligence. No real purpos~ save prudery is served by 

calling a law enforcement intelligence operation an "informational 

system". We need to temper these Victorian sensibilities to the 

dictates of the age. Intelligence i~ indispensable. The practice 

of the craft requires great skill and u.nderstanding if it i~ going 

to accomplish its preventive purposes without doing violence to the 

social organism in whose benefit the remedies are sought. Naturally 

this profession, like any other, lends itself to malpractice. 

Reporters abuse their positions and pervert their function, but 

journalism is not condemmed on that account. No better expression 

of what is to be said here can be found than that endorsed by the 

National Advisory Commission on Standards and Goals in the Report 

~ of its Task Force on Disorders and Terrorism: 

"The da~gers to the United States and its fundamental freedoms 

come not from intelligence .activity itself but from badly 

regulated and badly supervised intelligence activity. The 

potential danger to the domestic peace from having no intell

igence act~vity at all is as frightening to contemplate as 

it is ludicrous to suggest. The intelligence capability 

to respond to terrorism must be increased, not diminished~ 

but the increase must be accompanied by a greater oversight 

and accountability so that .these necessary activities are 

conducted within the bounds of the country's Constitution, 

laws, and traditions." 

The terrorist, by the rules of the game, enjoys the advantages 

of surprise and initiative - unless he can be denied their use.
", 
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The best surprise is no surprises, as the well-known Hotel advertise

ment has it. Guarding against surprises is an important part of the 

intelligence function. It gives meaning and point to the vital 

injunction: Be prepared. But there is a constant contest in progress 

here. Even with the best intelligence system in the world, the 

terrorist must sometimes win in the battle to keep what he is doing 

from being discovered while it is still in the incubation stage. If 

complete prevention is simply not feasible, what then? It is here 

that the concept of protection comes into play. The terrorist can 

still be frustrated in his designs, notwithstanding the failure of 

the early warning system, provided an adequate screen of protection 

can be set up against what is being attempted. 

\-; Again, a comprehensive approach is not possible on an operational 

level. What 'would serve very well as. protection against some types 

of terrorism would be of no value whatsoever in other cases. A 

well-fitted ceramic vest may offer excellent protection against the 

penetration of the assassin1s bullet and the effects of blunt trauma; 

but it will not help the victim at all if cyanide is introduced into 

his breakfast orange juice. We return, once more, to the needs 

assessment concept. Protection cannot be organized until the nature 

and direction of the threat are determined: the questiori must always 

be raised, Protection against What? 

It will be seen here, when attention is given to the preamble 

to the definition that both prevention and protection must proceed 

on two different levels. This is because terrorism, the entity, is.. , 

something distinct from the components of which it is comprised. 
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Prevention and protection against terrorism per se are sophisticated 

community exercises. They involve the creation of a climate in which 

terrorism cannot flourish. They involve denying it sustenance so 

that it can only wither and die. Law enforcement prevention and 

protection programs must be directed at the specific activities, the 

assassinations, the kidnappings, the destruction of property, and the 

like that go to make up the whole spectrum of terrorism. Each task 

involves the creation of a separate p~eventive, protective, and 

reactive plan of its own. All those entrusted with the job can do 

1s to develop a way of working; a methodology, that, constantly 

refined, will enable them to do the work well. This report sets 

out to provide some of the materials on which such improvements as 

are necessary in the existing. system might be based. This is a 

'-i modest goal, but an attainable one. 

Those lcioking forward to a "meat and potatoes" report are certain 

to find the diet provided here strange fare indeed. While it may be 

too rich for some tastes, hopefully a majority will find it palatable, 

and some may even find it pleasing. Generality should not be mistaken 

for vagueness. The report contains a great deal that is very specific, 

very concrete. But the goals set out for the consultant must be 

kept firmly in mind. If you are asked how to make an omelette and 

what might be needed to do it, your task is completed when you have 

stated well the 'recipe and the ingredients. Buying and fetching the 

eggs and the frying pan are other functions that the cook might not 

be so well suited to accomplish. But if someone wants an omelette 

badly enough, some real eggs have to be broken and the cooking has .

to begin. This report provides only the recipe, but it foreshadows 
. 

the culinary and the gustatory processes. 



CHAPTER ONE 

TERRORISM -THE DEFINITIONAL ASPECTS 

During the past few years, a great deal of time and- energy has 

been invested in the production of a satisfactory definition of 

terrorism. The definitional problems have featured frequently as 

a topic of discussion at professional and other conferences, and 

as a subject of learned articles and more extensive writings. The 

magnitude of these endeavors and their persistence are~ in themselves, 

some evidence of failure in the primary purpose. What seemed 

originally like a comparatively easy task has assumed monstrous 

proportions, and the disatisfaction remains. For all the words 

that have been dedicated to the subject, it seems that there is 

~ 	always room for yet another definition of terrorism - for none of 

those that have gone before seem quite,suitable to meet the case. 

These feelings have, therefore, given rise to a constant process 

of definition and redefinition, each reflecting the authors' own 

disciplines, experience, training, and orientation - as well as 

their biases, prejudices, and purposes. The literature produced by 

these often Herculean efforts is now very considerable; a thorough, 

critical review of it would, itself, constitute a most demanding 

project. Virtually everything that has been said about the problem 

is useful and revealing in some way. Many have despaired of 

producing anything resembling a commonly acceptable definition; 

only to go on and proffer one anyway. For, however unrewarding 

and painful the assignment, the real need for definition remains. 

It is in this spirit that this thorny subject is approached, here, 



once more. What will be attempted for the present purposes, is a 

brief analysis of some of the obstacles to useful definition; an 

attempt, systematically to overcome them; and the relation of the 

outcome to the problem of what can be, thereby, conceived of as 

terrorism within the limited geographic area delimiting the present 

study. 

Scientific study generally is greatly facilitated by the 

development of an exact language, the characteristics of which 

meet the common needs of all engaged in critical examination of 

the subject matter in question. Indeed, without this preliminary 

undertaking, true scientific intercourse and a useful interchange 

of ideas are impossible. Definition of commonly employed terms, 

at the very least, is a prerequisite to a~y scientific endeavor,, 

if for no other reason than to permit those engaged in studies of 

this sort to communicate the fruits of their labors in sensible 

form. Peer criticism is an essential part of the scientific process. 

It can usefully proceed only in an atmosphere untainted by prejudice 

and semantic confusions. Criticism is distorted and understanding 

obstructed where there is no prior agreement upon essential terms. 

The systematic study of terrorism has been persistently plagued 

by the absence of any satisfactory, broadly acceptable definition 

of the phenomenon. Those seeking to describe it or offer opinions 

about it have spoken in tongues many and diverse, and the resultant 

confusion has made sensible, scientific discussion difficult to say~ 

the least. On yet another plane, efforts directed at the establi"sh

ment of a sound basis for international ~ooperation and the develo~-

ment of a uniform system of countermeasures have been repeatedly 
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" 
~ 	 frustrated due to a lack of agreement on the nature and definition 

of terrorism. It has become axiomatic that what is terrorism to 

one is clearly something quite different to another. Little useful 

study~ from the perspective of any discipline, is possible until 

agreement can be reached on what it is that is to be studied. 

Manifestations of what we choose, often loosely and promiscuously, 

to call terrorism have been all too frequent and unmistakeable to 

those experiencing them. Yet even their description in commonly 

acceptable language that might serve, adequately, the needs of 

law enforcement and the social sciences, proves to be an over

whelming and singularly unrewarding task. No analysis of this 

subject can be considered complete without some exploration of 

the reasons for this lack of an acceptabl~' definition that might 

satisfy the basic needs of those having to deal with the very real 

manifestations of what we have come to know as terrorism. It is 

worth observing here that terrorism 'is something very real; the 

artificiality lies in the verbal processes. 

The notable absence of a suitable, all-encompassing definition 

of terrorism continues to be a constant source of comment and some 

wonder.ment. Superficially, the task seems so simple that it is 

difficult to believe that it has not yet been accomplished. 

Thousands of words have been dedicated to the exposure of this 

shortcoming alone. Thus, one prolific author, Bowyer Bell, writes: 

"No one had a definition of terrorism. In academia) the various 

concerned disciplines could not even define 'terror!. There was 

.~ 	 no a g r e em e n t a s toth e e f f e c t i v en eS S 0 f "terr 0 r J, 0 r the bas i c 
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\.; 	 causes of the phenomenon, or the best means of approach to analyze 

it. The lawyers sought recourse in law~ the psychologists in the 

personality, the historians in the slow unwinding of the past." 

Another extremely knowledgeable authority, Brooks McClure, has 

observed: "Early in 1976, experts from the United States and 

Europe met in Washington for two days to discuss terrorism. When 

their conference ended, they found they had done little more than 

try to define the problem; the matter of concrete counter measures 

had to be left for another time. Law enforcement officials, who 

had attended the meeting in hopes of getting some new insight for 

handling terrorist incidents, came away disappointed and frustrated. 

This experience illustrates the first essential difficulty with the 

kind of violence which can be called terrdrism; it' has so many forms, 

motivations, intensities and effects that it defies simple definition." 

Ambassador .Lewis Hoffacker, Special Assistant to the Secretary of 

State, and one of the first United States officials at that level 

of responsibility to devote himself to the emerging problem of 

international terrorism said in 1974: IIl~hat is terrorism? Last 

sufumer, a U.N. group failed to agree on a definition of the term 

and b~came diverted by an inconclusive discussion of the causes 

and motives of terrorists." He wisely enjoined, further, that' 

IISuch disagreement, however, should not deter us from getting on 

with the business at hand". Nor has absence of ~greement deterred 

those who have persisted in their search for a definition that 

might commend itself to all who are vexed by this problem. No 

conference on terrorism--and these have proliferated in astounding 
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~ 	fashion in recent times--can now be cQnsidered a professional success 

without at least a stab at this problem of definition. There is thus 

no shortage of definitions; what is lacking is definition. 

Definition has certainly not proven elusive, then, on account 

of slothfulness or lack of diligence and application on the part of 

the scholars; almost every writer who has put pen to paper on this 

account has felt a compulsive urge to offer his own definition for 

the enlightenment of his readers. This is part of the problem. 

Everyone, it seems~ has his or her own idea of what terrorism is 

and there is simply too little coincidence of the various views for 

them to serve as a sound basis for scientific discussion and criticism, 

or professional utilization. The result has usually been some sort of 

a retreat into the broadest of generalitie~. Some of these have been 

tossed out wjth a certain amount of scholarly abandon that, while 

beguiling and quotable, offer nothing of value to an understanding 

of the subject. Cherif Bassiouni has opined that:"Terrorism is 

nothing more than a strategy of terror-violence". Such superficial 

observations, while adding nothing to an understanding of the problem, 

have an inconvenient way of becoming embedded in the literature 

through uncritical repetition. Other scholars have shown a deeper 

concern for the very real problems existing. Thus, Jordan Paust, 

another scholar who has done some notable work on normative analysis 

of the subject, offers in a definitional context: "Terrorism ;s 

therefore viewed as a form of violent strategy, a form of coercion 

utilized to alter the freedom of choice of others." Such grand, 

'-' 	 sweeping statements (an excellent definition of ~/ar, incidentally) 
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have an inconvenient consequence of c~tching in their train a 

considerable variety of conduct that for some might arguably be 

terrorism but which, for others, is definitely not to be so 

characterized. Such attempts lack the focus and precision necessary 

for everyday, practical use. Clearly, much of the coercive activity 

of organized crime would properly fall within such a definition~ and 

many would argue, with much justification that this is, perhaps, an 

outstanding example of terrorism. There is much to commend the 

argument. How does the elimination of witnesses in criminal cases 

by such forces in the United States differ from similar activity 

by political extremists in Spain or Italy? How does such a killing 

of a Judge in Milan or Turin differ from a killing in San Antonio, 

Texas? Yet this is not what most people would call immediately to 

mind when seeking instances of what might, for them, exemplify 

terrorism. It is not the coldly eff~cient Mafia hit-man who 

ordinarily draws upon himself the public opprobrium contained in 

the modern usage of the term "terrorist", nor is the very real and 

purposeful fear generated by his masters what causes such agonizing 

over the definitional aspects of the term terrorism. The reasons 

for this are certainly \'lOrth' pondering. They are rooted in a certain 

slant or focus--a way of looking at events--that has developed in 

recent years and which has become more and more prominent as the 

popular media has taken hold of the subject. Again, a lone killer 

wielding a .44 caliber handgun spread terror through a large sector 

of two Boroughs of New York City in 1976 and 1977. Whatever the 

V curious purposes of the so-called IIS on of Sam ll might really have 
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~ 	been, his violent strategy certainly ~ad the effect of altering the 

freedom of choice of others, for those who assumed themselves to be 

potential targets of the unknown killer so altered their conduct in 

some cases as to become virtual recluses. ihere can be no doubt about 

the well-attested terror generated by David Berkowitz during that 

period. Nor was this solely the reaction of a few individuals. The 

impact upon the communities affected, in psychological and economic 

terms, was as considerable as though they had been afflicted by a 

purposeful, organized campaign to that end. Indeed, political 

extremists acting with all the force at their command could hardly 

have done better, and might not have done nearly as well before 

interdiction took effect. Yet few would regard this lone, seemingly 

senseless assault as terrorism, although it ~ dignified as such, 

by association with acts of more evident terrorism like the bombings 

of the FALN,(the Puerto Rican pro-independence group); the killing 

of White Roman Catholic missionaries in Rhodesia by members of the 

Zimbabwe African National Union; the assassination of Siegfried Buback 

by adherents of the Baader-Meinhof group; and the exploits of the 

South Moluccans, in the "Introduction to Terrorism: Inter Disciplinary 

Perspectives " , a collection of respectable materials on the subject. 

Fear on an overpowering scale, the core element of terrorism is 

certainly common to all these episodes> yet other key ingredients 

are clearly lacking. This does not seem to have been noticed by many
• 

of those who have written about the subject. And so the whole 

unsatisfactory process continues. Definition in this area is not 

a scientific matter at all. It may not unfairly be said that the 

", 
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term terrorism has become debased b~ the very promiscuity of its use. 
~ 

The entire subject of terrorism and political violence generally is 

too tainted with emotion and overlaid by prejudice and subjective 

considerations. A 1979 Staff Report of the Subcommittee on Civil 

and Constitutional Rights of the Committee on the Judiciary of the 

House of Representatives pessimistically, but with a heartening note 

of realism overall, opines: "In summary~ the search for a consensus 

definition of terrorism may well be futile." (The Definition of 

Terrorism: A Problem of Perspective). 

Still the need for some sort of definition continues to be as 

urgently pressing as ever. Those who feel the pressure generally 

respond to it with the introduction of some degree of adjectival 

refinement. The evident intent is to pro~ide inc~eased focus and , 
greater semantic precision. Thus we have resort to such nice 

distinction~ as those implied in the. use of the term "true terrorism." 

(Disorders and Terrorism: Report of the Task Force on Disorders and 

Terrorism of the National Advisory Committee on Standards and Goals). 

Therein lies a subtle unarticulated suggestion· that this latter can 

somehow be distinguished, almost instinctively as it were, from 

pseudo or imitation terrorism--quasi-terrorism-- that is somewhat 

like the shadow without the substance. There is really a touch of 

linguistic desperation about this. An immanent quality is assumed 

in the sUbstantive that can only really achieve proper expression 

through use of the delicate pointer that is the adjective. Terrori~m 

thus becomes the ineffable, defying worldly expression. It is the 

given that somehow must be understood, eyen though it cannot 
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~ be adequately defined. The phenomenon is not unfamiliar to lawyers 

who have encountered similar problems with such terms as "obscenity". 

Other adjectives besides "true ll are frequently employed in similar 

fashion. For many, the adjective "political" is the most useful in 

this regard, and political terrorism is accordingly advanced as an 

independent concept, though some might argue that the adjective is 

superfluous in this case - and certainly adds nothing to the defin

ition - for all terrorism, properly so-called must be political by 

nature. Terror unallied to the political remains terror~ but it is 

not terrorism. The use of the adjective "political"~ whether 

strictly correct or not, is not without is attractions in the 

practical sense, for it clearly eliminates much that by reference 

to a looser definition would necessarily require inclusion. Thus 

Hoffacker, with reference to "the business at hand" regards this 

for working purposes as "defense agai'nst violent attacks, by 

politically or ideologically motivated parties". Certainly, the 

adjective, surplus or not, tightens matters a great deal. It does 

eliminate a lot of terrorism "look-alikes". Were it possible thus 

to define terrorism, it would be churlish to raise mere technical 

objectjons. It is, however, not so easy to dispose of the matter. 

The fundamental problem of definition remains, and it is not dealt 

with at all simply by adding terms of description or limitation. 

Nothing times ten is still nothing. Unless the adjectival notion 

(or what it is intended to represent) is indeed incorporated as 

part of the definition itself, it does little more than decorate 

'-" or embellish the original vacuity. What 'has to be tackled \'1ith 
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~ 	 resolution is the design of the components of what might eventually 

be agreed upon as a notion of terrorism itself; some elements, 

including the political, might then merit inclusion while others 

will certainly need to be excluded. Until this task is accomplished, 

no satisfactory statement of what terrorism is, let alone a definition, 

can be usefully proffered. 

The most significant impediment, in a practical sense, to the 

universally acceptable definition of terrorism is not of a termino

logical or semantic, but, rather, of a political or psychological 

nature. The term "terrorism" now seems to carry within itself an 

inherent pejorative connotation that is simply unacceptable on 

political or ideological grounds to many who would certainly entertain 

no objective doubt about the terrifying c~~racter ~f the activity to 

which the t~rm is meant to refer. Its meaning and application can be 

said to be tainted by these sentiments. Terrorism is (or, more 

properly, has become) a "bad" word. Quite simply, no one seems to 

want to be labelled a terrorist or to have his (or her) activities 

characterized as terrorism. These evident sensibilities receive 

their most vivid and direct expression in the increasingly popular 

and useful aphorism: one man's terrorist is another man's freedom 

fighter. The real manifestation of terrorism, however ,defined, is 

a recognizably ugly and unpleasant activity. For most tastes, its 

description has to be prettied up and entitled something more 

appealing, before its application to those whose actions we condone 

can be admitted. The strength of these moral and aesthetic objections, 

and their effects upon the problem of definition itself (as well as 

" 
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~ what we do about that definition) can~ot be minimized. This is no 

mere sophistry. They have certainly proven to be the major obstacle 

in the way of producing a definition acceptable to the majority in 

the international forum. There is much to learn from this apparent 

impasse. The lessons are well worth careful examination here. The 

character and slant of the objections taken are, in themselves, most 

instructive as to the true nature of the problem under examination. 

These constitute the best clue to the difficulties experienced in 

the matter of definition. The central, determinative elements in 

the phenomenon of "terrorism" are not really in dispute or under 

objection in any way; there would probably be broad agreement among 

all parties with regard to a majority of them. What is feally at 

issue is the application of the term con~tructed to embrace th~m so 

as to describe the activities of certain groups. Once this seemingly 

incongruous objection is questioned, it is evident that it is the 

pejorative, near-universally condemnable aspect of terrorism that is 

being resisted in its application. If what terrorism is all about 

were regarded as Ilgood", the problem of definition would be much 

simpler. To do unto others what is comprised in terrorism is 

recognized everywhere as being bad - unless, like war, it can be 

justified. Terrorism, so defined, is not something that in all 

conscience can be allowed of as being right and proper, unless there 

is a massive justification for it - irtwhich case it i~ not terrorism! 

None of this should surprise lawyers. These nice distinctions 

are an essential part of the exercise of the jurist's craft. The 

concepts of the Just and the Unjust War ~re but a legal construct, 
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~ 	 a neat piece of professional sophistry. The Just War is an activity 

that can be legally as well as morally "justified". Terrorism is a 

form of war, or, more properly viewed, a distinctive weapon of 

warfare, and the extension to it of these juridical precepts hallowed 

by time and usage is both logical, and to be expected. From a 

legalistic standpoint, therefore, there ;s nothing strange or 

incongruous about the dualism with which the phenomenon of terrorism 

is viewed. Another example of this interpretive technique can be 

offered for consideration. The same action, the identical set of 

physical facts, can be criminal or non-criminal according to its 

association with a specific mental element. Murder and justifiable 

homicide are cases in point. What is "good" or "bad" about the 

matter, that is whether the activity is a~~roved rir repudiated by 

the system, is not dependent upon the physical or manifested aspects 

of the case alone, but rather upon the intellectual associations that 

lend color to it. Such fine distinctions are of vital importance to 

any developed system of law. It is only in the more primitive 

systems (or those which have regressed for some special reason) 

that absolute liability - an almost tunnel-vision focus upon the 

act alone - is the rule rather than the exception. This feature, 

indeed, is one of the key criteria for assessing the stage of 

development reached by any particular legal system. As law advances 

out of the Dark Ages, it gathers the capacity to inquire not only 

into what was done but into ~ it was done. That part of the law 
t 

relating to criminal defenses - excuses, exceptions, justifications, 

is artificially constructed to give life and meaning to these 
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developments. Thus the killing of a ~uman being by another human 

being is always homicide and the basic, physical elements of the 

case - the Actus Reus of the Common Law - although differing in 

their manifestations and modalities, are of a'constant nature. 

Essentially, you end up with a dead human being as a result of 

something done by some other human being. Yet some homicides are 

condemned by law~ while others, if not actively approved and encour

aged, are at least excused or even justified. The differentiation 

is made on an entirely intellectual basis, by reference to status 

or the state of mind assumed to have accompanied the action. Much 

of this is so obvious and now so universal as to require little 

further explanation. Wheti a p61itical ~x~tem is titid~r severe 

pressure, law regresses td th~ primitive. I~law cea~es to inquire 

why; it becomes concerned only to determine wh~ther a prohibited 

act has occurred. This is the road to the authoritarian state, 

to the totalitarianism of which Nazi Germany serves as the most 

perfectly examined example of our times. The Iran of the Ayatollah 

Khomeini is proceeding~ however covertly, down the same rpad. 

Behind the reversion to the primitive, blanket prohibition lies 

the brooding specter of fear. The reaction to it is primed by an 

atavistic belief in the imperative need for, and singular efficacy 

of, fighting fire with fire. It is the very essence of extreme 

deterrence thinking. To admit of exceptions, on any account, is 

to admit to weakness. In reality, the denial of weakness after 

this fashion is the best evidence for its existence. The implica

tions of all this for the definition of terrorism should not be 

overlooked. 
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The true struggle over definition in the ar~a of t~rro~ism is~ 

fundamentally, between those who claim an exce~tidnat law for 

certain manif~stly harmful eo~duct and thos~who will not admit it. 

Such an argument obviously has no place within the confines of 

positive law; the positivist can clearly define terrorism however 

he chooses. His definition, practically, can only be called in 

question by those who can effectively challenge his power. Definition~ 

the~ from this perspective, is no more than an exercise in power along 

the lines of the well-known Humpty-Dumpty principle. While this may 

not help us far along the road to an acceptable definition of terrorism 

in a practical context, it does assist in elucidating the "problem of 

definition in this subject area. The basic physical elements of 

"terrorism", the "acts" by which it is con5tituted~ or manifests 

itself, are in little need of more exact statement. About the 
•

character and nature of such activities there is little disagreement. 

Yet, it is self-evident that terrorism ismdre than just assassination, 

kidnapping, bombing, sabotage, hostage-taking and the like; these acts~ 

alone, are recognized for what they are by most legal systems and are 

punishable accordingly. If it were not so, why bother with this 

diffiGult problem of definition at all? Simply stated in terms of 

individual crimes, these acts; p~r se, are not terroris~. Something 

more is needed to fix the not~on of what is being sought. Terrorism 

is more the ~ of the matter than the -what. Te~rorisni "is more than 

the act; it is the embodiment and revelation df the und~rlying 

purpose. The term "terrorism" is intended to be descriptive not 

J merely of certain fear-generat-ing acts engaged in by human beings, 
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but also of the intellectual elements with which they are inevitably 

and inseparably associated. Here the true problem of definition is 

revealed in all its starkness, for there is simply no agreement 

about what these latter ingredients are. It adds nothing of value 

to argue that terrorism, unlike "political" crime, (where this is a 

recognized juridical entity) i~ malum in se~ for that merely begs 

the question. There is a little legalistic sleight of hand in all 

this. The proponents of these violent acts might well admit that 

what they do is horrifying, even barbaric, in the extreme, but they 

could still argue quite cogently, perhaps apologetically, that it 

is not terrorism. To appreciate the force of that argument~ even 

to be able to refute it, requires acceptance that terrorism is 

something more than the act itself. It is·,relativ·ely easy, for 

example, to envisage an assassination that would not be character

ized as terrorism, while other assassinations clearly have an obvious 

terroristic purpose. To be able to define terrorism at all, it is 

necessary to isolate, describe, analyze, and put a name to the 

missing element. 

The perpetual search for a simple, universally acceptable 

definition of terrorism may well be illusory. A definition of the 

facts comprising the activity may be possible, if not simple; its 

application to situations involving them is unlikely ever to be 

universally acceptable. From what has already been said, the reason 

for this now clearly emerges. Any definition must, inevitably~ 

contain a further, judgmental element. This is the missing, 

......) controversial characteristic. The same set of facts can simply 

" 
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be characterized differently, given a. radically different meaning~ 

when viewed through different eyes. What is or is not called 

tef.~rism depends upon this award of meaning by those concerned 

with endowing the activity with its significance. A most pertinent 

illustration of what is involved is afforded by the following 

situation taken from another context. "Three-year old Harold 

kicks Mrs. Zwellbach's dog. This is a fact. In the quarrel that 

ensues, the problem also involves the fact that to his mother, 

Harold has demonstrated resoluteness of character in the face of 

danger. In Mrs. Zwellbach ' s thinking about the problem, it is a 

fact that Harold is a cruel, undisciplined little brat who has 

injured a harmless animal." What is stated in this example is 

exactly paralleled by the disparate views ltaken of terrorism. 

What is or is not terrorism depends less upon the nature and quality 

of the act than on your point of vi~w. This is easily illustrated 

by reference to concrete example. For some, the three members of 

the Japanese Red Army, who, in 1972, mercilessly slaughtered innocent 

Christian pilgrims at Lod airport, were fearless, freedom fighters 

nobly performing their appointed duty in a righteous cause. That 

the dead victims included Christian pilgrims is an incontrovertible 

fact. That the term "slaughter," though emotion-laden~ is a correct 

description of what occurred cannot be denied by anyone who saw the 

awful photographs of the carnage and its aftermath. Yet such is 

the quality and importance of the judgmental factor that the 

apologists could seriou~ly claim that the victims were not "innocent", 

for their very presence in this "war zon~" in the role of tourists 
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automatically converted them into aiders and comforters of the 

"enemy." Leaving aside all partizan considerations~ the argument 

is admittedly persuasive. The worst that can be said is that it 

is cowardly for heavily armed men to kill unarmed, non-belligerents. 

Gut might they not then answer that these non-belligerents were 

themselves heavily guarded by units of the "enemy" forces? In this, 

terrorism strongly ressembles the concept of total war, a war in 

which there are no innocents and no distinction is made between 

combattants and non-combattants. So far as war is concerned, we 

have passed the mere semantic inhibitions. War is war, no matter 

how just or how sweetly it is made to smell. We simply have not 

yet reached such a position with regard to terrorism. We must, in 

the interests of definition, be prepared ~o take this step. Terrorism 

is a doctrine of ~xtremes. There are no grey areas, only sharply 

divided black and white, friend and foe. Terrorism is the antithesis 

of moderation; the moderate terrorist, like the kindhearted terrorist, 

is a contradiction in terms. The lines between the contestants are 

sharply drawn. What is noble and glorious for one, is cowardly and 

barbaric for another. Values, and judgments based on them, are a 

matter of standpoint and perspective. This emotional overlay tends 

to disguise the real issue. The really important consideration lies 

well buried beneath the welter of rhetoric. The issue is one of 

effectiveness; if a thing is worth doing, it is worth doing well. 

Total war and terrorism appeal because they seem, at least super

ficially, to be extraordinarily efficacious. They seem to work 
.. 

when nothing else will. Both are an untrammel1ed exercise of power. 
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Neither are measured; they are the epjtome of all-out force. This 

is hardly surprising. Why, it might pertinently be asked, should 

any less be expected? Why should there be moderation, finesse or 

consideration when as a re~ult the issue might thus be brought in 

doubt? That prince of terrorists, General Grivas, the legendary 

Dighenis, inquired why the enemy should be shot at from the front 

when it was so much simpler and more efficient to shoot them in the 

back. This is a hard argument to answer, for there are no Queensberry 

rules governing terrorism. It is proper to recall here that "the 

enemy" in this case included British servicemen's wives and childten. 

Any definition of terrorism must fact the ~oral issue: When are the 

means simply too awful to be justified by appeal to the ends? By 

majority standards, the terrorist simply ~~s a diitorted moral 

perspective. If a universally acceptable definition of terrorism 

is not possible, perhaps a majority one will have to suffice. 

There is an inevitable element of circularity about all the 

commonly employed definitions of terrorism. This is certainly the 

case with most definitions constructed with a normative view in 

mind. The use of "great fear" or "tetror" as the basis of such 

definitions is seemingly inescapable. The wearisome circularity 

has an infectious character, for all thinking about the subject has 

seemingly become contaminated by it. The politics of definition 

have acquired a co-related circularity. The arguments about what 

terrorism is seem to go endlessly round and round, with little or 

no possibility of practical resolution in terms of concerted, 
.. 

practical counteraction. This is most material in the present 
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context. There is a striking reluctance, on the political level to 

come to grips with the fundamental, moral issues. Yet the face of 

this type of violence - whatever it might be in juridico-political 

terminology - is all too easily recognizable, especially by those 

who are victimized. The various manifestations of the phenomenon 

are only too sadly familiar in our times. People, generally, know 

the plain meaning of terror, as they have come to know, all too well, 

the meaning of war; and the victims know with certitude what it is 

that has terrorized them even though, save in the colloquial sense, 

they may not be able to put a name to it. Terrorism is the effect 

of all this on the lives of the people. While this is not much 

help to the scientist, the law enforcement officer~ or even the 

victim, this is, in practice, not an unco~mon sit~ation. In other 

fields, too, we have sometimes been unable to say what things are 

and we have, accordingly, been forced to define them in terms of 

what they do or how they react with other phenomena within our 

experience. It has been well put by Morton Hunt that: "Physicists 

no longer strive to say what the matter is; it has proven much 

more productive to say how matter behaves at various energy levels." 

This ,is probably the most 'sensible 'and profitable course that can 

be followed with regard to ter~6rism. Instead of inquJring what 

terrorism ,is, we can more profitably ask what these different forms 

of violence and suggested violence mean, and how they affect the 

immediate victims and the community generally. In this way, we 

may hope to arrive at a deeper understanding of the subject so as 

to develop the elements of a general theory of it. This is not to 
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~ evade the problem of definition, but,~rather, to pass beyond it. 

This must be done in the interests of finding practical solutions 

to a real and continuing problem. 

Terrorism has a significance for our times that clearly trans

cends its material impact. When one considers, for example, the 

t~rrible, annual slaughter on the roads, the armies of persons 

decimated each year by cancer and heart disease - to mention but 

two of the great killers of our time - the substantive losses on 

account of terrorism appear by comparison to be strikingly slight. 

One is called to wonder whether all the time, energy, and resources 

devoted to the topic are worth the effort. Yet, plainly, the 

concern and the reaction to the fear. generated by what is called 

terro ri sm, is 0 u t of all pro port i on to the' rna ted a1 to 11 exacted 
~ 

by it. Thi~ non-material impact of terrorism for those affected 

by it, whether they are victims in any degree or entrusted in a 

more detached fashion with certain response functions, is a most 

distinctive feature of the phenomenon. It may be observed in 

passing that terrorism is a most economical way of waging war on 

society for those having comparatively slight resources. The 

importance assigned to terrorism in the modern world ;s concerned 

with its socio-political nature rather than on account ~f its 

magnitude as an event or even its destructive potential. This is 

not easy to grasp as a matter of direct observation of case 

materials. The theory of response requires examination as well 

as the activity that gives rise to i.t. Terrorism is, perhaps, 

best understood through an oblique line of study. It is in the 
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reflection of terrorism rather than its substantive image that its 

true nature is revealed. How people, individually and collectively, 

IIsee ll terrorism, how and why they react to it in the ways they do, 

are really most instructive. Q~ite si~plj ~tated. terrorism is seen 

as an intolerable affront to authority;' the reaction to it is a 

mirror of itself. This is what gives it its contemporary importance. 
, 

Terrorism poses an ineluctable challenge to the very notion of 

organized, political society. Terrorism is an unacceptable challenge 

to the state's monopoly on the use of force for social control. It 

is here that the essential, innate political character of terrorism 

is clearly revealed. Terrorism isan evident regression to an 

earlier stage of Man's political development. This is so whether 

terrorism is employed by small groups or b\t nation' states. It is 

the undisguised embodiment of the doctrine: Might is Right. The. , 

only question, so far as its practitioners are concerned, is whose 

might shall prevail. It is for this reason that terrorism represents 

such an uncompromis'ing attack upon the Rule of Law. Terrorism is a 

total rejection of moderation, as it is a total attack upon the law. 

It is as incongruous to talk about a little bit of terrorism as it 

is to- speak of being a little bit pregnant. Thus terrorism is 

always outside the law, for by nature, it is incompatible with it. 

It cannot be' brought within the doctrines of necessity or self

defense save by a tortured process of reasoning based on two wrongs 

making a right. Law is a framework within which those subject to it 

tacitly agree to resolve their differences; this must be so for the 

positivist and the adherent of natural law alike. Terrorism cannot 
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~ 	 operate within such a framework; it is straining the use of even the 

lawyer's artificial language to speak of "regulated", or "legal", much 

less IIjustifiable" terrorism. It is a reversion to the naked, 

primitive power that law was fashioned to harness and bring under 

control. Terrorism is, in effect, a rejection of the constraints of 

the legal and political system designed to give man in society 

freedom from fear. Anti-gdver~m~nt terrori5m r~jects the system 

itself, subjecting it to an assault from outside, while state 'terrorism 

overwhelms the syste~ from within. All this may, in certain contexts, 

be politically acceptable; but it has nothing to do with law. Both 

kinds of terrorism are designed to teach a lesson to those upon whom 

their effects fall. But it is a lesson permitted by no system based 

upon the Rule of Law. Terrorism exposes ~aw nerve~. It evokes 

primitive responses, regardless of whether they are effective or not. 

What is certain, in this elemental struggle for power, is that it is 

useless to appeal to any system of law to determine who is right. 

Each is right according to his own lights: hence one man's terrorist 

is another's hero. Thus Muammar Kaddafi, asked why help Idi 

Am~n, a man who has massacred tens of thousands of his own people, 

can reply quite rationally and compatibly with his own standpoint, 

"Why not?" Terrorism is a struggle for competing values in which 

the only arbiter is power. Where terrorism has been successful, 

the victor has had to begin, hastily, a repair job designed to hide 

the historical facts. As history has repeatedly and invariably 

shown, terrorism sponsored from a position of power can only be 

suppressed or interdicted by a superior power. 
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What, the n, ins umm a r y, can be, sa i din rep 1 y tothe que s t ion, 

IIWhat is terrorism?" Host usefully, perhaps, the observation should 

be tendered that a pertinent response will depend largely upon who 

is asking the question and for what purpose. Within the framework 

of law, only a very guarded reply is possible. It is evident that 

within a legal context, domestic or international, a universally 

acceptable definition is impossible to achieve, for terrorism i~, 

by its very nature, a supra or meta legal concept. This points up 

the essential artificiality not only of the definitional process, 

in relation to terrorism, but of law itself. F~om a legal per

spective, the answer to the "q~e~tidn ""Wh~t "is "t~r~d~i~~?"must be 

simply; whatever the l~wye~s"say 'it is. One must be forgiven an 

excursion into the realms of legal philosophy at "this point. 
II. 

PositiVe law can, in perfectly Humpty-Dumpty-like fashion, define 

terrorism (or, indeed, anything else) in any way it chooses - it 

is just a question of which is to be master, that is all. Every 

system of positive law contains its own, inherent power of definition. 

Such a system can make any given set of facts "terrorism" or "not 

terrorism" according to the predilections of those running the system. 

Thus a lawyer from the United States will have a very different 

notiori of terrorism from his Socialist counterpart, and, perhaps, 

different again from that of a Third World lawyer. The'lawyers' 

vacillatiorts, where they occur, are not the result of a lack of 

power, but, rather, of a proper lawyerly caution as to how and when 

that power should be exercised. The lawyer, in this matter as in 

most othe~s, is not the master but simply the servant of higher 

forces. The lawyer may be the architect, but he is not engaged 
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in this matter of design and construction on his own account. Law 

is really shaped by forces that are often beyond the lawyer's 

control and tantalysingly beyond the reach of his own discipline. 

The concept of terrorism is born in surroundings where the lawyer's 

professional training and discipline offer no special guidance. 

This is not an argument for some supreme natural law, to which the 

lawyer can make appeal in cases such as this. It is, rather, a 

sober recognition that the lawyer is scarcely master even in his 

own house; too few of its appurtenances are his own and he must, 

too often, be at the beck and call of his political landlords. A 

lawyer can only usefully give the meaning of something that is a 

part of his own, narrow system. The lawyer is thus, perhaps, the 

least appropriate person to whom our gene~al question might be 

addressed. He is not really qualified to give an authoritative 

answer of his own and any answer he might be tempted to give is 

likely by reason of his special professional skills, to be quite 

attractively misleading. The serious student of this subject must 

realize from the onset that he is not going to get very much help 

at all from the lawyer, as lawyer, in this matter. The meaning of 

terrorism is not to be found in legalistics, just as it is not to 

be found in the words of legislation. Those wishing to penetrate 

to the heart of the question must address themselves elsewhere 

to the political scientist, perhaps, or the psychologist, psychiatrist 

or sociologist - even where the eventual purpose of the question might 

be to obtain guidance in the elaboration of some normative structure. 

~ The lawyer cannot make normative bricks without straw and it is 
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useless to send him after straw wiihout the clearest instructions 

as to what he must obtain and Where he is to obtain it. The "straw" 

in this case is not self-evident in nature nor are its whereabouts 

clear. Those who would pose the question "What is terrorism?" should. 

perhaps, seek the source of the straw rather than bestowing too much 

of their attentions upon those who are also seekers or concerned only 

with the finished product. This problem must be addressed in a 

practical, analytical way. 

The following elements, the straw~ then, are suggested as being 

the essential constituents of the phenomenon labelled terrorism. 

They are not the only ingredients~ but what is suggested here is 

that, in their absence, we have something that, however closely it 

may"~resemble terrorism, is really quite dilfferent from it • 

•
(1) Terrori~m is a purpo~eful ~tim~n activity dir~tted "at 

oth~r h~mans. 

It is something done by human beings - whatever the 

material agency used for the purpose - to other human 

beings. This is its primary identifying characteristic. 

It is the relationship of the human being to something, 

tangible or intangible, that makes terrorism possible. 

However random the selection of the victims, or the inter

ests, however seemingly mindless the act of violence, 

terrorism alw~ys has a purpose; only its practical 

consequences in terms of death and destruction are an 
.. 

incidental and sometimes accidental product. The purpose 
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of terrorism must alWays b~ discovered, for it is central 

to its nature. In theory, it ;s possible to think of 

forms of terrorism where, quite deli~erately, no-one is 

killed or injured and no property interests are destroyed. 

Thus terrorism represents a conscious policy choice. It 

is a crime of specific intention. 

(2) Terrorism 'opef~tes thf6ug~ th~ geri~r~tiori 6f ~assive fear 

irtt~nded to act upon the individual 6r coll~ctive human will. 

The purposeful production of intense, overriding fear 

is the very core of terrorism. What is done with the fear 

produced distinguishes terrorism from what it is not. 

Terrorism is the systematic applicatfon .of the fear so 
" 

generated, terror, so as to effect the terrorist's purposes. 

Terrorism is a distinctive use of fear. Whatever can be 

used to generate terror effectively - whether it be mere 

superstition or a nuclear holocaust - must be considered 

an apt tool for the terrorist's purpose. Terrorism requires 

fear of a more than ordinarily intense or pervasive quality; 

it needs to be persistent. Fear on this scale is like an 

essential element in a chemical process; without it, the 
, 

anticipated reaction that produces the new substance does 

not take place. Fear is the catalyst of terrorism. Terror 

is designed to change, in some significant way, the minds 

of those at whom it is beamed. It is meant to weaken 

- resistance to the terrorist's purposes. 
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. 
(3) 	 The creation'of terror 'must not be incidental to some 

other purpose; but must be the 'raison d'etre of the 

activity undertaken. 

Many c~mmon crimes induce in their victims terror or 

massive fear, of such significance that it becomes a 

definitional element of the criminal figure. Nevertheless, 

in such cases, the fear created is incidental to the 

criminal's true purpose, although it may be essential to 

effect it. Crimes such as rape and robbery have as their 

objective; the satisfattion of some other purpose than 

the 'generation of fear for fear's sake. The very real 

terror to which the victim is subjected is directed 

solely to the accomplishment ofl~he particular criminal 

act - the surrender of something through the overriding 

of the victim's will - but once that objective is attained, 

the terror generated serves no further useful purpose for 

the criminal responsible for it. By way of contrast, the 

terror created by the terrorist is an end in itself. It 

is the activity used to create it that is incidental. 

It is fear for effect. Once, generated, it i~ deliberately 

put to use by the terrorist. Thus it is app~opriate to 

refer to terrorism in terms of a reign or siege of terror. 

Terrorism has a continuous character. 

(4) 	 The act of 'terrorism 'must be consciously directed towards 

. the resolutforiof ~ome poWer ~truSgle., 

The 	 view is advanced here that all terrorism is 
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inherently political in the.narrow sense that it is a 

tactic or technique specifically adopted for the coercive 

resolution of social conflict. Terrorism, like war, is 

simply a distinctive, armed extension of diplomacy. The 

political objective may be major and extensive, in the 

sense that the power struggle involves the totality of 

the body politic, as where the terrorist purpose is nothing 

less than the overthrow of the existing establishment by 

these means. On the other hand, the political objective 

may be comparatively minor, in scope, as where terrorism 

is used within the confines of an existing legal system, by 

rival gangs to secure control of a certain territory, or 

by a criminal conspiracy such as~organiz~d crime to 

e~tablish domination over a certain sphere of activity. 
< 

In neither case is terrorism radically inhibited by the 

system, but in one case the system itself is seen as the 

"enemy" by the protagonists of the terrorism, whereas in 

the other, the system is substantially irrelevant. It 

should be observed here that terrGrism is not identifiable 

by its magnitude operationally. Those engaged in its use 

may deliberately limit its employment or may ~xtend it 

in similar or different fashion to other operations. Thus 

a struggle may be conducted in what amounts to a hybrid 

fashion with terrorism sometimes being employed and 

sometimes not. The Guerrilla is not a necessary or 

advanced form of terrorism; it can be fought without the 

employment .pf terrorism at all. 
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(5) Terrori~m recognite~ noauthotity save its own. 

Terrorism is self-justifying. Terrorism makes no 

appeal to higher authority. If, for the terrorist, the 

appointed end is right, then it follows, inexorably, that 

all done to attain that end, however awful~ is right. 

The only real defense for the terrorist is an extreme, 

illogical extension of that of necessity; that the terrorist 

could no longer endure in peace that against which he was 

forced to fight by such means. Few terrorists feel in 

need of such elaborate justification. Put simply, for the 

protagonists of terrorism, the~eans are alway~ justified 

by the end. Terrorism is thus wholly outside the legal 

structure and attempts to bring lit within such a structure, 

so as to moderate its effects or to protect the innocent, 

are an exercise in futility. Criminal activities can be 

legalized, crime cannot. Terrorism is crime manifested 

through a distinctive exercise of criminal activities the 

nature of which is generally not in dispute. 

Terrorism, then, is most easily recognized and underst60d through 

its various manifestations. These are, of necessity, of finite number 

so far as their fundamental nature is concerned. Terrorism, itself, 

has little room for development. There is room for inventiveness 

only with regard to modalities. Thus the massive fear that lies at 

the very heart of terrorism can ~ be generated through death or 

destruction of human beings, their attri'butes, interests, and property, 
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or a threat to engage in activities.that will bring about such 

death or destruction. The ~ in which these activities are designed 5 

structured, and directed ~ open to constant improvement, and it is 

in this area that we can properly speak of the changing techniques 

of terrorism. Terroristic progress or development is, essentially, 

doing the same basic tDings in different ways, more strenuouslY5 

against different targets, so as to produce more effective performance 

and an escalation of the level of fear. In this respect, too, 

terrorism resembles conventional warfare. When we ask, "What is 

terrorism?lI, we are really inquiring how this deadly game is played. 

The techniques of terrorism include the selective killing of 

individuals, (e.g. assassination); especially cruel mutilation or 

maiming of individuals (e.g. kneecapping, ~utting, out of tongues,. 

~_ etc.); killing in exceptionally vicious and frightening ways, 

(e.g. bombings, poisoning, by clandestlne means, etc.); killing of 

those closest and dearest to those it is hoped to intimidate or 

destroy by these means, (e.g. murder of loved ones, trusted confi

dants, and advisers, etc.) killing under circumstances likely to 

generate a high level of fear by reason of location or the means 

employed, (e.g. killing a highly protected official in a public 

place; using a great display of power to overcome the protective 

measures; killing by extreme stealth or mysterious means such as 

those recently employed against Bulgarians in exile); mutilation or 

desecration of the corpse of the victim such as that employed by 

Sicilian mafiosi and many Columbian criminals; indiscriminate killing 

of large numbers of people apparently by.random selection, (e.g. the 
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. 
~ 	 placing and detonation of explosive d~vices in public places, 

restaurants, airports, terminals, especially the use of anti

personnel artifacts); systematic torture; kidnapping; hostage 

taking, (especially hijacking or skyjacking, which are simply mobile 

forms of this technique); selective or indiscriminate destruction of 

property, usually by means of fire or explosives; sabotage of 

processes upon which individual and community life depends, (e.g. 

interference with services and provisions; poisoning of food and 

water supplies; interruption of communications, etc.). And, of 

course, the threat to do any of these things. Doing or threatening 

to do these things serves as a warning to others. Uncertainty is 

a substantial element of all terrorism. Not knowing when or where 

the next bomb is to go off, who is to be t~e next Victim, or what 

new tactic or technique ;s to be employed, is a highly effective, 
•

fear-producing way of proceeding. Hitler, a master of terrorism, 

declared it to be so and the lesson is well taken. 

No discussion of terrorism from a definitional perspective can 

ignore the terrorist, for, as has been said, fundamental to the 

nature of terrorism is the notion of human beings doing something 

to adversely affect other human beings. It is pertinent to 

inquire what kind of human being would do such terrible things and 

what qualities are necessary to make a choice from among the available 

modalities. In character and aims, today's terrorist is no different 

from those of yesteryear. Nor, logically, will tomorrow's terrorist" 

be any different in these vital respects. It takes a particular 

~ 	 slant of mind, set of beliefs and values, to be able to engage in 
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~ t his t y p e 0 f act i v i t y a 9 a ins t the e's tab 1ish e d 0 r d e r 0 f soc i e t y • 

The question is always raised, at least tacitly, after some 

particularly shocking episode: Who would do such terrible things 

in the name of any cause whatsoever? The general answer has already 

been given: those who believe the means are justified by the ends 

it is sought to attain. It is not necessary for definitional 

purposes to explore extensively the warped psychology of the 

terrorist. A few observations are, however, of value in this regard. 

A clear distinction requires to be made between those who are removed 

from the action - who plan, supervise, and direct - and those who 

engage in the direct killing, torturing, and all the other activities 

that go to make up the whole spectrum of terrorism. A George Habash 

or a Wadi Haddad (to take two well-known examples). is no less a 

terrorist by reason of his personal remoteness from the action; 

the ordering of assassination, skyjackings, the sending of letter 

bombs, and all the other fear-producing enterprises is perhaps even 

more terroristic than their moronic execution by those who simply 

obey. These "Generals" and "Politicians" of terrorism, too, have 

their conventional counterparts. The distinctions reside in the 

functional aspects; the different levels of command and ability; 

the skills, dedication, and courage, rather than in a real, qualitative 

difference in mentality. This is important to bear in mind in terms 

of responsibility. There is a quality of evil about the terrorist 

at whatever level he functions, however near to or remote from the 

consequences he is seeking to bring about - that is shocking and 

repelent to the ordinary, law-abiding member of the community. 
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~ Terrorism is abhorrent to the vast majority of people everywhere. 

The reasons for such perve~ity in the terrorist are many and varied 

and mainly the product of individual circumstances and history. 

But this perversion is a constant factor that must be taken into 

account in any assessment of terrorism and what it is all about. 

The terrori~ is~ fortunately~ in a minority, and it is this that 

gives a definitio.n acceptable to a majority its viability. 

By reference to the constituent elements .outlined above, it is 

evident that even a single individual might engage in terrorism. 

Individuals, ,properly classified as terrorists have so engaged 

themselves in the past; George Metesky, the so-called "Mad Bomber" 

in Manhattan and Muharem Kurbegovic, the "Alphabet Bomber" in 

Los Angeles are but two examples out of many. The- lone terrorist 

poses peculiar response problems that will be discussed in their 

place, but with respect to the definitional aspects considered, 

it is to be observed that terrorism is more usually the activity 

of organized groups engaged in a·continuing campaign in which 

terrorism fornls part of some larger strategy. The terrorism option 

thtis becomes but another segment of a "corporate" policy in which 

individual emotions, motivation, and even direction are effectively 

submerged. This means that too much thought about the matters 

discussed and analyzed here is simply not given by the rank and 

file terrorist; like good soldiers, they just obey orders. 

Commitment to a cause, to a leader, to an idea can produce a type 

of blind, unquestioning obedience that is very characteristic of 

many terrorist groups. The point here is that many of those who 
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~ execute these terroristic missions do not think of what they are 

doing as terrorism simply because their faith and hopes for guidance 

are invested in others who do their thinking for them. What this 

means, in practice, is that the operative who places the bomb may 

not have the slightest idea, in terms of the overall strategy, of 

why he is doing it; he is little more than the tool or instrument 

of his more astute masters. His conduct is but a graver extension 

of that of the mindless individual induced to shout anti-government 

slogans from the shelter of the crowd by those Eugene Methvin has 

perceptively dubbed "The Riot-Makers ll That the definitional• 

elements isolated here may not be consciously present in the minds 

of at least some of the principal actors in no way invalidates them 

conceptually nor renders them of purely theoretical value. Those, 

who blindly follow their leaders down such paths, in the absence of 
t 

those defenses ordinarily recognized, by the criminal law, must have 

imputed to them all the motivation and purpose of the prime movers 

of the enterprise. 

While it has been noted by many that terrorism is a collective 

rather than an individual undertaking, another related aspect of 

its nature has generally passed without remark. Terrorism is, 

characteristically, an assault against organized society. It owes 

this to its fundamental political nature. While individuals may 

be targeted and acts perpetrated against their persons, property, 

and other interests, the climate of fear intended to be generated 

thereby is really directed at the wider society of which that 

individua'1 forms a part. The principle, "Kil·l One, Ten Others Tremble ll 
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is very much a guiding tenet for al~ terrorists. While it may be 

proper, therefore, to speak of an act 
~ 

·of terrorism directed at one 

person, terrorism as a cbnceptual entity can only be directed at 

the community at large. Terrorism, essentially, is a very impersonal 

thing; it cannot really be otherwise. The individual vendetta is 

just that and no more. Individual human life is worth nothing 

against the grand concept of what is implied by terrorism. The 

grand design transcends a11 notions of individual vengeance and 

personal motivation. Terrorism, perhaps more tha'n any other crime, 

has a truly public character. It is for this reason that terrorism 

gives the impression of callousness, mindlessness, a detached, 

abnormal attitude towards all human suffering. The terrorist who 

acts otherwise is really doing violence tOt,his own credo or code. 

There are, fortunately, comparatively few who are capable of 
. 

following t~is to the letter. There is an important corollary 

to all this that must find its way into any definition, at least 

by imputation. Terrorism is identified by its i~pact upon the 

many not the few; it matters not that these latter suffer more 

immediately and that their impressions ought, in consequence, to 

be of higher account. That a targeted individual is not frightened 

nor influenced in any way by the acts of terrorism directed against 

him, does not affect the definition of terrorism. There are many 

brave folk who stand up to the terrorist just as others are undaunted 

by the rapist or the mugger. But just as rape and mugging exist 

despite these displays of personal bravery, so, too, does terrorism, 

for its true meaning becomes etched upon the collective mind by example. 
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Terrorism for the individual, human'victim is a real experience, 

the components of which can be analyzed and described with painful 

clarity. For the community as a whole, terrorism is the idea of 

this experience, transformed, developed, and projected. 

Before proceeding to a practical, definitional utilization 

of the elements identified, it is worthwhile giving some incidental 

consideration to certain well-known observations or aphorisms about 

terrorism that are valuable as color if not essential material for 

any definition. Prominent among these is the tag, T~frorism i~ ·the 

Weapon of the Weak, properly attributable to Brian Crozier. This 

pithy aphorism really encapsulates a. great deal of information about 

terrorism and terrorists. It affirms the essential '~olitical nature 

of terrorism and recognizes that its emploument is.determined by 

a particular view of the power struggle. Those who see themselves 

in an inferior or disadvantageous position may feel impelled to 

resort to these means in order to redress the balance in their own 

favor. There is the assumption that terrorism somehow has this 

compensatory quality. The terrorist always proceeds from a position 

of perceived weakness rather than strength. This is true even in 

the case of state of official terrorism. The resort to terrorism is, 

in effect, a confession of weakness, an admission that the other side 

has a superiority of position or resources from which it can only be 

dislodged by these means. It also implicitly recognizes the choice 

involved in the resort to terrorism. Terrorism is not a nec~ssarb 

option, even for the weak. The struggle can be fought without resort 

to terrorism, and many ideologues have recommended that it not be 
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~ adopted as a means to the end sough't. Terrorism is not the exclusive 

perquisite of the Left; it goes almost without saying that Right-wing 

terrorism is no less pernicious and reprehensible. What Right and 

Left share in common is this belief, under certain circumstances, 

in terrorism as a "make-weight" factor, as an element for closing 

the gap between the opposing forces. Terrorism shares this belief 

with poison gas and the nuclear bomb. It reminds us that terrorism 

really is another weapon of warfare. In the extreme case, it becomes 

the prop for the defense of necessity, namely that "they" were so 

strong, we had no other option. Historically, such terrorism breeds 

only counter-terror, reprisal and counter-reprisal. For this reason, 

those who advocate the fighting of terrorism with the weapons of 

terrorism itself had best, give earnest con'sideration to the undoubted 

wisdom enshrined in this oft-quoted observation. 

Another useful, equally well-known observation, attributable to 

Brian Jenkins, has it that Tefrorism is Theater. Terrorism ~ertainly 

has its theatrical aspects, and the more spectacularly these are 

presented on the world stage, the more successful the enterprise is 

likely to be accounted. The terrorist, like the movie star, thrives 

on attention and it is a matter for constant concern on the part of 

those engaged in combatting terrorism that this attention-getting 

activity is able, so readily, to gain the publicity it needs and 

thus reach so effectively the audience at which its productions are 

aimed. It is interesting and instructive to examine the notions 

behind this thesis for what they reveal about the essential nature 

of terrorism. It is implicit that the ~audience" is to be impres~~d, 
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W' cowed, and domin ated - but not s 1 a u'g h t ere d; w hen t his s tag e i s 

reached, terrorism is no longer theater. Thus effective terrorism 

has to be carefully staged, and political extremists, sensitive to 

the whims, tastes, and sensibilities of the audience are most careful 

about the productions they stage. The killing of Aldo Mora may be 

seen from this perspective as a production that went awry. Far from 

gaining adhesion and applause for the players, this cruel act produced 

a revulsion even among certain sectors of the audience that might 

have been supposed to have had a natural sympathy with the terrorists' 

cause, and polarized the country in a way most disadvantageous to the 

attainment of the terrorists l objectives. These observations have 

a most direct relevance for the study of terrorism in Dade County, 

for a similar error could well fail to have the desired effect for 

those engaged in these "theatrics". For the producers, the show must 

be carefully chosen to suit the taste of the audience, and while the 

whole process is essentially an educational one - those watching are 

to be taught a lesson by example - any suffering for the audience must 

be vicarious and no more. This triangular relationship is very 

important to a study of the dynamics of terrorism; some researchers 

have even gone so far as to depict it, graphically in these symbolic 

terms. The paint is extremely relevant to the victimology of 

terrorism and the determination of terroristic objectives and targets. 

It is an important factor in any threat assessment. 

Closely associated with this is the notion that T~rro~ism is 

Symbolic. There is no question that much terroristic activity is 

of an expressive nature; that it is designed to vent itself again~~ 
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targets that can be seen as representative of a hated authority or 

power structure against which the terrorist is supposedly struggling 

in the interests of all that is good and noble. Many of the most 

foul terroristic campaigns are often depicted by their apologists 

in these exaggerated~ symbolic terms~ From one perspective, certainly, 

such symbolism can be seen as little more than a Rite of Purification. 

Symbolic terrorism is usually intended to serve as a demonstration or 

as a warning; it is intended to impress without realizing its full 

potential for harm. Some bombings are clearly symbolic, especially 

where the target can be identified in the collective mind with something 

such as "capitalism" or "imperialism". Some hostage-takings have a 

symbolic character, where they are engineered to protest some state 

of affairs rather than to procure some more tangib.le item of exchange 

for the life and safety of the hostage. Symbolic attacks on authority 

tend to dis~uise the real nature of terrorism and the relief that the 

damage, ~f which these attacks were clearly capable, did not materialize 

is sometimes converted to a useful sympathy for the terrorists' cause. 

It should never be overlooked, however, that terrorism always has its 

instrumental as well as its expressive side and that the two are most 

usually intertwined. Thus, to take a historical example, the Storming 

of the Bastille has come to assume a symbolic importance of a generally 

favorable nature. The act itself, however, was designed primarily 

to liberate prisoners held by what was conceived of as a hated regime. 

One's view of the event is necessarily colored by which side one 

supported; the partizan nature of this is very evident. Given the 

right type of propaganda, anyone or anything can be converted into' 

a symbol worthy of the terrorist's attentions. 
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Another useful observation, dating back to the early 1970 1 s, 

and reiterated at intervals since, while reflecting upon the nature 

of terrorism, is more strictly relevant to its potential. It has been 

frequently said, with a good deal of truth, that Terrorism is a Growth 

Industry. Certainly, terrorism in the form the world has come to 

recognize it has displayed a quite remarkable, if uneven, growth 

during the past decade. Quantitatively, more and more people have 

come to engage in terrorism, so that there has developed a kind of 

resigned acceptance of the phenomenon; few ask, anymore., if terrorism 

is here to stay. Fewer still would now reply that it is not. There 

are a number of hidden implications, from the present point of view 

that are worth bringing to light. This observation tacitly treats 

of terrorism as though it were some clearly recognizable modern entity 

that has a life of its own. It is not a restricted or localized 

thing, but something which has come to be an unpleasant adjunct of 

the modern world. Terrorism seems to have aquired a universal quality; 

for all its vagueness, the word is appearing in languages across the 

globe. We speak, indeed of terrorism much as we do of television, 

recognizing that it has come about almost everywhere; only the "programs" 

are different in the various localities affected. We clearly recognize 

there is something we have come to know as terrorism; it is virtually 

taken for granted on the III know it when I see it" principle. The 

only real question for most is how large a problem is it likely to 

become? The growth potential is frighteningly obvious when viewed 

against the background of possible areas of. global strife and modern 

technologi"cal development. The implications of this for the definition 
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of terrorism should not go unnotic~d. Will what we today call, 

or regard as, terrorism simply pale into insignificance once this 

awesome growth industry begins to realize its threatened potential? 

Will we need to find an entirely new terminology to describe what, 

within a comparatively short time, might be unleashed against us? 

There are already signs of the times to be observed from a discreet 

sampling of attitudes. The world is becoming progressively less 

and less frightened by "ordinary" terrorism. Many hostage-takings 

simply go unreported. What would have sufficed the terrorist a few 

years ago is, for very understandable and well-documented reasons, 

now insufficient to move governments or to produce that overwhelming 

fear - terror - necessary to influence events. It may not improperly 

be observed that in consequence of these ~rends, it is .. becoming 

harder and harder to achieve in the area of terrorism. It is this 

fact as much as any other that has pro~ided the stimulus for growth. 

We are approaching a situation where, on an informal consensus, an 

event would not be regarded as terrorism unless it reached a certain 

level of intensity. This is a serious question for anyone concerned 

with definition. We are already talking, for the future, in terms 

of mega-terrorism to describe what might be the eventual and not 

too distant product of this growth industry. It is as well to keep 

these points in mind, for we may be reaching a pOint wh~re it might 

seriously be questioned whether some kinds of hostage-taking, for 

e x amp 1e, are II rea 11 yilterr0 r; sm • The eve nt, tho ugh t err i fyin 9 en 0 ugh 

for the immediate victims, and meeting all the criteria suggested 

above, may ~imply not be sufficiently impressive for those who fin~ 

themselves, fortunately, at the other corner of the triangle. 
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With all the antecedent consid~rations in mind, and having 

particular regard to the purposes of the present study and the 

expectations vested in it, the following definition of terrorism 

is offered: 

Terrorism is a purposeful human activity primarily directed 
towards creation of a general climate of fear designed to 
influence, in ways desired by the protagonist, other human 
beings and, through them, some course of events. 

Terrorism always poses an unacceptable challenge to the 
principles on which organized society rests, for those 
acting in this way seek to arrogate to themsleves, and use 
in perverse ways, powers exclusively reserved to the state. 

Terrorism as an autonomous concept manifests itself through
the distinctive deploymerit of a variety of dependent criminal 
acts calculated to harm human life, ~roperty ,and other interests. 

A defiriition of terrorism shoul,d be a standard or yardstick 

against which some concrete activity or event might be measured. 

The validity and usefulness of the present definition can, therefore, 

best be demonstrated against a series of examples. A number of 

carefully chosen examples follow: 

, Exampl e 1 

A criminal enterprise, concerned by law enforcement efforts 

to interdict its activities, undertakes the systematic 

elimination of witnesses. 

This is terrorism. The identity and overall anti-social business 

of those engaged in this particular activity are immaterial to any 

characterization of it. These killings have a generalized admonitory 
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or exemplary purpose; they are intended not only to ensure that 

certain persons do not testify, but to warn others not to do so 

under penalty of death. This deterrent characteristic of terrorism 

should be noted. The real purpose of the activity is to prevent, 

through the general climate of fear generated, members of the community 

from performing a vital civic duty and cooperating with the authorities 

in the suppression of crime. The ultimate challenge to the established 

power of the state is obvious and, although the activity is neither 

politically inspired nor directed at the overthrow of the state, it 

is virtually indistinguishable in substance and form from similar 

terroristic activities protagonized by those having more extensive 

political ambitions. 

Exa~ple 2 

A fleeing felon, surprised by a ~rapid police response, takes 

hostages to try to facilitate his escape. 

This is not terrorism, notwithstanding that the hostages may be 

put in great fear nor that the operational modality of the perpetrator 

may be identical in form to that employed by political extremists in 

events clearly to be characterized as terrorism. Here the climate of 

fear generated by the event~ though very real, is evanescent and of 

only temporary value to the perpetrator. It is created for an immediate, 

operational purpose, and, once that is satisfied, he has no further 

use for it. He has no intention of perpetuating it, building on it, 

extending it beyond the bounds of this particular event, nor profiting 

by it for the future. The fear thus created is limited to the hostages 

and those immediately concerned with their safety. It;s not an end 

in itself, but, rather, an incidental means to a very limited end. 
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Example 3 
. 

A militant group of inmates tak~ hostages in a correctional 

facility to protest conditions and secure the satisfaction of 

certain demands. 

This is not terrorism, for the creation~ by this activity, of the 

climate of fear is localized and focussed for the particular purposes 

of coercing the particular authorities involved in mediating the 

dispute. It would be otherwise were this action part of a larger, 

coordinated movement clearly designed to spread the anticipation of 

similar activity throughout other parts of the prison system. The 

real use to which the fear 50 created is put i 5 the determinant 

here, not whether the movement is part of a general insurrection. 

Similarly:> if the hostage-taking were properly to be seen as part of 
...... 

a general movement to intimidate the authorities and modify the 

legitimate exercise of their control, such an event could be properly 

characterized as terrorism. In such a case, the hostage-taking would 

be undertakenp~imarily to create the climate of fear - the real end 

of the exercise - rather than as a temporary expedient to secure some 

immediate redress. 

'Example 4 

Drivers defying a strike order by union members are shot at 

and their vehicles destroyed or damaged to prevent their working. 

This is terrorism. It takes place within a limited social conflict 

which certain parties are seeking to settle in their own favor by the 

use of a distinctive kind of fear-generating violence. The conflict 

in this case is economic rather than political in the more usual sense. 
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~ 	 It is unimportant to the characterization that the conditions, giving 

rise to this activity might soon abate or that there is no wider 

attempt to challenge or overthrow the established order. The criterion 

for the determination of the character of the event is the distinctive, 

purposeful use of a general climate of fear designed to affect a 

larger community in exemplary fashion. This is not the case of 

isolated reprisal against individual opponents, but rather an attempt 

to reach, through fear, all drivers defying the union order even 

though they are not personally touched by the actual violence. Such 

action challenges the protective capabilities of the state. 

Example 5 

A public official is assassinated by an individual who did not 
~ 

agree with that official's stand on some matter of public policy. 

This is not terrorism. It is an act o~ private vengenance or retaliation 

designed to punish an individual considered obstructive by the perpetrator. 

The person undertaking this activity has, in effect, arrogated to himself 

the functions of Judge, jury, and executioner. He has also written his 

own laws. The primary purpose of this act is not the creation of a 

reservoir of fear, but the elimination of a particular individual against 

whom some grievance existed. It is immaterial that, incidentally, others 

are put in fear so as to reconsider their own positions. It would be 

otherwise if this were part of a general campaign to utilize the fear 

generated by this killing to subdue, or alter the conduct of, like-minded 

officials. 
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Example 6 

Small businessmen are regularly forced to contribute goods or 

money to the support of anti-social enterprises on pain of 

suffering physical harm or economic loss if they refuse. 

This is terrorism. The primary objective is the creation of a climate 

of pervasive, overwhelming fear that will induce the victims to do 

or refrain from doing something in accordance with the perpetrators' 

wishes. It is unimportant to the characterization of the matter that 

actual violence does not ensue. It is the unlawful exercise of control 

through the use of fear. It is a typ~cally unlawful usurpation by 

anti-social groups of the taxing functions of the state. 

Example 7 
I, 


An outspoken media personality is severely injured by a bomb 


in con"sequence of his criticism 'of some activities undertaken 


in the community by certain organi~ed groups. 


This is terrorism. The action is not 'm~r~ly retributive nor meant 

to incapacitate the individual harmed. It has a wider exemplary 

purpose. General as well as specific deterrence is involved here. 

The act is primarily designed to serve, through the fear of similar 

consequences, as a warning to like-minded individuals, It represents 

a general attempt to suppress the right of free speech 'by all rather 

than violent infringement ~ of the rights of the immediate victim. 

Example 8 


A mentally disturbed individual, operating clandestinely, 


spreads terror throughout the community by strangling and 


grossly mutila~ing young women. 
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~ 	 This is not terrorism. The creation 9f this widespread climate of 

fear in the community at large is strictly incidental to the actor's 

purpose, which is simply to satisfy some dark~ perverse, inner n~ed 

by these awful means. The fear, generated by this activity may be 

a source of satisfaction to the actor, but it is not harnessed by 

him to any coercive purpose. This is, unquestionably. terror, but 

it is not terrorism. The conflict such violence is directed to 

resolve is an internal one, within the psyche of the actor. A 

different view would have to be taken where what was done was con

sciously directed at some class of the community such as prostitutes, 

Jack the Ripper fashion, so as to create a general climate of fear 

inhibiting them in their trade. Even here, a distinction would need 

to be observed between such purposeful act4vity a~d that motivated 

purely by spite or a desire for vengeance. 

Example 9 

A businessman is kidnapped by an anti-social group and a ransom 

of $10,000,000 is demanded for his release. 

This is not terrorism. The fear generated by this activity is of a 

focussed, instrumental kind and its wider ramifications, though very 

real, are largely incidental. It is primarily aimed at securing 

economic gain for the kidnappers in this case notwithstanding that 

success might assist in establishing a useful track record facilitating 

future enterprises. The fear created has no end in itself; it is a 

necessary dependent of the criminal act. A different view would be 

taken if th~ 'p~imary objective of the kidnappers were to weaken 
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~ confidence in the government; to strike generalized fear in the 


business community so as to alter conduct in some way desired by 

the kidnappers'; or to affect relations between governments, or 

between government and the business community. 

Example 10 

Rival 	 gangs of drug dealers kill each otherts operatives and 

destroy goods and property in a dispute over territory. 

This is not terrorism. The priMary purpose of the activity is to 

gain control over some business rather than to create fear; this is 

just an incidental product of the struggle. It is certainly possible 

to conceive of terrorism, as defined, being used as a weapon in such 

a struggle. This would have to be carefully distinguished from the 
l~ 

~ 	use of terror, by one or other side. Terrorism presupposes the 

a b i 1 i t Y togenera t e the a p pro pria t e fe a<ran d use itt0 a d van tag e • 

Just killing, just destroying goods and property would not be enough 

in this case, for those who engage in such a business discount these 

possibilities and are impervious to a level of fear that would impact 

upon the minds of others. There is an analogy to be seen here with 

conventional warfare that can perfectly well be waged without resort 

to terrorism. 

Exampl e 11 

Police officers are systematically murdered by a subversive 

group claiming to be waging a IIPeople's Warll. 

This is terrorism. Despite its form, this is not a war at all, 

~ 	save in so far as it may be characterized as a war on society. 
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~ 	 It is, rather, an intolerable attack upon the state's monopoly on 

the use of force for the purpose of keeping internal order, and, 

as such, is destructive of the very principles upon which organized 

society is founded. This is not an attack upon police officers as 

individuals. The primary purpose is to produce a climate of fear 

affecting the community as a whole. The object is to cause a loss 

of confidence in the ability of· the state to afford prot~ction to 

its citizenry and eventually to bring about a change in allegiance. 

Thus, this activity has a typically terroristic symbolic as well as 

an instrumental purpose. 

Example 12 

An organization committed to propagating notions of racial 

supremacy holds threatening parades I'n neigh~ourhoods 

predominantly occupied by those against whom its racial. 
doctrines are directed. 

This is terrorism, regardless of whether actual violence ensues 

or not. This was most perfectly understood by the Nazis in pre-WWII 

Germany, who used this to gain control of the streets as a necessary 

step towards political domination. The primary objective of the 

activity is the creation of a state of fear designed to operate on 

the collective mind of the greater community. The activity either 

provokes resistance or produces submission and is highly divisive. 

In either case, the necessary confidence in the state's ability 

to maintain public order and secure the safety of its citizenry is 

eroded. 
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Example 13 

A drug dealer, cheated by another, kills and mutilates him 

as a reprisal. 

This is not terrorism, although by reason of the methods employed, 

it may be considered to come very close to it. The real objective 

here, however, is simply private revenge and retribution against 

one considered to have done come inexcusable wrong against the 

interests of the actor. It is not the methods used that constitute 

terrorism; rather, it is the purposes for which those methods are 

employed. That such killings, particularly on account of the 

horrible way in which they are executed, give rise to fear and 

revulsion in the community at large is incidental to their real 

purpose. If the killing were primarily designed to serve as a warning 

to the entire drug dealing community of which the dealer formed a 

part, a different view would have to 
< 

be taken of the matter. 

Example 14 

An armed passenger, mouthing revolutionary rhetoric, tries to 

seize control of a commercial aircraft in flight with a view 

to forcing the flight commander to alter his destination. 

This is not terrorism. There is a deliberate creation of a climate 

of fear, but this is not the primary purpose of the activity, which 

is, by this means, to seize cont~ol of a particular aircraft for 

what is essentially a private purpose - however much this may be 

cloaked by the utterance of political language indicating a contrary 

purpose. This action is akin to robbery, where the fear is generated 

to further commission of a single crim~ rather than as an end in 

itself. The specific fear generated acquires no autonomous existence 
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and its purpose is exhausted once the actor's aims are accomplished. 

A skyjackinq such as those which terminated at Entebbe or Mogadishu 

is Quite different. althouqh the form of its accomplishment may be 

very similar. In these cases. the primarY purpose is to Qenerate 

fear subsequentlv used not only as a barqaininq counter to secure 

what the skyiackers want. but as a qeneral challenae to Qovernment 

evervwhere. What is threatened is air safety in general. If 

skyjackihg of this type were success~ul, the air traveller could no 

longer rely upon the state for protection. This explains the 

willingness of states of widely differing political complexions 

(e.g. the U.S.A. and the Soviet Union) to subscribe to international 

agreements seeking the suppression of this crime. There is a common 

interest here as there was in earlier ti~es in t~e suppression of 

piracy. 

Example 15 

A disgruntled public utility employee purposefully engages 

in the destruction of equipment and installations~ depriving 

the public of essential services. 

This is not terrorism .. The fear created in the course of this 

systematic campaign of sabotage is not utilized by the actor to 

further his ends and is substantially incidental to his purposes. 

These are essentially retributive and the activity is in the nature 

of a private revenge. While the public perception of these events 

may aid in the attainment of the actor's objectives - for the 

larger community is undoubtedly injured and inconvenienced - the 

real target remains the utility company~ and the fear generated never 

acquires an antonomous quality, being a mere dependent part of the 



Example 16 

A group of environmentalists, unable by lawful means to halt 

construction of a nuclear power plant, initiates a campaign of 

violence threatening the lives of public officials and senior 

executives of the utility company. 

This is terrorism. It is intended to create a climate of fear in 

which those responsible for this construction might feel unable to 

proceed with it due to the threat posed to their safety. While the 

objective in this case is limited, the methods used to attain it are 

of a generally coercive character and represent an unmistakable 

challenge to the system as a whole. If the system cannot protect 

these individuals, in the course of a proper exercise of their 

func t ions, others ha ve c 1 ea r 1 y ca use fo r I~CO ncern fo r thei r own 

safety. The challenge to the power of the state is self-evident 

and it poses for the community at large a choice between regulating 

its. affairs through the ordinary processes of orderly government 

and the anarchical law of naked force. 

Example 17 

Thousands of homes are destroyed and many lives are lost as a 

result of a campaign of arson instituted by slum landlords to 

obtain compensation for debased properties. 

This is not terrorism. The enormity of what has been done and the 

horror it is capable of evoking cannot supply the essential elements 

to give it that character. The primary purpose of this activity is 

private ·economic gain. The toll in terms of human misery is 

incidental to the attainment of the objective. Clearly, there is 
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~ 	 a high degree of callousness exhibited towards the victims affected, 

but there is no intention to generate a climate of fear and utilize 

it for coercive purposes. The fear produced remains a dependent 

part of the criminal act itself and never attains, not is it intended 

to, any useful autonomy for the actors. 

Example 18 

An organization claiming to be in possession of a nuclear 

device threatens to detonate it in a major United States urban 

area unless the United States government forces down the price 

of OPEC oil. 

This is terrorism. The credibility of the threat is not in issue 

here. The illustration is offered here'l , in dramatically escalated 

form, of a familiar combination of unrealistic demands, namely, in 

the first place, one designed to forte a country, through the 

coercive use of fear to do what it is unable to do. As events have 

shown, the United States has no more control of the OPEC cartel 

than the government of the Netherlands has over the government of 

Indonesia so as to satisfy the demands of the South Moluccan extremists. 

In this example, demands are made, too, which, if complied with 

would constitute a breach of international law. The supersession 

of the actors own "law" for that established by international 

agreement and the comity of nations is clearly demonstrated in this 

example. The force available to ensure compliance with any agreement 

reached in violation of international law is characteristic of the 

nature af terrorism. Here the event is lifted out of the domesti~ 
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'-' 	 scene to show how terrorism poses 'a distinctive challenge not only 

to the power of a single state but to the notion of government in 

general. 

Example 	 19 

(a) 	 An intensive bombing campaign is instituted in a tourist 

resort by a group interested in changing the character 

of the area so as to benefit its own economic interests. 

(b) 	 A group inspired by political motives initiates an intensive 

bombing campaign designed to drive tourists from a resort 

area so as to cause economic loss and weaken the authority 

of the legitimate government. 

Both these activities are terrorism. The essential nature of the 
I.,

primary activity is identical in both cases and the contrasts in 

objective are revealing of a difference in degree rather than one
• 

of more fundamental character. In both cases, the primary objective 

is the creation of an autonomous body of fear calculated to produce, 

of itself, the desired results. Those results are, in both instances, 

a transfer of control from legitimate authority to one that has to be 

recognized solely by reason of a successful usurpation of power. The 

real distinctions that exist between these two examples relate to the 

extent to which the fundamental power of the state is- challenged. 

In the first instance, the challenge to government is limited; the 

overthrow of the state, as such, is not contemplated. If the ends 

are attained by these means, the form~l structure of existing 

government will remain intact. This, however, is an illusion. In 

......,; 
l 

reality, if Group (a) were successful, the real power of government 
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would have been as effectively curtailed or destroyed as it would 

have been had the actions taken by Group (b) proven successful. 

This latter is precisely what the ETA, the Spanish Basque terrorists 

are trying to achieve in the campaign begun in June, 1979. It is 

immaterial to the characterization of either activity that the 

methods used might be inappropriate to attain the ends sought 

because those affected might be resistant to the climate of fear 

so generated. 

Example 20 

An unknown organization mails letter bombs at random allover 

the United States during the Christmas period. No purpose for 

the campaign is ever discovered. 

This is terrorism notwithstanding that t~e identity of the perpetrators 

as well as .their purposes remain con~ealed. This is, conceptually, 

a perfectly plausible but very difficult example, and it is offered 

here not only as a test of the definition but also for the insights 

it affords into the constituent elements of terrorism. The lethal 

potentiality of such an activity must be held to raise, constructively, 

the presumption of an intent to harm by these means; the affair, by 

reason of its nature, cannot be treated as a hoax. The actor should 

be held to account, also, for the fear generating character of the 

activity in which he (?) has indulged. The motivations of revenge 

or retribution cannot be ruled out, but they cannot be inferred save 

by postulating, as a target, society at large. More difficult, from 

a definitional perspective, is the absence of any utilization of the 

o fear, the generation of which appears fo have been the primary 



.. 


objective of this activity. Most properly, this should be regarded 

as a form of incomplete or imperfect terrorism, which can be 

perfected or IIcuredll only'when the climate of fear produced by this 

activity is channeled and directed by the perpetrator to some end. 

From this short catalogue of examples, certain recurring 

similarities and differences appear. By a very slight alteration 

of the given facts in each case, the characterization assigned 

to each example can be changed. What is indispensable to the 

characterization as well as what is irrelevant to it thus appears 

with considerable clarity. 

What can be stated with a certain amount of assurance is that 

terrorism is not to be identified solely by reason of: 

(1) 	 The horrifying nature of the act. 

(2) 	 The scale or magnitude of the activity under 

examination. 

(3) 	 The identity, character, or ideology of the 

perpetrators. 

(4) 	 The methods used by the perpetrators. 

(5) 	 The nature of the immediate, as opposed to the 

ulterior, and often concealed, objective. 

The trite, but nevertheless useful, observation may be offered 

in conclusion that it is often easier to identify and isolate that 

which is not terrorism than to label exactly that which is. 
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· 
CHAPTER TWO 

TERRORISM BY TYPES - A DELINEATION 

Having settled upon a definition of terrorism, the term can 

now be used, with a greater degree of confidence. in connection with 

the present study. In particular. it now becomes possible to speak~ 

meaninafullv, of diffe~enttVbes of terrorism. to consider the 

identifying features of these distinct variants, and to examine their 

particular relevance to the overall problem of terrorism in Dade 

County. It is at this point that the use of adjectives to delineate 

more precisely the different kinds of terrorism to be studied becomes 

pertinent. The adjectives so employed here have been selected with 

some care. They are not intended as modif~rs of the definition in 

any way. Rather, these descriptive words are simply intended to 

categorize and aid in the sorting out process so that it might be 

possible to determine what kinds of terrorism are particularly 

prevalent in Dade County; what special measures might be necessary 

to cope with them; and what quantitative or qualitative changes have 

been observed or might be projected for the future. 

Of the types dealt with at length in this chapter, only the 

first category requires any special, introductory mention, for the 

descriptive adjectives otherwise attached have all achieved some 

general degree of acceptance so as to make their usage almost 

universally understood. In light of the position taken that terrorism, 

as defined, is political by nature, it became necessary to secure some 

other description for that class of terrorism that has more usually 
" 
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\.i 	 been referred to elsewhere as "politi~al terrorism". Having regard 

to the position taken on this issue, to have simply adopted that 

term here would have given rise to an unaceptable redundancy of 

language. The idea expressed by the term had, however, to be 

preserved, for it is indeed an exceedingly important one. No 

satisfactory term has been found that would have enabled the 

adjective "political" to have been dispensed with entirely; the 

loss of meaning would have been simply too great. The term coined is~ 

therefore, a compromise which is felt most nearly capable of conveying 

the idea of the kind of terrorism that it is intended to describe. 

It is obviously possible to construct any number of categories 

or sub-categories of terrorism in this way. Most such categories, 

w h i1 e pre sen tin g i. n t ere s tingop par tun i tie sI~ for dis Cus s ion and the 0 r i 

zation are ot acedemic interest only here. They represent somewhat 

exotic manifestations of the subject that have not been and are not likely 

in the future to be encountered in Dade County. The categories placed 

under examination for the present purposes have, accordingly, been 

deliberately limited to those considered to have some direct relevance 

to this study. Some other commonly designated types nevertheless 

merit ,a brief, passing mention. Thus while, in a different context, 

a category of st~te or official terrorism, often imposed at home by 

the very regimes given to supporting or sustaining small-group, anti 

government terrorism elSewhere, might have deserved more lengthy 

examination, it can receive no more than a reference here. This 

brevity is no true measure of its overall importance. State terrorism 

v 	 such as that which opponents claimed tool< place in Iran under Shah 



~ 	Pahlevi or which is said to take place~ in Nicaragua under General 

Anastasio Somoza Debayle, to name but two contemporary examples out 

of many, is frequently made the excuse for terroristic reaction to 

it by opposing forces. It constitutes, for some a continuing spur 

to action. It is a common banner around which many left-wing groups 

th~ world over find it convenient to rally. It is frequently used 

by activist groups in this country to elicit sympathy and drum up 

support for causes that have little directly to do with those matters 

that provoke this reaction. America's streets are often decorated 

with leaflets and posters proclaiming torture and repression in 

some far-off land, and a need for action to liberate the political 

prisoners of a hated regime. This can be an exceedingly partizan 

process. William Kunstler~ the well-know~'defender of radical 

causes is recently reported to have averred: "I dontt believe in 

criticizing socialist governments publicly, even if there are 

human-rights violations" These general sentiments should be taken 

under advisement, for they can give rise to a terroristic reaction 

far from the scene of the state or official terrorism to which they 

are supposedly a response. Assassinations, kidnappings, hostage

takings, skyjackings, and bombings on this account have been not 

uncommon in the past. It is not difficult to imagine Dade County 

becoming a battleground on account of some alleged state or official 

terrorism that has taken place far from its boundaries. Anything 

that is symbolic, from a concert to an airline counter, will serve 

as a target. Although no further commentary is offered here, due 

cognizance should be taken of the matter, as its occurrence is 

sufficiently common to warrant this cautionary note. 



Another category which ought not to be ignored but which, in 

the present case, cannot claim examination in depth is sUrfogate 

terrorism. Terrorism itself is often said to be a form of "surrogate 

warfare" and there is probably much truth in this. Certainly, some 

nation states in the name of some ideology or other, or in the fight 

against "co l on ialism" or "multi-national corporations" have armed 

and sponsored anti-government terrorist movements in parts of the 

world far removed from what might ordinarily have been regarded as 

their own spheres of interest. Thus Lybia has materially aided the 

leftist-thinking Provisional Wing of the IRA in its terroristic 

struggles in Northern Ireland and the United Kingdom, and the 

mercurial Colonel Kaddafi has justified this on the grounds that 

Lybia supports all such movements everywhe~e. Put another way, the 

Provos are fighting Lybia's battle with Lybia's money as the price 

for assistance in their own cause. By accepting such assistance, 

such groups become surrogates for the peculiar brand of world 

revolutionary strategy that Lybia is seeking to export. It may be 

observed, generally, that the large liquid surpluses available to 

many Arab oil producing countires and the unresolved Palestinian 

question have been responsible for much of this so-called surrogate 

terrorism. It has simply become easy to "buy" terrorists, many of 

whom are now, in effect, very special kinds of mercenaries. On the 

wider, international front~ East Germany, Czechoslovakia, North Korea, 

South Yemen, and Cuba have all acted as militant surrogates of the 

Soviet Union in furtherance of that country's global strategies. All 

-....) 	 of these nations have been prominent in fostering terro.rist movements, 

arming terrorists, tr?ining them, developing their techniques and 



under the direction of their sponsors ·in many different parts of the 

world. East Germany has offered haven as well as supplying unrivalled 

technological support, intelligence training, and personnel, as well 

as many of the arms found in terrorists' hands around the world. 

Czechoslovakia, in accordance with this design, has supplied a large 

array of potent weapons from its excellent armaments industry, while 

North Korea and South Yemen have been prominent in providing training 

facilities as well as occasional sanctuary for terrorists operating in 

countries that may be regarded as ideologically oppo~ed to the Soviet 

bloc. 

From the point of view of the present study~ the role of Castro's 

Cuba is, perhaps, of most immediate interest. Cuba has itself acted 
~ 

as a Soviet surrogate on a great number of occasions, and in a number 

of different- but closely associated ways. In a very real sense, the 

island of Cuba is a heavily subsidized, stationary Soviet aircraft 

carrier, strategically anchored but a short distance from the 

Florida coast; only a striking and timely display of American resolve 

prevented it from being armed with deadly nuclear missiles. Cuba's 

regular army is now a necessary Soviet surrogate in the execution of 

that country's growingly aggressive African policy. Cuban, as well 

as North Korean pilots, are often to be encountered flying the most 

advanced Soviet aircraft where it would be inconvenient for Russian 

personnel to be found doing so. Castro's attitude towards surrogate 

terrorism has varied over the years in accordance with the dictates 

of his for.eign policy and his own changing ambitions. It is important 

to recognize that~ in the early 1960's, the Castro regime represented 



~ 	but an insecure toe-hold for internati,onal communism in what was 

otherwise an area of United States hegemony. The original fragility 

of that tiny incursion has tended to be obscured by events since 

that time and the aggressive role that Castro, backed by massive 

Soviet support, has subsequently played on the world stage. Having 

suecessfully consolidated and enlarged this hold on his own Caribbean 

island through twenty years of hard, revolutionary work, some of the 

earlier programs of subversion and terrorism Castro fomented and 

promoted elsewhere in the hemisphere - almost as measures of self 

defense - have become unnecessary or have otherwise lost their appeal; 

other 	needs and ambitions have arisen to take their place. In the 

early 	years, Castro was actively and vigorous.ly exporting Cuban-style 

revolution to Central and South .American c1buntries; Cuban ambitions 

were 	 rightly, regarded with extreme distrust almost everywhere, and 

Cuba 	 was, generally, a political outcast from the Latin American 

family of nations •. Although the Cuban revolution itself was but a 

few years old, its advisers and "freedom fighters" had already won 

a formidable reputation. The elusive "Chell was seen everywhere and 

nowhere, and rumors of instant, universal insurrection abounded 

from 	 Panama to Patagonia. Following a carefully orchestrated policy, 

the Cuban revolution had its own surrogate activists in fdcos all , 
over Latin America. That these efforts were successfully contained 

so as to prevent a continental uprising is due in large measure to 

the diplomatic and other endeavors of the United States. Such 

results were, not surprisingly, purchased at a considerable price • 
. 

V The types of regime that would resist Castroite take-overs have not 
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always been ones which would have comm~nded themselves to human

rights purists. This necessary policy of "Castro containment" has 

left behind a legacy that has a notable impact on the state of 

terrorism in this hemisphere today. The shift of policy adopted 

by the present United States administration has disturbed some of 

the long-established foundations of control and has unleashed potent 

new forces that have to be taken into account in assessing future 

needs in connection with the control and containment of terrorism. 

What is certain, is that while Castro's attitude towards the 

encouragement and employment of terrorism has varied in intensity, 

from time to time, it has not changed very much in style or basic 

ideology. It is carefully tuned to the ever-Changing prospects of 
I . 

~ 	 the finely-balances world power scene. Castro has s"imply been rather 

bolder - some would say more impudent ~ than most. When rapprochement 

with the United States seemed to hold out inviting rewards for Cuba 

(and some incidental relief for the U.S.S.R.), the aggressive 

sponsorship of revolution and terrorism was moderated and maintained, 

discreetly, at a covert operational level. This did not represent 

a fundamental rethinking of the Cuban position on the sponsorship 

of terrorism. Then certain Cuban impatience with the current of 

events began to develop. Castro was already deeply committed to an 

expansionist policy, exporting the Cuban armed revolution far 

afield to places like Angola. The potential prizes - Rhodesia

Zimbabwe, for example - seemed too high to pull back simply in the 

interests.of improving relations with the United States. Castro's 

stature and security were such that he felt able to display not 
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\wi 	 only obduracy but arrogance. ~vhi1e United States' relations with 

Cuba have not yet fallen to the dangerous levels of outright antagonism 

to which they had descended in the early years of the last decade, the 

benefits that Castro was seeking from his fence-mending flirtation 

have clearly not materialized. Little encouragement was needed, in 

the present state of world events~ for a policy re-thinking. Castro 

has, accordingly, been persuaded - or seems to have persuaded himself 

that, for the moment, a real improvement on a substantive level of 

United States/Cuban relations is neither possible nor particularly 

desirable. Certainly, despite growing pressures on the home front, 

it has not seemed worth withdrawing Cuban forces from Africa simply 

to improve relations with the present United States administration. 

He has, accordingly, albeit without much fanfare, ~esumed an expansionist, 

interventionist posture, playing once more his familiar surrogate role 
• 

for the Soviet Union. The meeting of the Third World countries to 

take place in Havana in September, 1979, must be seen against this 

background. With regard to current events in Central America, Cuba 

is content to wait in the wings, discreetly using to advantage its 

own surrogates. The current moderation displayed in the struggle 

over Nicaragua must be regarded as prompted less by any f~int-heartednes 

or lack of committment to the Sandinista cause than to a shrewd, 

statesmanlike calculation of the benefits from non-direct participation. 

Cuban presence is, once again, making itself felt, most effectively, 

through its surrogates. Elsewhere, the fine hand of Fidel Castro 

can be seen in many areas of the Caribbean, notably in Jamaica and 
. 

........; 	 Grenada. There are considerable gleamin'gs to be had in this area so 


important to United ~tates national security and business interests. 
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~ 	 United States concern in this area has awakened very slowly. Cuba 

has built up an exceptionally good intelligence service that is 

well-financed and organized for the promotion of those forms of 

terrorism that might be considered to serve Cubals interests. 

Cast~o's most recent public pronouncements while enjoying the 

hospitality of President Portillo of Mexico leave no doubt that 

he has far from retired from the accustomed "revolutionary" role 

that he has, with Soviet assistance, fashioned for himself. If 

terrorism is truly the Weapon of the Weak, then Cuba in its present 

position correctly shows a lofty disdain for it. Cuba's role, at 

the moment, is to assist, as covertly as possible, others weaker 

than itself to learn to use that discarded weapon. The Cubans have 

so far proven themselves masters at this g~me of uSing surrogates. 

The implications of all this for terrorism in Dade County 

are extensive, but they can be stated quite succinctly. The 

Cuban exile population of South Florida constitutes the main focus 

of opposition - perhaps, indeed, the only opposition - to the 

Castro Cuban regime. The only realistic prospect of continuing 

resistance to that regime comes from South Florida and, more 

particularly, Dade County. There the highest concentration of the 

Cuban exile population resides. For all the current, far-flung 

interests of Cuba, for all the assurance that comes from an 

uninterrupted twenty years in power, and a changed international 

scene that inhibits any forceful move to curb the exercise of his 

power, Castro cannot afford to relax his vigilance on that exile 

community. Castro may well feign indifference or even disdain for 
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the gusanos. He may well enjoy the cat and mouse game he is playing 

with those who, at last~ have decided to treat with him rather than 

continue to try to dislodge him by force. He may even see real 

advantages in participating in what has come to be known as the 

Dialogue. But he knows, and must always take into account, that 

if serious resistance is to be mounted against him from any quarter, 

it can only realistically come from the Cuban exile community and 

the bulk of this, a comparatively short distance from his shores, 

is to be found in South Florida and, principally, in Dade County. 

The concerns and apprehensions of this popultaion that the watchful 

eye of Fidel Castro is constantly upon them are not misplaced. War 

between brothers can be the bitterest of all strife; the Spanish 

Civil War has been over for more than fort} years,but its effects 
W 

still make themselves vividly felt. Regardless of their present 

material position and the inexorable·passing of time, those who 

have been dispossessed of their lands and property will not forgive 

and forget. Fidel Castro cannot, for a moment, allow himself to 

assume that they will. Through his agents he must maintain eternal 

vigilance over a community that constantly renews its hatred against 

el tirano, notwithstanding the passing years and the apparent 

futility of the struggle. Many are now vitally concerned by the 

United States Latin American policy and the happenings in Nicaragua, 

fearing to see another "Cuba" brought about in the region by default. 

The meaning of surrogate warfare, (though they would vehemently deny 

the use of the word "terrorism") is well-known to the Cuban exile 

~ community. Many have been surrogates themselves at a time when 
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United States attitudes towards Cuba were unambivalent and its 

energies were directed to restoring these peoples to their own 

homeland. From what has been said, it is very evident that surrogate 

means little more than using others to do what it would be inconvenient 

for the prime mover openly to undertake. Surrogates and ex-surrogates 

abound in Dade County. 

One other term must be briefly mentioned here, more for its 

future than its present implications. Etdnomic tefrorism is another 

persuasive rallying cry of the left-wing ideologue. It is, indeed, 

a powerfully evocative concept. It raises the ugly specter of 

powerful, wealth-hungry oligarchs, crushing the poor beneath a mighty 

yoke of fear and economic oppression. The reading of any contemporary 

subversive, radical literature gives a good idea of this imagined 

monster. It is depicted most usually in the shape of the multi

national corporation. The Brigate Rosse issued an important communique 

on this in late 1978. These ideas cannot be dismissed lightly in 

the present climate of world affairs. It was just such a notion that 

gave impetus to the foundation of Communism, the calling of the 1st 

International, and other like popular movements of the Nineteenth 

Century shortly after the massive social indigestion caused by the 

Industrial Revolution. The world is passing once more through just 

such a period of flatulence, brought about by a variety of poorly 

understood economic factors. This notion of economic terrorism, 

in a more up-to-date and finely focussed form, is shortly due for 

a dramatic resuscitation as the energy crunch bites deeper and deeper 

into the r-esources of those who have to c·ope with it. More and mor"e 
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\J 	 will be heard of economic terrorism 
, 

as the scramble for the world's 

dwindling reserves of fossil fuel intensifies and becomes more bitter. 

For some, already, the actions of OPEC constitute a form of economic 

terrorism and angry mutterings about retaliation are to be heard. 

Whether such an entity as economic terrorism exists or not is immaterial 

for the present purposes. What is important are the likely reactions~ 

in the form of social violence and unrest, that this bout of economic 

indigestion is certain to cause. At the heart of this matter is a 

kind of economic tyrrany through deprivation. That this is far from 

being an academic matter is to be seen from the plight of South 

Florida's Haitian refugees. Their status and eventual disposition 

rests upon whether they are political refugees (i.e. that they have 

fled their native land to seek asylum on a~count of some state or 

official terrorism making living conditions intolerable) or whether 

they are economic refugees (i.e. that they have left their homeland 

in search of personal betterment in the United States). If it could 

be claimed that their exodus was the result of economic terrorism, 

in the sense enunciated here, they might well be thought of as 

political refugees as much entitled to asylum as those subjected 

to more conventionally understood types of terrorism. 

Politically inspir~d terforism 

This is what most people automatically think of when they hear 

the term "terrorism". This is certainly what the United States 

Department of Justice thinks of, for it defines terrorism as 

"Acts of violence associated with the ends of some political group'.'_. 
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~ This, essentially, ;s what all the conferences, the research - and 

great part of the arguments have been about in recent years. It is 

not difficult to see why this should have been so. Virtually all 

the terrorist "spectaculars", the headline-catching events that have 

captured the world's attention, have been protagonized by individuals 

or groups claiming to act in the name of some political cause or 

another. So far as poeple are worried about terrorism and the.terrorism 

problem at all, it is this that concerns them. Since the end of 

World War II and the great groundswell of national liberation movements, 

instances of politically inspired terrorism have proliferated on a 

truly global attention-getting scale. Media influences have, undoubt

edly, assisted in the process: the PLO; the IRA; the Red Brigades; 

the Baader-Meinhof group; the Japanese Red
II 

Army; the Tupamoros; have 

all become bousehold words even for those who have but the vaguest
• 

notion of what these associations stood for and were aiming to achieve. 

Indeed, one of the most distinctive developments in this field has 

been the labelling process. Almost all these associations have found 

it necessary to confer upon themselves some grandiloquent style or 

title, if for no other reason than self-advertisement and the claiming 

of credit for their nefarious exploits. Many of these names represent 

mere "Shells", empty organizations that have nothing to show that 

might authenticate their SUbstance. The numbers of "terrorist" groups 

by reference to this labelling process is truly bewildering. Government 

and private computers are full of names, initials, and abbreviated 

designations that, for the most part, provide little information about 

those who are engaged (or have been engaged) in this politically 
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inspired terrorism. The collection and retailing of such data has 

become almost a profession in itself; there were those who could 

recite with pride of accomplishment the more than one hundred terrorist 

groups said to be operating in Italy alone during 1978, ad~ing to 

their collection almost daily. This, after a while, becomes little 

more than a ritualistic exercise, but it is also a dangerous one 

from a law enforcement perspective because it tends to conceal how 

little is really known about these groups. A more basic look at 

this subject ;s obviously necessary. 

The term "political" is an extremely elastic one. Almost every 

activity of man in organized society is political in a sense. 

Crossing the highway is a political act, for it involves the exercise 

of rights conferred upon the individual in' virtue bf the laws of 

the land, and the obligation on his part to conduct himself in 

compliance with them and in consonance with the rights of others, 

the exercise of which may be brought into conflict with his own. 

The point need not be labored. This extensive meaning of the words 

"politics" and "political" are not what we have in mind when we 

refer to politically-inspired terrorism. We are concerned, rather, 

with a more narrow, artificial usage that confines the term to 

that having to do with the conventional power structure of society, 

the organs of government and their relationship to the governed. 

Politics is a public affair. It is not concerned with the exercise 

of purely private powers, notwithstanding that they are conferred 

or recognized by the state. Politics is really about who has "these 

public powers at their com~a~d and who db~~ not. Politics, in the 
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sense with which we are concerned here, is all about that subtle and 

not so subtle inter-play between human beings who are trying to control 

others through the exercise of these public powers. Politically 

inspired terrorism, therefore, i~that which is employed in an 

attempt to gain control of thes~ public pdw~rs. Like war and all 

other exercises of force along similar lines, it is an attempt to 

circumvent or short-cut the regular processes by which these public 

powers are conferred, transmitted, or transferred. Terrorism is 

inspired by politics when it seems to those engaging in it that it 

is necessary or desirable to use this means to gain control over the 

exercise or functions of all or some portion of these public powers. 

Given the right set of conditions, almost any distribution of public 
I, 

powers that someone disagrees with strongly enough, and is unable to 

change by other means, can inspire te~rorism. That terrorism of 

this kind is the exception rather than the rule says something for 

the civilizing, moderating influences of the political processes 

themselves and the ability of man to compromise. Politically inspired 

terrorism is generally the product of some inherent or developed 

deficiency in the political process, or a disinclination or refusal 

to compromise. 

One other point of political theory, vital to a proper under

standtng of this subject, should be touched upon here. Whatever 

view is taken of the nature of the state and the relationship of 

its organs to one another and to those over whom the attributes of 

governmen~ are exercised, it is axiomatic that the state, and only 

~ the state, has the power to use force, internally to keep order, 
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and externally to maintain itself intqct. Any other position would 

amount to anarchy; it is precisely on this point that the anarchist 

movement encounters some of its greatest philosophical and practical 

difficulties. The only exceptions to this principle are to be found 

on those occasions where the powers of the state are temporarily 

withdrawn or in abeyance so that the individual is left unprotected 

and, accordingly, resumes his own natural rights to self-defense 

and self-help. It follows that those who have in their charge the 

public powers of the state, have also at their command that monopoly 

of the state in the use of force. Politically inspired terrorism 

is really about who shall enjoy this awesome prerogative. Where 

the powers of the state are regularly transferred among competing 
1..parties, these exclusive powers are transmltted as a matter of 

course; the~e is a tacit understanding as to the regularity and the 

limits upon their use. Politically inspired terrorism is either 

caused by or tends to produce a polarization. Instead of this spirit 

of trust and compromise, there is a tendency to aggregate all the 

powers of the state in a few hands and to resist any sharing of them. 

A power struggle ensues and terrorism by one side or the other is 

introduced to break the deadlock. What this means, in practical 

terms, is that a power struggle in a dictatorship or totalitarian 

state carries with it the inevitability of terrorism and counter

terrorism, for no choice of weapons is really offered. Where 

terrorism is the weapon of choice in a society traditionally open 

to a variety of political processes of change, the resultant conflict 

~ brings about a resistance that limits the political options. 
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~ 	 There is a closing of ranks against tbe terrorist that forces 

the state to act more and more after the fashion of a dictatorship. 

Thus unsuccessful politically inspired terrorism is always in the 

nature of a self-fulfilling prophecy; if that against which it 

professes to be struggling does not exist at the commencement of 

the struggle, it certainly will at the end. Thus, in extreme cases, 

democracies are forced into states of emergency, curfews, unrestricted 

search and seizure, closed trials; in short, all the ordinary proceedings 

of the totalitarian state. The history of West Germany in this regard 

since 1972 is a very instructive example of the process. 

Politics is, then, a kind of human, social activity concerned 

with the public power sharing process. Man alone on a dessert 

island would have no need of politics. H~~ would o~ganize his 

existence, as best he could, according to his own dictates. The , . 
exercise of his will would not risk the prospect of conflict with 

that of anyone else. It is the notion of society, of living together 

and, most importantly, of adjusting to living together that creates 

the need for politics. The moment another individual comes on the 

scene to share the same space (territory), or the means to sustain 

and enjoy life, a method must be devised for sharing the power that 

a human being is capable of aquiring over these. In the most primitive 

cases, naken power suffices as the arbiter of the question; the 

stronger seizes control of all he requires or can dominate, excluding 

others from enjoying the benefits of what is in dispute. This is 

simply the Law of the Jungle; Might is Right. There is no moral 

implication in this, it is merely the recognition of a state of fact. 
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The weaker party has, in these very e)emental circumstances, a number 

of very basic choices to make. If there were anywhere else to go, 

he could just abandon the spoils to the conquerer. He can simply 

pack up and leave, going off to find, hopefully, something as good 

or better elsewhere that he might be free to enjoy without let or 

interference. The opportunities for this that undoubtedly existed 

in primitive times have obviously shrunk over the years so that Man 

has, from a political perspective, long reached the Last Frontier. 

This is the terrible modern-day dilemma of what have been styled 

"The Boat People". Alternatively, he can submit to the conqueror 

who, if he does not destroy him outright, may allow him to enjoy 

that which he does not wish to retain for himself. This is really 

in the nature of a dictatorship; the weak~~ individual is at the 

mercy of the other. If the dictator is benevolent and the other 

is not too proud to fawn or beg, the person in the weaker position 

may, materially, not fare too badly. What this does for the human 

spirit may, however, be well appreciated almost instinctively 

without further comment. The natural resentment at this patent 

emphasis on the inferiority of the conquered may be moderated by 

the stronger party allowing the weaker to enjoy certain things as 

a privilege, provided he behaves himself and provided he does not 

try to take anything that the stronger party has reserved for himself. 

Or, again, he can fight. If he is lucky, he will not be utterly 

destroyed and his capacity for continuing the unequal struggle 

terminated at that point. He thus lives to fight another day in 

the hope, perhaps vain, that one day he will overcome and win back 
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that which he considers to be his own. It is not difficult to 

translate this simplistic analysis into concrete, practical, modern 

examples. 

Politics is a way of avoiding the conflict and all the waste 

and unpleasantness that goes with it. A real political arrangement 

is only possible between two parties that have an approximate parity 

of strengths and who have a genuine respect for each other's positions. 

"I will be King today, and you will be King tomorrow. And I shall be 

King, again, the day after." Vastly different types can quite 

comfortably share power on that basis. The Lion can lie down quite 

comfortably with the Lamb - provided he knows and respects the fact 

that the Lamb is ever-vigilant and a regional karate champion. This 

is the stuff of which international agreem@nts (and, eventually, 

'-' 	 international law) are made. This is how the general peace of the 

world is guaranteed. Such equivalence· of strength, and the respect 

that goes with it, are rare indeed and even where they exist in 

imperfect though sufficient form for the purpose, they need constant 

demonstration and reaffirmation. More usually, politics is based, 

both nationally and internationally, upon a polite fiction. We 

pretend that some sort of equivalence and respect exist, simply 

because the majority cannot be bothered to fight over the matter. 

The issues cannot be seen, in real life, in the stark black arH] white 

terms in which they have been drawn here for the sake of example. 

There is a certain amount of leeway; it is not, generally, an all 

or nothing situation. Conflict is avoided in society because, by 

and large, people are too busy with the matter of living to be 
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bothered by the petty, irksome restrictions that result from a true 

appreciation of one's real status in life. There is enough for 

most to enjoy - and if they feel cheated by the comparison with the 

lot of others - they simply grumble and put up with it. This is the 

principle of political apathy or inertia, and the astute politician 

knows well how to control the supply to this relatively quiescent 

segment of society - the masses - so as to keep the level of content

ment near the mark that signifies stability and lack of movement. 

Most people are prepared to leave the business of power-sharing and 

power-using to others - provided they are able to receive enough to 

meet a level of expectation that will keep them from breaking through 

the barrierof their own inertia. While this apathetic state must 
I~ 

have very primitive explanations - it is probably little more than 

the patient .resignation of the vanqui~hed converted to more permanent 

form - it has been developed by socializing and other processes to 

the point of conditioning. Thus Cicero could speak of giving the 

masses "Bread and Circuses" to keep them from disturbing the even 

tenor of government, while Karl Marx could percipiently refer to 

organized religion as "The Opium of the People", in an allusion to 

the tranquilizing effect of this as employed by astute politicians. 

This is the I'Corruption" against which the terrorists, who see them

selves as undeceived purists in this, are fighting. Political 

agitators know that they must break this apathy so as to unleash the 

very potent forces residing in these normally tranquil masses. 

Every underground radicalrs pamphlets are replete with techniques 
." 

for "consciousness raising" directed to these ends. What lies behind 

and beneath this requ~res further examination for the present purposes. 



These polite fictions must be resolutely torn aside. The 

modern world simply does not provide for this civilized interchange 

among equals or near equals; all government is, whatever the fiction, 

a benevolent dictatorship - or worse. The alternative - and this 

exists practically, in many parts of the world today - is anarchy, 

or no government at all. Democracy probably did not survive the 

demise of Athens - if it ever had any real, as distinct from idealistic, 

existence. A manifest dictatorship at least has the merit of intellect

ual honesty about it. Those who are subject to it know that they are 

in a position of patent inferiority; the evidence for this is constantly 

about them. Their choices are limited, in essence, to submission or 

resistance. Most choose the former, with a little leavening of the 
I < 

latter wherever they can find some elasticity or weakness in the 

system. Be~evolent dictatorships are simply those that allow a
• 

greater latitude to their subjects in the hope of reducing the 

resistance quotient. Sometimes they can be extremely successful 

in this regard. So-called democracies are simply benevolent dicta

torships by another more palatable name, although it would be offensive 

to many to countenance it. It is government by the cumulative power 

of the many reposing in the hands of the few. This power, notionally, 

has been "voluntarily" surrendered by the many in return for a variety 

of "rights" over its future exercise. In fact, this power has generally 

been transformed and transferred by default; apathy prevents both 

an inquiry into how it has happened or any action to change this 

state of affairs. The range of contentment with these arrangements 

runs from very high in countries like the Western Oemocracies to 

", 
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 exceedingly low in the under-developed countries that have tried to 

adopt the forms without the substance or have had these imposed upon 

them by external forces. The fact remains~ however, that these 

arrangements are, stripped of all adornment, a practical dictatorship 

by a majority or by a minority - more usually the latter. This 

proposition can be practically translated into concrete, contemporary 

terms. The Socialist Workers Party has about as much chance of 

having a meaningful say in the exercise of the public powers of 

the United States according to its own ideas of government as 

El Poder Cubano has of taking over the direction of General Motors. 

Politics, mainly) is not about power-sharing any more; that has 

already been decided in most cases as a hi~toric matter. It is 
~ 

about power-conferring according to ritualistic formulae that are 

designed, mostly, to hide the truth •. There is nothing essentially 

wicked about this, nor even immoral; it is simply a matter of 

practical necessity. But there are some who will not accept this 

nor the rationale of the premises upon which it is based. These 

are the protagonists of politically-inspired terrorism. 

Politics is, then, mainly a fictional process created to give 

the illusion of a real give and take in this matter of public powers. 

By and large, most people are content with the fiction. It allows 

them to organize; it allows them to ventilate their feelings in 

relief-giving but nondestructive ways; it allows them to choose to 

follow leaders in whom they can repose their confidence for a 

greater or lesser period of time. And it gives them the illusion 
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that they have the real power to remove, by these same peaceable 

means, these leaders when they are no~longer felt to be capable 

of truly representing the interests of those who have elevated them 

to power. A good political system is one which preserves this illusion 

in high measure, producing thereby a high degree of harmony and 

stability in the exercise of the public powers necessary for the 

business of government. A bad system is one in which this process 

is seen for the illusion it really is. Politics is not a single, 

one time event, but a continuing process that runs through a number 

of very distinct phases. The degree of contentment must be distributed 

adequately through these different phases so as not to impose undue 

strain on any part of the system as a whole. Politics is really a 

kind of escape valve to take off certain pressures that are inevitable 
I~ 

~ 	 where any group of persons tries to live, work and share together. 

Thus the political process involves a 'great deal of talk. Any system 

that seeks to limit this is in danger of exposing the reality that 

lies behind the illusion. Translated into practical terms, this 

process involves the right of assembly, the gathering of the mass 

of the people to talk about some matter and, perhaps, to decide upon 

a course of action; it involves the creation of sub-groups, political 

parties that can represent the interests of those who can find some 

common ground upon which to work together; it involves elections, 

the choosing of representatives, for time alone dictates an economy 

of talk; it involves a type of constituent assembly where those 

invested with the appropriate public powers can do more talking 

about th~ way in which they are exercis~d. It is small wonder thai, 
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~ 	 with all this talk, the average membe~ of society should become 

confused or indifferent. leave it to the politicians! While 

matters proceed more or less satisfactorily, while the expectations 

of the manr can be broadly satisfied, and the disappointments of the 

few brought under control within the system, the political process 

works well. When the system starts to malfunction, either as a 

matter of natural wear and tear or by reason of some induced oper

ational defict, the process is called in question. The strength of 

a political system lies in its ability to respond to this questioning 

so as to function once more to the broad satisfaction of those who 

are involved, at all levels, in its processes. 

Politically inspired terrorism is that which is aimed at 

disturbing the political process so as to bring about a different 
~ 

distribution of the public powers it has been designed to allocate • 
• 

It may be on a general or a localized scale. It may have national, 

regional, international, or even global implications. Ideorogically, 

it may be of any complexion arid it may be generated to keep power or 

to seize it from others. Terrorism begins where the talking ends. 

Politics is talk precedent'to action; terrorism is action precedent 

to anGther kind of action. The politically inspired terrorist is 

one who despairs of making his voice effectively heard,.within the 

system, in the formulation of some aciion. He 'substitutes his own 

action to make the point. It is the cry of the politically inspired 

terrorist that, "Youwill not hear our voices, then you must hear 

our bombs ll The Voices of Guns, of which the SLA spoke so pathetically• 

in its communiques, expresses the same idea. It is worth pondering 
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what such terrorists did before the advent of such noise-makers for 

it tells much about the distinctions between the Old terrorism and 

the New. The politically inspired terrorist is simply the protester 

elevated to another dimension. Some remain content with the oppor

tunities the system offers them for ventilating their grievances. 

Others are content to escalate their protest, in non-violent fashion, 

even outside the system, and to suffer for it if necessary as a form 

of additional protest. Others feel the futility of such personal 

sacrifice without the prospect of a commensurate reward. It is they 

who lay their hands once more upon the powers that others are content 

to allow to remain within the realm of the state. These are the 

terrorists. There is probably a little bit of the terrorist in most 

people; there is a great deal, but not yet 
~ 

enough, in the protesters. 

In the vast ~ajority, the feelings as ~ell as the will to act are 

suppressed for a wide variety of reasons: morality; respect for 

the rights and interests of others; fear; apathy; or even plain 

cowardice. Many of these ordinary folk get a vicarious pleasure 

from the actions of the terrorist who dares to do what they would 

like to do but cannot bring themselves to engage in. It;s these 

who g1ve, even in negative fashion, aid and comfort to the terrorist. 

This was expressed in another context by David Abrahamsen who opined 

that society hat~~ the criminal yet loves his crimes. The politically 

inspired terrorist may have lingering self-doubts, he may be a cynic 

or even beyond disillusionment. But he has' moved from the field of 

theory to. the camp of action arid it is there that his challenge 

must be met - or the battlefield abandoned to him. 
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~ Before pressing on, it is worth ~bserving that apathy in the 

body politic is not simply a malaise that affects the great mass 

of the governed. While this inertia is an important factor that 

must be weighed and incorporated into any political calculation, 

the apathy of those who have these public powers entrusted to them 

must also be taken realistically into account. This apathy. its 

extent and strength are extremely important to the terrorist. By 

gaging this with accuracy, he knows how much resistance he might 

expect to meet. Those who enjoy power and have enjoyed it relatively 

undisturbed over a long period tend to become over-confident. They 

are disinclined to believe in the magnitude of the threat posed by 

the opposition or to take early measures to provide against the 

threat. Some believe in their own invuln~rability. Others believe 

in the aura of protection cast about them by their own benevolence 

and magnanimity; who would want change under such circumstances? 

Some are simply myopic, while others do not want to see the threat 

. that is plainly emerging before their eyes. Besides, there are 

usually so many other problems that require attention. The threat 

of the political activist who is prepared to offer not merely a 

chall.enge to the established order of things, but to actually break 

out from his own prison of apathy is one which is not generally in 

contemplation until the signs make themselves too evident to be 

ignored. In those systems where powers are widely and thinly 

distributed so as to spread the load of responsibility for their 

exercise among a large number of different elements, there exists 

another kind of apathy that translates itself into a slowness of 
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~ response. Our modern democracies require extensive processes of 

consultation as a prelude to action. Such political societies are 

simply not geared for the immediate and effective response that 

more elemental, totalitarian societies can generate. It has been 

pertinently said that IIIf Moses had been a committee, the Children 

of Israel would still be in Egypt". While this result may have 

given a totally different complexion to modern Middle Eastern 

problems, the essential idea contained in the statement is worthy 

of serious thought. The Romans perceived the political problem 

with their usual clarity. When danger of a high order threatened, 

the Consuls, with their divided powers, ordinarily providing the 

safeguards of checks and balances on each others excesses or 

eccentricities, were replaced by a Dictatdr. He, taking once more 

into his hands the undivided power of the state, was able to meet 

the dangers with whatever might be neeeded for the purpose. There 

is an inherent in~rtia in the collective decision-making process. 

The terrorist, whose decisions on this level have already been made, 

counts on this advantage. The more stable the society, the more 

widely distributed its essential powers, the slower it is to react. 

Politically inspired terrorism is a critical activity often finely 

focussed upon the ponderous machinery that ordinarily serves society 

in non-crisis conditions. The necessary adjustments to such 

machinery cannot be rapidly made. The choice lies between abandoning 

the machine in a crisis, or preparing some auxiliary or supplementary 

organism to defend it when it comes under attack. The appropriate 

choice cannot be usefully made once the attack is underway_ 

" 
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The politically inspired terrorist is, by necessity, the Outsider. 

He cannot work within the system by this means for he intends to take 

it over or replace it. In a sense, every terrorist of this genre 

is the Outsider trying to work his way in. Some manage, during the 

span of their careers, to make the transition successfully from 

terrorist to respected statesman. This is only another way of 

saying that terrorism is a means to an end, in this case, the attain

ment of political control through means other than those provided by 

the regularly established political process. There is this fundamental 

incongruity about politically inspired terrorism; those who resort 

to it must, of necessity, erect their own value system, their own 

judgment in these matters above those of a~l others; yet, because 

they need, indispensably, a political constituency for what they 

are purporting to do, they have to see"m altruistic. The politically 

inspired terrorist always claims to be acting on behalf of others, 

not selfishly in his own cause. This is, ultimately, the criterion 

by which he must be judged. This incongruity takes on a deeper 

significance when it is set against what has been said of the basic 

nature of terrorism. For despite the "bad" connotation that terrorism 

has acquired, especially in recent times, the politically inspired 

terrorist is constantly trying to depict himself and what he does 

as being essentially "good". There endeavors have not been without 

their measure of practical success. The sympathies of the general 

public can often be quite usefully engaged. Even where the terrorist 

cannot expect the active support of the community, an unwillingness
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~ to assist the authorities might be all that is necessary to give 

him an operational edge.' There is, however, a more tangible side 

to all this than mere sentiment. The politically inspired terrorist, 

because - at least in som~ circles - he can be regarded as "good" 

in this way can count on certain advantages that have been translated 

into definite legal benefits. The Common Law, of which the United 

States system is a sUbstantial beneficiary, did not recognize the 

concept of political crime. Many other legal systems do so, and 

acts of terrorism that are politically inspired can often be brought 

beneath the protective umbrella of this notion so as to afford the 

perpetrators the very real benefits of asylum and protection from 

extradition. A particularly strong tradition exists in this regard 

among Latin American countries. Whatever Ithe formal position, the 

United States has not been impervious to these sentiments. Skyjackers 
. 

in the early days. using this desperate means to flee from behind 

the Iron Curtain, were not unwelcome in the United States. As late 

as 1979, rather than accede to the extradition to Poland of a 

skyjacker who had seized control of one of that country's airliners 

and had the misfortune to land in West Berlin, the expensive and 

incon9ruous expedient of reviving (after 25 years of somnolence) 

the Supreme Tribunal of the Allied High Commission was adopted. The 

result is that a United States judge has the anomalous and juristically 

ridiculous task of giving this politically inspired offender his 

"day" in court. On the same subject, it may be observed that the 

International Criminal Police Organization (Interpol) is expressly 

prohibited by its charter from exchanging information about politttal 
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~ 	 criminals. All this has some very im~ortant consequences for the 

suppression of politically inspired terrorism. It means that the 

chameleon-like consideration of "political expediency" can sometimes 

prevail, even over the plain words of the law and other important 

principles of policy. Politics, it is said, can produce strange 

bedfellows. Politics, in this sense, is another name for the 

expression of self-interest. This is different at some times from 

what it is at others. Thus it may have been politic at one time 

for the United States to lend itself and its resources to those 

engaged in covert operations against Fidel Castro's Cuba. At a 

later date, it may have seemed politic not merely to have denied 

these same facilities but actively to have cooperated with the 

Cuban authorities to frustrate such operations. 

All this is very difficult for law enforcement. It creates 

uncertainty and confusion. It would greatly simplify matters were 

it possible to state, unequivocally, that one is unconcerned about 

a person's politics, all that matters are his crimes. Unfortunately, 

on a realistic basis, this is simply not the case. We are, practi

cally, forced to recognize politically inspired terrorism as a 

distinct variant requiring special treatment. In some cases, the 

association of the term "political" is regarded as an aggravation; 

this motivation is seen as so threatening to the state and its 

functions that those who engage in it must receive condign punishment. 

It is more usual, however, that the politically inspired terrorist 

is regarded as something in the nature of "honorable"; trials are 

turned into circuses, and public sympathy serves to secure a light~r 
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sentence than would otherwise have be~n meted out. The law enforcement 

officer cannot afford to ignore the political. He must be acutely 

tuned in to its implications. This is very unsettling, for these 

considerations make an already difficult task just that much harder. 

It is small wonder that law enforcement tries to disregard the 

political and to concentrate on the actual breaches of the criminal 

law that may have occurred, homicide, wounding, kidnapping, extortion, 

criminal conspiracy or whatever. This is not myopia nor tunnel 

vision; it is a practical, operational necessity. The practical 

proglems are not really occasioned by the completed crimes that are 

the overt manifestation of what has been called terrorism. This 

activity has, however, a tri-partite formation, developing from a 

planning and preparation phase, through a~'executi6n phase, to an 

aftermath. All terrorism, in that initial phase is a clandestine 

activity. and politically inspired terrorism perhaps more so than most. 

It requires association among those who are seeking to agree among 

themselves on the performance of acts which are manifestly outside 

the law; any hint of these in their developed state would lead to 

measures directed to frustrate them and to apprehend the perpetrators. 

It is-only when the overt, execution stage is reached that the work 

can see the light of day. There is a special problem for law 

enforcement in those countries where political association is not 

only permitted but is actively encouraged as part of the continuing 

political process. When do such associations directed at bringing 

about po1itical change pass from the permissible to the reprehensible 

and, onwards, to the i11ega1? It would seem that, if the plain 
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words of the law were followed, there.should be no real problem 

in making such a determination. Important rights of association 

and free speech are enshrined in the United States Constitution 

and other laws clearly protect the free exercise of fundamental 

II pol it i cal" rig h t s . The s en sit i vi ty 0 f the s e iss u e sis not 1 os t 

on any experienced law enforcement officer. It is a fact of history 

that public revulsion at what was considered an un-American use 

of police powers has in recent years substantially impeded the 

investigation into the nature of many matters that might constitute 

the vitally important planning and preparation phase of an act 

of politically inspired terrorism. It is not merely a question of 

when these activities might be criminal but rather of when it might 

be permissible to commence investigating fhem. This is among the 

thorniest issues confronting law enforcement in this field today. 

It is substantially clouded and befogged by the "political" issue. 

Politically inspired terrorism does not, (nor. indeed, does 

any other type) spring fully-fledged from the nest. The planning 

and preparation phase may be short or long but. by inexorable logic. 

it must have a beginning. From a law enforcement perspective, that 

beginning is not a matter of inspired revelation. No law enforcement 

officer is endowed with the remarkable prescience or insight to be 

able to say, "I sense that planning and preparation for some act of 

terrorism has begun"; not even in a Conrad novel was such a fantastic 

claim ever advanced. What begins as a suspicion, fed by the patient 

professional processing of often unrelated information, burgeons 
.

into a certainty as the necessary inquirles are made and the connections 
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~ established. It ~ all begin as a hynch, a gut-feeling or a 

professional reaction to something quite unconnected with the 

matter at hand; an experienced officer will often "scent" something 

worth following up in this way. But at this stage, the matter is 

nothing more than an unformulated idea; certainly nothing so concrete 

as a probability to be tested by reference to specific lines of 

enquiry. How can one advance the matter further, to know whether 

it is worth serious pursuit or whether the whole idea should be 

discarded. It is here that one comes into headlong collision with 

the "political" in this arena. Linda Valentino, a one-time anti-war 

activist now working for the American Friends Service Committee is 

investigating "the new breed of domestic police spy". People (In 

Her Own Words, June 11, 1979). "Surveill~nce", says Valentino, 

I~S only justified when there is probable cause to believe that 

someone is involved in criminal or violent activity". When, it 

might be pertinently enquired, does ~uch a belief arise and, more 

importantly, how? It does not come into being by some spontaneous 

process of creation. Terrorists do not advertise their preparatory 

activities; indeed, they take the greatest of pains to conceal them. 

A"senior IRA member has said, "Informing, that can very often lead 

to execution". Other terrorist organizations are no less severe 

on those who provide information to tne authorities. Even the most 

balanced civil libertarian can hardly imagine that information about 

such activities is going to be volunteered; this is rather like 

expecting an unsuspected drug smuggler to make a voluntary return 

of his illicit gains to the Internal Revenue Service. One is left 
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with the inescapable conclusion that some sort of preliminary police 

work is always necessary to raise the belief. What sort of police 

work is required to raise this "probable cause to believe"? The 

answer can only be, "Exactly the same kind that would be necessary 

to enquire into the matter itself". 

There is, in all this, the righteous belief that "political ll 

activities ought not to be the subject of surveillance at all. 

But politically inspired terrorism is always preceded by activities 

that could claim immunity from surveillance on these dubious grounds. 

There is little doubt that the clamor by sincere civil libertarians 

over the years that has resulted in the severe curtailment of law 

enforcement intelligence activities has enormously aided this kind 
I,

of terrorist, for it has simply made an extremely difficult police 

task that much more difficult, if not.impossible. The partial 

nature of what is suggested is revealed by Ms. Valentino's own 

words: "11m all for anything that helps the police keep an eye on 

organized crime. I think that also applies to groups like the 

Ku Klux Klan, the Symbionese Liberation Army, the Weathermen and 

the American Nazi party". Enough is contained in that short 

statement not only to demonstrate clearly what is meant by "political" 

but also to reveal a great deal of the speaker's own political 

beliefs. A couple of useful observations on its content may be 

usefully made. At what point in time did a "probable cause to 

believe" arise in the case of the Symbionese Liberation Army so as 

to have justified surveillance of that organization? When the 

'.......,1 matter is critically reviewed, it will be seen that it would certainly 
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~ 	 not have been soon enough to have saved the life of Marcus Foster 

nor to have prevented the kidnapping of Patricia Hearst. What kind 

of surveillance of such a group could possibly have been contemplated? 

It conducted little, if any, of its business by telephone and it was 

too small and too nervous to have made penetration feasible. But

and this is the heart of the matter - it remained completely unknown 

until it announced itself after the execution phase of its first 

successful operations. It must be simply recognized that the label 

"political " attached to any activity confers, of itself. no special 

immunity from enquiry; there are licit political activities and, 

just as surely, illicit ones. When the one shades into the other 

is either a matter of conjecture - or a matter of established fact. 

The latter is only possible when the quesV40n is p~operly posed and 

subjected to the appropriate scrutiny. Compnratively few political 

activists become terrorists. In the" first instance, there is nothing 

about them or their behavior to distinquish them from the mass of 

which they form part. They do not advertise their intentions to 

make the transition from assertive but law abiding political indi

viduals to violent criminals; they would, indeed, be extremely 

foolish to do so. They take great care to camouflage their intentions 

to engage in acts of terrorism, and all the "underground" manuals of 

instruction tell them how they should go about doing this. Serious 

terrorists, indeed, become less and less overtly "political" and 

avoid anything in the nature of a confrontation likely to draw upon 

themselves the attention of the authorities; the Italian terrorists 

offer many good examples of these changes. Given that political,i 
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inspired terrorism is among the mos't serious kinds encountered 
~ 

and is that which must, in these days~ be taken to have inspired 

the highest level of public concern, it is a most serious question 

for law enforcement as to when and by what methods these transfor

mations from law abiding activist to prospective terrorist might 

be observed. Those who advocate waiting until the execution phase 

are giving the terrorist the opportunity to strike a death blow at 

society. What principle of politics, it might be asked, prompts 

such generosity? 

Non-Politically Inspired Terrorism 

This is the category of terrorism described under the rubric 

uNon-political terrorism" by the Report of the Task Force on Disorders 

and Terrorism. In substance, this activity is not radically different 

from what is so delineated in that Report. A change of nomenclature 

is, however, rendered necessary by the view taken here of the funda

mentally political nature, in the wider sense explained, of all 

terrorism. In view of the careful distinctions that have been drawn 

here to enable an accurate and useful structuring of what has been 

called uPolitically inspired terrorism", it is obviously needful 

to construct a suitable title for that which is no less terrorism 

but which is motivated by other than political considerations in the 

narrow public sense that has been fully described. Here, the assault 

upon authority and the public powers vested in those who wield them 

on behalf of the state is no less pernicious or dangerous, but it 

is limited in its direction and extent. No supersession of the 

political authorities is contemplated as a consequence of resort 
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to this type of terrorism. The object is not the overthrow of 

government and its overt replacement with another kind of political 

system favored by the protagonists of terrorism. The attack on 

authority is more subtle, more carefully disguised, less direct, 

but nevertheless just as insidious and destructive of the bases on 

which the legal exercise of the powers of the state rests. All the 

real elements of terrorism, substantive and methodological are there. 

The employment of terrorism by these non-politically inspired groups 

differs not in overall strategy or tactics but, rather, by reference 

to its ends. Essentially - and this is the really distinguishing 

feature - this end is individual or collective gain in the private 

sense. It is this that serves to characterize this type of terrorism 

as non-politically inspired more than any~hing else. Although this 

kind of terrorism has this underlying "private ll purpose, the proper
• 

exercise of public powers is vitally affected by it. Ordinary crime 

is a challenge to society and a defiance of the system of control, 

containment, and repression erected against it. This kind of 

terroristic crime goes a step further. It is not merely carried 

on "in spite of" the measures society has taken to protect itself. 

It, in effect, carries its war into the enemy's camp; it is a 

crippling attack on the effectiveness of the protective measures 

themselves. 

The prime manifestation of this kind of terrorism is that 

engineered and directed by those anti-social groups that tend to 

be somewhat inconveniently lumped together under the title of 

organized crime. There is, of course, no such entity as "organized 

" 
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~ crime" in a monolithic sense. There are organized groups of criminals 

engaged in criminal enterprises of a broadly similar nature in 

different parts of the United States and the rest of the world. It 

is their organization. their methodical way of gOing about their 

business that really marks them out for special attention rather 

than their cohesiveness or group structure. Organized crime is 

much more than an idea; it is an activity, and a thriving one at 

that. It is worth noting here two points made in the Report of the 

National Advisory Committee on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals 

Task Force on Organized C~ime (pp. 7/8): 

"Organized crime has economic gain as its primary goal, 

though some of the participants in the conspiracy may have 
I, 

achievement of power or status as the objective". 

"Organized crime employs predat~ry tactics such as intimidation~ 

violence, and corruption, and it appeals to greed to accomplish 

its objectives and presence it gains". 

The Task Force perceptively observed that: 

"Organized crime does not include terrorists dedicated to 

political change, although organized criminals and terrorists 

have some characteristics ;n common, including types of crimes 

committed and strict organizational structures .. 

Although violent acts are a key tactic of organized crime. 

the use of violence does not in itself mean that a group ;s 

part of a confederacy of organized ~riminals. Organized crime 

.. 
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groups tend to be politically conservative, desirous of main

taining the status quo in which they succeed, contrary to 

terrorist groups dedicated to radical political change through 

violent acts.1I 

There are a number of points that should be made here, not by 

way of modification, but as commentary and reinforcement of what was 

then stated by that Task Force. The connection of organized crime 

with politically inspired terrorist groups goes well beyond similar

ities of organization and method, or even imitation. There is 

considerable evidence of actual interchange of personnel and what 

may be termed "technology transfers". The extremely lucrative nature 

of many kinds organized crime activity tend6 to attract those who 

have simply a general propensity for and commitment to violence 

rather than to a cause, in the interests of which it is generated. 

Certain kinds of skills are extremely useful to terrorists of any 

type and, in a thin market, such talents are avidly sought by those 

who have employment for them. It is, therefore, relatively easy 

under certain circumstances for operatives at the direct action 

level to make what amounts to lateral transitions as and when the 

opportunities for them occur. Too much value ought not to be placed 

upon organized crime's traditional "conservatism" as an inhibitor 

to these movements. The conservatism of the leaders, which may have 

a certain ideological flavoring to it, is very different from the 

conservatism of the led which, almost everywhere, has a blind, 

unthinking' quality about it that can be s-urprisingly changed, given" 
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~ the right catalyst. This is well illustrated by the case of Italy, 

where the early, inexpert, but enthusiastic politically inspired 

terrorists augmented their ranks from among the great kidnapping 

industry that had long flourished in that country. The same thing 

has happened in Columbia, where kidnapping for profit had long been 

endemic. The terroristic operations of organized crime, in particular 

kidnapping, can quite compatibly co-exist with similar though 

unrelated operations undertaken by politically inspired terrorists. 

Not only does this hamper and confuse the law enforcement response 

and the public understanding of the events, but facilitates the 

movement of operational personnel between the two. The conservatism 

of organized crime is not a manifestation of partisan politics, 
I ' but, rather, a strongly expressed preferen~e for the status quo. 

In truth, o~ganized crime is happy with any political system that 

will allow it to go about its business with a minimum of hindrance. 

It is only antagonistic to that which seeks to suppress it or 

radically alter its style. 

Terrorism and organized crime are, then, natural partners. 

It must not be assumed that those organized for the undertaking of 

these'various, profitable criminal activities are constantly engaged, 

at the same time, in the business of terrorism. Like their legal 

counterparts. those engaged in these nefarious pursuits are, in 

good American fashion, strictly in the business of Business. 

Organized crime is concerned principally with the illicit enrichment 

of those going about the different activities comprising that business. 

But organized crime has not only to cont~nd with the forces of law 

" 
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~ and order. It is an intensely compet~tive business in which the 

prizes are disproportionately large for those who are able to grab 

them. The business has often to be imposed, by force, upon an 

unreceptive or frankly unwilling clientele. Organized crime is a 

sordid business where fear rules through the knife, the gun, and 

the bomb. In a very real sense, the organization of those who have 

set themselves up to profit by these criminal activities represents 

a parallel or shadow society. Its enforcement methods mirror those 

of regular society but with none of the checks and balances, none 

of the restraints or inhibitions. Whereas the regular system of 

organized society relies, in the first instance, upon an ingrained, 

innate disposition towards obedience among those associated for 

the purposes of communal living, with the I'use of force to ensure 

compliance with the necessary norms as a last resort, organized 

crime must perforce reverse the process. Organized crime has no 

track record; it must build one. Once this fearsome reputation is 

established - and experience has shown that it" can be built up 

very quickly - d nod or lift of the eyebrow suffices to suggest 

the presence of the iron fist in the velvet glove. Organized crime 

has no more use for force for its own sake than has regular society, 

but its structure is more fragile, its hierarchy less secure, and 

its enforcement needs more urgent and immediate. Organized crime 

may, therefore, be compared to those political regimes that are 

obliged to govern through fear rather than by reason of a willing 

acceptance of the majority of their peoples. Their organization, 

methods, and objectives are really strikingly similar. It is for 
,> 
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~ 	 this reason that organized crime cannQt exist in a totalitarian 

society; they simply have each other's measure, but the regular, 

political system is the stronger of the two. For both, terrorism 

is a necessary weapon in the struggle to establish and maintain 

control over their captive population. For both, this activity 

is virtually endemic and ineradicable, coloring all the operations 

undertaken. It is the closeness of this to the surface, the ever

present threat of violence beneath the veneer of tranquility, that 

gives in the case of organized crime~the impression that terrorism 

is a much larger part of its over-all activities than it really is. 

Terrorism is used by organized crime as a substitute for the regular 

methods of law enforcement available to democratically organized 

political societies by reason of the volu~tary acc~ptance of 

authority by a majority. 

What this means, in practice is that the activities of those 

engaged in organized crime must be subjected to careful scrutiny 

so as to be able to distinguish what is terrorism - as it has been 

defined in this study - from what is not. Many activities of 

organized crime will involve the use of violence but they will 

lack the essential characteristics that are associated with such 

criminality so as to be able properly to designate them as terrorism. 

It is the failure to make these necessary distinctions that lies 

at the heart of the arguments about whether what organized crime 

does (or, more properly. what organized criminals do) is or is not 

terrorism. The matter is complicated because the thrust of the 

terrorism of organized crime is bifurcated. It is-directed on the 
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~ one hand at those who are antagonistic to it or are unwilling to 

participate with it in this business. That, for all practical 

purposes, is the great mass of the regular law abiding citizenry 

and their chosen authorities. The other thrust of terrorism is 

against those who must be regarded as comprising this parallel 

society itself in some way, either as clients or partners in the 

business of crime. Notwithstanding that the latter is a distinct 

class, bound together by common interests and purposes, it does not 

cease on that account to be a part of the former. Those involved 

in the business of organized crime remain a part of lawfully organized 

society, like it or not; and the protection established by that 

society extends to all members of it regardless of the rules they 

may, illicitly, have established for themse~ves. To a certain 

extent, all the terrorism in which organized criminals engage is 
•of a truly defensive nature. This, too, distinguishes their 

employment of this activity from its use by politically inspired 

terrorists. Whether against their own or against others, the 

resort to terrorism has this protective character. Organized crime 

;s content to remain part of the wider society; it is not trying 

to take over government on its own account. Terrorism is a reaction 

to government and ;s only directed against it when there seems to 

be no alternative or when some impulsive operator allows matters 

to get out of hand. So far as regular authority is concerned, 

organized crime would rather switch than fight, for its leaders 

know that, in a fight to the finish, they cannot hope to win. The 

other thrust of terrorism is sometimes more aggressive, but it is 
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~ 	 still of an essentially defensive nature. It is the \'/eapon employed 

to keep this parallel society in line. The "enforcer" is this society's 

policeman. like all law enforcement "authorities", his jurisdiction 

is carefully spelled out and limited by a variety of considerations. 

He creates the appropriate respect for his office through the threat 

of or the actual use of violence. The purposeful creation of a 

climate of fear is very necessary to the maintenance of order in 

this society. The parallel with what is done by politically inspired 

terrorists is evident. But, once again, the real comparison is 

with those political regimes that use terrorism to keep themselves 

in power. Only in the narrow framework of the organized crime world 

itself do we see the comparison with the politically inspired terrorist 

in his aggressive mode. This society has ~ts wars; its struggles for 

supremacy, in short, its own politics. Terrorism is a weapon, too, 
• 

in these wars. But it should not be ·overlooked that they, like 

conventional wars, can be fought without resort to terrorism. Many 

have to be fought in this way because the 'enemy' - other organized 

criminals - are just that much harder to frighten. 

Organized crime may, therefore, be seen as in a constant state 

of competition for available resources, territory and anything 

necessary to further its business. This is not very different from 

the situation facing the ordinary business community and, even more 

strikingly, the community of nations. We see that the larger, older 

established states have learned, after a fairly lengthy period of 

conflict and jockeying for position to live together more or less 

peacefully and to respect ech others' territorial integrity and 
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~ 	 spheres of influence. Alliances have sprung up out of mutual need, 

mainly in the interests of attaining some rough parity that will 

guarantee the status quo and peace among nations. These facts of 

international geo-politics have their counterpart in the nether 

world of organized crime. The old established organized crime 

families in the United States and Canada have~ like nation states, 

seen many upheavals and changes of leadership over the years. Some 

have disappeared, to have their interests and territory swallowed 

up by more powerful rivals, while others have, for all their fragility 

compared with the nation state, survived virtually intact into the 

present era. Organized crime is no longer Cosa Nostra any more 

than the United Nations is what it was in 1945. New power centers 

have sprung up, new interests have been ad4ed, and"new groups have 

come into t~e business to exploit the increasingly profitable fields 

of drugs, gambling, prostitution, pornography and loan sharking. 

It has not been easy to maintain organization and an orderly spoils 

system in the face of these developments. The newer entrants to 

the field have sometimes been difficult to discipline and to integrate, 

sati~factorily, into the order of things. Organized crime, above 

all, ~equires this internal orderliness to attain maximum efficiency. 

Indeed, the famous Apalachin, N.Y. meeting of 1958 may be seen as an 

attempt to create a sort of "United Nations" to regulate and bring 

order to organized crime in the Continental U.S.A. Such an attempt 

might have had considerable success had organized crime remained 

largely controlled in all its aspects by one ethnic group. Inevitably, 
.

burgeoning business has attracted powerfUl and aggressive "outsiders" 
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who have not felt themselves bound by the constraints that impelled 

the earlier attempts at power-sharing. Prominent among these 

relatively new entrants to the field as powerful, independent 

entrepreneurs have been the Hispanics. 

Much of the conflict, and a great deal of the terrorism associated 

with organized crime, can be attributed directly or indirectly to the 

traffic in drugs, which has burgeoned enormously in the last few years. 

The financial returns from trafficking in drugs of all kinds and, 

in particular, in heroin, marijuana, and lately, cocaine, are truly 

staggering. This extraordinarily high liquid cash flow creates very 

attractive opportunities for those engagin9 in these activities and, 

not unnaturally, has drawn in a share of that criminal talent that 

might otherwise have been engaged elsewhere. The stakes in these 
~ 

operations are very high and they naturally draw not only the risk 

takers, but those who are prepared to ~se extreme violence to gain 

and maintain their share of the spoils. The size of the stake, the 

unsettled nature of the power centers involved, and the general 

aggressiveness of those engaged in this business, all sharpen the 

prospects for conflict. The possibilities for conflict in this area, 

are, indeed, endless. Conventional business is dependent, to a large 

extent, upon the formation of an enduring climate of trust. Relation

ships are established and cemented over the years that permit of 

growth quite independently from any quarantees to maintain intact 

the interests of those engaged in the business. None of this is 

possible in this area of illicit activity. Trust is a rare commodity 

indeed and the whole business has to be ~onducted against a backgr~und 
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~ 	of viqorous. continuinq interdiction by law enforcement authorities. 

Great fortunes and great power are to be won and lost here. The 

international traffic in hard drugs has a feverish atmosphere about 

it reminiscent of the nineteenth century Goldrush or the early days 

of Prohibition. There is plenty of opportunity for terrorism here 

and, in a rapidly changing scene where the new is striving to change 

places with the old, it must be very much borne in mind that Terrorism 

is the Weapon of the Weak, or those that perceive themselves to be 

weak. There are no scruples here inhibiting its use; only its 

effectiveness is in question. The Old Guard will ruthlessly use 

terrorism to protect its entrenched interests just as certain states 

will do so against political movements for change directed against 

undermining their influence or overthrowing them. "By the same 

analogy, the Outsiders will employ terrorism, where they see it to 
. 

their advantage to do so, 
" 

to improve their position, much after the 

style of politically inspired terrorists out to seize control of the 

powers of the state. In applying the analogy and sorting through 

the tangled, confused web of fact, the greatest caution must be 

used. There is much conflict, public and private, but in these 

great drug trafficking struggles. there is comparatively little 

terrorism as it has been defined here. This central fact is deserving 

of the most careful attention. There is considerable, professional 

law enforcement controversy as to whether the activities of organized 

crime as a whole merit inclusion in a study of terrorism at all, 

and, more particularly, whether there is an identifiable entity 

that may be delineated and termed for convenience "drug related 

terrorism". Others h~ve argued, cogently, that these activities 
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~ 	 are the very essence of terrorism. Views on these matters are often 

diametrically opposed and very difficult to reconcile. There is a 

great deal of truth in both positions. The problem lies in the 

isolation and separation of that truth from what has hardened into 

definite, and not always helpful, professional positions on the 

question. 

What the media is now calling the Cocaine Wars of '79 are an 

excellent case in pOint and may ,serve as a clinical example. The 

extraordinary number of drug related killings that have occurred in 

South Florida during the first half of 1979 have produced an under

standable wave of concern in the community. While allusions to 

"Dodge City", "Chicago in the 1920's" and other lawless times and 

places abound, a careful analysis of the ~ases shows that if this .. 

is indeed a "drug war ll 
, it is not being fought between carefully 

drawn up forces, nor even modeled alu~g the fluid lines of "guerrillas" 

protagonized by political extremists. The pervasive impression of 

"laWlessness" is an accurate one. These struggles lack the 

"organization" that characterized the "territorial" wars of New York 

and New Jersey, for example. They resemble, quite strikingly, the 

anarchy that followed the fractionalization of Italy's left-wing 

terrorist groups in the period 1977/78. What is proceeding at the 

moment is a violent scrimmage that neither the "enforcers" of organized 

crime nor the law enforcement apparatus of society can do very much 

to stop. There is unprecedented violence, the use of sophisticated 

automatic weaponry, killing in particularly fear-producing ways; 

none of this is in any doubt. But is this terrorism? The answer 
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~ that must be given is not as ambivalent as it might seem at first 

sight. Some of it is, while some of it is not. Such confusion as 

exists is the result of failure to separate terrorism as a distinct 

entity from the dependent crimes that are its outward manifestation 

and motive force. A great many of the killings are simply the 

fruits of war; it is natural that they should cause concern, massive 

fear even, but this is incidental to the purposes of those mounting 

the campaign. The real purpose behind many of the killings is to 

reduce the "enemy'l forces - as is the case in any war - and to keep 

the lIenemy" out of the terrority to be defended. That exceptionally 

violent methods have to be used to this end does not - of itself 

make their employment terrorism. Other killings, too, are primarily 

for the purpose of elimination, but they a~e, more personally oriented 

the victim simply knew too much, and that knowledge had become 

inconvenient for those who ordered o~ ~ndertook the killing. Yet 

other killings are in the nature of a vendetta. They have a retri

butive, vengeful basis but may be related to the wider, relatively 

impersonal aspects of war - any of the "enemy1s" soldiers would 

have done equally well as a victim - or are directly connected with 

something the victim,himself (or herself) has done or failed to do. 

Those who cheat, hold back money or drugs, adulterate the product, 

or interfere in matters that are especially sensitive to others in 

this violent, volatile trade are clearly subject to exemplary 

punishment if caught. Other personal motives, such as arguments 

over women and other relationships, also lead to killings that help 

to swell the overall statistics. All of these killings can be do~~ 
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'-' 	 in quite horrible ways using the metho~ds commonly used by terrorists, 

politically as well as non-politically inspired. 

A small percentage of these killings can, on a proper use of 

the proposed definition, be classified as terrorism. Those are the 

cases where the ~ary purpose of what is done is to produce a 

climate of overwhelming fear that is an end in itself. That end, 

essentially, is control, just as regular law enforcement efforts are 

designed to produce an overall climate favoring general deterrence. 

Although, percentage-wise the amount of drug related violence that 

can be regarded as terrorism is small, it is still considerably 

larger, at the present time, than politically inspired terrorism in 

South Florida. The importance of this needs no underlining in the 

context of the present study. In a sense,~the terforism is a pointer 

to what is r~a1ly happening; it is a significant indicator of the way 

the struggle for control is proceeding. A number of basic facts 

can be asserted. The current struggle is mainly between two Hispanic 

factions, the one Cuban and the other Columbian; all others are 

really outsiders. The Cubans, like many of their brothers in the 

United States are no strangers to organized crime. Pre-Castro 

Havana. was on~ of the great centers of organized crime activity 

and South Florida, because at" its geographic proximity to Cuba, has 

long been familiar with the Cuban Connection. Although, from time 

to time, organized crime adopts a patriotic pose, it-is, by necessity, 

made up of hard-nosed, if corrupt businessmen. As it was self 

evident that Castro was not going to be good for that kind of 

business, organized crime, along with th~ bulk of good, generally 
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~ law-abiding Cubans forced out by the new regime, settled where it 

felt it might best pick up the threads once more, namely in Dade 

County. Already well established in that area in many ways, Cuban 

organized crime quickly settled down in its new surroundings and 

began, confidently, to build a base in what promised eventually to 

become a predominantly Hispanic area. Organized crime in the 

United States carne heavily into the drug traffic at a comparatively 

late stage. Early in the present decade, the potentiality of cocaine 

as a part of this highly profitable business seems to have been 

realized by only a very few writers who had a specialized knowledge 

of the Latin American scene. It is this substance, and the tremen

dously increased use of it in the United States in the last few years 

that has given Dade County its notorious ~re-emin~nce as a transhipment 

area and, incidentally, given rise to the extraordinary violence 

associated with this traffic. Thisii not a war over "territory" in 

the conventional sense. Rather, it is a war over business and the 

"right ll to do a particular kind of business in a peculiarly 

advantageous way. The Cubans who have had a head start in this 

bUsiness and have the advantage of playing on what has become their 

horne ground, are now fighting hard to retain their business against 

the incursions of determined and experienced rivals. Law enforcement 

and the rest of the community have become, in a certain measure, the 

unwilling witnesses of this grisly struggle. 

A most material interpolation is necessary at this juncture. 

There is no such thing as a Latin American terrorist or a Latin 

American criminal any more than there is' a Latin American law. 

Each country of Central and South America is very distinct in culture, 
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temperament, and the general contribution it has to make to the 

greater family of nations. Even adjacant countries show wide differ

ences in style and character; in the present context, it is interesting 

to compare the Tupamaros of Uruguay with the Montoneros of Argentina. 

The Cuban is as much a stranger to the Altiplano of Peru and Bolivia 

as any gringo; the failure of Ernesto rrChe ll Guevarra's campaign in 

these countries is as much due to that as to that ex-Argentinian's 

romanticism. Of all the countries of Latin America, where both 

political and personal violence is endemic. the record of one country, 

Columbia, stands out from the rest. La Violencia that raged in that 

country between 1948 and 1956 claimed, by the official count, more 

than 200,000 lives; the true total of victims was probably very much 

higher. Columbia is a land of violent contrasts. Much of its 

territory hijs been under the direct control of criminal elements 

since long before La Violencia and it is unlikely that, given the 

nature of the terrain and the resources available, any government 

in that country will ever be able to claim authority over these areas. 

The only real law is that of the gun. left-wing political terrorism 

has erupted sporadically and dangerously; if not very enthusiastically. 

Kidnapping in that country has been brought to at least as fine an 

art as in Italy; the prospects of survival for the victims are 

probably not quite as good. Columbian criminals are known and 

greatly feared throughout South and Central America. This fear is, 

on good evidence, well justified. Columbian criminals are daring 

and efficient, and show a degree of viciousness that is almost 

....J entirely absent in their counterparts from other latin American 
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~ 	 countries. They have long been active in the fabrication and trafficking 

of cocaine in their own country and the laws for the suppression of 

these practices have proved largely ineffective, in part because of 

long habituation to the use of the coca leaf by all the autoctonous 

peoples of the Andean region. A particularly high grade of marijuana 

is also grown in Columbia and, as buyers from the North began to appear 

on the scene, a thriving trade in these drugs devevoped. For a long 

while, the Columbians were content to remain in the role of producers 

and couriers, for both of which they were extremely well suited. As 

the market began to expand, however, and its great potential was at 

last realized, Columbians began to look not only for a larger share 

of the market, but for a change in role. For this, they had to enter 

the United States and establish thems1eves~ in a convenient area where 

they could ~ot only cope with the law enforcement interdiction efforts, 

but also the plain logistics of the operation. Thus they were 

quickly brought into conflict with the already established Cubans, 

who were already operating this aspect of this lucrative trade. 

A meeting between the Cubans and Columbians is said to have been 

held in December, 1977, to work out some sort of accommodation and 

a kind of ~most favored nation~ status for Cuban dealers. Whatever 

agreement was arrived at, it does not seem to have settled matters. 

The II war lt is still in a relatively primitive stage. Most of 

the casualties so far have been Columbian, and relatively expendable 

IIpeones" at that. There is no evidence yet by way of retaliation 

of characteristic Columbian terrorism, which is very distinctive 

and easily recognizable, but this must surely come. The Columbians 
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~ have now established a bridgehead into South Florida and they appear 

to be as undeterred by their Cuban opposition as they are by the 

efforts of law enforcement to deny them entry and the opportunity 

to traffic. Some of the ruthlessness and daring of these Columbians 

has been vividly demonstrated in Dade County in the last few months. 

If they begin a serious campaign of terrorism in connection with this 

drug traffic, casualties will be high and the strain on law enforcement 

considerable. But there are other, more extensive implications in 

all this for a study of terrorism that need to be examined. There 

is the question of the possible connections between this non-politi

cally inspired terrorism and the more feared politically inspired 

terrorism that generally succeeds in gaining the major share of the 

public attention. The politically inspir~d terro~ism indigenous 

to Columbia ,is distinctly left-leaning. The terrorists operating 

in that country belong to a loose coalition of leftists bearing 

many labels and of many different orientations. Their policies and 

objectives would make them natural antagonists of the Cuban exile 

community on a purely political level. Given the dominance in Dade 

County of the Cuban exile community and the strength and depth of 

the feeling against the Castro regime and all it represents, this 

would seem to be a most hostile pond for extremist fish of another 

political hue to enter. There would, on the face of it, be no 

protective cover and many predators with which to contend. The 

growing strength of the Columbian community and changing feelings 

in the United States towards Latin American problems in general may 

we 1 1 s hat t e r t hat i 11 us ion: t he ant i - So m'o z a dem0 n s t rat ion at the 
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increasing immigration, legal and illegal, from other disturbed 

central American countries, notably El Salavador, Guatemala, and 

Panama. There is no discernible involvement of politically inspired 

Columbians in the current drug related conflicts~ but personnel at 

this low level are interchangeable and information from the Columbian 

authorities on the point is frankly unreliable, for they simply do 

not have the resources or ability even to cope with this problem 

domestically, It will not be overlooked, too, that Castro has had 

long years of cooperation with many elements of the Columbian left. 

At the moment, the drug trade is far too lucrative and engaging to 

leave much time or energy for anything else, but this Colurnbi"an 

foothold might well open the way for a d'iff~'rent type of politically 

inspired terrorism from that with which this community has tradition

ally had to cope. Some of this coul~ well be financed from the 

~excess p~ofiti" of this extraordinary drug trade. 

This latter pOint is one which is directly relevant to another 

that can be conveniently mentioned in the present context. The 

traffic in guns in Dade County, both licit and illicit, is extra

ordinarily high. The ease with which weapons of all kinds can be 

bought over the counter is noteworthy; this is an area where a 

Ruger 22/10 can be bought in Woolworths. The prices of this striking 

array of weaponry are commensurate with the ease of p~rchase, but 

these top prices are undaunting to those engaged in these criminal 

activities. In fact, the huge amounts of cash permit not only the 

v purchase and s tockpi 1 i ng of weapons of a 11 types, but a11 manner of 
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other kinds of equipment useful in av01ding detection or in frustrating 

law enforcement interdiction endeavors. This is particularly so in 

the case of electronics and specialized marine equipment. In 1973, 

the radical criminologist Richard Quinney devoted much time and effort 

to docu~~nting the efforts of the LEAA to improving the technology of 

the nation's police forces (Critique of Legal Order). An up-date 

from the other side would now clearly be in order. So far as guns 

are concerned, there are two aspects of this problem deserving of 

attention. There are, in consequence of this traffic, tremendous 

numbers of weapons, especially handguns, in private, unauthorized 

possession in Dade County. Not only does this fact have an under

standable impact on the psychology of law enforcement. It leads 
i 

directly to the casual, cavalier use of fir~arms to settle each and 

every argument. A drug trafficker witqout a firearm is like an alligator 

without a tail. There is another, even more si~ister aspect to this 

proliferation and availability of weaponry in Dade County. There is 

a thriving traffic in weaponry that is directly related to events 

elsewhere. As in the case of drugs, Dade/Miami is a conveniently 

located transhipment point. There is an interesting fact revealed 

by BATF studies which if further pursued might be very informative 

about the nature and purposes of this trade. Guns purch~sed south 

of the Broward County line apparently find their way down to Latin 

America, while those purchased to the north end up travelling North 

into the United States. The proximity of many gun shops close to 

Miami International Airport and the thriving "Saturday afternoon " 

trade done by them gives an interesting impressionistic idea of the 
.. 
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potential of the problem. Gun running~ though not commanding the 

profits generated by the traffic in drugs, and involving a somewhat 

inconvenient commodity to handle by size and weight, is nevertheless 

extremely attractive from a business pOint of view. Weaponry of all 

kinds is to be sold for cash at a very high premium in all countries 

in Latin America. The exact connection between dru~ smuggling, the 

trade in weaponry~ and the equipping of terrorists and insurgents has 

never been established. Some authoritative studies have been done 

and many conjectures offered. Professional views differ on this, 

with some discounting the magnitude and importance of the trade - if 

it exists at all - with others taking the view that a thriving 

business involving drugs for, guns takes place. The magnitude of gun 
)..

sales in Dade County certainly suggests a slzeable outlet elsewhere. 

A number. of other varieties of non-politically inspired terrorism , 

merit serious consideration and most were dealt with briefly in 

Disorders and Terrorism. Recently, considerable problems have been 

experienced with rival gangs of "Bikers". law Enforcement authorities 

in Canada have recently expressed the view that in terms of power, 

potential, and criminal activity, these associations are but a very 

short distance behind Canada1s traditional organized crime "families" •. 

The struggle for power between the "Outlaws" and "Hell1s' Angels" has 

given rise to a considerable wave of terrorism that has already 

caused much concern to Canadian law enforcement authorities. There 

are evident signs of the spreading conflict in Florida and these 

developments are deserving of close attention. The "Bikers" are 

~ not, by nature, criminal associations, but the character of their 
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organization and their attitudes to life, society, and regularly 

constituted authority easily lead them into conflicts with the law 

and with each other. As far as their potential for terrorism is 

concerned, all that has been said about organized crime in this regard 

is equally applicable to them. 

Closely allied to the "Biker" phenomenon is another, which has 

shown considerable potential for the generation of non-politically 

inspired terrorism in the past and will doubtless, given current trends, 

show a considerable increase for the future. "Cult" terrorism can be 

a particularly ugly and bizarre phenomenon as evidenced by many events 

from Manson to the People's Temple at Jonestown. These cults are 

microcosms of regular society, in which terrorism is used as a means 
I 

of control Occasionally, it spills over into the regular community, 

as in the case of the Tate/La Bianca ki)lings and the assassination 

of Congressman Ryan, where the cult feels itself able, or impelled, 

to atiack society in general. Even a socially oriented organization 

such as "Synanon" can become perverted so as to eng~ge in terrorism 

when its leaders feel peculiarly threatened and have the power and 

the means to threaten others in their turn. 

V6uth gangs, especially in large urban areas that have suffered 

a period of deterioration, can present a serious terrorfsm problem. 

They have the typical power struggles evinced by organized crime, 

and the "Bikers", and show much of the organization of the former 

and the colorfulness and viciousness of the latter. Neighborhoods 

can be terrorized by such gangs so as to fall completely under thei~ 

control'and this is especially so where they operate in areas heavily 
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populated by the elderly, who are unab1e, physically, to resist their 

demands or otherwise control their incursions. The fear created by 

these gangs is very real and part of a deliberate plan of control 

and domination in which personal enrichment through extortion plays 

a large part. These gangs are often heavily engaged in drug traffic, 

are no strangers to firearms and other weaponry, and are a fertile 

recruitin~ ground - a sort of junior league - for more advanced forms 

of crime. Their potential for politicization, agitation, and eventual 

terrorism can be well appreciated from a study of the Young Lords in 

the 1960's. Such youth gangs are expecial1y attractive to the 

Hispanic culture. 

Some of the most violent, non-politically inspired terrorism 
I 

that has taken place in the United States is related to labor disputes. 

Strikes and lock-outs have produced vi~lent reactions that have left 

their mark upon the community for generatio~s. In a time of fragile 

economy and poor labor relations, the possibilities for such terrorism 

are very considerable and recent evidence suggests that it could 

present a serious problem in many areas in the near future. Terroristic 

sabotage is another by-product of these labor disputes. 

A'final class of non-politically inspired terrorist meriting 

special mention is the mentally disturbed or psychopathfc individual 

who engages in his own, lone war on society in general, or some segment 

of it in particular. Such individuals have obvious reason to see 

themselves as liThe Weak" and resort to terrorism is a natural outcome 

of their struggles. Individuals such as Metesky and Kurbegovic may._ 

be seen in this light; both were pursuing essentially private ends 
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~ by means of a public campaign of terro~ism. The fictional protagonist 

of the events depicted in "Black Sunday" may be seen as another typical 

example, notwithstanding his association with politically inspired 

terrorists used by him in an instrumental fashion to accomplish his 

purposes. 

International or transnational terrorism. 

Terrorism truly knows no frontiers. It is unhampered by those 

jurisdictional considerations that are often so restrictive for 

those who have to cope with it. It is international, in the sense 

that its manifestations can embrace any and all countries according 

to the intent or purpose of the terrorists. The term is more usually 

employed in a narrower sense. International terrorists are those who 
~ 

~ have some objective in one part of the world which they are seeking 

to realize by operations taking place- tn another. They do not 

restrict their attacks to those against whom their struggle is 

principally directed. Thus the terrorists who seized the Air France 

A300 Airbus and r~directed it to Entebbe, were primarily concerned 

with coercing the State of Israel into releasing incarcerated Arab 

prisoners. They involved a great many other nations by reason of 

the mixed nationalities of the passengers, the international airspace 

through which the aircraft travelled and, finally, Uganda which 

suffered an armed attack in consequence of allowing the aircraft to 

land in its territory. The terrorist group, too, was international 

in composition. The term transnational (sometimes loosely employed 

as a synonym for international), is more properly reserved for a 
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~ cohesive group of terrorists having a ~efinite national identity 

but which carries out its operations against its adversary on 

foreign soil. The Arab terrorists who carried out the operations 

at the Munich Olympic games in 1972 can best be seen in this light. 

International, politically inspired terrorism has become a 

serious and growing problem since the end of World War II. The 

attention this problem commands, at the present time, has been very 

largely the result of the many exploits of terrorists falling 

properly within this classification. One broad distinction may be 

made within this group between those terrorists having some definite 

territorial objective and those which do not. Groups like the IRA 

and the PLO are clearly engaged in a struggle that has, as its 

ultimate objective, securing control of a d~finiteterritory. The 

terrorism associated with that struggle would, presumably, be 

exhausted once control of that territory had been achieved. All 

the actions of such groups, whether undertaken within that territory 
\ 

or extending beyond it have this limited military and political aim. 

A majority of these groups fall within this class. Other terrorists 

have no such identification with a purpose of this kind but are 

s imp' y' ben t upo nthe pur sui t 0 f s u c hanarc his tic goa 1 s a s II W0 r 1 d 

Revolution". The number of groups, world-wide falling into both 

categories is truly enormous and constantly changing; the annual 

CIA study of the phenomenon gives a good idea of its 'dimensions and 

t~e level of activity maintained at any particular time by each 

group. There is no true "Terrorist International ll although cooperation 

at a command and operational level does exist among some groups. 
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There is a certain amount of relativelJ low-level "technology transfer" 

and some interchangeability of personnel on an individual rather than 

an institutional basis. For obvious reasons, little trust exists 

among international groups, and contacts tend to take place mainly 

in training centers designed primarily to give military instruction 

to insurgent groups such as those in South Yemen, Lebanon, Syria, and 

Iraq. 

Of particular concern to the United States are foreign short 

or long term residents who are using their status and shelter in 

this country to plan, prepare, and undertake operations either on 

United States soil or elsewhere against their adversary. The 

plurality of United States society, its relatively liberal immi
~,

gration policies, and the number of students it has welcomed over 

the years have encouraged such develop~ents. Among current problem 

groups might be mentioned the Croatians and Serbs, whose struggle 

against the Communist regime in Yugoslavi.a is likely to intensify 

rather than abate, and who have a long history of resort to terrorism 

to attain their political ends, and the Iranians, whose unsettled 

political situation at home is liKely to lead to further violence 

abroad. 

International or transnational terrorism poses especially 

difficult problems for United States law enforcement authorities. 
, 

While the incidence of such terrorism up to the present has been 

comparatively slight, the potential for a "spectacularll ;s always 

there. These possibilities are always increased at times of national 
.* 

and international tension, of large international gatherings, and 
" 
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~ when events lending themselves to expressive or symbolic terrorism 

take place. The age of rapid. transportation and relatively slight 

documentation checks also encourages these'possibilities. Intelligence 

processes are hampered not only by the ordinary restrictions imposed 

by the system itself, but also by the lack of adequate linguistic 

capabilities and access to informational sources. Something occurring 

half a world away can influence events in Dade County in very dramatic 

fashion and unless the information is rapidly available and the 

appropriate connections made among its different elements, an unexpected 

episode of terrorism can easily occur here for which no proper response 

provision is available. This contingency imposes not only a serious 

burden upon any strategic informational system but requires, too, a 

more than usually sophisticated analytical lcapability to be able to 

interpret accurately the information drawn into and processed by the 

system. This is generally beyond the·c"apability and resources of 

most 1.ocal law enforcement intelligence units, which must rely, accord

ingly, on associations of which they are members such as LEIU or FlU, 

informal contacts, and the federal government. The quantity and 

quaiity of information available to any local law enforcement authority 

at any ,particular time is dependent upon the diligence of those engaged 

in the operation and their ability to make the reliable, confidential 

contacts that will supply them the "foreign" intelligence that they 

are unable to obtain by direct means from outside their own areas of 

jurisdiction. It is especially important to keep a daily eye on world 

events, and to understand how these may relate to happenings occurring 
, 

V 'in the immediate jurisdiction. By reason'of its geographic location, 
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its importance as a center of communic~tion, finance, tourism and 

trade, Dade-Miami is especially in need of a constant flow of 

accurat~ properly processed information that will enable law enforce

ment authorities to respond quickly and appropriately to any threat 

of international or transnational terrorism. 

Domestic terrorism. 

This term refers to those groups of politically inspired terrorists 

that are indigenous to the territory in which they operate. Those 

operating within the continental United States would, therefore, have 

a purpose connected with the struggle for the public powers of that 

country and not with matters concerning external affairs,or relations 

with other countries. This poses~ superfiGially, a problem of 
~ 

classification with the Cuban exiles and, more acutely, with groups 

using terrorism to promote Puerto Ricari nationalism. Some of the 

operations undertaken by Cuban exile terrorists, such as the killings 

that have taken place over the years in Dade County have been clearly 

of a domestic nature, though indirectly concerned with the hopes of 

mounting an offensive against a foreign power, namely Cuba. The 

application of the United States Neutrality Act would be in point 

here. Other operations by these Cuban exile terrorists , that have 

taken place overseas, while mounted from within the United States 

must be regarded as incidents of international terrorism. Having 

regard to the scale, nature, and operational direction of the 

terrorism undertaken by Puerto Rican nationalists as well as by 

reference to its targeti n9, the vi ew is t'aken here that it ought 

properly to be regarded in its entirety as domestic terrorism. 
> 
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of a domestic nature, though indirectly concerned with the hopes of 
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taken place overseas, while mounted from within the United States 

must be regarded as incidents of international terrorism. Having 

regard to the scale, nature, and operational direction of the 

terrorism undertaken by Puerto Rican nationalists as well as by 

reference to its targeting, the view is t'aken here that it ought 

properly to be regard~d in its entirety as domestic terrorism. 
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Domestic terrorism in the United States has been of sporadic 

occurence and has not reached the proportions of that experienced 

in other similarly developed countries having stable, long-established 

political systems. There have been various, impressionistic but 

inconclusive guesses as to the reason for this. There have been 

very few organized, politically inspired terrorist groups active 

domestically and those which have operated, like the New World 

L.iberation Front, and the George Jackson Brigade have been of local 

rather than national importance. Other groups like the Weather 

Underground and the Black Liberation Army were the product of 

historical undercurrents and other circumstances that combined to 

give these groups a comparatively short life and very little prospect 

of any success. Despite the affinity of many radical groups in 
l~ 

~ 	the United States for foreign terrorist movements and the support 

and sympathy "for them betrayed by the mass of underground literature 

devoted to the constant and often strident criticism of the United 

States system, there is no evidence of any active links with such 

groups. This is probably due to a general, all-pervading suspicion 

on the part of such foreign groups and fear of exposure, penetration, 

and interdiction. Foreign groups seeking to operate in the United 

States are unlikely to seek permanent links with domestic groups 

until these are able to prove themselves more conclusively in the 

struggle against the United States authorities. 

The prospects for domestic terrorism vary according to the 

prevailing state of affairs internally, just as international 

terrorism is tied to foreign relations and events outside of the 

United States. The civil disorders of the 1960·5 and early 1970's 

that spawned so many "~romising" groups that might have graduated 



left these associations bereft of direction and purpose. They simply 

failed to develop along those extreme fines. The anti-establishment 

groups have been struggling vainly to find a common unifying issue 

since the end of the Vietman war and the demise of the Nixon admini

stration. Despite a series of attempts, the old fervor has simply 

not been recaptured. The energy crisis and, in particular, the 

concern over the development of nuclear power have given new impetus 

to these endeavors and there are signs of a reawakening that hold 

out possibilities for those whose desire and life's work is the 

causing of social dissension. There is a very heavy mass of social 

apathy for these subversive elements to move and it is this, perhaps, 

more than anything else that stands in the way at this time, of the 

emergence of a really viable and dangerous domestic terrorist movement. 
~ 

\J 	The potential is clearly there, but the critical mass needs an 

enormous stimulus before it will produce the type of social explosion 

that would give rise to this kind of domestic terrorism. There are 

presently no signs of that kind of stimulus from within the system 

itself. One area that needs constant vigilance is concerned with 

racial issues. This is still, together with labor, one of the most 

volatile areas of American society, and recent indications of polari 

zation on these matters should be watched with care. The Hispanic 

community, too, is a growing political influence and the'numbers of 

illegal immigrants that must be reckoned among this population, as 

well as its increasing vocalization of its "rights" are also causes 

for concern if these expectations cannot be met in a way satisfactory 

to those raising them. It has almost invariably been observed that. 

the theoreticians and potential leaders of terrorist movements are 
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~ drawn from the privileged rather than the deprived classes. There 

is no current shortage of "Chiefs" in the world of domestic terrorism; 

what has been lacking up to the present is a supply of enthusiastic 

"Indians". This may well change if racial issues are brought to the 

fore once more as a result of the hardships produced by the energy 

crisis and a deteriorating employment situation. It is pertinent to 

observe, too, that monitoring the activities of incipient domestic 

terrorist groups has become increasingly difficult against a back

ground of restrictions on law enforcement information gathering and 

the purging, sealing, or destruction of valuable files that would 

have provided necessary continuity on these activities. 

"High,Technology"Terrorism. 

~ The subject deserves a special mention in any delineation of 

terrorism by types although, obviously~ it is open to use by any of 

the aforementioned if their resources and degree of development wi.ll 

permit. So important was this regarded that a specially commissioned 

Appendix on the subject was included in Disorders and Terrorism. 

This is, obviously, too, the direction of the future, although much 

that was reviewed in that Appendix was capable of immediate imple

mentation by many of the groups active at the time it was written. 

It is interesting to note that, in the three years that have passed 

since that survey was prepared, there have been no notable advances 

toward the developments foreshadowed therein. Despite the availability 

of so many of these new techniques of destruction and, especially, 

parallel d~velopments in the fields of conventional warfare, there 
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~ 	has been no attempt by terrorists, ind4vidually or collectively, to 

turn these to account. The knowledge is certainly there, and it has 

been well publicized. The means to put it to use are also available 

to those who would seek them out. Yet terrorism, world-wide, remains 

fundamentally in the Dark Ages. The reasons for this happy state of 

affairs can only be the subject of speculation. It would be imprudent 

to assume that they will continue indefinitely. Those who see them

selves in the role of "The Weak" will assuredly try to compensate 

for their inadequacies by availing themselves of what modern tech

nology has to offer. Such technology has the capability of narrowing 

the gap quite drastically. It means, practically, that fewer persons 

are needed to challenge significantly the powers of the state. In 

the extreme case, a single individual, prop~rly equipped can, by the 

skillful use.of what is available to him, take on a large and powerful 

nation,"which finds itself powerless to use to advantage those 

defenses that.would ordinarily serve it quite well against a more 

worthy opponent. If this notion is considered fanciful or hyperbolic, 

consider for a moment the Presidents, Chancellors and Prime Ministers 

who have already been forced to treat with relatively ill-equipped 

hostage-takers, for the moment, holding the balance of power in ways 

that would have proven inconvenient to challenge. Are we going to 

deny this power to one who has a nuclear device? Or are we simply 

going to deny that he has such a device? 

There is no need to re-do here the work that was so well done 


by the Task Force on Disorders and Terrorism, nor to advance further 


.......... \'/ hat was 0 u t 1 i ned i nth e LEAAsp 0 nS 0 red stu dye ntit1 e d II F a c i n 9 


" 
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Tommorow's Terrorist Incident Todayll, authored by Robert Kupperman. 

The potential dangers need no restatement. The real purpose of 

inclusion of this pregnant category is admonitory. The world's 

response systems, and those of the United States in particular, have 

been geared hitherto to the anticipation of terrorism of a certain 

intensity level. While there has been a natural desire, wherever 

possible, to move preventively so as to minimize the harm that might 

ensue from the commission of acts of terrorism, the failure to do 

so has not hitherto had fatal or even especially grave consequences 

for the system or society itself. Most responses, indeed, have been 

reactive; once the particular act of terrorism has occurred, society's 

response has been to contain it, and to restore law and order as 

quickly and effectively as possible. Even 
I, 

at the highest level of 

terrorist activity experienced, these ~eactive approaches have 

sufficed to contain potential harm within acceptable tolerances. 

If the message of what has been said about "High Technology" 

terrorism is correct, these "fire-brigade" approaches will not 

suffice; the potential conflagration will be so great and immediate 

that it will engulf society. It is essential, therefore, that the 

fire-setter, the terrorist, be caught before he has time to apply the. 

match or even to set up the metaphorical materials of hi~ endeavors. 

Once the credible threa~ of a nuclear device secreted by terrorists 

in a large urban center has been made, it will be too late to do 

anythJQ.9., save to treat with the terrorists for what they are demanding 

in the time that may be allowed for the purpose. The overwhelming ._ 

importance of preventive intelligence becomes evident as well as the 
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~ need for a thorough and sophisticated system of threat analysis and 

target identification so that the best possible protective measures 

can be taken. It is vital that this need be recognized. Only in this 

way can a reversal of present attitudes towards intelligence gathering, 

processing, storage, and dissemination be reviewed and altered as 

appropriate. The amount of intelligence currently available to law 

enforcement authorities in the United States on the potential for 

"High Technology" terrorism and the capabilities of those who might 

engage in it is parlous in the extreme. This fact alone points up the 

urgency of the problem and the need to move quickly to improve the 

system's response capabilities to meet this realistically anticipated 

threat. 

~ Quasi- or Pseudo-Terrorism. 

This subject, again, received adequate treatment in Disorders 

and Terrorism and there is no call to supplement what has already 

been said concerning it. This is an artificial, but no less dangerous, 

manifestation of the forms of terroristic activity. It lacks only 

the purpose and drive that give that activity its distinctive 

characteristics. There is, in these days, a large amount of this 

imitative terrorism brought about by the wide dissemination of 

knowledge about what terrorists do, how they do it, and what responses 

are made to this activity by the authorities. Hostage-taking affords 

the commonest example of the contagious character of some of these 

terroristic activities and how their forms are put to use by others 

having no real intention to create a gener.al climate of coercive fear 
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'for its own sake. There is a great-deal of such terrorism and law 
~ 

enforcement has coped with it quite successfully over the years even 

before it was given the name it now bears so as to be recognized for 

what it is. To be taken hostage by a fleeing felon or a mentally 

disturbed individual is just as terrifying (and can be just as fatal) 

for the victim as being taken hostage by a politically inspired terrorist. 

Only the approaches to the resolution of the matter are different and 

require different understandings and training for their implementation. 

Because United States law enforcement authorities have acquired consid

erable experience with, and an enviable measure of success in handling~ 

this type of pseudo-terroristic activity~ it would be easy to become 

over-confident in relation to the prospects of handling incidents of 

terrorism properly so-called. Large numbers of police officers and 
l~ 

~ 	others have now been trained in the United States in the handling of 

hostage-taki~g incidents and in the delicate art of what has come to 

be known as "hostage negotiation". Many have attended several schools 

and have received the best available instruction in the subject matter. 

But quasi-terrorism is very different indeed from its true derivative. 

For one thing~ the stakes are so very much higher in the latter, and 

the operatives more readily expendable. The words of the Task Force 

in this regard bear repeating: "Caution must, therefore, be exercised 

in applying the lessons of the one experience to the otherll. 

.
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CHAPTER THREE 

A SHORT HISTORY OF TERRORISM IN DADE-MIAMI 

Writing a short history of anything is always a most challenging 

task. The significant adjective is an injunction to be brief, but 

the question is always, what to omit? Writing history is a revealing 

of the past, a bringing to light of things that have been forgotten, 

or the calling into prominence of things, the significance of which 

was not appreciated in t~eir time. This historian is in an advantageous 

position, in some ways, for he is able to review matters with a 

completeness and detachment that was not possible for those who lived 

through the events. Yet, withall, the historian's work is only a 

'-' 	 reconstruction, lacking the life and vividness of the real happenings 

he seeks to depict. He is, after all, only the interpreter of his 

sources and the imperative "Be brief!" enjoins on him a selectivity 

authorized only by his own good judgment. It is all too easy for 

the most di1ige~t historian, with all the time and space necessary 

for completeness, to do violence to the Truth. He who engages to 

write a short history will almost certainly fall into error. This 

must not be regarded as a fatal deterrent. Proper consideration of 

the problems posed by this study demands a history; there is neither 

time nor space for an extended one. What follows, with all its 

faults, must suffice for the purpose. The first dilemma, as always, 

is where to begin? Nowhere does terrorism have a neat, precisely 

documentea beginning. Even the most seemingly authoritative statements 
~ 

can be misleading. The Staff Report of the Subcommittee on Civil 




and Constitutional Rights states: uTerrorism is not new. It can be 

traced to an ancient Arab group, the Society of Assassins, and the 

French Revolution's 'Reign of Terror'lI. Some six hundred years 

separate these two unconnected matters. While terrorism may not 

be traceable with such pristine certainty, the authority on which 

part of this statement rests can. Professor Bernard Lewis, in his 

book The Assassins (1968) wrote: IIIn one respect, the Assassins 

are without precedent - in the planned systematic and long-term 

use of terror as a political weapon ••••• they may well be the first 

terrorists ll Brevity, therefore, has its price. Categorical• 

statements of this kind must always be viewed with suspicion. 

It is simply not possible to say when terrorism in Dade County 

began; probably there has been some terrorism as defined in this 

study, ever since the County was extensively settled. What is 

certain is that it did not become a community or a law enforcement 

,problem of any magnitude until comparatively recently. Terrorism 

in South Florida generally, and Dade County in particular, whether 

of the politica1ly inspired or non-politically inspired variety, is 

historically tied in a very direct way to relations with the island 

of Cubar Although Dade-Miami has enjoyed a constant interchange 

with other neighboring Caribbean peoples, notably those of the 

Bahamas, it is Cuba that has left its deepest impress upon this 

portion of the mainland, and has so radically altered its culture 

and outlook on life. From the start, the reasons have been over

whelmingly political. The island is very close to the continental 

United States, \'lell within small boat r.ange. From the time of the'

liberation of the island, as a consequence of the Spanish-American 
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~ war, the military and political interests of the United States have 

been evident, and only the good faith of President Theodore Roosevelt 

~tood in the way of an outright annexation of the island. Even today, 

as the United States plans its withdrawal from the Canal Zone of 

Panama, it maintains a naval base at Guantanamo on this otherwise 

communist-held island. Cuba has always been a vibrant, progressive 

island by comparison with its neighbors. But for all the brightness 

and liveliness of its people, its infectious rhythms and Caribbean 

setting, Cuba in the 1950's was a backward country, raddled by 

corruption and vice, and in the grip of a cruel dictatorship. The 

tourist drawn by the bright lights and the good life of Havana saw 

little of this and cared even less. Organized crime had a strong 

hold on the island's vice and American business an equally firm grip 

on its fragi~e economy_ Not even a fervent patriotism, a strong 

communist party, and the makings of effective labor organization 

seemed likely to disturb that. Yet resistance to Batista grew, both 

at home and abroad, and Dade County began to experience, without 

rea 1 i z i n g it, a" for eta s teof what was to com e _ The r e was plot ting 

and gun-running, and much traveling to and from the island. Miami 

was a logical jumping-off point for any operations against the 

regime then in power, and a convenient place to return to for R & R 

when a period of revitalization was necessary, or when things simply 

became too hot. Then, at the end of the Eisenhower years, there 

appeared a young man ca11~d Fidel Castro who was destined, among 

other things to change the way of life of Dade County forever. 

Fidel Castro has been in the public eye for a long while. He 

has rarely shunned pu~licity; indeed, at times, he has actively 
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court~d it. Still he remains, in many respects, an enigma; the 

definitive biography of Fidel Castro has still to be written. 

For those Americans who had as little stomach for Fulgencio Batista 

as their counterparts today have for Anastasio Somoza, the sudden 

advent of this loquacious, energetic mountain fighter, permanently 

dressed in fatigues~ did not seem a bad thing. From what was known 

of him, he did not seem noticeably anti-American and there was some 

evidence, at least, that he might comfortably adjust to living 

within the United States' sphere of influence. His opponents, 

meanwhile temporarily defeated, had crawled off to South Florida 

for what most felt certain would be a very short stay before the 

next round~ which was sure to go in their favor. By mid-1959, there 

began a definite leftward drift on the part of Castro, disconcerting 

and confusi~g to many in charge of United States' policy, and frankly 

alarming to many Cubans who had either remained helpfully neutral 

'or were even actively siding with the new regime up to that point. 

A steady stream of Cuban refugees began to join those already in 

Dade County. lt is interesting to review the progression of that 

migration. The rich, the intelectuals, the opposition politicians 

came first; they had long enjoyed close ties with South Florida. 

Then, after a while, came the middle classes. And finally, as the 

floodgates opened, the small entrepreneur and on down to the lowest 

strata of the community. Castro was not long in crossing his Rubicon. 

In 1960, he expropriated American businesses and, with little economic 

alternative, cast himself firmly into the Soviet camp. This was 

enough to show the United States where it really stood~ and the huge 
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~ 	 exodus of refugees was enthusiastically welcomed into South Florida 

as an earnest of the United States' intentions to topple the Castro 

regime, restore American business to its former glory, and to send 

these grateful Cuban citizens back victorious to their homeland. 

There is no need here to catalogue the miscalculations and disasters 

that prevented those good intentions from bearing the desired fruit. 

Much money and energy was expended in organizing to that end and 

the fugitive Cuban community that by 1962 had grown to over 150,000 

could hardly complain at that time that it had been betrayed or 

that the United States was half-hearted in the execution of its 

trust. As late as December, 1962, President Kennedy welcoming back 

the 1,113 Bay of Pigs prisoners exchanged for $30,000,000 worth of 

medical supplies could promise to return them thei~ battle flag in 

a I! F r e e Ha van a II • The bat t 1 eli n e s we r e c 1 ear1 y d raw n, and 0 n 1 y the 

Soviet Union and the threat of World War III stood between Castro 

'and the fulfillment of that promise. That it was never fulfilled, 

cost not only a great deal in United States prestige and security; 

it conferred permanent residence status upon what was to swell to 

an alien community of over half a million in South Florida, nearly 

all of whom carne to settle in Dade County. 

The transition from a small, visiting contingent, grateful for 

shelter, but eager to recover its homeland, to a dispossessed people 

condemned to perpetual exile was not easy to make. The period of 

transition was not abrupt, and there were encouraging signs that 

the United States, in the first years, had not lost its resolve. 

:..:....,; 	 Castro was everywhere depicted as the enemy; any deal ings with 
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him - or even visits to him - were regarded as treasonable by 

official V.~.A .• just as, on different grounds, they were so 

considered by the Cuban exile community. More to the point, the 

United States was lending considerable covert aid to the exiles 

in their efforts to organize themselves into a military force 

capable of fighting its way back into powet. Hundreds of United 

States case officers "managed" their Cuban charges, who were taught 

the rudiments (and sometimes more) of the skills it was felt they 

would require to win back their island home. This was an exciting, 

if not very productive, time~ Enthusiasm ran high and the Cubans 

were convinced that they had a real prospect of military and political 

victory. Although no state of war existed between the United States 

'-' 	 and Cuba~ the legal niceties of the Neutrality Act and other provisions 

prohibiting the raising or training of foreign forces on United States' 

soil in time of peace were discreetly ignored. Few had cause to 

question either the rightness of what they were doing or the interests 

in which they were doing it. This is not the place to examine or 

stand in judgment upon the adequacy of what was then done or even, 

with hindsight, to evaluate the prospects for success. Two observations 

must, however, be made, as they have a bearing on the subsequent turn' 

of events. The United States never really created an effective army 

in exile. Of Cuban bravery and military capacity, there can be no 

doubt. It was simply never organized into an effective fighting 

machine. Either Castro's real strength was hopelessly misjudged 

a simple, but not uncommon, intelligence !ailure - or those ~ngaged.

about the direction of the business were ambivalent from the start. 
" 
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~ The sec 0 n d poi ntis per hap s eve n m 0 r e ~s erio us. The ant i - Cas t r 0 

movement lacked any real leadership that might have given it 

cohesion and led to recognition of a government in exile. There 

were many leaders, but no one leader, who might have given the 

movement a real cohesiveness and purpose. Once the general 

disillusionment set in, both these facts made the absorbtion of 

the Cuban exile population by the South Florida area a much easier 

and less painful task that it would otherwise have been. The 

Cubans brought many things with them to the United States including 

a distinctive culture and a burning hope for return. What they 

did not bring was an organized political structure that was going 

to carryover the "old ways" in a fashion likely to conflict with 

the democracy into which they were being slowly and almost imperceptibly 

absorbed. The result, once the United States had effectively 

withdrawn from a fight for which it had shown so little enthusiasm 

'in the first place, was a period of drift. Some of the brave but 

unrealistic soldiers came back again .and again to tilt Quixote-like 

at the Windmili. This became an exercise in ego-building rather 

than a purposeful, military one. A structure of "fighters in exile" 

began .to emerge but, because of the hopelessness of the struggle, 

it had no accompanying political ethos out ,of which a nation in exile, 

a real political entity could coalesce. The bulk of the community 

slowly and painfully adjusted to the reality of a new life in an 

alien land. And a neVI, and more realistic "politics" grew gradually 

out of this adjustment. 
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~ It is difficult to explain, in a 4few words, how a large, alien 

community came SO successfully and completely to take over, so 

peacefully, a large chunk of desirable United States territory. 

The success can, perhaps, be best explained by claiming this result 

as a happy accident. Because it was never intended, it happened in 

a way that aroused no opposition or even awareness of the process by 

which it occurred. The Cuban community itself was too numbed, too 

disappointed at its loss to be evincing interests in conquest elsewhere. 

Although it clearly did not happen overnight, the South Florida 

community has, as it were, only just awakened to the fact that two 

major cities in Dade County, Miami and Hialeah, have more than 50 

percent of Cuban residents in their populations. Overall, the Latin 

population of Dade County is about 33 percent and rising. The real 

"Cuban probl~m" for the area is only just beginning, and the Dade 

County Cubans - these new, permanent residents of the United States 

are going to have to contribute substantially to finding some of the 

answers that will be required. All of this is directly material to 

the terrorist p"roblem in Dade County; not only that which ;s already 

a part of history, but that which is yet to present itself in the 

future'. New leaders, new politics are emerging to engage the new 

social problems that arise out of acquisition and integration rather 

than dispossession and the desperate maintenance of a separate, 

national identity. This is a painful, somewhat unnatural process. 

Once the all-sustaining hate is removed, what is there to rush in 

and fill the vacuum? A community that builds too long on its 

'v xenophobia grO ....JS up warped, with an inbuilt propensity for social 

", 
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conflict. The case of Northern Irelaod is very much in point. In 

particular, the changing needs of the community that the new politics 

must serve will assuredly give rise to something that has, super

ficially at least, been largely absent hitherto. The unique nature 

of the struggle against Fidel Castro gave the Cuban community in 

exile the appearance and form of a one-party state. That "party" 

was intensely conservative, even reactionary. Of necessity, that 

one party was opposed to communism in any shape or form. It could 

not tolerate even the suggestion of "fellow travelers". The defense 

of its very being as an entity depended upon it. Freed from that 

yoke of necessity, the "new" politics will be able to develop its 

own right, left, and center. There will be painful moments while 

it does so, but do so it must, if the chronic deformation that has 

stunted the ,growth and social happiness of Ulster is to be avoided 

in Dade County_ This has profound implications for the future of 

'terrorism in Dade County, for some of the basic assumptions about 

whether a certain kind of politically inspired terrorism, left~wing 

terrorism in a~broad sense, can or might flourish in a community 

that has been traditionally antagonistic towards it will be severely 

challenged. 

Some other pertinent observations concerning the character of 

this "invasion" lie within the discretion of the historian touching 

upon the present subject. The high concentration of Cubans in the 

South Florida area is, itself, the product of accidental circumstances 

rather than design; or perhaps, with hindsight, the product of a 

miscalculation on the part of the social engineers of the time. 
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~ 	After their initial reception into th~ United States, it was assumed 

that these political refugees, like so many others in the past, would 

disperse throughout the United States and would be absorbed and inte

grated into comparatively distant population centers. This simply did 

not take place, and any move in that direction was soon reversed. These 

were a Caribbean people, whose affinity for the sun and the sea, from 

which many had garnered a living, was met by the climate and topography 

of Dade County more perfectly than any other place to which they 

might have migrated. Besides, it was the closest point to their 

beloved homeland, a convenient place for the return that virtually 

all confidently expected. Moreover, South Florida dnd its people were 

good to these "visitors" and there were none of the acute problems 

of housing, employment, and racial tensions that might have been 

anticipated in the areas to which they had been notionally assigned. 

The population growth and its implications for the area, ethnically, 

culturally, and linguistically, were simply not foreseen. By and 

large, t~ese exiles were a likeable people. They were industrious, 

respectful of d~rtain important American values, and, above all, 

commitedly anti-communist. What was less apparent, at the start, was 

that this was not only a community in a strange sort of limbo; it was 

also a community hermetically sealed from any real interaction with 

the native community into which it had been transplanted. That 

community, relatively small and easy-going, watched these strange 

happenings somewhat bemused but with little real concern. After 

all, it never anticipated having to live with the problem in perpetuity. 

The Cuban community seemed to ask for co~paratively little and its 
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~ 	troubles, internally, \'Iere largely its. own. It neither sought publicity 

for them nor shared them with outsiders. All Americans really needed 

to know about these people, so it seemed, was that they were against 

Castro - and that had commended itself strongly to the governments of 

the day. It was with something of a shock, therefore, that the other 

residents of Dade County woke up one day in 1973 to the fact that they 

were now, by ordinance, a bilingual community. This may seem, at first 

sight, to have very little to do with terrorism. In reality, it has 

a great deal to do with the perc~pti6ns of terrorism in this community. 

There has been very little assimilation by the original community 

of this strange human burden imposed upon it by force of circumstances. 

Rather, the Cuban community has, grown and developed on its own to the 

point where, cuckoo-like, it is forcing the native fledgling from 

the nest. Fpr many of those who have witnessed, at first hand, these 

developments over the years, the Cuban community remains as mysterious 

~nd incomprehensible as when it came; only now it is larger, more 

obvious, more powerful - and clearly here to stay. This mystery was 

not merely the~result of a linguistic, or even a cultural barrier. 

It was more that there was really little to share of interest to the 

majority of the ~oldH community. The curious, complicated politics in 

which the Cubans seemed to indulge, their pathological hatred of 

Castro and his regime and everything that went with being a Cuban 

in exile, were just too much for the outsider to grasp - unless some 

special motive existed for making a study of these things. It is 

quite likely that, until some sort of homeostasis was reached, the 

two communities could have grown up harmoniously, side by side, 
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without ever having a greater understanding of each other's ways - had 

it not been for the violence. This, and the way in which it was

portrayed and perceived, were what really brought the Cuban community 

under scrutiny by those who had so unconcernedly allowed it to grow 

up in their midst. Had the Cubans brought with them an unusually high 

rate of common crime, or even a reputation for hot-blooded "Latin" 

violence~ it is unlikely that this would have caused such concern. 

It could have been more readily explained and~ perhaps, understood 

in terms of America's overall, horrendous crime problem. But this 

violence was "political ll and was related to a politics that was both 

foreign and disconcerting. Moreover, it began to manifest itself at 

a troubled time in United States' history, at a time when self

examination was already beginning to turn to self-doubt. Talk of 

terrorism, w.orld-wide,was already hanging heavy in the air. The 

American role in Vietnam was being seriously - and often violently 

'questioned at home. And the purposes and methods of many American 

agencies, most notably the CIA, were being vigorously probed and 

"exposed" by t~e growingly vociferous "New Left". The "received" 

image of Castro for the larger popultaion of the United States - all, 

that is, save the Cuban exiles - began subtly to shift. Castro's 

achievements, in education, social security, anti-corruption and the 

like, began to be touted, gaining ready acceptance in a population 

that had already embarked upon a most extraordinary process of self

flagelation. This left the Cuban exile community in a somewhat 

incongruous position, namely that of maintaining its undytng opposition 

to the Cuban Communist leader from a sanctuary that was coming, 

" 
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increasingly, to perceive him in a more and more favorable light. 

While part of that community remained confused and mainly anxious to 

bury the past - though not without grief - and get on with the business 

of living, others hardened their resolve and vowed to continue the 

unequal fight even though they had to do so alone. 

This history of these events can be divided into a number of 

convenient, if arbitrary, periods. The first period, during the 

presidency of John F. Kennedy, had seen the arming and training of 

large numbers of Cuban exiles by the United States for what was to 

be a serious military assault to retake the island and overthrow the 

newly established Castro regime. The apt terrain of South Florida 

began to take on some of the appearance of an armed camp as thousands 

of the exiles were trained in skills ranging from "the rudimentary 

to the quit~ sophisticated that it was hoped would serve them in their 

various tasks. In the present context, too much ought not to be made 

'of the training by the United States defense forces and the CIA of 

this llSecret Army". Certain romantic notions always cling to such 

episodes and are purveyed to a public, avid for adventure, and, 

in the main, not too well informed about what such work is really 

all about, in a way calculated to excite and exaggerate the destructive 

potential of such a force. While some covert specialists, with 

extraordinary skills, are selected and trained for operations of this 

kind, the majority (who had no special qualifications to commend them 

for the purpose beyond their nationality and enthusiasm) were given 

a training little different from that received by many inducted into 

~ the United States' forces at that time~ and in some ways less intensive 
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or comprehensive. The United States was not producing, as is sometimes 

suggested by those given to such hyperbole, a "race of super-terrorists" 

who, once the employment for which they had been trained had failed 

to materialize, would turn upon the community at large with their 

newly acquired skills. Naturally, the skills taught had an anti

social, domestic use to which they could be put. But the same argument 

could be extended with equal accuracy to all those who served with 

the United States forces, for example, in Vietnam - and the hidden 

slur would be just as great. The United States was training soldiers 

to fight an irregular war with the skills necessary to wage such a 

struggle. It certainly was not training "terrorists" as such, nor 

endowing those whom it trained with terrorist attitudes and philosophies. 

These facts should be borne in mind because, due to the climate of 

the times a~d certain) occasional, journalistic license, they have 

achieved a prominence and significance beyond what they might properly 

'bear. The failure of the Bay of Pigs operation and the death of 

President Kennedy imposed a severe check on these developments, but 

did not signa1 1 the end of the period. United States sponsored raids 

on Cuba continued well into the period of "the Johnson presidency, but 

the writing was already on the wall. While the Cuban community was 

beginning its slow and painful readjustment to politica~ reality, 

many of these "surrogates" for the United States in its I'war" with 

Castro were having to start to rethink their own position. 

The first thought for many - as it is so often in such circum

stances - was to carryon the fight alone. The words of one who had 

trained and fought alongside these exiles in earlier times, give a 
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good picture of the situation: "Without U. S. support, however, we 

were virtually powerless to conduct any cohesive, meaningful action. 

Government agencies, including the F.B.I., the Coast Guard, and 

Border Patrol and various Florida law enforcement departments had 

tightened their surveillance of exile activities, thus adding 

immensely to the difficulties of mounting clandestine military 

operations. In the absence of the stabilizing, unifying influence 

of the Kennedy's and the CIA in Cuban affairs, dissension prevailed 

among various exile political and paramilitary organizations." 

(Bradley E. Ayers, "And They' were the Pros, Part II", Soldier of 

Furtune, March, 1978). What happened next was a logical development 

for those who, on any appraisal of their own position could only, 

in relation to their adversary now victorious on so many fronts, 

including the United Nations, consider themselves as the "Weak". 

Again, the words of the same writer take up the story: "It was in 

'this atmosphere of discontent and seething frustration in the Miami 

Cuban community that a handful of highly trained exiles turned to 

violence on their own. They were labeled as militants, at first, 

then called radicals. Now they are referred to as international 

terrorists". The Years of Disillusionment for the Cuban exile 

militants carried many portents for the future of United States' 

policy generally, and the change in the United States' world role. 

The 1965 intervention in Santo Domingo, while constituting an 

important an~ necessary check to Castro in the Caribbean, ali.enated 

support for the United States in much of Central and South America; 

~ these countries were but slowly recovering from the shock of John 
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~ 	Kennedy's death, which affected them ~ery greatly on an emotional 

plane. Serious terrorism outbreaks were occurring in Columbia and 

Argentina, while Peru and Bolivia both faced a serious problem of 

insurgency in the interior. Much of this activity was being actively 

fostered by Fidel Castro, and this CIA trained "Secret Army" had, 

for some of its members at least, the prospects of useful employment 

elsewhere. But, for most, the noble fight was over; if they continued 

alone, as many vowed, it was without the official blessing of the 

United States and with even a stern hint at suppression. This latter 

seemed to be directed at denying United States soil and, in particular, 

South Florida, to the exiles as a staging ground or launching point 

for attacks on Cuba that were already attracting international criticism. 

Relatively overt, paramilitary operations being no longer possible, 

these "militants" turned to terrorism, much of it of a symbolic or 

expressive nature. Virtually all of this was planned and prepared 

'in Dade County, but many of the most significant operations were 

undertaken elsewhere, some of them overseas. 

The year 1~68 saw a significant upswing in the violent activities 

of these Cuban exiles who, by now, were beginning to be identified 

by the' evocative names they had assigned themselves. This was a 

significant year for political ~iolence on many fronts .. In the United 

States, the anti-war protest was at its height and campuses from 

Berkeley to Columbia University burned (in some cases literally) with 

radical fervor. Students took to the streets in London and Rome, and 

the might~ Charles de Gaulle was nearly toppled by a student/worker~ 

.~ 	 coalition. A mishandled protest gave rise to the formidable West 
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German terrorist movement. Martin Luther King and Robert Kennedy 

were assassinated and the decision of President Johnson not to run 

for re-election paved the way for Richard Nixon to the White House. 

By comparison with these and other portentous events occurring 

elsewhere on the world stage, the efforts by the Cuban exiles to 

keep their case before the public were puny indeed. Reviewing the 

numerous bombings, in Dade County and elsewhere, as well as attacks 

on shipping in coastal waters, during the period 1968-1972, one is 

struck not only by its lack of coherence, but also by its overall 

ineffectiveness. The devices used, their half-hearted employment 

lack seriousness when set in their wider historical context. This 

was a time of terrorist "spectacularsll. Skyjacking was at its height; 

\..If 	 the PLO and PFLP were trying to take the world by storm; and the IRA 

had begun a savage, deadly campaign in Northern Ireland and the U. K. 

Little, if anything the Cubans did, or attempted to do, could compare 

with all this, but it is natural that, in a climate of heightened 

awareness about terrorism and its potentiality that some of this 

concern should have rubbed off on this "alien" outgrowth of this new 

community in the United States. El Poder Cubano had, on a dispassionate 

evaluation, little more than symbolic or nuisance value, but it alarmed 

many by its actions in many parts of the United States, 'and served to 

keep the exile cause alive if not in very. good shape. Perhaps its 

most spectacular and effective exploit, the shelling of a Polish 

freighter in the Port of Miami was overly ambitious and what led to 

the tempor~ry abatement of the incipient terrorism in the form in 

which it then presented itself. A pediatrician-turned-terrorist, 
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Dr. Orlando Bosch Avila, was convicted of this, and it is a material 

note of history that the American elections of 1968 were coming up, 

and the federal government was, at that time, in a much stronger 

position to take the necessary measures against these groups than it 

was subsequently; J. Edgar Hoover was still Director of the F.B.I. 

During this time, there was much talk and comparatively little action 

among Cuban exile groups for it is evident that little agreement 

existed among the proliferation of comparatively shortlived associations. 

This is, incidentally, characteristic of politics in Latin America 

generally, only one party, APRA, being able to claim anything like a 

solid history of continuity over many years. Castro agents were active, 

too, creating fear and dissension, and there did not exist that climate 

'-' of trust and purpose in which effective counter revolutionary action 

against Castro might have been developed. These groups were united 

only by their pathological hatred of Castro and a fierce determination 

Ito regain possession of their island. They had no political philosophy 

in common, running the spectrum from extreme right-wing, not unfairly 

characterized ~s fascist in the strict sense, to those inclining 

towards the position of liberal democrats. There was plenty of room 

for ideological and personal disagreement, and petty jealousy, and 

great opportunity for Castro to engage in tactics of divide and 

conquer. 

In 1970, there occurred an event far from the center of these 

activities that was to have a profound effect upon their subsequent 

developme~t. Politics in Chile had been swinging steadily leftward 

for more than a decade and only massive intervention by the Chilean 
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Right, covertly assisted by various Un~ted States interests, public 

and private, had frustrated a constitutional take-over of power by 

the coalition of communists led by Salvador Allende. Allende finally 

triumphed thro~gh the ballot, and the prospects of another Cuba in 

mainland South America seemed very strong indeed. Moreover, the 

Peruvian military government that had seized power in October, 1968, 

was noticeably left-leaning and, unlike any of its predecesors, was 

making overtures to the new government of Chile that could have had 

far-reaching developments for the security of the hemisphere. 

"Advisers" from Castro's 'Cuba were already pouring into the area and 

an all-out offensive on American business and other interests seemed 

imminent. The Cuban exiles took on a new lease of life. Suddenly, 

their aspirattons once again matched the value of their skills. In 

1972, with tbe Allende government already heading towards deep trouble, 

Dr. Bosch disappeared from Miami in violation of his parole. A 

significant link with Chilean Rightists, themselves, at that moment 

in the political wilderness, was already in the course of being 

forged. While\these events did not give the Cuban exile movement 

the real cohesion that it needed to become an effective political 

force in the fight against Castro, it did provide it with the fuel 

necessary to propel it along the road towards an expanded campaign 

of terrorism. With the overthrow of the Allende regime, the new 

Chilean government of Augusto Pinochet found itself in the eye of 

an international storm whipped up by left-wing elements everywhere. 

It came, in 1973, when the Nixon administration was under severe 

pressure over Watergate, and the American public had embarked upon 
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that extensive process of soul-searching that was not only to reveal 

all sorts of"wrong-doing" on the part of government agencies at home 

and abroad, but to end in a severe cramping of law enforcement styles 

and capabilities. Into all this, the rejuvenated militant Cuban exiles 

leaped with enthusiasm. The Cuban exile terrorist movement, aided 

now by an "official" Chile, anxious to improve its image abroad and 

get rid of its enemies at the same time, embarked on an ambitious 

program of expansion. The time was no more opportune than it had ever 

been, but hatred of Castro was still strong and ingrained in the 

main Cuban exile population and ,the means were now being provided by 

a sponsor; the Cuban exiles were - albeit in their own interest 

surrogates once more. In the extensive campaign of terrorism promoted 

by the Cuban exiles from 1973 onwards, there is no evidence of direct 

Chilean part~cipation in anything undertaken in Dade County. This 

is only to be expected, for the Chileans were using the Cubans who 

-needed only encouragement and material support. This period spawned 

a variety of groups with imposing sounding titles and rejuvenated 

others. Some had imposing charters and tables of organization. The 

identities of many of these "militants", acting in one' way or another, 

became a matter of public knowledge. An air of excitement is clearly 

apparent, on any view of the materials relating to the times - especially 

1973 - 1975, and those participating in these activities, in the planning 

and preparation phase, clearly expected a dramatic intensification 

and widening of the struggle. It seems that the broad intention was 

to attack selected Cubans, especially those in some way connected 

~ with government, in various places around the world. In addition, the 

" 
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property of those engaged in commercia4 and other relations was to be 

the subject of this offensive. The overall objective seems to have 

been to demonstrate the vulnerability of the Castro government. It 

cannot have been expected that these offensive demonstrations would 

result only in mild protest from Castro. Clearly, it has to be 

anticipated that Castro would retaliate - and the only logical target 

for that retaliation would have been the large exile community lodged 

in Dade County, It is a standard terrorist tactic the world over to 

provoke retaliation from the opponent, usually the government against 

which the struggle is waged. The retaliation falls, inevitably, on 

the innocent who, it is theorized, can then be subjected to intensive 

propaganda designed to mobilize their fears and anger and marshal 

~ these against the enemy. That such retaliation did not take place 

can be attributed either to the lack of concern displayed by Castro 

and his contempt for these unworthy opponents, or to his own excellent 

understanding of the principles of terrorism as a weapon of war. 

Whatever the case, in this regard, Castro simply did not rise to the 

bait. 

In fact, Castro seems - whatever he might have been doing 

behind' the scenes - to have treated most of these attacks with a 

lofty, statesmanlike disdain. However he may have felt 'on a personal 

level, he allowed nothing to stand in the way of his steady progress 

towards normalization of relations with the United States. The depen

dency of Cuba on the Soviet Union should neve~ be underestimated. 

Whatever else Castro may be, he is certainly a realist. While 

correctly appraising Cuba's value to the Soviet Union~ he is under 

" 
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no illusions about how little leverag~, in a political sense, he 

really has. Unlike so many other client states, Cuba cannot play 

off the great powers one against the other. Cuba must - for all her 

seeming independence in foreign affairs - dance to the Russian tune. 

It has to be assumed that Castro was acting in this matter, as in 

others, to the orders of his Russian masters in accordance with their 

overall strategy. The bombings, the attacks on shipping, the threatened 

and actual kidnappings and assassinations brought indignant rhetoric 

and diplomatic denunciation, but no reprisals that might have occasioned 

a rupturein the softening of the United States' position with regard 

to improving relations with Cuba. Castro was clearly determined to 

playa wai,ting game while these interesting"negotiations" with the 

United States were in the balance. The resignation of President 

N1xon in August, 1974, does not seem to have had any marked effect 

on the resolve of the Cuban exile militants to continue their campaign. 

As long as a Republican administration remained in office, they could 

be reasonably assured that they would not be too v~gorously pursued 

for the unyielding hard line they were committed to taking against 

Castro. Moreover, Castro himself now seemed to be taking a somewhat 

different line and had commenced, in secret, the expansionist policy 

of former years. Now, (doubtless, again, under instructions from 

MOSCOW), Castro began secretly dispatching troops to Angola in breach 

of a tacit understanding to the contrary that had been reached with 

the United States. In that same year, 1975; Cuban exiles began 

stepping up their offensive against selected targets outside of the 

~. United States and there seemed to be clear indications that these 
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activities were being directed by Dr. prlando Bosch Arvila,:now a 

fugitive from federal justice. Dr. Bosch who was travelling extensively 

in Central America, the Caribbean, and Venezuela on a Chilean passport 

appeared to be directing or coordinating these activities through 

.'Accl0n Cubana, a successor to E1 Poder Cubano. In June of the 

following year, an attempt was made to unify the movement against" 

Castro and to give it some of the cohesiveness it had earlier lacked. 

As a consequence, a group known as Coordinaci6n de Organizaciones 

Revolucionarias Unidas (CORU) was formed following a meeting in the 

Dominican Republic. This had the effect of creating something in 

the nature of an ~hoc "general staff" and was needed for the greatly 

increased activity that was now anticipated as a result of this 

"pooling" of resources. However patient and foreb~aring Castro might 

have felt up to this point, and however disinclined to take his 

opponents seriously in their increas{ngly vigorous attacks upon his 

"interests, he was shortly to be presented with a terroristic episode 

of unprecedented magnitude and ferocity that he could not afford to 

ignore. On Oct~ber 6, 1976, a Cuban airliner plunged into the sea 

off Trinidad killing all seventy-three persons aboard. A bomb had 

been placed aboard the aircraft, evidently in the checked luggage. 

This was terrorism of a totally different kind, and many in the 

Cuban community who had secretly admired and, in their own various 

ways, supported the brave "freedom fighters" must have found it 

difficult to suppress a shudder at the thought of the innocent 

victims hurled to their deaths in this way. Such acts are easy to 

~ rationalize for the fanatic; but those le"ss committed have an 
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~ 	understandable difficulty with them • .This act, which brought bitter 

denunciation from Castro and an evident resolve to do something about 

the matter, led to the arrest of Dr. Bosch and three accomplices by 

the Venezuelan authorities. They remain, for the moment, in prison 

in Venezuela awaiting the determination of their situation by the 

relatively unhurried processes of Venezuelan criminal justice. This 

act of international terrorism may be regarded as the watershed of 

the Cuban exile movement's campaign to'date. 

From 1974 onwards, a series of homicides of persons who had 

played some significant role in the struggle against Castro or as 

leaders of the exile community took place in the United States. 

These events, like all homicides, are significant from a law enforce

ment point of view, but their precise connection with the terrorism 

under discussion here is far from clear. The overall impact of 

these deaths, by reason of the personalities involved, the manner 

.of the killings, and the treatment the matter received in the media, 

all contributed to create a "climate of terrorism" in Dade County. 

Nothing that is said here should be taken as denying the gravity 

of the matter, nor of suggesting that these killings should not have 

given ,rise to the highest level of public concern. What is suggested 

is that their purport and place in the general scheme of things may 

well have been misunderstood. As it was, they went to swell the 

growing toll of statistics that suggested the Cuban exile "terrori~ts" 

were getting out of hand and that Dade County was becoming an area 

having a distinctive and perhaps matchless terrorism problem. 

V 	 flaturally (and quite rightly), the killing, under still largely 
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unexplained circumstances, of seven pr~minent Cuban exiles in two 

years, all in some way or another connected with the militant movement 

against Castro, was going to alarm and disconcert the community. But 

was it terrorism? An indiscriminate classification by association 

with other events of the times is understandable, but unhelpful for 

those who are trying to attain a deeper understanding of the matter. 

The matter is further complicated by reason of. the fact that undoubted 

acts of terrorism were occurring in Dade County during this time, as 

they were elsewhere, in consequence of activities undertaken by various 

elements of the Cuban exile community. Of these, one, by reason of 

its nature and consequences, merits special attention here. A bomb 

placed under the automobile of Emilio Milian, a Cuban exile journalist 

and newsdirector for Miami Radio Station WQBA expl~ded on April 30, 

1976, severi~g both his legs. This was an undoubted act of terrorism 

that seems to have been intended both to silence an outspoken critic 

-of the tactics to which the militants were now resorting and to serve 

as a stern warning to others. This act, more than any other, brought 

home the nature of terrorism to the larger, law-abiding Cuban exile 

community, as well as the other non-Cuban residents of the area. 

They could understand, condone, perhaps even applaud the campaign 

designed to strike at Castro wherever his interests might be found. 

Indeed~ it still seemed, to many Cubans, unpatriotic not to do so. 

But an act of this sort, directed at a peaceable member of their 

own community revealed this violence for what it really was. It led 

to an unprecedented questioning of what was being done. If the 

~ prime purpose of the intensified terrorist campaign was to raise the 
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level of fear in Castro's Cuba, it cle~rly was not having the desired 

effect. There is no doubt, however, that the bombing of Emilio Milian 

had a formidable effect on the Cuban exile population and on the 

climate of opinion, generally, in the United States. Unprecedented 

pressure on law enforcement was brought to bear by responsible 

members of the community to bring those responsible to justice and 

to increase protection for those who might be ~imilarly targeted in 

the future. The federal government was strongly urged to lend its 

resources to the search for the culprits and to make serious endeavors 

to eradicate terrorism from the Cuban exile community. There were 

many who took the view, even if it was not articulated in such 

strong and direct terms, that the federal government, having been 

responsible - albeit with good purpose and a long while back - for 

the creation. of this monster, it was nO\,1 incumbent upon those presently 

in office to destroy it or, at the very least, curb its activiti~s. 

-Yet the attitude towards terrorism, as such, remained ambivalent. 

Extreme fanaticism for a cause is not poorly regarded in a Hispanic 

community. There were still those who saw little wrong with the 

making and placing of bombs - provided it was not done so close to 

home •. As one was to put it in connection with a later incident, 

"If the bomb had something to do with Cuba, why didn't the~ put 

it in Cuba?!! 

The strenuous campaign begun by CORU and the loose coalition 

that had existed before it was formed, ran roughly from March 

through O~tober, 1976. It is worth recalling, for the purposes of 

measurement and comparison that during this time, until the fatal 
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explosion aboard the Cuban airliner, an impressive catalogue of violent 

incidents had occurred: February 27~ a bombing attack against the 

Soviet Embassy in Costa Rica; April 5, two Cuban fishing boats machine

gunned and sunk, one fisherman killed; April 22, two officials of the 

Cuban Embassy in Lisbon killed by a bomb; July 5, Cuban Mission to the 

United Nations bombed; July 9, a suitcase bomb waiting to be placed 

aboard a Cuban airliner exploded in a luggage cart at Kingston, Jamaica; 

July 10 Cuban'Airlines office in Barbados bombed; July 11, bombings at 

Bridgetown, Barbados of an office, boat, and automobile owned by 

BIWI airlines; July 17, (an exceptionally busy day) bombing of an 

automobile belonging to a Cuban diplomat in Bogota; bombing of an 

office of Air Panama in Bogota; machine-gun attack against Cuban 

~ Embassy in Bogota; July 23, attempted 'kidnapping of Cuban Consul 

General at M~rida, Mexico; August 9, kidnapping of two Cuban Embassy 

officials in Buenos Aires; August 18, Cuban Airlines office in,Panama 

'bombed; September 1, bombing of Consulate of Guayana in Trinidad. 

No attempt is offered here to evaluate the effectiveness of that 

campaign, but the list speaks for itself as to the truly terroristic 

nature of what was being done. This small group of determined 

militants was engaged in an international operation of considerable 

proportions, directed by persons well known in Dade County and 

maintaining close links with the Cuban exile community there and 

elsewhere. The way in which the unsolved homicides of people like 

Donestevez Dominiguez (found shot at his place of business April 13, 

1976) and Gonzalez Cartas (discovered shot in a field outside Miami, 

May 29, 1976) were viewed in the community was substantially colored 
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by the impact of these other events takinq place overseas. Whether 
~ -

there was, in fact, any material connection between them and what 

that connection might have been was unimportant and uninfluential 

in forming the views of those whose exclusive diet in these matters 

was comprised of media accounts embellished by local rumor-mongering. 

Whatever the intent of the perpetrators, a climate of fear was 

generated in Dade County that helped to establish the "track record" 

of these various Cuban exile groups. The names of these groups, 

and their initials so frequently brought to the public notice, 

began to take on a substance that must have been not unpleasing to 

those engaged in these activities. At the same time, there was rising 

concern among local law enforcement authorities on account of the 

extension of these violent activities in this international fashion, 

beyond the scope of the resources available to cope adequately with 

them. Contemporaneously with the events listed above, that concern 

,was vividly, yet realistically expressed by Lieutenant Tom Lyons and 

Investigator Raul Diaz of the Dade County Public Safety Department 

in testimony g~ven before the Sub-Committee to Investigate the Admin

istration of the Internal Security Act and other Internal Security 

Laws of the Committee on the Judiciary of the United States Senate on 

May 6, 1976. It is particularly important, in any revi~w of the history 

of this subject, to see how matters appeared~ at that time, to those 

who were daily engaged with the law enforcement problems presented. 

The difficulty of determining the nature of the threat posed and in 

accurately evaluating its magnitude came over very clearly, and the 
. 

lack of real information available to these officers so as to be able 

to cope with the probJem as well as to be able to respond to the 

Sub-Committee's concerns is very strongly apparent. 



Another most material happening, 4that was to have far-reaching 

consequences, occurred in W~shington, D.C. on September 21, 1976. 

A car carrying Orlando Letelier, a former Chilean Ambassador to 

the United States under Salvador Allende, and two companions, exploded 

while traveling around Sheridan Circle only a few blocks from the 

Chilean Embassy. An explosive device that had been placed in Dr. 

Letelier's automobile was detonated by remote control killing Dr. 

Letelier and his companion Ronni Moffit, who was hit by a shard 

of metal, wounding also her husband, who had been travelling in the 

back seat. That such an event could have been protagonized by 

foreign interests in the heart of the nation1s capital was exceptionally 

shocking to many and had very frightening implications for security 

~ 	 during the United States presidential election, then little over a 

month away. ' The operation had been carried out with great precision 

and showed an unusual degree of sophistication and expertise. It was 

'evidently the kind of operation that those having some sort of 

"official" backing can accomplish more readily than those who do 

not. What was 'even more shocking than the event itself to many 

people, who had no vested political interest in the affair, was the 

apparent inability of the appropriate law enforcement authorities to 

penetrate to the heart of the affair and to assign responsibilities 

in the matter. It was recognized that prosecution of the perpetrators 

might prove difficult, but the not unnatural suspicion that the Chilean 

government of General Pinochet might sOlnehow be directly involved 

gave the investigation an extraordinary political importance as weJJ 

as its delicate character. There were other more sinister suspicions 
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that were being planted and propagated. by those whose campaign in all 

matters of this kind was now swinging into full gear. There were 

ugly suggestions that agencies of the United States were themselves 

involved in this affair, and that much of the mystery surrounding it 

and the apparent inability of law enforcement to solve it to the 

public satisfaction were part and parcel of a deliberate cover-up 

such as the public was now accustomed to seeing exposed by the new 

and most effective profession of "investigative journalism". This 

was at a time when United States involvement in the overthrow of 

Salvador Allende was coming to light, and the CIA's role in that 

as well as the Agency's earlier involvement with the Cuban exiles 

was brought before a public deliciously thrilled by these discovered 

"wrongdoings" of its public servants. Encouraged by a constant 

media campaign, itself fueled by an understandable desire to find 

what was evidently a most extraordinary story, it was not difficult 

for the public to see deadly assassins of DINA stalking the streets 

of the District of Columbia as they were persuaded, at that time, that 

the agents of SAVAK were wont to do. The whole matter was given 

substantial credence by the identity and character of the victim. 

Of all' the Chileans in exile, Dr. Letelier probably constituted the 

biggest thorn in the side of the Pinochet government which was not 

only fighting to pull together an economy that had been plunging 

recklessly downhill since long before Salvador Allende took charge 

of the nation's destiny, but also trying to improve its image, 

internatio.nally, after a brief hut cruel and bloody revolution against 

a constitutional government. There was not too much sympathy for 
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~ 	Chile, outside of the United States aL that time, and sympathy within 

the United States was most delicately poised in advance of that 

country's presidential election. Orlando Letelier, from a base in 

a leftist Washington, D.C. "think tank ll was using all his great 

diplomatic skill and personal charm, as we1l as his considerable 

economic knowledge, to attack the Chilean government in those areas 

where it was likely to hurt most. It is probably not exaggerating 

to aver that this former ambassador was the most dangerous foe of 

the Pinochet government anywhere in the world. Into all this was 

introduced the suspicion not merely of Chilean government involvement 

and CIA complicity, but the very real possibility that the assassin

ation might have been actually accomplished by Cuban exiles, acting 

alone or in concert with Chileans for the purpose. Viewed against 

the backgrou~d of what was happening elsewhere, the fingers of 

suspicion cannot be said to have been irresponsibly pointed. 

It is unnecessary to retail here at any length the painstaking 

investigation that led to a substantial uncovering of the facts of 

the Letelier case and the remarkable expedition with which the actual 

perpetrators were apprehended, taken into custody, and tried. To 

those accustomed to viewing these things on a superficial basis, it 

did much to reassure the American public as to the capaoity of its 

law enforcement apparatus when faced with a difficult problem such 

as this case presented. The extradition, trial, and conviction of 

the Chilean agent Michael Townley and the subsequent apprehension, 

trial and conviction of his two Cuban exile accomplices was impressive 

in the extreme and certainly did much to allay public concern that 
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there lurked in society's midst a clas"S of protected persons "that 

the law simply could not reach". The event served to confirm the 

connection between the Chileans and the Cubans that was behind much 

of the violence of 1976, but that is not the purpose of its statement 

here. The real significance of these matters goes much deeper and 

has a considerable relevance for the subject matter under consideration 

in this study. The true significance of the event becomes clear when 

reference is made to the words of Lieutenant Lyons in his testimony 

referred to above (pages 631/632); "This is probably one of the most 

complex areas that we have to deal with. It is made even more so 

with the lack of substantive information of an international nature 

because this is, as we have been stating, an international type of 

crime. When the CIA is not allowed to furnish us information because 

of reasons of security and privacy or even internal controls on 

their reports, it makes it just that more difficult for us to piece 

'together just what is occurring in our Latin American community." 

It is quite clear that in the Letelier case, all these inhibiting 

considerations 1 were swept away in the interests of establishing the 

credibility of the long arm of United States criminal justice once 

it had been decided to extend it in this matter. Without the 

appropriate directive at the highest level of responsibility, it 

would have been impossible to have identified those responsible, 

much less to have brought them to justice before,a court of competent 

jurisdiction in the United States. This is an encouraging example 

of what can be done provided there exists the desire to do it. 

Clearly, those who perpetrated this crime had reason to believe that 

" 
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the formidable arm of the United Stat~s would not be raised against 

them. At a different time in the nation's history, it might well 

not have been. This serves to highlight the "political" nature of 

the administration of justice in this area and the very real concerns 

it raises for law enforcement personnel. It serves to give point and 

substance to the arguments of those who claim that if similar facilities 

were made available in some of the cases that have occurred in or 

have been the concern of the law enforcement authorities in Dade County, 

these too would be cleared in similar fashion. The argument is a 

strong one, and while no attempt is made to adjudicate upon it here, , 

it is clear that while there is even the suspicion - justifiable or 

otherwise - that official information is being held back from those 

charged with investigating th~se cases, public conffcence in the probity 

of the investigation is not well served, and the confidence of law 

enforcement in its own abilities is weakened. The belief that there 

'is a class of "protegidos" to whom the United States is in some way 

indebted or by which it is compromised by association, is one that 

dies hard in the Cuban exile community. It is one which substantially 

colors the views taken of some of the events described and it is one 

that has dangerous and continuing implications for law enforcement 

in the area of terrorism. Fact is much less important than cynical 

belief in these delicate matters. 

The real beneficiary of this violence that began and substantially 

ended in 1976 was, as is so often the case, Fidel Castro. It 

provided ~ convenient excuse and something of a smokescreen behind 

which he was able to hide some of the major shifts of policy in which 
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he was then engaged. Some of the CIA attempts on Castro's life (a few, 

bizarre in the extreme) had now become public knowledge. There were 

others that the Cuban leader had been inclined to take more seriously. 

He was now, especially following the crash of the Cuban Airliner, able 

to point to all this violence with great indignation, some of it 

probably quite real, and to claim that the CIA was once more master

minding these strikes. None could deny that at one time or another, 

many of those engaged in this violence, including Orlando Bosch had 

once had the closest associations with the CIA. The real unproven 

question raised by Castro at this time was whether these associations 

continued and what they portended. Certainly, to the unbiased, Castro 

raised a good prima facie case. He was able to poi'nt to a certain 

cordiality of relationships existing between Bosch, a rabid, self
" \ 

confessed perpetrator or intellectual author of a variety of terroristic 

activities, and high officials of the Venezuelan government known to 

have or to have had links with the CIA. He was able to demonstrate 

the connection petween these relationships and those known to exist 

between Bosch and the government of Chile. He could argue quite 

convincingly that these would never have been established without 

some assistance from a third party such as the CIA. Whatever the 

truth of these involved matters, Castro acted with a certain amount 

of expeditious concern and not only capitalized, propaganda-wise on 

the events, but succeeded in curtailing Bosch's welcome in Venezuela. 

Bosch and his companions were arrested by the Venezuelan authorities 

and, are incarcerated at the present time awaiting the outcome of 

judicial inquiry into various matters imputed to them. There are 



persistant rumors that this matter may, be drawing to a close and that 

Orlando Bosch may shortly be released in Venezuela. The abatement 

of this violence during Bosch's incarceration since lS76 can hardly 

be coincidental, and the possibility of a renewal of the violence on 

his release - following the earlier precedent in his case - cannot be 

discounted. He continues to have important links with the exile 

community in Dade County and while a warrant is out for his arrest 

in connection with his parole violation, his return to the area after 

he is put in liberty by the Venezuelans cannot be ruled out. In any 

event, his release and a subsequent return to his former activities 

is certain to have repercussions in Dade County regardless of where 

he might eventually settle and make a base. Bosch has, in the past, 

shown an informed sense of political timing and he is likely to have 

learned from. past errors. 

While these events of a violent nature have been taking place, 

-life for the Cuban exile community has proceeded on a more prosaic 

but ultimately more useful level. Twenty years is quite a long time 

on this scale rif events, time enough to put down firm roots in new 

soil and time to be radically affected by the dramatically increased 

tempo so well explained by Alvin Toffler in "Future Shock". This is 

no longer a "refugee" community in the conventional sense; the United 

States and the rest of the world have a much more pressing refugee 

problem on their hands in 1979. Tha trauma of the old upheaval is 

still painfully evident and many adjustments have yet to be made. 

But both the United States and the Cubans themselves have become 

substantially reconciled to the fact that this is their new, permanent 

" 
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home, and "this" means Dade County. By any standard, it is one of the 

most extraordinary transplants of modern times. What all this holds 

for the future is not a task to be examined here, but there are already 

signs that it will be, so far as the problem of terrorism is concerned, 

quite drastically different from the past. New community leaders are 

emerging and these, though ever mindful of the legacy of disillusionment 

and dispossession that these exiles cannot yet shake off, are courageously 

engaging in what may be termed a "politics of reconstruction". It is 

based less on consuming hatred for a remote adversary from the past 

than on a real desire to capitalize upon this community's tremendous 

potential for the future. It recognizes the historical facts and ~akes 

no apologies for them; but it is not weighed down by them either. This 

is a community that had become genuinely concerned" about its own 

potential for self-destruction. It had seen the possibility of 

internecine violence in its midst and wanted no part of it. It had 

become concerned even about taking the traditionally "patriotic" view 

of supporting violence abroad, while condemning it in the United States. 

The events of 1976 had clearly shown that the distinction could not 

always be so neatly made. The community had made great material 

progress, beyond the wildest dreams of some. They had shared, and 

shared fairly in what were mainly "good" years for those who lived 

in the United States. Most would have had to think very carefully 

before opting for a return to Cuba, on the assumption that their 

homeland had been recovered and scoured forever of communist influence. 

Further progress, materially and spiritually depended to a large 

extent upon a quiet acceptance of matters as they are. And this, 
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naturally, forces an unpleasant but ne€essary recognition of Castro 

and all he stands for and has come to symbolize for the exiled 

population. This is a very hard thing indeed to do, but it is not 

unique. The same choice faces the Arabs with regard to the existence 

of the State of Israel. The "fanatics" among the Cuban exiles may 

very appropriately be compared with those in Islam who cannot and 

will not ever accept the consequences of the stroke of history that 

brought the State of Israel into existence. Others have shown 

themselves more malleable and although risking their political 

positions and perhaps even their very lives, have decided upon an 

accommodation with their adversaries that they hop~ will 
, 

redound to 

their own greater advantage. Such choices are never easily made. 

They are even more difficult to translate into terms of practical 

politics. T~ey are a fertile breeding ground for terrorism. Never

theless, the Cuban exile community towards the end of 1978 made that 

~hoice, with all the consequences, good and bad, that it entails. 

The present situation has been a long time in the making. With 

hindsight, it ierves to explain some of the events of earlier times 

and to rationalize some of the violence of 1976 in terms of a brittleness 

design~d to resist the inevitable. Indeed, what occurred in 1977 

may have been, at least in part, a reaction to the violence of 19]6. 

On September 1, 1977, the United States and Cuba established "Interest 

Sections ll in Washington and Havana, marking a renovation of direct, 

diplomatic contact between the two countries for the first time in 

sixteen y~ars. Meanwhile, unadvertized talks were proceeding between 

some influential members of the Cuabn exile community and the Castro 

government. The rine; al to ics of discussion were the release of 



political prisoners held by the Castr~ regime and the re-unification 

of families. A group of young exiles of the Antonio Maceo Brigade 

visited Cuba in that same year to work as volunteers, talk with 

Cuban officials, and see relatives. At a news conference on 

September 6, 1978, Castro made a dramatic offer, inviting members 

of the "Cuban community abroad H to itA Dialogue" aimed at setting the 

stage for a comprehensive program of freeing the political prisoners, 

reunifying families, and allowing exiles to return as visitors to 

the island. This conciliatory gesture by Castro was regarded with 

the greatest of suspicion by even the most interested members of the 

community, but the benefits and hopes it held out were too great to 

be resisted save by the most intractable. The "two Cubas H thus began 

the process of dialogue which, while not leading to a political 

reconciliation as such, was to change completely the premises upon 

which the exile community had based much of its existence. The 

'changes were rapidly translated into practical action. In the first 

three months of 1979, nearly 22,000 exiles had traveled to Cuba, and 

it was confide~tly expected that more than 100,000 would do so before 

the year's end. The effect this has had on the community as a whole 

is prdfound. This has been a time of confusion and agonizing choices. 

for the "Cuban community abroad ll The Miami Herald in an evocative.• 

article on the subject published April 8, 1979, described the situation 

as giving rise to a choice between "Blood and Politics". It is, 

perhaps, rather the fashioning of a new kind of politics. A clear 

majority, judged by its conduct, is in favor of the change, of some.
sort of dignified rapprochement that will allow the two communities 
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~ 	to live after their separate fashions ~ut yet remained united by the 

ties of blood rather than bitterly divided by the dictates of politics. 

Yet others remain unreconciled to the changes that twenty years of 

history have wrought and are, if anything, further hardenpd in their 

resolve to fight in to the bitter end. There is a certain latin 

pride involved here that can make no concession to the victor; indeed, 

it will not even concede him his victory. This spirit is expressed 

in a letter published in U.S. News and World Report, May 28, 1979, 

and is worth pondering in the present context: 

IIExiles insult the dead, the incarcerated, every tragic 

victim of the Caribbean satrap when they visit Castro's Cuba 

for any purpose other than to help overthrow the abominable 

regime. Confiscation of private property, end to freedom of 

assembly and of the press, government by ukase, church worship 

a treasonable act, debased living standards - this and more has 

been Castro's Cuba. Self-respecting Cubans can never condone 

it or reconcil e with this pol itical, social and economic 

wasteland·of tyranny and poverty." 

The principal vehicle through which this attempted accommodation 

with Castro is being approached is a loose coalition of interests 

that has titled itself The Cdmmittee df "75. This group of community 

representatives has a dangerous and daunting task before it. Again 

the comparison with President Sadat of Egypt invites itself. A 

sudden, bold initiative has challenged fundamental assumptions and 

has polarized opposition. The Committee,of 75 has twenty years of·

hatred and suspicion to overcome and it has but a fragile constituency 
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to which to appeal. Like President Sadat, it will be judged by 

results. In a community that has traditionally given little credit 

for altruism and has seen enough political speculation in the past 

to make it truly cynical, it may be difficult to live up to expectations 

of the kind raised. But for those who have chosen to be a part of 

this endeavor, there is now only the road forward, for there can be 

no turning back. A high price has already been exacted for the 

progress made. A member of the Committee, Carlos Muniz, aged 26, 

a member of the Antonio Maceo Brigade, a tour operator in Puerto 

Rico promoting visits to Cuba was murdered in San Juan on April 28, 

1979. The precise connection between the death of this young man 

and the intricate politics of the moment is far from clear, but it 

is really unimportant for the present purposes. What is significant 

are the interpretations being given to his demise, the speculation 

surrounding its implications for the safety of others, and the impact 

'of all this on the community. It would be premature to jump to 

conclusions regarding this matter or even positively to assign political 

motives to this killing. The experience of the past suggests that 

it is all too easy to forge links that are stronger than the best 

available evidence can bear. One is tempted to enquire why, if this· 

indeed was an attack upon the Committee of 75 through this member 

of it, a more prominent member of it was not chosen for the purpose 

and why the killing was not carried out in Miami where, one would 

have supposed, it might have had the most fearful effect upon the 

community. Most certainly other members of the Committee have bee~ 

J harrassed and threatened both before and after the death of Muniz, 
" 
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but, so far, none has been physically·attacked. This cannot be on 

account of the protection these people are assumed to enjoy, for few 

have bodyguards and their overall security is not such as to give 

them adequate protection against the type of attacks that have taken 

place in the past. These observations should not be taken as detracting 

;n any way from the very real assessment of danger that each of these 

individuals must face as a result of his or her participation in the 

work of this Committee. All must have been aware of this when they 

took upon themselves, voluntarily, these obligations for the community 

as a whole. But a hysterical, overreactive approach is unlikely to be 

of much protective value. Just such an approach is that taken by 

TheMi~mi He~ald Editorial of May 5, 1979, under the title "Terrorism 

Among Cubans Calls for Immediate Action". The florid language of 

that article can hardly have contributed to lowering the tensions 

existing in a polarized community and can only be calculated to increase 

'whatever apprehensions are currently felt. It is, of course, an 

undisguised appeal for federal assistance and, in so far as this 

might be appropriate to the case, the appeal is only to be welcomed. 

It will be interesting to see if it is sustained if it is carried 

to it~ logical conclusion. It is material to cite in full one portion 

of the Editorial having a bearing on this: "Only Feder~l authorities 

have the r~sources fully to combat terrorism linked to Cuban politics. 

The conspiracies involved, if any, almost certainly are both interstate 

and international. Suspects and witnesses are scattered over thousands 

of mi1es. Local authorities can only help; they cannot solve the .. 

problem". This language, from a different standpoint, is strikingly 

like that contained fh the lyons testimony to which reference has 



~ been made. The real issue involves the ability to obtain and utilize 

information; it is not a narrow jurisdictional one. Would the Herald 

and other concerned media interests support such a needed move to 

expand the law enforcement intelligence system? This is a public 

relations matter which needs to be carefully addressed. 

Good cases are spoiled by latent or patent exaggeration. Some 

statements take on an overpowering flavor from the context in which 

they are set. The same editorial dealing with "Terrorism" reports 

that IIFederal and local law enforcement authorities investigated 

more than 100 bombings and six political murders in South Florida 

between 1973 and 1976." The inference is surely that all this 

constituted unassailable evidence for a "wave of politically inspired 

terrorism" that "must not be permitted to return". ~hile all would 

agree that everything must be done to keep the community free from 

violence of any sort, such uncritical 'statements are unpersuasive and 

'unhelpful to the case. When these bombings are considered on a case 

by case basis, many are seen to be the result of private matters, 

some were done'for self-advertisment and others had criminal extortion 

as their purpose. It is not necessary to examine here, in detail, 

each of. the six "political ll murders to which reference is made, but 

most if not all can only be regarded as such in the sense that the 

victim had at some time or another been engaged in politics. Certainly 

few if any of these individuals to whom allusion is made were kill ed 

because of their politics. It is far from clear what enhanced federal 

involvement is being sought here. Unless there is evidence of a 

violation of a federal criminal statute, it would be grossly improper 

" 
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~ for state and local law enforcement to be superseded. It is just 

such a supersession that th~ He~ald Editorial seems to call for and 

it does great disservice to the proper law enforcement authorities 

haVing jurisdiction over the matter and raises unwarranted expectations 

in the larger readership that cannot be expected to appreciate these 

niceties. It cannot help abate the understandable concerns of the 

community or to lower the climate of terrorism by weakening public 

confidence in the capabilities of its law enforcement system. 

Since that controversial Editorial was published~ much of its 

SUbstance has already taken on a moot quality. The matter has simply 

been overtaken by events of a much grimmer kind than those presaged 

by the writer of the Editorial. Dade County has been struck by an 

unparalled wave of non-politically inspired violence beside which 

anything done by militant Cuban exiles in their hey-day pales into 

insignificance. Recent though these events are~ they still belong to 

history, but they represent the "tail" of the immediate future; the 

beast is but a little way ahead. How much of this violence can be 

properly described as terrorism must await a more leisurely examination 

of the evidence. A pattern is certainly forming already, and what is 

known ~ives cause for the greatest public concern. Politically inspired 

terrorists operating in the Cuban exile community were~ in the main, 

very careful not to alienate their "constituency". They did not 

engage in indiscriminate or even incautious killing; their victims 

were carefully chosen and dispatched with a minimum of danger or 

even inconvenience to the general public. The message of fear was 
. 

clearly written, but it was carefully addressed and was not specially 
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once unleashed, takes on a momentum of its own." The only recommended 

addition to make that observation germane to the present situation 

is the \\lord II non ll before "politically-inspired". A full history of 

this wave of violence will make inte~esting professional reading_ 

It will certainly be most productive of knowledge concer~ing non

political terrorism and its impact on a community such as that of 

Dade County. What is highly significant is the new dimension that 

has been added to the terrorism picture by the incursion of 1I 0u tsiders ll , 

violence-prone individuals who are not a part of the now-stable 

resident Hispanic community. 
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All history, like cartography, i~ a compromise. It is largely 

a matter of perspective how it is reported and what is made, by way of 

exposition and commentary, of those reports. Some things are drawn 

larger than life, while others appear unduly small. Much depends on 

the historian's purpose. Here the objective has been to provide a 

tool by which the dimensions of the problem might be usefully examined. 

It is material to enquire as to what was, in the past, called terrorism 

by law enforcement, by the media, by the public. How s~rious a 

problem, in retrospect, was this? What might have been done to alter 

the course of history, to reduce the impact of this on the life of 

the community? A review of history allows for such speculation, a 

sort of IIMonday morning quarter-backing"; IIthose who do not learn the 

lessons of the past are compelled to repeat them iri the future." 

There are ma~y such lessons to be drawn upon for the purposes of the 

present study. Firstly, there is the danger of taking the narrow 

'View; those who are in the trenches generally see very little of 

the battle. It is understandable that those actually involved in 

the action should see a larger and less meaningful portion of the 

canvas than those who are able to stand back and take a more expansive 

view •. The historical perspective offers useful correction to the 

narrow view formed at the time. It is useful to recall,that while 

Miami was suffering from the politically inspired violence of 1975, 

that is now so vividly recalled by some, that it was not alone in 

these matters. On October 27, 1975, ten bombings were carried out 

by the FALN in an attempt to gain attention for Puerto Rican independence 

and the release of Puerto Rican "politic~l prisoners ll 
• On October 31, 
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~ 19}5~ the very day Rolando Masferrer fiojas was assassinated in Miami, 

the flew World Liberation Front was blowing up a storage building in 

California in support of Puerto Rican independence, while the Emilio 

Zapata Unit was bombing a Safeway store not far away. It is little 

comfort to the inhabitants of Dade County to know that others are 

suffering the same problems. though for different reasons~ elsewhere. 

But it is very necessary for those organizing and directing the 

response to keep the wider picture in mind. In the struggle against 

terrorism it is always necessary to avoid overraction. To overreact 

emotionally and materially is to play into the terrorists' hands. 

The first serves only to alarm the community and to heighten the 

level of fear, thus doing the terrorist's job for him. The second 

is simply wasteful and the mistake has been repeated over and over 

again. Whole armies have been tied down by a handful of terrorists. 

The indiscriminate use of manpower and material does little to curb 

'the problem and may, on occasion be positively dangerous; the Howard 

Jo~nson incident which took place in New Orleans on January 7, 1973, 

is a case in pdint. General Grivas pointed out that you do not hunt 

field mice with tanks; a cat will do the job much better. A needs 

assessment study must be primarily concerned wi th fi nd i n9 ther i gh t 

kind of cat for the job and trainin9"ittod6it~W6rk "well. The 

lessons of history, if well learned, can serve as useful orientation 

for the future. 

An overvieW of past terrorism by "types -" A summary 

Political"ly inspired "terrorism 

This has been, until recently, by far the commonest kind of 
, 

terrorism occurring in Dade County. It has been almost exclusively 



Cuban in origin and related to matter~ of interest to the Cuban 

community in exile. Quantitatively, bombing has predominated, but 

there have been political killings and widespread extortion to 

finan~e these militant movements. Kidnapping and hostage-taking 

have not been featured activities in Dade County. Some skyjacking 

out of Miami took place during the period when this crime was more 

prevalent, and although Cuba was a destination, political motivation 

so far as it related to the Cuban exile struggle was not in point. 

Discriminating analysis of violent events involving the Cuban exile 

population in Dade County shows the number that can be positively 

assigned to this category to be much smaller than is the case 

impressionistically. 

Non-politically inspired ter~o~ism 

This has not constituted a significant problem in Dade County 

until comparatively recently. The "old" organized. crime interests, 

concerned mainly with gambling, money-lending and vice settled their 

disputes in an 'orderly way. Their impact on the community at large 

was of an insidious but non-threatening character. Suth "terrorism" 

as existed was largely an internal matter. The narcotics trade has 

radically changed this picture and the fact that this, in Dade County, 

is now largely in Hispanic hands has disturbed the overall position 

considerably. A power struggle is proceeding for control of the 

drug traffic engaged in from this area and this is giving rise to 

a great deal of violence, some of it of a terroristic nature. An 

exact appreciation of its kind and quantity cannot be usefully made 
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at this time, but it is safe to opine that it currently presents a 

more serious problem for the community than does its politically 

inspired counterpart. 

International 'or transnation~l ter~orism 

Some of the politically inspired terrorism protagonized by the 

Cuban exile groups has had this character. Operations have been 

planned and prepared in Dade County that have been executed in other 

countries. Operations have been planned and prepared elsewhere and 

executed in Dade County. There have been links and movements that 

have substantially passed beyond the jurisdictional) if not the 

investigative bounds of local law enforcement authorities. There 

have, so far, not been activities of an overt nature by other inter

national, politically inspired terrorists in the Dade County area. 

No information has revealed planning or preparatory action by any 

-Palestinian group, Iranians, Puerto Ricans, or any of the many active 

Left Wing Latin American groups. The recent, non-politically inspired 

terrorism has been of a transnational type involving mainly Columbians. 

Do~estic terrorism 

This, again, has been almost exclusively related to internal 

struggles within the Cuban exile community or in protest against United 

States' pol icies with regard to Cuba. Most of the terrorist bombings 

that have taken place in Dade County can be 50 classified. The 

bombings by Rolando Otero Hernandez in March/April, 1975, are 

typical examples of what might be aS5ign~d to this category. 

'. 



No black or white-anglo groups have been active in Dade County for 

many years. It should be recalled, in an historical context that 

although El Poder Cubano was organized and operated out of Dade 

County, its domestic terrorist activities especially during 1968, 

were nationwide. On July 19 of that year, it was responsible for 

three bombings in Los Angeles, for another on August 3 in New York 

City, and yet another in Miami on August 17. 

High technology terrorism 

There has been no evidence of anything that could be so 

characterized in the Dade-Miami area. This is not particularly 

surprising, as there has been, as yet, very little manifestation of 

such developments. Most of the terrorism taking place in Dade 

County or associated with it in any way has been, technologically 

speaking, of a comparatively low order. This is not due to any 

baCKwardness or lack of knowledge in the community. The potential 

;s clearly there, for the Letelier bombing was indicative of 

considerable skill. It is also interesting to note that Florida 

Power and Light employs an unusually large number of Cuban engineers. 

While there have been no threats involving this type of ~errorism 

in Dade County, it is worth recalling that on October 27, 1970, 

in Orlando, Florida, a 14 year old science student demanded 

$1,000,000 and a safe conduct or he would explode a hydrogen bomb, 

of which he submitted a credible diagram . 
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Quasi terrorism 

There has been a lower incidence of this type of criminality 

in Dade-Miami than in many other comparable population centers 

elsewhere. Quite strikingly, there have been very few hostage

taking incidents and this seems to have followed the pattern 

established by politically inspired terrorists. The Dade County 

Public Safety Department, the City of Miami Police Department, and 

the City of Miami Beach Police Department all have excellently 

trained SWAT teams that have had very little emplnyment in this 

regard during the last few years. 
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CHAPTER FaUB 

TOWARDS THE FUTURE: THE CHANGING FACE OF TERRORISM IN SOUTH FLORIDA 

Introduction 

What follows is a brief excursion, by way of speculation, into 

the future. Or, more properly, an attempt to link a projection of 

the uncertain future with the known ~ast. Just as the lessons of 

the past provide some guidance to the needs of the future, so too 

must a realistic appreciation of th~t future serve as orientation 

for what must be done now, in the present. To a large extent, these 

are the assumptions upon which the estimate of needs is based. If 

those assumptions are wrong, that estimate, too, will be incorrect 

and will need revision. The size and shape of the problem will 

determine the size of the needs. 

Too much talk about terrorism is based upon times past; conference 

agendas are full of learning about terrorist associations that have 

long since ceased to exist. There is an unhealthy fascination with ,., 

labelling. The problem lies not in the talk, nor in the instruction 

that might be derived from it, but, rather, in the use to which it 

is put. We are, so far as terrorism is concerned, in grave danger 

of fighting the next war with the outmoded, unsuitable weaponry and 

tactics of wars past. Unless we are able to evaluate, correctly, 

the changes that are constantly taking place in terrorism itself and 

the uses to which it is being put, we must be content to concede the 

advantages of surprise and initiative to the terrorist. Such a 

reacti ve approach cannot serve the communi ty well. There' is a rea 1 
" 
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need for an anticipatory approach. Tbose who are concerned with the 

development of operational responses to terrorism must he constantly 

asking a series of questions. Is there more, or less terrorism, 

quantitatively, qualitatively? In the Dade-Miami area, nation-wide, 

globally? How does what is now being experienced differ from what 

has gone before? How well did we cope with what has gone before? 

How well were we perceived as coping? What do we need to cope with 

the new problems that are emerging? Can we, realistically, expect 

those needs to be met? Law enforcement, like other branches of 

government is entering a period of intense competition for scarce 

resources. It is evident that there will be across the board reductions 

rather than budgetary increases. There is little sense in assigning 

unrealistic priorities. And perhaps, most importa~tly, we should be 

giving some .thought as to 'who is going to ask those questions and 

~ho is going to develop the answers to them. Some of the questions 

·are raised and answered by a study such as that undertaken here, but, 

operationally speaking, this enquiry must be an ongoing process if it 

is to serve the continuing needs of those to whom our counter-terrorism 

"strategies are confided. This is a need that precedes all other needs, 

for it is only by the undertaking of such an exercise on a continuin~ 

basis that those operational needs can be .determined and the means to 

satisfy them established. It is quite clear that this is a very 

special responsibility. It calls for special skills and specialized 

knowledge. Perhaps, most significantly, it calls for a degree of 

leisure that the press and hustle of everyday operational activities 

does not ordinarily allow. What is need~d 'now is but a preparation 

for what might be neeQed later. We need to establish a present 



structure that, drawing upon the experience of the past can anticipate 

the future. As that future becomes the present and then recedes into 

the past, we need a vehicle that can keep up with the times. 

Terrorism in Dade-Miami must be seen in a wider context. Because 

of the peculiar nature of the problems that have been experienced in 

the past, there is a tendency to take a somewhat parochial attitude 

towards the subject. This 1s not merely ~nrealistic in a world that 

is undergoing a rapid metamorphois; it ignores the obvious changes 

that have already and are continuing. to take place in South Florida 

as elsewhere. Terrorism is a curiouily cyclical phenomenon. While 

it does not seem to follow any predictable pattern, even on a very 

localized basis, there are clearly periods of. great intensity followed 

by lulls, during which.it seems as tho~gh the problem might disappear 

'-' 	 of its O\'IO accord. These lulls, as experience has shown~ are very 

deceptive and can lead to a weakening of defenses that can be expensive 

for society when terrorism is once again on the upswing. The pattern,. 

of terrorism in Dade-Miami is a very good example of the cyclical 

tendencies. Ths period during which the framework for the present
;:\. 	 " 

study was being developed was one of relative tranquility compared 

to the violent times that had preceded it. There are signs that the 

present relatively tranquil period may, once more, be giving way to a 

period of intense violence. These local cycles are a part of the 

larger pattern or trend. While events in South Florida may lag behind 

developments elsewhere, o~ may on occasion precede them, there is 

generally a discernible relationship between the two. There is, it 

may be sai~, an overall climate that favors terrorism. The year 1~~8 

which saw a great deal of terrorism everywhere, brought a heavy wave 
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of terrorism to South Florida. The y~ar 1975 which was also a bad 

year for terrorism in Dade County, was another year of intense terrorism 

overall. Terroristic activity is once again increasing and the current 


year seems to be the start of a new cycle. 


There has been a distinctly chilling note about this latest wave 


of terrorism that marks it out from earlier cycles. It has been 


characterized by an unusually high number of assassinations. Earlier 

~ 

types of terroristic activities, particularly those involving kidnapping 

and hostage-taking were designed to set up bargaining positions. The 

overall lack of success of this strategy has forced the terrorist, 

world-wide into a much more nihilistic posture. Now the act of 

destruction itself puts the community on notice; the demands, where 

they are made at all,' follow the act. There is, generally, much less 

concern for human life being shown and this is a worrying sign. If 

terrorism is to become less.symbolic and more instrumental, the toll 

. in terms of human life and property damage is going to rise considerably. 

So far, the impact of these developments has not been significantly 

felt in Dade County, but on the theory espoused above, it inevitably 

will. There are small but notable indications that the process here 

may already have begun. 

A brief 106k back 

It is important to recall that over the last decade, terrorism 

in South Florida, as expressed in terms of politically inspired violence, 

has been intimately and almost exclusively related to events and 

personalities connected in some way with. Cuba. Everything - past r -

present, and future - is inescapably tied to the fact. The. genesis 
,

of the peculiar type of terrorism prevalent in this area, its history 



and development have tended to reflect the shifts of power, the changes 

in attitudes and relationships that make up the whole complex of the 

United States' position with regard to world communism in general and 

Cuba in particular. Terrorism here, perhaps more so than elsewhere, 

has been shaped by the lives and fortunes of a few known individuals. 

The bulk of those who were forced to flee their homes and fortunes 

in the wake of the downfall of Fulge~cio Batista found safe, if somewhat 

grudging refuge in South Florida, in the main within the confines of 

the Dade-Miami region. Having rega~d to the temper of the times (and 

a true appreciation of this necessarily involves a rather sophisticated, 

if awkward translation backwards to a more naive and trusting era), 

this mass exodus can hardly have been considered by either the United 

States, or the refugees, as other than a temporary if inconvenient 

upheaval. There was no thought the~ of the creation of a new "Free" 

Cuba on United States soil. Indeed, the~e displaced Cubans had it on 

the highest authority, that of the President of the United States, 

that their misery would soon be alleViated and that they would, in 

the not too di~tant future, be returned, victorious, to their rightful 

homes upon the island. This was the premise upon which all Cubans, 

high and low alike, conducted themselves and their affairs. They 

were entitled, at least the more optimistic, to see themselves as 

welcome transients in South Florida, as victims of world communism 

against which the United States stood like a mighty bulwark, and 

as willing protagonists in the small segment of that struggle involving 

the recovery of their homes and interests. That this was a genui~e 
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belief there can be no doubt. Any cynicism is the product of 

attitudes that have developed since that time. They cannot have 

been regarded as overly sanguine in this. United States business 

interests had suffered heavily through expropriation; the national 

security of the United States was dramatically threatened by this 

aggressive intrusion of the Soviet Union into the Caribbean~ but 

a stone's throwaway from the continental United States: and perhaps 

most important of all, world confidente in the United States and its 

capacity to throw a protective mantle o~er the free nations of the 

glove was running high, coloring att1tudes and allegiances. These 

fatts are central to any examination of subsequent developments in 

the subject area under consideration and any projection of their 

course into the future. 

The political violence that subsequently affected the Cuban 


community in South Florida, and the geo-social context in which that 


,community is now set, can only be understood by accepting that, since 


the fall of Batista, .Cuba has been in a continuing state ~f civil war. 

It is a civil war that has continued with greater or lesser intensity 

notwi.thstanding that, from a relatively early point in time, Fidel 

Castro - for one ~id~ the Lib&rator, for the other the Tyrant - secured 

undisputed control of the island, in the fullest sense of the word, 

and that, as a consequence, the warring sides became physically and 

incongruously separated by natural barriers that have tended to 

obscure and complicate the true nature of the struggle. The Anti

Castro Cubans found themselves in an awkward' position, both morally 

and materially, as well as geographically. They were not simply irt 

the position of a displaced ethnic group, offered asylum on friendly 



soil upon condition that they desist from all attempts to recover 

their homeland. Their position was quite the reverse. 

Indeed, at-the start, there was little ambivalence in the United 

States' official attitudes and policies towards these unfortunate, 

disorganized, but well-intentioned refugees from communism. They were 

actively encouraged to continue the fight from South -Florida. Moreover, 

they were given the means to do so. They came to look upon the United 

States not merely as a friend and benefactor, giving shelter and aid 

in time of need, but as a willing i~.covert ally in a struggle to 

regain their homeland from a hated usurper. To all intents and 

purposes, these Cuban exiles became United States surrogates in 

their own cause. Everything that was done to and for the Cuban 

community in South Florida at that time has to be seen in that light. 

The impact ~f that has been lasting and irreversible. Just as the 

United States has on countless other occasions preferred one side 
,. 

'over another in a civil war, so, too, did it act in this case. And 

its actions were materially expressive of that preference notwith

standing that, 
~ 

for policy reasons, 1t did not encourage the formation 

of a regular, anti-Castro Cuban army on its own soil or formally 

recognize a government in exile. It did withhold recognition from 

Castro and, breaking off diplomatic relations, embarke~ upon an often 

bitter struggle to make his continued government of Cuba untenable. 

Many militant anti-Castro Cubans lent themselves enthusiastically 

to the cause. They created a political ethos for the whole Cuban 

population out of this cause. They tru~ted the United States and. 

its policy-makers; in this, they were not alone, for so did the bulk 
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of the free world at that time, as witfless the United Nations' voting 

patterns. Many of these Cubans were recruited and trained by United 

States' agencies in sophisticated techniques of irregular warfare and 

espionage. This cannot, in any way be regarded as reprehensible or 

imprudent save by the ideologically biased. Indeed, Castro, having 

consolidated his hold upon the island was, with Soviet and other help, 

rapidly doing much the same tbing on the other side. Moreover, he 

had begun, early, to show the signs of embarking upon that aggressive 

export of subversion and revolution ~hat has carried Cuban "advisers" 

far from the fertile fields of Latin America into Vietnam, Angola, 

Ethiopia, and South Yemen. If objection against United States' 

policy in arming and training anti-Castro Cubans be raised at all, 

by those who truly hav~ the national interests at heart, it must 

be that it was not pursued with sufficient vigor and enthusiasm 

to permit them to triumph in this civil war in which they were 

'engaged so as to recover their homeland and depart from United 

States' soil. It was doubtless assumed, at least before 1965, that 

they would som~how emerge victorious. A defeated army is always in 

a highly volatile and dangerously unstable condition until it can, 

like a" long-dormant explosive device, be safely dismantled and 

reabsorbed in its component parts, into the community. 'But the 

pregnant question here was: Whose community? For, by its espousal 

of the fortunes of the losing side, the United States had committed 

more than mere moral or material resources to the struggle; it had 

committed ~n important portion of its territory, namely South Flori~a, 

to the resettlement and reintegration of this beaten, frustrated, 
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disappointed, alien community. Whatevermayhav~ 'b~~rtthe original 

intention',the'United States' 'has,· ~f.fectively, crea't~d th~ 'IIN~w 'Cuba" 

on its own soil. It says a great deal for the resilience and might 

of these United States that this task was accomplished, in the main, 

so effectively and smoothly. The aberration of Cuban exile terrorism 

is a small, but inconvenient price to pay for the accomplishment. 

Dade County T~rro r'i sm - theba s ica's-s..ump't ion s 

These are the facts upon which all consideration of the problems 

of terrorism in Dade County historically rest. They have had a 

powerful influence upon all responses. Because terrorism in South 

Florida was the outgrowth of a purely Cuban problem, the solutions 

to it had to be seen in exclusively Cuban terms. From a practical 

point of view, this meant the employment of Cuban law enforcement 

officers, tHe development of Cuban sources of information and a 

distinctive orientation of the system to addressin~ 'Cuban terrorism. 

All the talk about the "internationalization" of the problem meant 

no more than this: that the Cuban exile terrorist network of 

operations had somehow extended itself beyond Dade County, beyond 

Florida, beyond the rest of the continental United States; but it 

remained, as ever, a Cuban problem, with the same cast of characters; 

the same history, and the same future as before. The parameters 

for consideration of terrorism in Dade County were, therefore, very 

narrowly drawn. Indeed, it was the understanding of at least some 

of those concerned with the initiation, development, and orientation 

of the present study that it would be c~ncerned only with the type

of Cuban terrorism that had been experienced in the past. Some 
" 
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question had even been raised in disc.ussion \vhether the term "Latin ll 

was not too wide. Although, finally~ it was agreed that terrorism 

by other ethnic groups would be covered by the final report, it was 

clearly the feeling that this would be secondary to "Latin" terrorism, 

in which Cuban terrorism would predominate. This very narrow view 

does not meet the demands of the changing times.Th~ -fif~t and ~ost 

u r g e nt'need t hat 'ha s bee n i d ~ n' t i fied ,- 't he f e'f 0' re, 'i s' .for 'a' \\1 ideni n g 0 r 
, , 

enlarging of the philos'ophical; 'pol-i'c'y, 'a'nd 'opefa'tio'nal 'unde-rp,inni-ngs 

of the 'study 'itself. Planning for t~e future must realistically take 

account of the changes that are foreshadowed in this report and what 

they portend in terms of terrorism for Dade County. This will require 

not only a change of attitudes towards the problem, but also a 

reassignment or reallocation of resources to cope with it. 

Shaping -up 'fof the 'fu-ture 

It has to be recognized that substantial changes have taken place 

in the Dade-Miami Latin community since the last serious outbreak 

of Cuban terroiism. In particular, the community has changed from a 

still uncertain, closely-knit band of exiles fighting, with varying 

degre~s of enthusiasm, a civil war, to one in which a new, distinctiye 

"reconstruction" type politics is evolving. The war is not over, and 

may never be over for some. But the rest of the community has found 

leaders who are patiently forcing it back to the business of living 

as a real ethnic unit once more. The pains of this proce~s, and the 

individual and collective trauma of this vast ethnic and cultural 

imposition that South Florida has had to bear as a consequence cannot 

be seen in isolation 'from the other portentous happenings of the last 
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.."" 	 decade. This narrow parochialism canJlot be allowed to throw the 

larger picture out of focus. What has occurred in South Florida, 

in terms of development and growing pains, though a microcosm of 

the world stage, contains important elements for a reasoned under

standing of the whole. The "new" Cuban politics has been fashioned 

out of these elements. Time has not only not stood still; it has 

been in an accelerating cycle that has brought confusion and often 

chaos in its train. The events of the Seventies have been bewildering 

everywhere, perhaps more so for the .inhabitants of the United States 

than for others. Traditional values, loyalties, and expectations 

have been upset. An unhealthy cynicism has become apparent in many 

areas of public and private life. In particular, directly relevant 

to the present subject, a sort of crisis of confidence has developed 

throughout ~he Western world which has led to a protracted period 

of self-doubt and general disillusionment. It does not help that 

I this has long been predicted by Marxist ideologists. 

Terrorism is but one manifestation of the symptoms of this gener

alized socio-p'olitical malaise. In the United States, the nation has 

passed from a position of virtually unchallengeable military power and 

the moral and political leadership of the free world, through a series 

of intensely humbling experiences, to an accommodation ,with an 

increasingly unpleasant reality that perhaps betokens the fact that 

things will never again be quite as good as they were. Moreover, 

people are now positively expecting them to get worse. The threat 

of World War III casts a more intense shadow than ever before; 

..../ 	 positions are becoming increasingly pola'rized as the drifts and 
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deliberate mov~ments of power become even more urgent; new technology 

is not making up the shortfall in the world's ever diminishing supply 

of exploitable resources, particularly in the field of energy; the 

nation has passed, with considerable bruising, through the crises of 

race, Vietnam, and Watergate, and many of the crucial issues remain 

unresolved. The whole world is in an hiatus of readjustment, and 

Americans, for whom the 20th Century seemed to promise so much and 

for whom the 21st Century held out even greater promise, are fearful 

and ill at ease. 

The premises on which American power rested have altered. 

Against this background, the changes and postures with "relation to 

Cuba are not difficult to understand. It is not that gunboat diplomacy 

is right or wrong; it is just that, in a changing world, it is simply 

no longer possible. Oil, and events in the Middle East have brought 

I that home to the American people as a whole. The immediate problem 

considered here remains: how do you tell more than half a million 

souls 	now rest~ent in Dade-Miami that the world - their world - has 

changed? How do you tell them that they will never recover their 

homeland, that they must, somehow, like other minorities before them 

be absorbed by that great and comforting sponge, the United States? 

How do you tell them that the United States, too, is changing and that 

great 	country of which they had certain original images no longer 

holds 	out the promise for them that it did? Who do you tell these 

people they are; how do you resolv~ their identity crisis when many, 

-I 	 in the United States, are still grappling, individually and as a 

community - often not very successfully - to do just that for themselves? 



How do you reconcile those who will not be reconciled? This lies very 

close to the heart of the terrorism question. How do you make it less 

painful for the rest of the community while the balm is being applied? 

Most important, what should that balm be? These are some of the 

underlying questions that must be seriously faced for anyone seeking 

to examine the present problems of terrorism in South Florida and 

the future direction matters. are likely to take. 

Perhaps the most significant factor to be considered with regard 

to these developments is the effect ~f the passage of time. Many 

born into Cuban families here have only a communicated knowledge of 

their homeland as it was and of the events leading up to their 

dispossession. These are native born Americans of Cuban ancestry. 

The pregnant question'for the future is: Where will their eyes and 

passions be .fixed when they are of an age to influence events? There 

are "generation gap" matters to ponder here. Will the hatred of 

'Castro wane with time or will it be unchangingly transmitted from 

father to son. Will those who have only "Castro in the Seventies" as 

a point of rei~rence see him in a different light? Passage of time 

alone does not provide a clear answer. The movement for ~ Free 

Ireland is more than two hundred years old and its flame burns as 

brightly today in the hearts of third, generation Irish ~n Boston and 

New York as it does among the people of Londonderry. The IRA is a 

formidable resistanc~ movement at home and in exile. It is not 

simply a question of integration and opportunity; it is the disquiet 

of a soul not yet put to rest. 

The conservative is one who resists change. By this definition, 

Cuban exile politics ~s, and always has been conservative. But 



~ 	 there is a more unrealistic current beneath all this: Cuban politics 

in exile have been based on a desire not simply to conserve the present, 

but to revert to the past. This can only appeal to youth if it becomes 

downright reactionary. This is what fascist movements are all about. 

In Europe, we have seen the aspirations of the South Moluccans, whose 

case, in many ways, is similar to that of the Cubans, erupt into violence 

protagonized by a generation that never knew the Spice Islands as its 

home. Can the same thing happen to Cuban youth? There are intricate 

sociological, cultural, ethnic, and.political patterns to be traced here. 

Are the Cubans, and particularly Cuban youth, different from others 

who have refused to be weaned from the path of violence? The traditional 

strength of the Cuban family is a factor to contend with. If their 

. 	 fathers tire of the struggle, will they become alienated and even 
~ 

despise them as the Baader-Meinhof. generation has done? Will guilt 

playa part in forming the "new" politics as it has done in West 

'Germany, Japan - and even to some extent in Israel? Or will the 

constantly changing kaleidascope of events provide a sufficient 

suppl~ of fuef for a new and different "Free Cuba" movement that may 

yet, productively, absorb the energies of a new generation still 

fighting the continuing Civil War? 

And what will happen to these energies if they do ·not? Will 

there be an accommodation between those on the mainland and those on 

the island similar to that reached of late by the Egyptians and 

Israelis - and will this produce an even more bitter determination 

to continue the fight, underground, on the part of those for whom .
any compromise is weakness and whose intransigence overides both 
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history and any other consideration of a more practical kind? The 

implications of the contacts begun by the Antonio Maceo Brigade are 

material to consider here. Capitalism at its best holds out many 

attractions; it is more than a match for anything Castro's Cuba has 

to offer. But what about Capitalism in Crisis? How will it seem to 

those exposed to the insidious propaganda from the Left that is always 

so attractive to youth? These are the questions that must be asked 

with regard to the future of Cuban political violence in the South 

Florida area, and they must be askeq against a complex background of 

world developments in the field of terrorism in order to obtain 

meaningful answers. Law enforcement must draw up its inventory of 

needs according to the answers that are given. 

There are clear signs that the Old Guard is wearying of an 

increasingly unprofitable struggle. Time alone has exacted its toll; 

some are now old indeed. Many are putting, albeit covertly and 

'cautiously, their talents and resources to other more satisfying or 

materially worthwhile pursuits. While they have not become the 

Big Fishes in \he Small Pool that they might have expected had they 

been able to remain in a pre-Castro Cuba, America has been good to 

many of these in terms of position and power. Power positions, even 

in exile, have their gradations and are never static. Many have 

reconciled themselves to ach;evi~g position and power in the community 

in which they now find themselves, effectively abandoning the fruitless 

struggle to return and reestablish themselves in their homeland. 

They havebecomela part of the United States' political scene ,and more 

Jand m 0 r e will t a k e t hat r 0 adin the f u t u r e • 0the rs h a v em; r r 0 red - a s 
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in all communities - that effort in the anti-social, antithesis of 

acceptable society; a distinctively Cuban sub-culture has grown up 

with its own values~ its own hierarchy. This is only to be.expected; 

the only unusual element in the process is that it has taken place 

here, on United States' soii. It is not surprising that many "old 

soldiers", the dissillusioned, embittered veterans of the Civil War, 

should have found their solace and a use for their skills not in 
~ 

the service of their new community, but in its opposite. This is, 

as much as anything, a sign of the times. It is facile and superficial 

to blame their erstwhile patrons for having taught them the anti 

social skills of bomb-making, assassination, etc. that they now 

profess and exercise to the community's detriment. This is really 

no more sensible than' criticizing all such preparation for war. 

There are many more natural born United States' citizens who have 

been taught similar skills. Some of those, too~ have turned to 

. terrorism. No country can guarantee the continuing loyalty, 

respect, and restraint of its soldiers upon discharge; indeed, 

many have the ~reatest of difficulty in doi~g so while the battle 

still rages. 

!his training for killing and the black arts has assumed a 


disproportionate value for some in evaluating terrorism in Dade 


County_ It is easy to over-emphasize the importance of the fact 


that some who have turned their hand to terrorism were taught 


their trade and encouraged in their skills by agencies of the United 


States. This really misses the point entirely and, it is suggested, 


those who would seek the answers to thes~ problems in some half- . 


suspected secret dossiers of the United States' government agencies

", 
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are quite misguided and sure to be disappointed. Unless it is 

seriously averred that these agencies are continuing to support and 

promote the now perverted acts of their proteg~s, these antecedents 

are really quite immaterial. We know that these people were trained 

in such utilizable skills by agencies of the United States,and, 

mostly, we know who and what they were. Who ~nd what they now 

are - and what they intend to do wit~ their skills - must, from a 

law enfdrcement perspective, be solved by other, more conventional 

means. There is probably very littl~ that former case officers have 

to contribute to the solution of present problems that may be caused 

by their charges. There has been internecine warfare among the 

Old Guard, some have wearied, while others have simply changed the 

direction of the struggle. Some have remained loyal to their ideals 

and to thei~ former friends and patrons, while others have not. 

There is certainly nothing untyp;cal in all this, and, broadly 

ispeaking, the way of keeping detailed account of these changes is 

the same here as anywhere else; within the overall picture, a t~reful 

mosaic of inf6~~ation on iHdivid~alsm~stb~ ~afntained. This is 

not easy - in some cases it verges on the impossible; but it is 

police work. Another Letelier case might - under certain circum

stances - produce an override of some of the factors that make 

investigation of some of these matters so extraordinarily difficult. 

But this would have to be an extraordinary event indeed. 

There is a matter of public perception here that is material 

to consid~r, for it has, in turn, an effect upon the attitudes 

,-J and even the operation of law enforcement. There is a persistent 
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belief~ that has certainly not been discouraged by those who seek 

to benefit from it, that the old CIA connections somehow remain 

valid and viable so as to cloak the terroristic activities of a 

few "die-hards" in a film of respectability and protection from investi

gation. Such beliefs are an unconscionably long time dyi~g and no 

amount of official denial 1s likely to dispel them. They are certainly 

not going to be dispelled by Castro,'~hBse purposes they serve very 

well, for he can claim,when it suits him to do s~ that the CIA is 

still out to kill him. Hhile there"are many who aloe not influenced 

by these notions in their extreme form, there are, nevertheless, many 

\"ho feel that the federal, government h.as not been as anxious as it 

might have been to se~ some of the Cuban exile "militants" brought 

to justice. It is these feelings, m~re than anything else, that 

prompts the'constantly reiterated appeal that the federal government 

do more to combat terrorism in Dade County. However misplaced these 

feelings and the expression of them might be, it would be unwise to 

fail to take ~fcout of them in any assessment of needs. There is a 

well-fostered perception, both public and private~ that what is 

urgently n~eded is more federal help, more federal intervention. 

Whether that is justified, ~hether it is even allowed bylaw~ are 

questions that have to be considered and addressed. The Letelier case 
~ 

is an awkward precedent to which the more energetic can appeal 

as showing what can be done \'1hen the order ;s niven at the highest 

federal level. The nice distinctions of jurisdiction in these cases 

can seem less important to the lay public tha~ the end result . 
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The pe~~i~terlt~ 6f the t~rrori'st "t~aditi6n~ irl Dad~ Cdunty 

Many events contribute to change the character and direction of 

the political struggle as it expresses itself most extremely in terms 

of terrorism. As terrorists grow old and tired, disillusioned. or, 

even plain converted, they drop out of the business altogether or 

become Elder Statesmen, counsellors and advisers. Terrorism is not 

uniformly a profession of failure. ~s some grow sleek and fat, they 

seek other outlets for their talents, and their interest and connection 
, 

with terrorism becomes token or peripheral. Terrorism requires a 

high degree of commitment. Yet there remain a few who are in this 

grim business because they know or desire no other. Patriotism and 

the nature of the struggle lend a convenient digni·ty, by way of 

rationalization to what they are doing. But, were those labels 

unavailable, they would doubtless do such things anyway, for they 

. inhabi,t a world where these kinds of activities are necessary 

concomitants of the power struggle and their peculiar skills and 

proclivities are at a' premium. Of such qualities, mercenaries are 

made, and the profession is relished for what it is rather than for 

its political associations or what it brings. 
. 

Law enforcement will always have to contend with representatives 

of this class whether it is described in terms of the professional 

adventurer, the political assassin, or the contract killer of organized 

crime. Here, it is just that the contemporary situation in South 

Florida is both favorable to the employment of these talents and finds 

available-a pool of skills that are no longer usable in the areas for 

which they were legitimately developed. Such usefully endowed 



individuals do not disappear or go into retirement. If there were 

no longer a call for what may loosely be called "terrorists" - those 

purposefully utilizing the techniques of violence for coercive objectives 

in the political arena in South Florida, these people would be truly 

unemployed in this way and would have to redirect this awful capability 

elsewhere. The only real openings would probably be in the parallel 

world of organized crime, where such talents are always needed and are 

used, though less prestigiously, in much the same way_ 

There are ample indications that the changing face of the Civil 

War has produced just such a transfer of talent and energy. It is 

probable that much of the present drug associated violence and other 

locally observed phenomena stem from these vagaries of the job market, 

as well as the other more complex factors that have been mentioned. 

The importance of this from a law enforcement perspective is twofold: 

it presents a continuing crime probl~m; a~d it perpetuates and hones 

the skills of an active group of violence-prone individuals ready for 

whatever action the future shifts of history might dictate. These 

skills are not ~nly receiving constant polishing; with but little 

adapt~tion, they can be as well used in one market as in another. 

Dade-Miami thus remains the repository of a unique pool of "terrorist" 

talent; its future utilization is dependent upon a number of factors 

that transcend the purely local issues as they might be more narrowly 

perceived. 

This "tradition" of terrorism in the Dade County Cuban community 

is an important factor to reckon with in any needs assessment for it 

is an enduring element. In the early days, it was not merely a well 
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thought of thing to belong to groups ~hat were engaged in actions 

against Castro; it was imperative for anyone who hoped to amount to 

anything in the community's eyes. It was important to be seen as 

a "veteran" - even of a failed action. These were representatives 

of a community pride and a carthasis for its pain. This type of 

action, whether it be seen as "war", IImilitancy"" or just plain 

"terrorism", was "good" in the eyes of a large segment of the community. 

Consequently, whatever private reservations one might have had, this 

type of activity was never condemme~ in public. And certainly, no

one contemplated cooperating with the authorities to put an end to 

it. The community was one large "Safe Haven" into which the operative 

could disappear after his job had been done. The tradition, and the 

facilities that its practical manifestations offered are very similar 

to those thijt were (and still are to some extent) enjoyed by the IRA. 

There are, indeed, many similarities with the IRA that are worth 

'pondering, although the traditions of the Irish group go back so much 

further in time. Both are, esentially, mil<it~ry groups, organized 

along strict m:llitary lines. Their job is to fight a clearly identified 

enemy, not to concern itself with politics. Much has been made of 

the "working class" origins'of the IRA, by comparison with other 

groups which have been more heavily laden with "intelectuals" and 

others of a higher social strata. While the Cubans have been "officered" 

by "irrtelectuals", their ranks have contained a high proportion of 

IIworking class ll operatives and this, too, is in conformity with the 

umilitary~ character of the operation. Discipline, in the Cuban groups,.
V is tight as it is in the IRA; both <administer their own "penal code". 
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And both have had increasing difficulty in coming to crips with change 

and, in particular, carrying along with them their respective civilian 

populations in what seemed to many an unnece~sary prolongation of the 

struggle. 

What has happened, i~ both cases, has been a spurning of that 

struggle in the "civilian" population. Because the "tradition" of 

terrorism ;s more recent in the Cuban exile community, it is more 

fragile. It is easier for these people to see the terrorists in their 

midst for what they, really are. The year 1975 may be regarded as the 

turning point in that regard. What keeps the terrorist "safe" now 

is not public esteem, but fear of reprisals. Thatf~~~ c~ribe overcome 

only i f th~r~ is c'onffdence in lawen'fo'~c'em~nt to' pro'vi de 'the 'appropri ate 

degree of 'p~o't~cti ori' to tho'se who' c'o'op~~ate 'with 'the 'a uthorfti es. 

This means, in effect, some sort of witness protection. The real 

problem - and this is not merely a l~gal one ~ is how best to give 

,such protection. These efforts are gravely hampered when the autho~ities 

seem powerless to identify, apprehend, and prosecute the perpetrators of 

some terrorist~action. It is not that successful prosecution itself 

puts down terrorism, but rather that it contributes to tbe creation 

of a climate of public confidence in which cooperation with the 

authorities can take place. 

Terrori~tit ~od~lities 

A study of the choice of weapons used by terrorists is always a 

useful gage of the character of those who employ them, their strength, 

and purpos~s. Some idea of the evolution of terrorism in South 

Florida can been seen from a study of bombings, namely who was bombed, 

" 
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for what ostensible reasons, and how .• The protagonists, for the 

reasons already mentioned, are relatively unimportant for this purpose. 

The bomb is truly the Weapon of the Weak. It is the epitome of 

"non-confrontation-style" terrorism. However sophisticated, however 

distinctive, it is clandestine and designed to protect those employing 

it from falling into the clutches of the "enemy". It is a form of 

"long-range warfare" as opposed, for example, to hostage-taking which 

involves a frontal attack upon the "enemy" and a real contest of 

strength to be able to bargain a wa~ out of the situation created. 

Bombing is what is undertaken by terrorist groups that are not strong 

enough to engage in other forms of warfare. Groups like the PlO that 

are unsuccessful in engagements involving confrontation style tactics 

are invariably driven back to this type of activity just to keep in 

the game. ~ombing has been the predominant type of Cuban exile 

terrorism. They have engaged in very little "confrontation-style" 

'terrorist (as distinct from their purely military operations) 

activities and most of these have been undertaken abroad. Much of 

this bombing, Judging by the power of the devices used, their construc

tion, and the targets against which they have been used, is symbolic 

rather than instrumental. For very good reasons, it has to be. These 

bombs "have something to do with Cuba": put for rather· obvious reasons, 

they cannot be placed in or delivered to Cuba. 

This is a real confession of weakness that it is both difficult 

and inconvenient for the terrorist to make. They have, therefore, 

sought ou~ representational targets of Cuba overseas, or those doing 

business with Cuba in some way, Until comparatively ~ecently, not 
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too many of these existed in South Flnrida. Some of the anger and 

frustration of 1975/76 was directed at the United States (and United 

States' targets), but this country and its interests have never yet 

been seen in the light of a real enemy. The shifting attitudes of 

the public at large in the Cuban community itself has now provided 

a new focus for attack. As this community starts to do business 

with Cuba, to reopen old relations anp to establish new ones, placing 

bombs in this commu ni tywi 11 have something to do with Cuba : the 

1979 bombing of the Padrtn cigar fac.tory can be seen in that light. 

Only to~munity ~~attio~ tan~r~Ve~t' ~6~~6f ·thi~ b6~bi~g 'i~the futur~. 

War - and terrorism is a form of warfare - is the cutting edge 

of politics. The political game in the Cuban exile community has 

now entered upon a very interesting phase involving much change, in 

which the pr.izes are very high for some, while the personal risks are 

correspondingly great. The Dialogue, of which much is now heard in 

the community, is an attempt to secure by political means what could 

not earlier be gained by force rif arms. It is also the manifestation 

of an entirely new "politics" that is designed to win over and harness 

the community's potential. If the Dialogue succeeds, those who have 

partiCipated in it will become the new leaders. It is a courageous . 

attempt to grapple 0ith the new and emerging realities of world power 

shifts as they affect both the Civil War, and the United States, as 

well as the total, complex Cuba problem. It can be seen in short

sighted terms; a surrender of national identity, pride, the spoils 

of victory, for a handful of political prisoners and the reuniting 

of a few families. From an individual point of view, perhaps, this 
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is the right way to look at things, aDd those who fought for so long 

for even news of their own prisoners of war in the hands of the 

Vietnamese can well understan~ such feelings. 

But there are wider implications of the establishment of this 

Dialogue; it is not simply an ad ho~ aid and rescue mission. There 

is the potential of releasing an enormous quantity of political 

energy of truly explosive force as a result of what is being under

taken. It opens old wounds; it raises new questions; and, above all, 

it exposes once again the tortured uncertainties of who these Cuban. 
people are and what they are doing in South Florida. It raises 

critical questions of political choice. It is not merely that there 

are those who would like to turn back the clock and others who 

realize thit it is impbssible to do so. Th~ 'le~de~~hip and di~ection 

of the Cuban people who departed the island are now at stake; and it 

is these, in human terms, that are such vital and vulnerable targets 

~f terroristic enterprise. Who is to wield the real power reposing 

in the Cuban community is the burning issue here. It may be that 

Dialogue will defeat Castro as armed struggle could not; it may be 

that Castro's own problems, his current over-extension, militarily, 

of Cuban forces coupled with internal unrest, will be exacerbated 

by what Dialogue might bring. But there are those who cannot see 

the wood for the trees, and, even if they were left free of all 

external .influences, would still opt for struggle rather than 

accommodation. The Old forces are locked in battle with the New. 

The parallels with the Middle East are again all too clear to 

need statement here. Communication is very important to politics. 

" 
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What is really important is how these.things are presented. If a 

power struggle develops in the Cuban community here, as it surely 

will, and it is capable of being powerfully fed and developed by 

organs of mass communication that have had long years of practice 

in purveying effective, unreas~ned hatred, it will give rise to 

terrorism of which the events of the past will be but a pale shadow. 

The Latin press is a most dangerous element that must be taken into 

account. It has for too long been neglected and ignored by the 

larger community as being of exclusiye interest to the Cubans. 

Much of what is published. goes far beyond the bounds permitted by 

responsible journalism and would not be tolerated in the United 

States in organs' of wider dissem;nat;on.~le are living through the 

Year of the Assassin, and the ~ffectsof this might well manifest 

themselves a~ong the Cuban community here according to the way, 

among other things, in which the actions of the Committee of 75 

'and those associated with it are interpreted. So far, that inter

pretation has been pretty much left to the Cu~an community; not 

much has been ~aid by the larger, non-Hispanic community of the 

United States, which cannot really afford to ignore or stand aside 

from events in South Florida in this way. What affects the Cuban 

community affects Dade County as a whole. Can the Cuban community 

in the United States absorb the effects of Dialogue, develop and 

grow as a result? Or is this likely to be divisive to the point 

of explosion? The ill-intentioned, including those who view the 

interests of the United States more or less inimically from positions.
~. overseas, will be not unaware of the opportunities offered. The 
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match can as well be applied to the tinder by Castro as any other. 

Those who view with incredulity the presence of active Castro agents 

in Dade County run counter to law enforcement and community experience. 

The breaking up of the old Rightist-Centrist hold on Cuban exile 

politics opens up interesting possibilities of a IINew Left" especially 

among youth. Clearly, a delicate situation now exists needing careful 

analysis if trends are to be understQod and machinery for coping 

with them established. It is ~~se~tial ·th~t this ~ot 'b~ seen as 

j~st ~Cuban problem. The new "heat" produced by events in Central 

America is going to bring many strange creatures out of the wood. 

The terrorists 6f yor~: Wh~~~ h~V~ theX gone? 

The old IIterrorist" groups have not simply disappeared. They 

have realigned themselves in accordance with the times; there have 

certainly been changes of personnel and orientation. They continue 

I to play on public sympathy for the old cause. Some still collect 

funds, although these obviously have no immediate functional value 

and probably go, in large measure, for personal enrichment. But a 

definite malaise has come over the terrorist movement that is translated 

into ,an operational lull. What is lacking, at the moment, here as 

in so many places elsewhere, is a viable issue to overcome the present 

operationC!l inertia. For all that 'it has stirred up, the Dialogue, as 

such, does not seem to present such an issue. There is a lack of 

purpose among the established groups which is contributing to the 

present hiatus. The struggle against Castro has lost a lot of its 

J fire. But terrorism is an irrational subject. It is idle to telf 
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the terrorist that other weapons in tpe political arsenal are so 

much more effective. What Arab terrorist would have been daunted 

or diverted by the sound argument that the Oil Embargo of 1973 was 

much more effective than his Qwn miserable efforts? What Cuban 

terrorist will desist on the grounds that Dialogue may yet bring 

Castro to his knees, or at the very least, cause him more embarrassment 

than a few bombs? Terrorists are not that easily discouraged; they 

thrive on adversity. The Terrorist always hopes that his enterprise 

may really ressemble a successful ep.isode of "Mission Impossible". 

The 1I 0 ld style" Cuban exile terrorist is waiting in the wi"ngs and is 

likely to respond to the most unlikely of calls. He certainly 

cannot be written off as an anachronism. 

Terrorism is ecumenical. It is not suggested, here, that there 

exists an international brotherhdod of terrorists, exchanging ideas, 

weaponry, and know-how; whether there is or not is irrelevant to what 

'is considered here. t~hat 'isinfluential is the global climate of 

terrorism; how it is perceived in its effectiveness and techniques 

elsewhere may Well affect the pattern of terrorism in Dade-Miami in 

the near future. South Florida terrorism is but a small part of the 

world.picture. Terrorism - particularly successful terrorism - is 

extremely contagious. Terrorist "spectaculars" are widely reported. 

The~ make news, as they are intended to do. Events in Europe and 

the Middle East can have a revitalizing effect on the present sluggish 

climate of terrorism here. There is no need to look for or to 

postulate any direct connection between the two. Even events that 

~ are not directly associated with terrorism can have an impact or 
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~ 	 stimulate the waiting terrorist to action. An air crash can demonstrate 

the vulnerability of aviation so as to encourage terrorism, particularly 

bombing, against airlines. Natural disasters suggest replication to 

the nasty mind. Non-politically inspired violence can encourage the 

other, politically inspired variety. They tend to feed off each other. 

Terrorism can turn any fear-producing violence to its own account. 

The international character of Dade-Miami and the transient nature of 

much of its tourist population must not be overlooked. Tourism itself 

is becoming an increasingly attractive target for terrorists, as ,the 

Basques in Spain are now demonstrating. 

In terms of needs, this translates, practically, into two things. 

Some6ne; tapable6f d6ihgthe "j6b;~u~t ~6hitorthe "~att~fri of terroristic 

enterpfize elsewhere on a"consta"n"t "6ng6;n9 basis ... That person must 

have the ability to understand and interpret those events in terms of 

what might happen in consequence in Dade-Miami. Secondly, there 

,must be some regular machinery set up to provide for selected information 

from areas outside the jurisdiction to reach those dealing with these 

matters in Dade-Miami.Offici"al fnf6fmatiori; iria~re~dige~ted form 

must be readily available towhoeV~r is d6in9 thi~job. Perhaps 

the b~st source of such information is that regularly collected, 

processed, and disseminated to selected recipients by Air Force 0.5.1. 

That information could, without too much difficulty be made available 

to Dade-Miami. Its interpretation and further dissemination are 

something that need careful planning within the resources available 

to the Dade-Miami criminal justice community. 
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Terro~istsof th~ future 

In seeking to predict the future patterns of terrorism in South 

Florida, the wider picture must be carefully studi.ed. As well as the 

"Old Guard", we must take account of the uYoung Turks". These are 

the "up and coming" terrorists of the future. Any needs assessment 

must try to envisage them, their goals, and likely patterns of action. 

It is material to enquire: Are these'the legitimate scions of the 

ancient lineage, as the I.R.A. ~ere so faithfully and for so long? 

Or will they be of a different, bastardized breed, deriving their 

spiritual and practical formation from elsewhere, as did the Provisional 

Wing of the I.R.A? For all the "cantina" talk of Castro's G-2, 

Left-wing Cuban terrorism has not so far surfaced as a problem in 

Dade-Miami. The young, influenced by events in Central -America as 

much as by the patriotism of their fathers might well show a noticeable 

swing to the Left. There is, as yet, no clear guidance on this, but 

law enforcement intelligence must grapple with this issue quickly if 

unpleasant sur~rises are to be avoided. Ample pools of recruitment 

for left-wing causes exist among the young, whose views are less set 

than those of their forebears. What is needed as a catalyst for new 

associations is some precipitating event near at hand or perhaps more 

further afield. 

Formerly, the only avenue of expression was that which led back 

to Cuba. Some of the young have taken that route in the past because 

there seemed no other available in so rigid a community. Some, in 

the futur~, may prefer to stay and fight,on the territory of the 

"New Cuball. It is quite likely that any new groups will have quite 
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different allegiances, support, and arms. It is also possible, given 

the experience of the I.R.A., that the Old and the New may continue 

to exist side by side, thus presenting a somewhat confusing picture 

of activity. Once more, the answers to the questions posed are to 

be found in a study of concrete individuals rather than with abstract 

theorizing and trite ideology. But the intelligence gathering 

apparatus must be available to co~e with the changes. Someone must 

be sensitive enough to see the changes as they are occurring. 

IILatin"terrorisni in the '80's 

What are the likely developments over the next few years with 

regard to Cuban politically inspired terrorism? Will it once again 

be on the rise after this lull, and, if so, what form will it take? 

Who will be its leaders? In particular, how are the wider political 

changes that" are taking place in the,community likely to affect the 

terrorism picture? While the fact that the Cuban population of 

Dade-Miami is now more than 33 percent and growing must weigh heavily 

in any consideration of the problem, and that the "Cuban Civil War" 
., 

has occupied the energies and monopolized the thoughts of many residents 

for twenty years, Latin terrorism in Dade-Miami ~annot now be seen 

solely in Cuban terms or even in terms of politically inspired terrorism. 
, 

There are now new motivations and a new cast of characters on center 

stage. Even the narrowest vision of the Cuban Exile has been enlarged 

dramatically by the events of the last few years: those of the last 

few months have been positively explosive in this broadening of 

perspectiv-es. 
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Firstly, this enlargement ought to be considered in an Hispanic 

context, not only on account of the heavy Latin population concentration 

of the area, but because of the strategic location of the community 

in relation to South and Central America and the countries of the 

Caribbean. It is truly a meeting point of two distinct cultures. 

It is a point of entry and congregation for many from allover the 

world; its international airport is ~mong the busiest anywhere. This 

huge Hispanic community attracts; like calls to like, and differences 

of nationality and politics are slight by camparison with a shared 

culture, language, and tastes. United States policy towards Latin 

American countries will vitally affect events in Dade-Miami, where 

the bulk of the long-time resident Cuban population of South Florida 

\..f 	 is to be found. The end of the Somoza regime in Nicaragua will have 

profound effects not only on the demography, but on the emotional 

climate of Dade County. El Salvador, Honduras, and Guatemala may 

well yet go the way of Nicaragua, and the direction to be taken by 

the Sandinistas is as yet anunknowrr. While there is as little real 

cohesiveness in Latin America as there is in Islam, there are, 

nevertheless, emotional ties that bind in a distinctive way so that 

an injury to one is felt as a wounding of all. Relations between 

the United States and Latin America in general have not always been 

sensitively handled in the past, and the·current situation is pregnant 

with the possibility of misunderstanding and mismanagement that might-

have serious repercussi~ns in the Dade~Miami area. 

Dad~ County can expect, then, to be increasingly affected by 


the thorny problems presented by Central America. Anti-Castro Cubans 
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'-" 	 will be especially interested to see what attitude is assumed towards 

the Sandinistas and whether the United States will allow an extreme 

left-wing movement supported by Castro to take charge in Nicaragua. 

Present State Department policy is bewildering to many Latins. Cuban 

ex i 1 e s, who h a v e f 0 u n d all i e sin C h i1 e i n' the pas t can b'e ex p e c ted 

to look for others of like persuasion in Central America. Guatemala 

is in a particularly sens~tive position and there is a growing 

Guatemalan population in South Florida. The rising power of Mexico, 

a product of the global energy crisis, the growing "Chicano Power" . 
at home, and a more strident anti-Americanism cannot help but have 

their 	effect on the already delicate situation in the Hispanic community 

in Dade County. It is possible that Mexico's dreams of oil wealth may 

be over-stated. In that case, some of the euphoria may change and anti-

United States feelings will intensify and perhaps be replaced by 

even more ugly signs of disappointme~t. 

The new government of Venezuela has inherited an awkward problem 

from the old in the person of Orlando Bosch. What is done with regard 

to his release\- and the position of Venezuela in OPEC must be borne 

co~st~ntly in mind - can have a most important bearing on the future 

of te~rorism in Dade County. Countries, like people, are judged by 

the company they keep. It will be remembered that the jnterventionist 

policy of Venezuela in Nicaragua (along with Panama) has been 

responsible for the downfall of Somaza and anti-communist Cubans will 

draw their own conclusions. Dade County will continue to be a focus 

for these problems, and as time goes by, will become more and more of 

an Hispanic melting-pot. Law enforcement must be prepared to cope 
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with the changes this will bring. 1n particular, the differences and 

antagonism between different nationalities must be understood. The 

problems cannot be solved by lumping all these people together as 

"latins". Law enforcement employment policies will eventually have 

to reflect this. 

There must be injected into these calculations for the future 

the fact that astronomical quantities of drugs and money are now 

being moved through South Florid~, a1fuost exclusively by Latin 

Americans~ mostly Cubans and Columbians. Terrorism as political 

violence pales before the dimensions of the terrorism this business 

is capable of generating, but a form a symbiosis between the two 

ought not to be ruled out. A real struggle for power is now under 

way among those trying to secure control of this lucrative drug 

trade. This will be a war to the finish with no holds barr~d, and 

it will have ugly repercussions for the community until one side 

,clearly emerges victorious. Having regard to the characteristics 

of the contestants, it is certain that terrorism will play an 

increasing part in this "war" as it proceeds. The money will 

attract plentiful recruits to this .war from among the ranks of the 

unempl.oyed "soldiers of furtune". Most of the casualties suffered 

up to now have been by the "invaders", the Columbians. Retaliation 

by them is only to be expected and a new. and very distinctive form 

of terrorism by these people, well versed in such acts is to be 

anticipated. Dade County Medical Examiner's Office may be expected 

to show some interesting examples to students of these matters over 

the next few months. 
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There 1sa greater need "thah "ev~r for federals state~ ahd local 
~ 

laW ~hforCe~~nt Cooperation 1nthi~ area. Its sensitivity for those 

whose special area of responsibility it is is well appreciated and 

respected. The need for secrecy is also well understood; informants 

lives are ever on the line. But unless "~ the agencies concerned 

can work together efficiently and with the requisite trust, goodwills 

and commonsense, they are si~ply going to fall over each other, and 
,

the miscreants will escape in the melee. This is an area where public 

confidence is very much at stake. The criminal justice system must 

not be seen to fail. The sensitivity and vulnerability of the South 

Florida area make it an attractive terrorist target for many politically 

inspired Latin groups. The fact that so many seemingly uncontrolable 

criminal enterprises are also conducted out of the" same area must be 
, 

regarded as encouraging for politically inspired terrorists and ominous 

for those entrusted with the responsibility for countering their 

lactivities. 

The wid~t, "int~rhationalview 

Then, again, the vulnerability and attractiveness of South 

Florida as a terrorist target must be seen in even wider, international 

terms. It is an area of high population density, especially Dade-Miami. 

It harbors some extremely valuable civilian and military resources that 

by their very nature are not easy to protect. Palestinian terrorism 

is again on the rise. It tends to strike where it can, and, especially, 

where it can find a world audience, With informational resources so 

fully committed to the management of the local Cuban terrorism pro~lem, 

the possibilities of monitoring an Arab terrorism that has not yet 
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materialized have received but slight~attention. This is less a 

matter of priorities than resources. Miami Beach, where the problem 

has considerable relevance, does not have the resources in its 

Police Department for an expanded endeavor of this kind. It is a 

threat that can materialize with frightening suddeness and little 

or no advance warning. Meeting it in time, rather than reacting 

to it after it has occurred is largely dependent on the receipt and 

interpretation of "foreign" intelligence. 

It must be frankly recognized that on a number of prime counts, 

Miami offers a very attractive target in any extended war between 

Arabs and Jews. Some of the possibilities have been pointedly high

lighted recently by the inauguration of E1 Al flights to Miami 

International airport'and the opening of one of the few street-level 

E1 A1 offices anywhere in Miami Beach. Arab disappointment and 

resentment at the latest turn of eve~ts in the Middle East has 

'expressed itself in an increasingly violent form against innocents, 

as witness the attack on airline passengers at Brussels. The hostage

taking in Turk~y in July, 1979, showed a singular disregard for life. 

For many reasons, not least the large resident Jewish population in 

Miami.Beach, the area is particularly attractive as a target for 

Arab extremists. The dangers must be regarded as heightened when 

there are large conventions or when a prominent visitor is in the 

area. It would be unwise to rely overmuch on the excellent Israeli 

information sources for early warning about such eventualities as 

Arab terrorism. The effect of some Pforeign" occurrence on the 

~ overall terrorism picture is always worth pondering, for where this 
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has happened in the past, it has sometimes had a triggering result 

well beyond its anticipated goals. Thus, a wave of Palestinian 

terrorism elsewhere might suggest Miami as a good target in the 

campaign. Contagion on an even wider basis should not be ruled out. 

Co~ing close~ to home 

In any speculation on the future course of politically inspired 

terrorism in this area, one other cOQsideration should be taken into 

account. Politically inspired terrorism in South Florida has been, 

traditionally, limited by reason of -there having been, for those 

engaged in it, a clear, identifiable enemy, E1Ti~ano. Victims were 

picked because they had something to do with the struggle against 
. 

Castro's Cuba. United States' victims of the struggle have been 

few, incidental, and, in the main, regretted. In the general, this 

was a "foreign" war on United States' soil. As times and perspectives 

change, views of the target may become blurred and out of focus, so 

that more and more Ronni Moffits can be expected. In non-politically 

inspired terrorism, the identity and ethnic background of the victim 

may not matter 
"' 

at all. If the real enemy of the politically inspired 

terrorist ever becomes perceived as the United States, the whole 

picture will change and it will not be fanciful to see the possibility 

of Arab/Hispanic collaboration in terroristic enterprises that now 

seem quite unrealistic to even the most advanced or paranoid thinkers. 

There are obvious connections. It will be recalled that Israel was 

a prominent supplier of arms to Somoza and the Arabs had already 

begun trafficking with the Sandinsta opp~sition. The two sides 

can be expected to intervene further in other Central American 
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countries where the struggle between Right and left persists. 

In ideological terms, the State of Israel is now firmly (if incon

gruously) identified with the Right, and the Arabs with the left. 

The United States cannot realistically expect to win "Brownie Points" 

for ,its handling of affairs in Nicaragua any more than it might have 

expected plaudits from the Ayatollah Khomeini for its belated with

drawal of support from the Shah. Latins suspect - whatever the truth 

that the United States has a secret deal to keep leftists out of 

power in Niaragua; if the Sandinstas. were personally installed in 

Managua by Presiden~ Carter, that impression would persist. It is 

not difficult for the left-wing terrorist to see the United States 

as the real enemy, and the presence of unpopular leaders and former 

leaders of latin American countries in Miami, and the visitors they 

will undoubt~dly receive, heightens the possibilities for future 

terrorism in the area. 

Domestic terrorism, politically inspired and non-politically 

inspired in Dade County can be expected to follow the national trend. 

The effects of'imitation by reason of "spectacular" events occurring 

elsewhere and being extensively reported in the news media should 

be carefully monitored. The various protest movements that are 

still trying to find a "cause" worthy of their energies- have not yet 

given rise to terrorism, but one in particular, that concerned with 

stopping the use of any form of nuclear energy should be watched 

with care. After the Three Mile Island accident, the movement 

gathered force and a considerable amount of uncritical public support • .
The Karen Silkwood verdict was symptomatic of the same tendency. 
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Many felt there was a real prospect of riding the popular groundswell 

to a triumphant conclusion; some notable politicians have~ indeed~ 

staked their political futures on it. Many of these more optimistic 

expectations have fallen victim to the march of events. 

In fact, this whole business affords a good example of how 

quickly and unexpectedly matters can now change course. The current 

energy crisis has caused even the most fearful to reconsider and to 

choose between ill-understood matters of safety and a very real 

prospect of energy blackouts and rising prices. What looked, but 

a month or so ago, like a "shoe-in" for the anti-nuclear lobby has 

suddenly become a tight race. This is unlikely to check the anti

nuclear campaign; indeed, it can be expected to intensify. What 

it will do - and it has already done so - is to dampen public support~ 

which will ~ow be thrown, albeit hesitantly, in favor of continued 

nuclear programs subject to more stringent safeguards. For the 

Jfanatics, this will be a bitter blow and may be expected to call 

forth moves towards extreme solutions. What can be realistically 

expected for the future is plant sabotage, either from within or 

without designed to halt production and raise again the level of 

public concern, In the worst case, it might not unreasonably be 

anticipated that there might be an attempt to reproduce the "accident" 

that crippled the Three M"i1e Island plant. Dade County cannot expect 

to remain immune from what might occur nationally in this regard. 

Another area of domestic terrorism of a non-politically inspired 

character reguiring attention is that arising out of labor disputes. 

Historically, some of the worst terrorism in the United States can be 
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traced to these causes. The deterior~ting economic situation, the 

recession, is certain to give rise to incre~sing labor problems. The 

potential for violence in today's volatile social climate was fore

shadowed by the independent truckers strike; it is worth recalling 

that just such a strike contributed to produce the demise of the 

Allende government in Chile. There are a number of areas where 

terrorism could arise out of labor disputes. The Florida Power and 

Light strike of a few years back produced considerable bitterness 

and some violence. Contract negotiations in that industry are again 

due in the fall, and the present climate is not good for a settlement 

satisfactory to labor. Unrest in this area is particularly prone 

to h~ve a domino effect. 

More or less? 

The sighs point to increased rather than diminished terrorism 

in Dade County in the future. There is ample motive as well as 

opportunity for terrorism of many kinds in a vibrant and vulnerable 

community. Much of what can be presently said is speculative, for 

no law enforcement agency presently has the resources to engage in 

a systematic, in-depth st~dy of the problems that have been outlined. 

As time passes and more hard data is accumulated, some of these 

hypotheses will be discarded~ others will be formulated and introduced, 

and some speculation will materialize in the shape of events to be 

interpreted and understood. Hitherto, the greater part of what is 

known or suspected has been developed operationally with little or 

no time far the luxury of long-term stra~egic contemplation. PlanA1ng 
J. 

has been informed by instinct and experience. Yet this is an 
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~ 	essential. on-going exercise that must be undertaken. There is a 

real need for informed, ongoing speculation as to future trends. 

How else can the changing dimensions of the problem be measured? 

How will we know when we are committing the right blend and amount 

of resources to the solution of the problem? To understand the 

complex, changing face of terrorism in South Florida (or elsewhere), 

much more is needed than the pedestrian tabulation of group nomen

clature and the keeping of statistics on incidents. Analysts should 

not be reduced to the status of clerks if they are to perform their 

true function. It takes minds that can grasp the parallel between 

The Dialogue and a hostage negotiation - and the intricate dynamics 

of both. It needs vision and a range of technical knowledge extending 

well beyond Florida or even the rest of the United States. And it 

needs the means and dedication to keep these capabilities usefully 

up to date. These are real needs that must be met so as to introduce 

iflexibility into the response system. A daunting but necessary task 

is the design and development of these capabilities. Only in this 

way can the changes be perceived and acted upon as they are occurring 

rather than as an interesting but socially sterile~ historical 

exercise. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

EVALUATING THE MAGNITUDE OF TERRORIST THREAT 

Introduction 

What any given community needs ~o deal with the problem of 

terrorism is dependent. in the first instance. upon the size of 

the threat. The difference between the resources actually avail

able to meet the threat, as it is determined by some process of 

measurement. and what resources ft is assumed will be required to 

meet it, (if these exceed what is presently available), constitutes 

the system's needs. Clearly, resources may be more than adequate 

to meet any reasonably imaginable threat; there is a surplus capa

city in the system. In this case, the evaluation or assessment 

determines there to be no needs requiring satisfaction. The com

munity in such a case has all it requires to handle the problem of 

terrorism; all that remains is for its resources to be properly 

applied towards its solution. Seen from this perspective, a needs 

assessment study is reduced, in form, to a rather complex accounting 

problem. 

Measuring available resources is a tedious but somewhat routine 

task for anyone familiar with criminal justice systems. One might 

almost say that there is "stand~rd equipment" for dealing with pro
.~ 
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blems of this nature. The various otgans of the criminal justice 

system need no elaborate statement here. There are police agencies 

for investigating these matters, apprehending terrorists, collecting 

evidence in their case, and bringing them before the courts for 

trial. There are prosecutors and defenders concerned with ensuring 

the regularity of the trial process and aiding it along towards an 

adjudication of the matter by an officer of competent authority and 

jurisdiction, a judge. There is a correctional system into which 

the sentenced terrorist might be committed to be handled according 

to the penal policy of the system. Each of these familiar organs 

has its own structure, procedures, personnel, and other resources 

toe nab.1 e itt0 fun c t ion . And all 0 perate u n d e r color 0 f s 0 In e 1 a w 

that assigns responsibilities, and functions, and provides for in

teraction among the different agencies and Hith the community at 

large. It can be said, shortly, that Dade County has all these 

things and more for the handling of terrorism. The federal system, 

with overlapping responsibilities in some cases, is similarly con

structed. 

Clearly, nothing is lacking here from any formal catalogue of 

resources. There are no "needs" in this department. But a true 

needs assessment study must be concerned to provide a more pene

trating review. It must ask three questions of the system in order 

to tell how well it might perform: 

" 



(1) 	 Are the laws, substantive and procedural, adequate for 

the purposes? Do they provide sufficient powers for 

those who have to do the job of handling the terrorist 

problem in any of the agencies of the criminal justice 

s y s t em? 1sther e a "s u r p 1 u SilO f po \'/ e r s ? Has the 

system gone in for lIoverkill" so that these lav.Js are 

oppressive to the community? 

(2) 	 Is each segment of the criminal justice system organized 

in a way that will allow it to cope adequately with the 

problem of terrorism? Is it set up in the IIright" way? 

Are its personnel knowledgeable and trained to handle 

their respective responsibil ities? Are. there any 

lIinhibitors" that prevent it from functioning properly? 

(3) 	 Does each segment of the criminal justice system have 

what it needs to do its own job in this regard? Is it 

large enough? Does it have the right components? Does 

it have enough material resources? Does it have enough 

money? 

It is evident that any such examination is strictly predicated 

upon knowing the size of the problem with which the system has to 

cope. Until this is determined, no meaningful inventory of resources, 

save in a purely formal way, can be undertaken; it would serve little 

purpose simply to list an array of statistics; this agency has so 

many persons, so much money, etc. The size of a police departmene, 

" 
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for example, its budget and resources are easy to determine from the 

appropriate founts of information. Hhat these do not tell is which 

of these resources should be committed to the fight against terrorism. 

in what proportion, and how they should be organized and applied for 

the purpose. blem.d to know the s ze of t 

The magnitude of the terrorism threat is not self-evident. 

There is no common standard of meas~rement whereby, looking casually 

at a community, one can say "there is so much terrorism" in any use

ful sense. There is no unit of measurement that would enable such 

an evaluation to be made. But unless the dimensions of the problem 

can be ascertained, at least in rough and ready fashion, no needs 

assessment can be made, for the needs, as they are defined above, 

could never be determined. The first "need" , therefore, is some 

method, ho\<1ever, "quick and dirtyll, for measuring the terrorist 

threat. 

Enough has already been said about terrorism and its nature 

to make it clear that measurement cannot be undertaken simply by 

reckoning over a period the number.of assassinations, kidnappings, 

hostage-takings, bombings, and the li·ke. This really gives no 

accurate measure of terrorism at all. Nor can measurement use

fully be undertaken, for these purposes, by the historic method. 

What was needed to cope with the problem yesterday might be quite 

different from what is required to cope with the problem today - and 

the needs thrown up' by tomorrow's problem may well be different again. 

What follows makes no claim to sci~ntific or technological 

purity. It is ackna~ledgedly a "quick and dirty·· method of proceeding. 

http:number.of


It does not furnish a unit of measuTement. But, properly used, it 

does provide a useful IIpicture" from \·/hich the dimensions of the 

threat and its nature can be appreciated, a picture sufficiently 

clear at least to be able to serve the purposes of det~rmining what 

might be required to deal with what is shown by it. 

The Capability Assessment 

Given an acceptilble understanding of what is embraced by the 

t e r milterr 0 r ism ", therea r e t \'1 Q. Pr inc i pal fa c t c r 5 t hat need to be 

taken into account in order to be able to make a meaningful risk 

assessment. The first factor is concerned directly or indirectly 

with the CAPABILITY of those who would engage. for whatever purposes, 

in this distinctive form of extraordinary violence. A considerable 

complex of elements would need to be examined in this regard. The 

CHARACT and PERSONAL QUALITIES, as well as the MOTIVATION and 

DIRECTION of those who might engage.in this activity would require 

the closest scrutiny. Their MATERIAL RESOURCES, ~ELATIONSHIPS, and 

ORGANIZATION must be subjected to similar examination. Some of the 

data generated would be the proHuct of scientific or quasi-scientific 

inquiry while some would, necessarily, be speculative. Essentially, 

it would be directed, in the first instance~ toward the construction 

of a PERSONAL PROFILE of those engaged~ or likely to be engaged in . 

terroristic activity and this exercise would be concerned with making 

an individual assessment of the potential threat by reference to the 

subject's record, proclivities, and special aptitudes and skills, as 

well as taking account of such features as availability and commit

ment. 
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The c e assessment would be concerned, fundamentally. 

with the evaluation of organizational strengths and weaknesses. 

To be of real value. such an exercise involves amassing an enormous 

quantity of reliable, detailed information concerning LNDI,{LQ1JALS 

and their ASSOCIATIONS. While this work is rarely performed with 

anything like the rigor and thoroughness that science would demand, 

it is a routine police task. It is an essential and very demanding 

exercise, the importance of which in the area of terrorism cannot 

be overstated. Constraints are placed upon the development of this 

~~Jl:Lllli assessment by the law and by a host of practical factors, 

not least of which is a conscious endeavor on the part of the subject, 

and any group to which he or she belongs, to prevent law enforcement 

agencies from learning those facts that would permit a better apprai

sal of his or her potential for harm and intentions in this respect. 

It is unnecessary, for the present purposes, to explore the complexi

ties of this exercise. or to examine what might be acceptable from a 

legal and public relations standpoint so far as this undertaking is 

concerned. It wi 11 suffice, here, to say that NO meaningful assess

ment of a terroristic threat can be undertaken without due attention 

to the human and material capacities of the individuals involved and 

the strengths and weaknesses of the groups to which they belong. In~ 

formation must be collected and analyzed for the purpose. 

A methodical examination of any particular situation may use

fully be approached by posing two general questions with regard to 

the actors: What are they trying to do? and can they do it? A useful 

assessment of the risk posed by terrorists must first establish, with 

a reasonable degree of certainty, what it is they are trying to accom
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plish. Having determined the goal,· it may then be inquired \'1hether 

the human and material resources are available to attain it. Making 

such a determination, even with the fullest knowledge of the avail

able resources - qualitative as well as Quantitative - is rarely a 

simple matter. It involves a technical judgment of what may be 

needed to do the job. Many factors may complicate the calculation 

and these are often of an intangible nature, such as the degree of 

determination required in pressing home an attack and other factors 

relative to human and non-human performance possibilities. Yet the 

terrorist is in no better position in this regard, for these are pre

cisely the operational calculations he oug_~ to be making to gage 

the prospects of success. The central problem lies in the very real 

gap that often exists between the terrorist's calculations and the 

true possibilities of success inherent in the situation. Terrorists 

will often attempt the impossible. They would probably not be deter

red even were the impossibility of attaining the desired goal demon

strated for them a priori with a high degree of conviction. Some

times this obstinacy is born of desperation, while at others - per

haps a majority of cases - it results from a lack of clarity as to 

purpose and objectives~ The terrorist is simply not sure of what he 

is trying to do. This is particularly the case where the goals are . 

very ambitious and the long and the short term objectives become 

confused in the mind of the actor. Consequently, any calculation by 

the opposing side is~ necessarily, of an artificial character~ supply

ing. as it does, by speculative means, the missing elements of the 

terrorisVs own equation. The material point, here, is that even ,. 

in these cases, the terroristic act will end up among the statistics 
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and must be taken into account both in assessing prospective action 

and the magnitude of the threat. The whole matter really turns 

upon whether the means to attain the end are there or not. If 

there are no explosives, if no-one is capable of making a bomb, if 

the will to kill is blunted by idealism or squeamishne~s, or if the 

force to overcome the elements of protection is just inadequate, the 

job cannot be done. Whether it may be attempted is only relevant in 

the other, statistical connettion. Xhis can be readily demonstrated 

by reference to concrete examples. Thus, if what the terrorists 

want to do is bring down a commercial airliner with a heat-seeking 

missile, the answer to whether they can do it is in the affirmative 

if: 

( i ) they have such a missile and launcher in good 

\'10 r kin g 0 r de r ; 

( i 'i ) they have someone to operate it efficiently; 

( iii) they are able to operate within the effective 

range of the weapon; and 

(iv) 	 the requisite target presents itself at the 

right time and place. 

Hhether they vlin be able to do \·,hat they intend depends upon 

a variety of tircumstantial factors limited only by the range of 

the imagination. Whether they would want to, is another matter 

again. The link between CAPABILITY and INTENTION becomes apparent 

and this is clearly of constant importance to any risk assessment 

to be undertaken by the means suggested. 

Exc~pt for purely analytical purposes, it is not really useful 

to pose these questions in the abstract. No real idea of the mag
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nitude of any given threat can be obtained in thi& way. To inquire, 

generally, whether a terrorist group mi assassinate the President 

of the United States, take over a nuclear power station, bomb an 

aircraft, or hijack an oil tanker can only, in the main, be pro

ductive of speculative answers. It gives little real indication 

of capability. Most terrorists coul~ do these things, if a series 

of requirements were met in their case. Such questions are only 

really of operational value if they can be raised in specific situa

tions for which adequate hard information is available. There is a 

real, operational distinction between formal capability and the 

ability to translate this into terms of terroristic action. Nor is 

it useful for operational purposes to frame the questions too 

broadly. To ask whether Cuban exile terrorists could interrupt or 

destroy the Dialogue with the Castro regime is too unfocussed to 

attract any "more than a generally unhelpful, speculative answer. 

Of course this may be the ultimate, hoped-for result of specific 

terrorist actions, but it is more productive, in assessing the 

reality of the goal and the means available to attain it, to inquire, 

firstly, what might be required to bring about such a breakdown of 

this initiative? Would killing one or two members of the Committee 

of 75 suffice? Ten, perhaps? Or more? Would there come a point at

whic~ such killing would be, in itself, counterproductive and would 

destroy the very prospect of success? In the latter case, it could 

certainly be said that terrorists could not do the job by the chosen 

means. The point of useful, productive terroristic action had been 

passed; the capability is then exhausted. The question then aris~~ 

whether they have any other means at their disposal. 
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The link between capability an~ intention in this matter is 

important. It is apparent that the matter cannot be approached 

on the footing that IIlf they can, they will", for experience shows 

quite clearly that although the capability is plainly present, it 

might not be utilized while, conversely, many operations are under

taken when the requisite capability is just not there. This is the 

true interaction of capability and intention. Strategic and tacti

cal intelligence must, therefore, be.focussed not only on whether 

the purely fo al capability for undertaking some terroristic enter

prise exists, but also on whether there is the necessary will to 

employ it in the undertaking in question. There is thus an intel

lectual as well as a material component presented for evaluation, 

and this is by far the most difficult element concerning which in

formation must be obtained. While it may be relatively simple to 

demonstrate 'what terrorists would 1 k to do (objectives), and to 

assess their formal capability, in terms of human and material 

resources of doing it, what they 11 do cannot be sensibly determined 

until it has sufficiently manifested itself in some overt fashion. 

Wh.at is stated here is simply the classic problem of evidencing a 

conspiracy. A somewhat simplistic truism is worthy of statement here. 

It is virtuallY~ossible to assess the magnitude of a threat_tha1. 

remains concealed in the mind of the actors unti 1 it is ,.....Qracticall.l., 

transformed into a terroristic enterprise. Capability, as such. ;s 

but a portion of the risk equation. There can only be speculative 

planning against such an eventuality and preventive or protective 

measures to frustrate the possible act or minimize the harm that 

might flow from it. This in itself, by a type of Heisenberg effect, 
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is another element that must be recast into the calculation. But, 

in the nature of things, most, if not all, terrorism likely to 

afflict Dade County will be conspiratorial. It \'Jill, therefore, 

be susceptible to revelation by the appropriate police methods,Jl:... 

_:these can be used. In assessing the magnitude of the threat, there

fore, it is material to inquire into the effectiveness of these 

methods and the resources available to employ them here, for the 

ci'pability of the individual and the'group \,/111 be -limited L~ f\CTL9N 

by the extent of the response capabilities and the performance of 

those engaged in counter-terrorist activities. In other words, the 

size of the threat is directly related to the effectiveness of the 

defenses that are or can be erected against it. 

Terrorism should always be studied in a particular historical 

context as well as by reference to geographic factors. The size 

and seriousness of the terroristic threat is greatly influenced by 

such elements. What can be done today may not be possible tomorrow. 

What might have been possible, in the different political climate of 

years back, may be out of the question in today's changed world. All 

terrorist potential for action has to be viewed against the back

ground of these changes. Time does not stand still for the terrorist. 

New opportunities for action present themselves as the old fade from 

view. The CAPABILITIES of individuals and groups are fundamentally 

affected by the passage of time. The heroes of World War II are now 

aging beyond the point where they might profitably repeat their 

exploits of yore, and many would be frankly bewildered by the techno

logical a~vances that have made what they then did unrealistic or -

even downright impossible. For this reason, recent media criticism 
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~ of the GS-9 on the grounds that it is ~rying to incorporate former 

SS and Nazi paratroopers into its ranks is frankly nonsensical. 

Yet labels and essential identities remain, like empty bottles after 

the content has been consulued. For the purposes of threat assessment 

relative to terrorism, it is a real question whether these old 

bottles can be (and are being) refilled with the equivalent or superior 

content. And all the while, new bottles, new products, are appearing 

on the shelves. It is evident, from even the most superficial study 

of Cuban exile terrorist groups that their composition, power balance, 

and capabilities have changed quite radically over the years. Even 

their constancy of purpose can be called in question, for men as well 

as times have changed. It would, therefore, be illusory to judge the 

present capability of these individuals and groups in the South Florida 

area on the bftsis of what they have done in the past. A recent track 

record is important, but history gives an aura, not a real measure of 

capability. The magnitude of the current and future threat of such 

groups is obscured by labelling. \'/hat they are capable of now 

must be evaluated by reference to the present composition of the 

groups and their leadership. Usefu1 threat assessment demands close 

study cif the mutations. Again, this is a matter of good police work" 

not academic study of the matter. The Cuban exile terrorist groups 

that operat~d in and out of South Florida shd~ed a high degree of 

motivation, good organizational capability, and much technical 

skill. Many of these skills were officially developed with these 

individuals were seen in a different light by reference to U. S. 

policy.' To what degree do those characteristics remain with the 
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'-' 	 individuals and groups in existence toduy? fire standards falling, 

or are the technological advances of recent years) combined with 

the effects of a changed political situation producing an even more 

deadly breed of terrorist? These are material questions for any 

investigation of ~~ent terrorist capabil"jty "in this area. Are 

the means available to supply the information on which useful answers 

might be based? Hhat might be needed to supply more accurate ans\'-Iers? 

In particular, how might the vitally important information relating 

to INTENTI N be obtained, given the unpopularity or even impermissibility 

of certain counter-intelligence techniques such as penetration? In 

short, can this exercise be performed satisfactorily with present 

resources or some redeployment of them? 

'-" 	 The Vulner~bility Assessment 

The second factor that must be studied in relation to a terrorism 

risk assessment is suggested by the illustration given above of the 

shooting down of a commercial airliner. Given the capability, there 

must still be a TARGET. It is in the study of potential targets of 

a highly vulnerable nature that some useful guidance as to future 

possibilities for terrorism may be obtained. The making of an inventory 

of this kind is free from some of the objections that might be raised' 

against the kind of evaluation that has to be undertaken relative to 

the first factor. The existence~ in a particular area~ of a vulnerable 

and a t t r act i veta r get doe s not mea nth atit vii 1 1 be a t t a c ked; but the 

absence of such a target means, logically, that it cannot. The range 

of terrori~t options is clearly limited by this VAILABI ITY factor: 

The possibilities of attack may be increased or diminished by a number 
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much more than local relevance. If similar targets elsewhere are 

being attacked for reasons {hat are relevant to local issues in 

the Sou t h Flo 17 ida are (13 the pro s pee t s for act -j 0 n her e .:> a n cI:> con s e _ 

quently" the vulnerab-nity of some particuliH- ta~'get:; must be 

considered to have in~reased. Thus.:> skyja~kings tend to bri~g 

other skyjacki~gs in their train) an~w~ll-publicized -bombi~gs 

bring on a veritable rash of threats far from the scene of the 

c r -j ginalev e n t _ The potell ti a 1 for - t r u 1y i 11 nova t i ve be h a v i 0 r s h 0 u 1 d 

never be overlooked. Logically> a trend has to begin somewhe~e. 

The -r act t hat ma n.y h i 9 h 1 y v u 1 n era b 1 e pot e n t i a 1 t al~gets 11 a v e ·lie~ 

been attacked is no guarantee that they \'Iill !!~!: be attacked in the 

future. To succumb to the opposite view is to. dwell in a false 

sense of security. Once their potential has been successfully 

exploited~ it is to be expected that attacks on such targets 

elsewhere will develop and escalate. Attac~s against them will 

diminish as counter-measures take effect and as terrorists fail 

to reach their goals by these means. What follows is a brief 

r e 'I -j e \'l Q f poten t i a 1 t err 0 r i s t tar 9 e t s:> in_ 9 e n era 1,. the bas i c 

attractiveness of which) or somethi~g in their nature,. makes 

them especially vulnerable. -VuTne·ra'bi-li-t:Y., in the sense of the 

ease with which they can be attacked, can be decreased or increased 

by rea son 0 f pro t e c t i ve mea suresta ken 0 r n~ 9 1 e c ted,. i'l n d \'[ hi 1 e t his 

factor is not taken into account for the present pur~oses,. it is 

J obv'lcH!sly rilost Material for the purpose of assessing the m~gnitllde 
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""-tIl of the terrorist threat when evaluated from the standpoint of 

identified prospective t~rgets. A proper assessment, from this 

perspective~ \'lUuld requ-ire a detailed physical sUI~vey of each target 

in the South Florida area and the protective arrangements applicable 

in each case. Clearl suthan ~xeftise t to be a 
-------~~----------.--.--------.~~--

in t is area. This list, then, is of a general character~ a catalogue 

of possibilities, and is not arranged in any special order of priorities. 

It may usefully, however, serve as a basis for roughly evaluating 

from this perspective - the magnitude of the risk in the South Florida 

area by those more familiar with the details relating to the targets 

in question. It has also formed the basis of the evaluation on which 

the present needs assessment rests. 

Geographic consid.erations 

One general observation may be made here, in the light of which 

all these targets and their relative degree of vulnerability should 

be more closely, examined. The State of Florida has, itself, a natural 

vulnerability that must be taken into prudent account by reason of its 

being a long peninsula, relatively narrow, and low-lying. No extensive 

description of its physical characteristics is necessary here, but 

it will suffice to indicate that these put many of the essential 

supplies and services upon which it depends at peculiar risk. The 

attractiveness and vulnerability of many of these targets is increased 

simply on this account. Terroristic interference with these targets 

is certainly facilitated by geographic considerations. And Dade-Miami 

lies towards the soughern extremity of this exposed peninsula. These 
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con sid era t ion s can not be a b sen t fro m t.h e min dS 0 f tho s e p1a n wi n9 

terroristic enterprises nor should they be far from the thoughts of 

those having responsibility for the design and implementation of 

counter measures. 

'-" 

Refineries and large fuel storage reR'<:'s'; tor.ie?.i__LN(~~t.0J~_ge 

As the inevitable fuel crisis deepens and widens, the existing 

stocks will become increasingly precious and represent a vital 

margin of safety for the nation's economy and ability to function. 

Their attractiveness as a target for those wishing to do the nation 

harm need hardly be stressed. Designed) in the main, for an earlier 

age, these storage facilities are highly susceptible to terrorist 

attacks not then envisaged, for they are sited in relatively 

accessible places, lightly guarded, and they are, by nature, very 
" 

vulnerable to fire and exp10sives. The containers themselves are 

simply vessels for storage and have no heavy protective element built 

into them. Sabotage of such facilities, both from within and 'without, 

is comparatively easy and now a very real possibility. Apart from 

the sp~ctacular effects of an attack upon such a target and the 

potential material and human losses involved) the econofuic loss of 

such a vital resource at a time when domestic stocks are dangerously 

low could be catastrophic~ In local terms, a well-planned destruction 

of fuel stocks could temporarily paralyze activity in the South Florida 

area. 

For reasons not difficult to understand, this would hardly be, 

at this time, a prefe~red target of Cuban exile terrorists. But 



'-" 	 oil and its exploitation have always been a controversial issue "in 

Latin American and Caribbean terms, and matters could well corne to 

a head on that account. Individual oil companies imprudent enough 

to enter "into art'ange!llents with Castro's Cuba, (a very real, "if 

indirect possibility following the recent visit of Castro to Mexico)~ 

could well attract reprisals against their facilities that would 

reflect in the overall picture. Conversely, the threat of Cuban

inspired terrorism (surrogate or otherwise) is always present, and 

events in the Caribbean may well lead to attacks upon the United 

States and its oil interests. The vulnerability of th? South Florida 

oil supply and the national position in this regard would, accordingly~ 

offer interesting possibilities for the terrorist aggressor. Other 

'-" 	 left-\'Jing terrorist groups simply acting as IIspoilers" cannot be 

left out of account. 

Congressional hearings have drawn attention to the awful potential 

for disaster in massive proportions involvirD the transport and 

storage of liq~id natural gas. The potential for mass destruction 

is enormous, particularly where the operations take place near 

densely populated at'eas. Safety precau·tions;> both \·lith rega11 "d to 

storage and handli~g) currently leave much to be desired. These 

pot e n t i a1s ha v e bee n \'1 er 1 pub 1i c i zed:> and i t In U s t bee x pee ted t hat 

the more sophisticated terrorists \·,il1 be fully <H'lare of them. 

Little technical knowledge is necessary to exploit these possibilities. 

Again~ it may be observed that action by Cuban exile groups in 

t his reg a r d 1 ike 1y to put i n per i 1 the m'o ret han hal f a rn i 11 ion Cub an 
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residents of this area may be discou~tcd. but the potential for action 

by 0 the r, 9 r 0 ups u n i nh i b 'i ted by t his f 2. c tor s h 0 u -I d not h e (J ve r 1 0 (J ked. 

The product'jon of such a d-isaster~ by anyone of it nmnber of means, 

is \·:ell \·lithin thc capabili,ty of many g}'OUPS_ The Elater'ial question 

is not, therefore, cOlild they:> but !'iciul~ they? It 'is not d'ifficult 

to imagine circumstunccs in Nhich certa'in gl'OUpS llright under-take 

such action. The prospects would b~ dramatically increased if and 

\·,hen it happens else\·!her.e .. This, is a future pos~db-ilit.Y that needs 

special consideration \'lith r~gard -to the rise of any really determined 

domestic ter~orist_ g~oup. 

Power statiotis~ especially riutlear generator~ 

The general vulnerability of these targets ~tems> once more, 

from the overall energy crisi,s. The events of the last few months~ 

i n par ticu 1 arthe 9 r a v e prob 1ems (! nco u n t ere cl at T h r e e f.l i 1 e r5 1and :> 

'Pennsylvania~ have focussed attention, dramatical1y~ on the inherent 

vulnerabilitj of n~clear reactors. Nuclear power has never lacked 
. 

for opposition but~ hitherto~ this opposition has not possessed 

much cohesion and focus. The Nay 6> 1'979 demonstration -in Hashington, 

D.C. provided tangible evidence of a distinct change in this state 

of affairs in the United States. Elsewhere, notably i~ France, West 

Germany, ahd Spain, protest has already assumed much larger proportions. 

Generation of electricity by means of nuclear power is under increasing 

pressure from militant radical groups in many parts of the world. 

It is not. being unduly alarmist to predi~t violence in the United ." 
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States on this account within a v~ry short while. The popular 

s \'I i n 9 a\'/ a y fro In tile ant i - n u c 1 ear III 0 V eIII e n ton a C c 0 u n t 0 f the e n e i~ 9 Y 

shortage may accelerate this. This is a sober reading of current 

events. Most pertinently~ the inherent weaknesses of the plants 

themselves~ and the comparative slenderness of the protection that 

can be reliably accorded them has been critically exposed. There 

is no longer a need to imilgine attacks by heavny armed commandos. 

They are now seen to be far from the impregnabl e behemoths they v/ere 

depicted to be; the truly knovJledgeable have alHays known how 

sensitive these plants were to the attentions of the skilled saboteur. 

The industry will be under a constant cloud; more public pressure can, 

therefore, be expected for closure, but increas'ing sabotage, encouraged 

by these pressures, must also be expected. External assault remains a 

possibility, but the greatest damage is likely to be done from the 

inside. Any dramatic, irreversibl~ interference with the coolant 

or the system through which it passes could produce the disaster 

feared at Three Mile Island. Such an operation is well within the 

capability ~f:many terrorist groups or even individuals. Some, at 

least, are unlikely to be deterred by the unpredictable nature of the 

cons·equences. It may be offered as a general rule that any d'isastel~ 

attributable to accidental or natural causes can be r,eproduced by 

terrorist action. 

Nuclear powered generators in the South Florida area cannot 

expect to enjoy immunity from these general trends. It is, once 

more, unlikely that they will be targets of Cuban exile groups 

J although the special skills and expertise of these might be turned 
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to account by others for whom these .targets are of more particular 

interest. Commercial public utility opel~ations are, at the mOlnent~ 

very sensitive to anything that may cause them to suffer any 

interruption of their processes, and they are far from anxious to 

d r a \'t' a t ten t ion to ina d e q 1I aci esin the irs e c u ~'-j t Y Cl. r ran gem e n t s . 

For this reason, there may exist or develop a dangerous tendency 

to conceal these inadequacies and to be less than ordinarily candid 

or cooperative with public law enforcement agencies. Now, more 

than ever, good security depends upon effective collaboration between 

the pub 1 i cand p r i vat e sec tor's and e 5 p e c i all yon 9.Q 0 d h () C k9I.Q.u n_1 

checks of those employed at these_sen?5tivefacilit)es. This latter 

point generally gives some serious ground for concern. 

Two other points are worth making. for they ought to be given 

due weight in any risk assessment as far as this industry is 

concerned. As more and more nuclear reactors are taken off line~ 

. 	 supplies will be substantially reduced, operating capacity will be 

critically lowered, and a heavy, perhaps over-heavy burden will be 

placed upon other, conventional generating plants. As this point 

is reached, supplies to consumers will be quite severely curtailed~ 

brown-outs and partial black-outs' can be expected. South Florida 

is certain to be affected on this account as much as anywhere else 

in the country. Once more, as supply reaches these dangerously low 

levels, any interference with normal operations will produce sev~re 

hardship and damage to the system. Labor problems can exacerbate 

an already delicate situation. The consequences might be quite 

disproportionate to the magnitude of the effort required to produce 
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'-' 	 them . This \'Il 11!) a 9 a in!, en han c e t If e i:1 t t r act i v en e S S 0 f the e 1 e c t r -j city 

supply industry as a whole for those terrorists seeking to strike a 

blow at specific interests or at the United States generally. The 

second point is less dramatic but no less important. As the c~ergy 

crunch bites deeper, tfH~ ut-ility companies - nevel~ overl~y popular-

will become increasingly subject to public criticism and an object 

of militant agi~ation. Electricity bills will be much h~gher> service 

will be w6rse, interruptions, for the reasons stated, will become of 

common occurrence. 'A 1'1_ 't his' 'is' like"_"""--"-.v ________ to' 'milke . ea r 1 Y.--, ....., its'eTf____ -f el~--,-ta s 

as this summer. The, general unpopularity of electric·it.y companies 

may \'/ ell g i v e r'j set0 'd 'j r e c t ' act ion t hat can 0 n 1 y \'1 0 l~ sen the 

situtition. All this is ripe for exploitation by anyone geared 

~ 	 tn take advantage of the possibilities. In any event, vulnel~ability 

toterra r i s t~ a c ti 0 n ri1 u s t b e con sid ered to huVe h e ens 1I h s t Cl. nt 'j all y 

increased by reason of'these circumstances. A~ain> no verj extensive 

technical knowledge is necessary to engage in this type of destructive 

activity. 

Power 	 and transmission lines 

If the generation of electricity is seen to have more thun its 

share of security problems~ its conveyance to the consumer is 

evidently in even worse state. Transformers> sub-stations> power 

lines, pylons!) all the essential elements of the grid system are 

pitifully exposed to terrorist attack. Moreover> most of these 

elements are highly visible and easily accessible to the pUblic .. 

There have already been precedent-setti~g attacks by irate farm~rs 
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in some northern states. It is unnecessary to repeat the arguments 

i n t rod u c edab 0 ve, bey 0 nd corn III e n t t hat they al' e e qua 11 yap p1i cab 1e 

to this aspect of the industry's operations. What must, however, 

be given special consideration is the peculiar geographic config

uration of the State of florida and the situation of some of the 

vital power lines on which South Florida depends for the receipt 

of its supply. Interference with power lines does not take a 

great deal of manpower, knowledge, or other resources; the tech-

n 0 logy oft h e sy s t em can' b e mad e to' 'd 0 r k a 9 a ins tit self • 1I n1 e s s 

there are adequate back-up provisions, much of South Florida could, 

at a crucia) moment, be plunged into darkness. The resultant chaos 

and economic loss are not difficult to imagine. ,The effect of such 

a blackout was seen in the City of New York in 1977. A terrorist 

inspired iriterference would be much more severe and difficult to 

put to rights. Terrorist capability to undertake this type of 

operation certainly exists. Many groups that would hesitate to 

attack a generating facility might well chance their arm against 

a transmission system. Non-politically inspired terrorists~ expeci

ally those acting in consequence of a labor dispute are even more 

to be feared. 

Port terminals and docks, especially those concerned with the lQading) 

unloading, and storage of volatile or e~'ive materials 

Any sort of port operation is extremely vulnerable to terroristic 

action .. Ports are generally easy to enter, have innumerable plilC:fS 

\'1 her e p e 0 p 1e and t h ; n9s nd 9 h t be h·j d den, h0 1 cl v e r y sub s til n t i a 1 a m 0 u n t s 
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~ 	0 f III etc hall dis e and 0 the r sub s tan c e 5, 0 f ten i nth e m0 S top e n a f can d i 

tions and for long periods, and have a constant flow of waterway 

traffic. They are, too, often neglected or run-down areas. The 

Port of Miami is an intricate complex of waterways and is located 

close to a major urban center with unrestricted access roads. It 

covers an extensive area and gives rise, by its character, to a 

nU!ilber of 'incidental transit problems. new and projc~ctcd port \'lorks 

enhance the hazards. Ships and facilities present easy and inviting 

terrorist targets from public roadways. The potential for terrorist 

attacks on shipping in this area is high, and there are historic 

precedents here from a time when modern technological advances were 

not yet freely available to many of the terrorist groups operating 

in South Florida. If seaborne trade with Cuba out of Miami becomes 

significant, Jt may again attract Cuban exi.le terrorist attention. 

In any event, the dangers from fire and explosions caused by hazardous 

~ubstances is considerable, and a complete assessment of the potenti3l 

should be made. It is worth considering the potential for damage to 

the City of Mia~i and Miami Beach if hazardous materials stored or in 

transit within the dock area or aboard ships anywher~ in the waterway 

complex \'lere attacked by terrorists. A comparatively small explosive. 

charge carried by a light projectile, well-directed, could produce a 

veritable holocaust as some tanker and grain carrier explosions have 

shown. These are far from exotic possibilities and require comparatively 

little imagination or resources. 

Tunnel mechan'ical 

The transportation of hazardous materials, whether by vehicle 

or through pipelines, whatever the distance involved, offers many 



,., 	 opportunit'ie5 for the terror-ist. Pfpelines (ll~e especially attractive 

tal~gets, for they are highly visible, require comparative-Iy little 

effort to fracture, and have considerable potential for causing 

other ancil1at'y damage in COnSNjUenCe of their rupture. The /\laska 

pip eli ne (p rot e c ted, inc ide ntally, by at" i ami - bas ,:! d COin P i.1 ny) It a s 

been the subject of extensive congressional study. Recent pipeline 

b}' e a k s h a v e dem 0 n s t ratedth e pote n t i a 1 f 0 }' h a r In • fd1 Lt,! G P -j pel i n e 

fracture in Canada in March, 1979, produced a near holocaust. The 

transportation of dangerous substances by rail - a daily occurrence 

in Florida as elsewhere - is a godsend to the terrorist. There is 

an in-built vulnerability of high order. Rail lines are easy to 

sabotage and tanker c~rs are notoriously unstable. One only has to 

consider the consequences of the 1979 derailment irt North Florida to 

appreciate the potential. If, instead of a derailment, a substantial 

explosion were to occur, the area of initial destruction would be. 
considerably enlarged and the eventual area of contamination no less 

extensive. Such an explosion would be relatively easy to produce 

with quite unsophisticated devices. 

Road transport is scarcely less vulnerable and many of these 

vehicles carrying highly dangerous substances are routed through 

or extremely close to major population centers. It is sobering to 

contemplate, that a massive explosion followed by a spreading contilln

-j nat ion 0 f the area c0 u 1 d b e pro d u c e d!!.La's i n9 1 e t err 0 ~L~ Ll sin 9 a 

hand-held weapon firing easily obtainable ammunition. Comparatively 

little technology is needed for the design and execution of such 

.......I a scenario; there is simply a built-in vu"'nerab'il'ity factor that 

can be turned against,the system. 
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~ r'l any t erra r i s t 9 r au p s m u s t be ac c 0 u n ted pre sen t 1yea p a b 1 e a f 

undertaking such an enterprise. Again, it is unlikely that Cuban 

exile terrorist groups Hould engage in th-is type of terrorism ~!nle~ 

the specific situation were perceived by them as having some pro-Castro 

implications or their particular expertise wero specific~lly engaged 

for the purpose by some other group desirous of using a sllrrogate to 

do \'1 hat i teo u 1 dna t - 0 r \'10 U 1 d not do 0 nits 0 \'In • I t III a y a 1 sob e 

observed in passing that tunnels have many uses for the terrorist. 

They may be utilized for destructive purposes, or for gaining access 

to other areas. Disused tunnels are used for storage (a cons-iclerable 

quantity of human remains has recently been discovered in a disused 

New York tunnel system). Every serious urban terrorist movement has 

sought to use a tunnel system where this has been available; the 

v e r y t e r m II gQ -j ngunderg r 0 u n d lire f 1 e c t s t his. r'10 s t s e r -i 0 U sly:> i n 

many areas it is s"implYrlot kno\'1rl "where these p-ipel ines and tunnel s 

~re or 0ho owns them. This represents a very serious problem in 

case of an emergency. 

flucl ear i'lnd other;\'/aste dispo'saT s'jste"ms 

Recent events in the United States and elsewhere have generated 

much public concern regarding the very real health and environmental 

hazards posed by reason of our seeming inability to dispose safely 

of the by-products of the nuclear, petrochemical, and other industries. 

The disastrous contamination of the Love Canal in upper New York 

State; the pervasive radio-active contamination in Coloraclo now 

v t hrea ten i n 9 s.ubur bS 0 f Den v e r ; the d e t e r'i 0 rat i n 9 s tat e 0 f n e rv e ~111 s 
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~ C ("\ n i 5 t e r sin LJ t d him pedin9 the i}' r C' In 0 v(tl d nd s a fed i S po:; a 'I; the 

Y'e'lelat'ions concern-jng the genera'ily e,l1ploYE~d d'isposal laethods of 

H0 0 k e t' CII em i cal, Inc. c e yo t ai n 1 y jus t i f Y 'L he" eve 'I 0 f PtI td 'j ceo nee r' n 

:, (H~ be 'j n9 III a 11 i f est e d • 0 v e l~ sea sex per '1 (: nee) e s pee i il '! l'y t }H~ con tarn

'j r. a U ':Hl () f Seve SO, near t,j 'j let n) Nor the r nIta 'I y ~ r c! 1S (~S t h [~ s pee t e ~~ 

of a bJrren lclnd vlith no prospects of h:"in9 recLdmt:d. The tluC1L!r!i' 

Has t e pro b 1 E.! m 'j sse e r.d n 9 1 yin tr' act a b 1 e . The IIIate j' 'j ali t:; e 1 -r i s 

d'ifficu'lt to handle, difficult to stor£~ 'in cont(dnel~s proof a9,!'jnst 

deterioration, ~nd has a danger-life of thousands of years. World 

wi dec 0 nee r Ii 'j s be'; n 9 f e 1 ton t his a c co un t; P 1 an s t (} S to r e He s t 

Ge r m J HY I S n u c 1ear \'1 a 5 t e i n old sal t In 'j n e s had l~ (> c: e nt1 y t () b e a b (t n don e d . 

Spa i n IS, ambit i 0 U ~'; P 1 a n s to b u il d m0 r e ntJ c 1 ear }' e i) c tor s are be 'j n ~l 

v 'j 90 r 0 us 1 Y c hall eng e. don t his ace 0 u n t . Vas t q (f ant i tie$ 0 f de ('( d "I Y 

chemicals ar~ being produced that differ only> in terms of the hazard 

they present, by reason that the danger's th(~y pose are of sl"jght"ly 

~horter duration. The environment of South Florid~ is particularly 

Pr'o net 0 con tam i nB t ion fro In sue h sou r c e son ace I) II n t 0 f 'i t s c h a rae t (! r ) 

\-later content, a,nd soil condition. The delicate ecol09'!cal balance 

oft he Eve r 9 1 ad e s, for e x a In p1 e, \V'j t h a'j '! t hat s i 9 n i f 'j e s for thE:! 

region'(and the continent DS a whole) Lould be irretrievably upset 

by a planned contamination using some of these unwanted and easily 

procurable 0aste materials. A recent article on p~ntachlorophenol 

(The New Yorker, Nay 21, 1979, pages 25/26) merits attention. 

Hater s thre3tened b 

t he s e m e s . A r (~ c e n t stu d Y pub 1 ish e cl by the U~' ban Ins. t 'j t ute p 0 'j !l ;: S 

out. that all o'f r'le,o{ York Cityls \'ld"ter supplies enter. th~~ city throllSlh 
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'wi tHO forty y ..'ar old tunnels that cannot~be cleaned or replaced save 

at exorbitant cost. The tunnels offer easy access to unauthorized 

persons and many of our urban centers are similarly vulnerable. 

Jerrorists have tentatively experimented with such exotic ideas 

in the past (Chicago and Philadelphia are cases in point)~ but 

inappropriate substances such as LSD were employed or in contemplation. 

Properly employed by terrorists, substances such as that which con

taminated the Love Canal could rapidly render the Dade-Miami area 

uninhabitable and cause a great many deaths in the process. The 

cleansing process might well, at the moment, be technically impossible. 

The knowledge and the capability are there and the substances are not 

difficult to procure. Many have been simply abandoned and can be 

lawfully collected without rousing any suspicion. ~uch terrorism 

is relatively easy and economical, and involves no confrontation. 

It has many of the best fear-producing ingredients such as uncertainty 

of authorship. The possibilities make putting mercury in oranges 

(protagonized by anti-Israeli terrorists in Europe in 1977/78) seem 

almost infantile by comparison. 

Once more, the Cuban exile group must be dis~ounted as possib1e 

protagonists of this type of terrorism for reasons suggested earlier, 

but other terrorist organizations may be less good~natured and uninhibited 

by the considerations restraining the Cubans. Certainly the production 

and storage of any of these materials constitute a special hazard on 

this peninsula. It is not fanciful to believe that terrorists are 

aware of the potential. This is a most likely field for a IJdomestic ll 

J terrorist group to make a beginning. The' kno\'l1edge and focus are there; 

., 
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the iss u e s are be 'j n9 can s tan t 1 Y b r 0 u 9 rrt befor e the pub 1i c ina dram atic 

way (the Karen Silkwood case is an example); there is now much 

imaginative and suggestive literature on the subject. 

1\ i r po r t sand a i.r fie 10.?_ 

The SOU t h Flo rid a are a has an ext r a 0 r din arye 0 n c . :1 t rat ion 0 f 

airports and airfields capable of serving and servicing aircraft of 

all kinds. It has two major international airports and a number of 

smaller airports capable of handling jet traffic. It has an Air 

Force base capable of handling the largest jet aircraft. Air traffic 

in the region has reached a very high density, and Miami International 

Airport is one of the busiest in the world. Large numbers of people, 

huge quantities of freight, and aircraft of all types are at the 

airport at all times. It is exceptionally exposed, and many of its 

operations can be viewed from unobstructed public areas. 

Airports are especially inviting targets for terrorists, and 

one need only recall the Lod massacre, the Palestinian attacks at 

Orly, Zurich, Athens, and Rome to appreciate not only their continuing 

attractiveness, but also the difficulties in providing satisfactory 

security under even the most riormal of circumstances. It would be 

otiose to detail here all the many possibilities open to terrorists, 

but a number may be singled out for special comment. Airports, 

airlines, and their operations are very vulnerable to bombings and 

bomb threats must, accordingly, be taken very seriously. Some 

airlines currently receive three to five threats a week. Wearied 

by a long 'series of hoaxes, an airline ma.y decide not to evacuate fts 
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'-' 	 t e r min a lor r e call a n air era f t. S h a u td the rebeareale x p los i v e 

device aboard an aircraft or in a crowded waiting area on that 

occasion, the resultant disaster would have consequences on air 

travel far beyond the range of the immediate area of the explosion. 

Public areas, particularly around ticket counters and baggage areas 

are very difficult to control. Those at Miami Internation Airport 

are more difficult than most. Good security does not begin at the 

access point to the ramps. Such bomb threats are endemic in {he 

South Florida area, and the number of small airlines that fly the 

Caribbean and fly to Central and South America attracts not only the 

serious terrorist, but also the tlcrank" caller, the imitator, and 

others having a disruptive purpose. This is a serious security problem 

and is not likely to diminish. Any large-scale terrorist operation 

against an aJrport or an airline in this area is certain to generate 

a number of lIafter-shocks" similar to those produced by an earthquake. 

It is still frighteningly easy to introduce a large explosive device 

into an airport terminal, and even onto an aircraft. (The effect of 

an explosion produced by an illegally parked car or panel truck 

filled with quite conventional materials, fertilizer and oil, for 

example may be pondered). 

While progress has been made over the years in preventing weapons 

being taken aboard aircraft, the system is far from perfe~t. It suffers 

all the defects of low-grade personnel, improperly used equipment, 

boredom and simple inattentiveness. A terrorist group would have 

little difficulty in rounding up hostages in the busy lounges of the 

Miami International Airport and using them to gain access to aircraft; 
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they would not even have to contemp~ate passing through a security 

check to initiate such an operation. Another Lad massacre could 

easily be staged by heavily armed terrorists entering the arrival 

baggage areas from the street; they have no need to travel aboard 

an aircraft to reach their operational objective. It must be borne 

in mind that current circumstances make for an intensification of 

Palestinian terrorism against travelers overseas (as witness the 

recent attack in Brussels). Current failures of the Palestinians 

in the political arena are separating out, once more, the tlhard

liners l1 and fanatics. Tet'rorism inside Israel has proved costly 

to those engaged in it and has been largely negated by stringent 

Israeli security measures. Palestinians in the past have shown 

themselves more than willing to use surrogates (Japanese were used 

at Lad). This presents a serious intelligence problem. The inau

guration in the Spring of 1979 of El Al flights to Miami must, on 

this account alone, give rise to some concern. Not only are the 

E1 Al facility at the Airport and its aircraft a prime target, ~~l 

so are all passengers in transit, wherever they may be identified 

as such. as well as all crews and especially, their transportation 

(Vide London, 1978), the hotels in which they stay - and the E1 Al 

office in Miami Beach. The large Jewish population of the area also 

increases the attractiveness of the target for Palestinian sponsored 

terrorists. Too much reliance ought not to be placed on the ubiqui

tous Israeli security services (this was a mistake made in Iran by 

United States intelligence agencies), and, in any event, local law 

enforcement authorities cannot abdicate their responsibilities in 
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t his way for pot en t i a 1 vic tim S 0 fAr a-b t err 0 r i s t s mi1 y \-/e 11 be inn 0

. 
cents who have no direct interest in the Arab/Israeli conflice. An 

alliance among Ilanti-Imperialist", anti-Israeli terrorists not neces

sarily of Arab origin should not be overlooked. 

For many years, there has been a soundly based fear that terror

ists might try to shoot down a commercial airliner using either a 

conventional anti-aircraft rocket or a more sophisticated electronic 

~r heat-seeking missile. (It should not be overlooked that a well

aimed .50 caliber machine gun might do the job almost as well). Ter

rorist groups are known to be in pos~ession of such weaponry, which is 

easily concealable and not difficult to operate. Attempts to operate 

such weaponry in Europe have been frustrated on a number of occasions 

and even the threats to use it against a particula~ airline must be 

~ 	taken very seriously, (the case of the threats against Lufthansa Air

lines in Nov~mber, 1977, after the prison death of Andreas Baader will 

be recalled). The successful destruction of two civilian aircraft by 

terrorists in Rhodesia has proved the feasibility of the project and 

must be taken as definite encouragement to those who might attempt a 

similar operation in or near an urban setting. The damage produced 

by a crash on the Dade-Miami urban area would be horrendous, as the 

crash of the American Airlines D.C. 10 at Chicago in late May dramati~ 

cally demonstrated. From a terrorist's perspective~ such an operation 

is peculiarly attractive. It is essentially clandestine; involves no 

immediate, direct confrontation; it is extremely economical both as 

to personnel and resources; the damage inflicted in human and material 

terms could be very high (the aircraft alpne is worth millions); t~e 
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subsidiary effects, through the loss of cdnfidence in air travel and 

the seeming inability of the authorities to protect the airways, 

would be considerable; and such an operation is relatively easy to 

carry out. The Dade-Miami area would be a very attractive place to 

mount such an operation. Air traffic is very dense; easily obser

ved; landing and take-off are mainly over heavily populated urban 

areas; there are many facilities for concealment (the weapon could 

even be operated from a boat); and the area is a major port of 

entry. Miami International Airport has a public perimeter road on 

\'Jhich many cars are parked daily "observing" the air traffic. 

Random runway use affords no absolute protection. 

Again, Palestinian terrorists come to mind as prime candidates 

for s u c han 0 perat ion, Qy~h e i r use 0 f 0 t her 9 roll p s 0 r i n d i vi d u aJ ~ 

t~r_~5.QTve the cover of the operati on sholll d not _be _i.LscOUl!!~c!.. 

Actions by other groups, particularly left-wing latin Americans, can

not be ruled out, and it is not difficult to imagine circumstances 

in which Cuban exile groups (particularly well placed to undertake 

such an operation) might decide that such an action served their 

c~use. They have experience in the operation of such weapons and 

there is a precedent in their use of them against shipping. 

While skyjacking has diminished, world-wide, since the early 

1970's, it is quite clear that the menace that it represents has 

not entirely disappeared. The reasons for its decline - so far as 

terrorists are concerned - certainly cannot be attributed to improved 

security measures or treaty arrangements. Under certain circumstan

ces, it still represents a perfectly feasible terrorist action and 
." 
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prime targets, in South Florida areal for political extremists~ would 

be the airlines of those Central American countries where local guer

rilla activity is presently intense and where the current rate of 

embassy seizures may well lead to a widening of the conflict in order 

to force the hands of the governments concerned. These terrorists 

will be encouraged rather than deterred by what has occurred in 

Nicaragua. Many of these smaller airlines are peculiarly vulnerable 

and comparatively lightly protected. The large, international car

riers, with their important, multi-national passenger lists remain 

an attractive target. Latin American terrorists have had a certain 

amount of success, particularly with regard to the release of politi

cal prisoners, as a result of skyjackings. Airline security in the 

Dade-Miami area is not such as to warrant confidehce that a well 

o r c h est l~ ate d t e t' r 0 r i s t sky j a c kin 9 c 0 u 1 d !l0 t t a k e p 1 ace. and the t' e 

are obviously many ways in which this could be done. It cannot be 

stated with certainty - or even a great degree of optimism - that 

preventive and deterrent measures are sllch as to preclude a terror

ist operation of this kind. Cuban exile groups would have little 

to gain, at the moment, from a skyjacking of this kind; other opera

tions would better serve their purposes. The festering concern 

among certain sections of the Cuban exile community a~ the outcome 

of the Letelier case should not be lightly brushed aside. Attempts 

to release those who received long sentences should not be discounted. 

If all else fails, a skyjacking could well be attempted. Other groups 

of left-wing orientation come more readily to mind and, perhaps, at 
.

.J the moment the greatest threat in this regard may be seen as posed by 
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the Sandinistas and their associat6s and sympathizers, and the 

various anti-government Salvadorean groups. It could not be pre

dicted with certainty that such actions would be confined to the 

aviation of the nations concerned, and aircraft from Venezuela, 

Panama, and Costa Rica might well be equally at risk. Aircraft of 

major carriers doing business in the area might also be targeted 

and major United States· airlines such as Pan Am, Braniff and~ now, 

Eastern, are particulal'ly vulnerable'. 

One other type of skyjacking must be prudently considered. The 

use of a commandeered aircraft as a missile has been contemplated on 

a number of occasions (the atte;';pts to launch skyjacked commercial 

aircraft at the White House (Sam Byck) and the Oak Ridge nuclear 

facility will be recalled). Such a skyjacking has always been of 

particular concern to the State of Israel and a French airliner 

that had wandered off course over the Sinai was shot down by the 

Israeli Air Force in the belief that such an attempt against an 

Israeli city was underway. This type of suicidal skyjacking obvi

ously has gre~t possibilities from the terrorists' point of view, 

for it would be capable of causing immense destruction if carried 

out in the IIrightll place. Fe\'1 of the deterrents against other types 

of skyjacking would be effective. While obviously an act of des

peration, there are always candidates for such suicidal missions if 

~ are see n a s W 0 t t h w h 11 e j nth e 0 v e t~ - all s c ~ eme a f--.1,~ i n 9 s; P e 0 p 1 e 

who want to become IlStars in the Belt of Orion ll can always be found. 

Such possibilities here should not be overlooked. General aviation 

.::y 1 end sitself par tic u 1 a r 1 y \" ell tot his t Y P e 0 fen t e r p r i s e; the r e .,. s 
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much of it scattered about the South Florida area~ and it is com

paratively lightly guarded. Quite a small a'ircraft~ especially if 

explosives are carried aboard, will suffice. Corporate aircraft 

may be targeted for this purpose, and there always exists the pos

sibility of a skyjacking being initiated at a lightly protected 

airfield before the scenario is moved to one of the majnr airports. 

There have been comparatively few attacks on aviation, general or 

commercial, designed to gain control of a particulur individual 

but this cannot entirely be ruled out as a terrol'ist Illodality. If 

an individual is worth seizing, from a terrorist perspective, the 

"kidnapping" might as well be done this It/ay as any other. Above 

all, skyjacking is a peculiarly "contagious" form of terroristic 

activity. If it begins once more, on a serious scale, and particu

lar forms of it are seen to bring certain results, especially for 

Latin American groups, it cannot be expected that South Florida 

will escape the problem. 

Writers of works of fiction are often in advance of terrorist 

trends, and it is possible that these imaginative works may even 

encourage some operations. The setting and content of the novel 

(and film) Black Sunday should not be overlooked by those concerned 

with terrorism in South Florida, and while the use of the blimp by 

terrorists in precisely the way indicated is not over likely, some 

of the ideas suggested by the novel may well have relevance'for 

future terrorist operations in this area. 

One further possibility should be considered. Chaos in the 

skies co~ld be produced by the seizure Qf a major Air Traffic Con~ 
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~ t r 0 1 C e n t e r . I tis not diff i c u 1 t to -j Tn a 9 -j n e \'1 hat \'10 U1 d hap pen i n 

the busy skies above Dade-Miami were such an event to take place. 

These Centers are lightly protected and probably owe their current 

II i mm u nityilt 0 the ire 0 mpara t i vel y 10 \'1 vis i b -j 1 i t y . 

Naval and Air Force In 
.-~~~.-~~~-~-~-~~--- ---------------------

These are visible signs of the nation's ability to defend it

self against any act of external aggression and, as such, are a1

ways an inviting target for any group attacking the United States. 

To a certain extent, these constitute "legitimate ll targets for 

terrorist groups and challenges to United States' power and pre

sence overseas have led to attacks on installations and personnel 

such as those which have occurred recently in Tur~ey. More of these 

must obviously be expected, especially where the country in which 

troops are ~tationed is in a disturbed state. Such attacks in the 

United States have been comparatively rare, but cannot be ruled out 

in times of heightened national tension or when there is involvement 

by federal armed forces in civil disturbances. 

Of greater current importance from the perspective of assessing 

the terrorist risk is the fact that these installations harbor highly 

sophisticated weaponry and material of incalculable value to organiied 

political extremist groups and others. There has been, for example, 

a recent well-publicized attempt to steal IIRed-eye!! missiles from 

bases in Utah. There exists a continuing risk that military bases 

will be raided to obtain weapons and explosives that are not avail

able frofu civilian sources. Both security and accountability ove~all 

leave much to be desired. 
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The South Florida area has a number of bases that are exposed 

to attacks of this sort as well as to the ever-present dangers of 

sabotage. The area is of vital importance to the defense of the 

nation as a whole and to the Caribbean area in particular. That 

importance will increase as the prov·jsions of the Panama Canal 

Treaties take effect and if the political situation in the Caribbean 

area shows signs of further deterioration or "Cubanization". It is 

also an important "staging point!' for any contemplated offensive 

action in Central and South America and groups interested in insur

r e c t ion a r y act i v i t yin any 0 f tho sec 0 U nt r i e s III i g h t we 1 1 bete r:l pte d 

to obtain military Ilardware from conveniently located bases in South 

Florida to facilitate such operations. Even rela anti-

could ke a decisiv.--C.-'---'.--'--'___.......,_c_ 

The scale of such a threat is obviously most directly related to 

the effectiveness of the over-all security measures at these bases 

and, in particular, the arrangements in force for the safeguarding of 

sensitive weapons systems, hardware, and explosives generally. An 

overconfident view of these arrangements should not be taken, for it 

is easy for the armed forces during peace time to become lax in such 

matters. Disciplinary problems in the Services, as well as acts of 

sabotage of sensitive equipment point to the fact that the 10yalty of 

members of the armed forces, in these highly politicized times cannot 

always be taken for granted. Disaffected servicemen are an important 

source of recruits for terrorist movements; indeed, the IRA encourages 
.

--.) servi ce in the t3ri ti sl! Army for the tra'; ni ng and experi ence it prov; des. 
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WI 	 140m e n are 0 f ten use d for r e c r u i tin 9 PuT pas e s . An accurate ass essm e n t 

of the risk outlined here in general terms can only be sensibly under

taken by those having access to the necessary information, much of 

it appropriately classified, but the relevance of the problem to the 

tot a 1 sec u t~ i t y pi c t U t' e i ntheare a and the res fJ 0 nsib i 1 i tie s 0 f the 

other agencies should be constantly borne in mind. There is a real 

need for an accurate security survey to be undertaken in this sensitive 

area. 

Pu b1i c t ran s po r t sy_.~_t~~~~.._~r i d 9 es ;. c a u s e\'la.~-.?_LJ:J:!..n ne 1 s; 9a t::.~lL~; 

!f1 a r s hal 1 i n'l...J.' a r d S.i_a n(_ 11~a i n t e no nee f c i 1 i tie 

Under certain circumstances, public transport systems and 

related services constitute a prime terrorist target. In many 

parts of the world, the placing of bombs in bus and train terminals 

is a common occurrence resulting not .only in loss of life and 

substantial property d~mage, but also in a deprivation of use of 

the system itself. It ;s a_yreferred tactic of those 9E.oups that 

ar~relative.l..Y..J'/eak or in the early'~~es of org_an-izat;on. It 

can, howev€r, be a precursor of more serious terrorism. Such 

terrorist activity has occurred in many parts of the United States, 

but not at a level that would presently warrant serious concern. 

Such systematic attacks are really part of a more advanced phase 

of urban warfare than is the sporadic form of interference that 

has been the experience in this country to the present. This is 

really but a reflection of the level of domestic terrorism generally, 

and while this state of affairs continue~, the level of risk to 

these potentially vulnerable systems will remain low. 
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The greatest risk, at the presen~, is probably from violence 

related to labor disputes. Those having an inside knowledge of the 

workings of such systems are in the posi~ion to do them the greatest 

harm. These transportation systems have not, so far, been significant 

targets for terrorists operating in or out of the South Florida area, 

and there are no positive indications that this is likely to change 

in the near future. Nevertheless, these systems - on which the 

community relies so heavily for the maintenance of orderly life 

remain extremely vulverahle to those terrorists who would disrupt 

them. They are in constant use, largely unprotected, and easy to 

damage. The fact that they have not .hitherto been a prominent 

terrorist target is probably due more to terrorists not particularly 

wanting to act against them than to any inability to do $0. 

Any risk assessment in this regard must be sensibly predicated 

on the possibility of a change in style, tactics, and objectives 

bf domestic terrorist groups, or the possibility of some trans

national group operating intensively against United States' interests 

in this way. In the absence of a greatly increased level of activity, 

these facilities, despite their inherent vulnerability, are unlikely 

to be subjected to more than "nuisance lt attacks. Attacks on these 

systems have a disruptive purpose rather than causing massive damage 

or large numbers of casualties. In advanced phases of urban guerrilla 

warfare, they have as a prime purpose the interference with the 

movement of those forces that would be deployed against them. It 

is difficult, at present to see who would benefit by such a systematic 

J campaign of disruption. It can hardly be considel~ed, presently, as 
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~ greatly to the advantage of a transnaUonal terrorist group to 

undertake attacks of this kind. Attacks against these targets 

are certainly within the capability of most groups, and many indi

viduals, and there may be some random, uncoordinated activity. 

This, in turn, might prompt further action because of the contagion 

factor. 

In one important respect, the South Florida area is peculiarly 

vulnerable, namely on account of its numerous bridges and causeways. 

A serious traffic accident at the beginning of June, 1979, on the 

Seven Mile Bridge completely severed road travel along the Keys for 

many hours. A terrorist bomb could have produced the same result. 

A widespread, coordinated terrorist attack on these bridges and 

causeways would certainly cause havoc, but is unli~ely under present 

conditions ..More likely is the blowing up of a bridge or causeway 

to effect the spectacular removal of a person or persons for whom 

no other means of attack have been found feasible. Bombs detonated 

hy remote control are becoming more and more popular among terrorist 

groups. The possibility of an attack in this way upon El Al crews 

and passengers in transit should not be disregarded, and for this 

reason, it would certainly be preferable for crews and personnel of 

this airline always to be housed as close as possible to the airport 

and certainly not in Miami Beach. 

Commu n i ca t ions, es[!ec i ~llY~~2:,!:!one sys ten,!~ 

A great deal of the quality of mo~ern life depends upon the 


ease and effectiveness of communications systems and much of this, -

particularly the telephone system, is taken fol" granted. The 
v 



d -j S I" U Pt i () n c Cl use d by S 0 HI e a c c i c1 e n t a i i nt c r fer c n c e wi t h c 0 rrHiHl n -i cat -j 0 n s 

s y s t e In 5 i s c e l~ t a -j n1yap 0 -i n t e r t () \'} hat \'IOU 1doc c \l r i f t his \-j e \'(! 

b ~'o ugh t i1 b 0 u t by t err 0 r i s t act ion; \,1 h (1 t hap pen e d i tl SOli t h r,l an h i) t tan 

-j n ear1y 1 9 7 5. 0 nth i sacco U ntis a ~T 0 0 d ill u s L ~- a t -j 0 n . N a j 0 r 

communications centers are very susceptible to destruction by 

f -j I" e 0 rex plos ion ~ H h -j -I e the Cub 1 e s by \'; h i c h t r i\ n s m 'i s s -j 0 n 'i s 

e f f e c ted are hi g h 1 y ex po sed 0 vel" 10 n 9 cl 'j s tan c e S (J n d can b e q u-i tt: 

simply cut. They are prime targets of the s2botcurD Although 

these systems must be regarded as ~ highly vulnerable target> 

S -j mply by rea son 0 f the 'il~ imp 0 r tan c e and del i cate n (l t 1I r e ~ they 

do not> up to nON, seem to have atb~actecl t,1Uch te)~rorist activ'ity. 

I tis po S sib 1 e t hat -j tis f e 1 t by s 0 rn e extr e rrd s t g}~ 0 t! P s not 

actually engaged in all-out warfare thai attacks upon these 

systems would lack the dramatic quality that many terroristic 

enterprizes require. Where they do take place, they are more 

likely to be regarded as a necessary adjunct to the carrying 

out of some other operation rather than as an end in themselves. 

C~mmunications were cut, for example, in the Moro kidnapping. 

,One point is worth special attention. The forces opposed to 

the terrorist depend, to a large extent, upon the eff~ctiveness 

and protected nature of their own communications systems to 

enable them to operate at the proper level of efficiency. It 

has been observed that those running big drug operations now 

have equipment capable of monitoring even the most guarded of 
.. 

pol ice fre4uencies. There is no reason'to suppose that any 
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really serious terrorist group would be any less well-equipped 

i n t 1-1 "j s res pee t ~ 0 n1y "j nth e eve nt 0 f a sub s t iJ n t -j a"' -i ncr e a s e "i n 

the 1 (~v e 1 0 f t err0 t -r s t a ct"i v i t y 9 (~ n ;:: r ally \-1 0 II 1 cI i t b E~ neee s say'Y 

toe 0 n s "j cI e r t 11 e 1eve 1 0 f t hrea t po S (~ d by l hi sty pC 0 f t a t~ ~JEd: ~ 

but the !J eo - ph'y sic a"1 i'\ Y' e a 0 f Sou t h Flo l' i cI a il fl c1 its p(\ ten t -i cd 

i sol a t ion fro m tile }'est 0 f the St (! t e by t' e a son 0 f a \'1 ell·: p -I ann e d 

attack upon its commun-ications systems should Clh/ays be taken 

into account "in any oV(~i'all risk a"ssessment. There "is certu"in"ly 

tl 0 need, on the past r e cord ~ to regard t his as an e s pee -j a "11 y 

sensitive target for any of the groups that have traditionally 

ope t' atedin t h -j s a l~ ea • The pot e n t i a 1 for h a nn, h0\'/ eve r :> i s 

c 1ear 1y the rea ndon 1y a s 1'j 9 h t s h i Ft 0 f em phas i s \'10 II "d e >: po S e 

this target in quite critical fashion. 

r r i vate 'i ridu s try, p~ r tic til a r 1Y_'La r 9 e i ~c1 u s tl:..t.t0_~p1e"~:~_oI. 

p1ant S 0 f a s e'n sit i ve 0 r "u n i 9u e ri at u'!:~ 

American industry, so far as it represents the outward 

manifestation of the power and prosperity of the American capitalist 

system is obvioLlsly the ,bete..IJQ.i!:. of a"ll those \'/ho al~e "ic1eolo~rical1y 

o p p 0 sed to it. That bus i n e s san d 'i n d u s t ~. Y i nthe U n ted Stat e s h a v e 

so far been spared the brunt of the terrorists· attention~ has 

certainly not beeri due to any sympathy or tender-heartedness on 

their part. It is not easy to explain> in rational terms, the 

terrorists' current hesitation. If and wh~n terrorists decide to 

launch i'ln attack upon Un"itcd Stalest interests (and nothinq in the 

V n J t U reo f a fit 1 'j yeo nee r ted) c () 0 r din 21' ted (> f f 0 'ft: iss u 9 ~I este cl Ii(~ r e ) ) 
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industry, and particularly manufacturing plants, will certainly 

be among the most pro~inent of the chosen targets. 

Levels of vulnerability obviously vary as much as the plants 

and processes themselves, but those connected with the defense 

industl'y and those i'/l1ich have some peculiar "propaaanda" value 

will be more likely to be selected than others. The probability 

of terroristic action against industry in general is clearly linked 

to the state of stability or unrest existing in the community at 

any particular time. Pressures by environmentalists and other 

interest groups can, given certain conditions, be transformed 

into acts of terrorism against selected industries. For this 

reason, it is more likely that a domestic group, such as the New 

World Liberation Front would choose to act in this way than would 

a foreign ~ontrolled terrorist group. For reasons already discussed, 

some plants, such as those operated by the petro-chemical industries, 

are extraordinarily vulnerable to sabotage by terrorists. Such 

attacks are not only designed to impede the ordinary industrial 

process and to cause a degree of economic loss, but have additionally 

the potential for widespread havoc. It will be remembered that an 

industrial accident in a chemical plant at Seveso, Italy, was 

responsible for a number of deaths and the irreversible contamination 

of a SUbstantial area that can no longer be used for any purpose 

whatsoever. Such a disaster is not beyond the capability of many 

terrorist groups to reproduce on a similar or larger scale, and 

South Florida is not short of targets that would make such a result 

possible. 
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This is certainly looking to the future, for there is no evidence 

that any terrorist group has contemplated, let alone engaged in, 

such an ambitious project. Again, it cannot be said that this present 

abstention is due to any lack of capability or even awe at the 

consequences. It can only be concluded that th.e time has not been 

seen as II r ight ll for this type of operation by those who would carry 

it into effect. It wotild take but a slight change of circumstances 

to increase the possibilities of such action. This enlargement 

of the possibilities must be judged by reference to national and 

even international considerations rather than by purely local factors. 

Certainly the initiative for action against industrial targets in 

South Florida area"is unlikely to come from known terrorist groups 

that have acted in the area. Although the expertise of some of 

their personnel may be sought if this eventuality comes to pass. 

iYJnbol ic targets ani~hose~_E.f_J~_1stq.ric_al significance 

Terrorism is by nature a highly visible, symbolic activity. 

It has an important expressive as well as an instrumental side. 

Terrorism that is meant to focus attention upon something that is 

violently opposed will often choose a symbolic target to publicize 

its grievance and elicit public support for its cause. Symbolic 

targets are often hated representations of something, the elimination 

or destruction of which, if widely known, is not only popular in 

itself but likely to bring the perpetrators into welcome prominence, 

to give them the character of heroes. Thus, under certain conditions, 

attacks on prisons are popular, a manifestation of the "Bastille 
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'-' S Y n d rom e" . Su c h t a l~ get s h a v e a nob v i o.u sap pea 1 for t err 0 r i s t 9 r 0 ups , 

and where they do not ordinarily exist, there is a tendency to 

/I man u 'f actu r e 11th e m <11- t'j ·n cia n'y \,1 hen i t 'j s f C' 1 t t hi:l t the ch- C tI m s t a 11 cCs 

C ("t 'l 'J f 0 }' t h 'j s . At t i1 c k son sy mb0 1 'j c tar 9 e t s can get r"i d 0 f D lot 

of r C j) res sed an 9 e r \·ri tho ut do 'j n9 too m u c h d e1.l;l a9 e and, us U<111 y, \./'i tho ut 

'loss of life. They a'lso serve the purpose of polarizillg feel'ings 'in 

the community and dllov/ those ord';nadly uncommitted to v'iolence to 

sllare vicariously in the actions, feelings, and aspirations of their 

more nlilitant brethren. Many terrorist movements begin by attacking 

symbolic targets before moving to mbre deadly works. 

There are few obvious targets of symbolic significance, at 

this time, for terrorists who are operating or might, in the near 

'-" 	 f u t u r (}, 0 perate -j nth i 5 are a . The rea I" e <l S yet nos tat II e s e l~ e c ted 

of Fidel Casiro, but it is not difficult to imagine what might 

happen to such a monument \'/ere it set up in th-is community. 

Symbolic targets of a less obvious order must be looked for and~ 

9 i v e n presen t sen t i III e n t 'j nth e community, thesecann 0 t be con S .j d e l~ e d 

to be in short supply. Anythi~g of a material character connected 

with the Dialogue and what it has come (or might come) to signify 
if

would serve as a symbolic targ~t. The Padron cigar factory might 

be seen as fal1i~g into this category. Given the volatile nature 

o f La t -j n em oU 0 ns, the t r a d i t ionall 'j cens e. 9 i v en to a 'I '[ s ~ 9In e n t s 

of the press, and the all too easily ~lenerated malice cf'irected 

against persons and institll't'ions, symbolic targets are not d'if'f'icult 

-1 	 to ide nt i f y 0 r Tn c\ n u f actu r (' • I ndee d, () ve'l' .. ass -i duo U S lise oft il'i s 

extended "freedom of -tIl(> pn:~ssl! or ndsdirected emploympnt of 'it 
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III i 9 h t \tl e11 c a use tho s e i n d u 1 gin 9 the III 5 Q 1 v e sill t his \Fd y to b e com e 

symbolic targets; press buildings, radio and television stations, 

as well as individuals associated with them, are all common symbolic 

targets for terrorists so minded. 

S0 m e s y m b 0 1i eta r get s are s imp 1 y a t t a c k e cI 0 nth e II I" 0 U n t Eve rc~ s t 

p r inc i p 1 (~11, bee a use they are the r e • tIl h i 1 e n0 0 b v i 0 U s tar get 0 f t his 

sort in the Dade-Miami area suggests itself at the moment, it should 

be remembered that symbolic targets are creatures of their own time 

and mean different things to different people. Against a pattern 

of dramatically rising fuel costs, the offices of the large oil 

companies and public utilities might become symbolic targets. This 

would afford a dramatic form of extreme social protest without the 

inconvenience, for the community, that curtailment of supplies 

following t~e destruction of a refinery or a power station might 

have. It is in the light of these considerations that the presence 

of the El Al office in Miami Beach must be examined. Its destruction, 

say by leaving a car-full of explosives outside the premises, would 

constitute a considerable propaganda victory for the perpetrators, 

(any resultant deaths would probably be unintended, but not neces

sarily regretted) but would not have much material effect upon E1 

A 1 ISO per a t ion s • A t t a c k s 0 f t his S 0 r tare ma i n 1 y a t t e n't ion - get tin g 

devices. It must be concluded that, at this stage, the probability 

of attacks of a symbolic nature by existing, organized, or incipient 

terrorist groups is quite high. Almost anybody can object to almost 

anything .. And it takes comparatively little to push those objections.. 
over the threshold into actual violence. 
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These are obvious terrorist targets, the vulnerability of 


\'/ hie h \'/ i 11 v a r y ace 0 r d 'i I! 9 tot heel i rn ate 0 f the t i III e s . I n t .j m e s 


o f con sid era b 1 (~ cI i sat i s f act ion \'/.j t h 9 (J vern men t, sue hilS 0 C cur t' e d 

c! uri n 9 the V'j e t n a Iil \'/lfr:> the b0 mbin ~l 0 f bun eli n fj S {1 S S 0 ei (l ted ~'ri t h 

the hatc d auth 0 Y'j tie 5 b'y 9 t' 0 ups sue h i.! S the \,1 eat her {)n (L~ r 9 r a u n d 

hecame a tactic designerl to focus alld sharpen public concerns. 

The t c r' r 0 r i s t s a vI him s elf (0 r her s e'l f) a s t it c cut ti 1"1 ned ~l e a 'f a 

b rOilcl-ba s ed soc i a1 prates t movernen t. Th i1 t pcl }'t 'i c u1 i1 r 9i~oundsHe 1 'I 

has been entil"ely lost s'ince the \'/ar C21rle to un end and Tilniti.wc 

grollps have not so far found an issue under the banner of which 

t bey mig ht mar chun i ted 0 n c e m0 r e i:i'g a ins t 90 v e r' nIIIen t .. This has 

not been for the want of trying. There are~ however, ominous 

signs that reveal the banked fires ~lowing close to the surface. 

T;he anti-nuclear demonstration in Hashi!1gton. D.C. on T·lay 6:> 19/9:> 

b r 0 ugh t 0 u t be hv e e n 5a " 0 00 and 1a0 !J 0a0 p~ r t i ci pan t s:> a c co }4 din q t 0 

. 
\'I!11 c h est i In ate 

, 

"j s con s t.L 1 ted. 0the r:> ill 0 r e 10 c a 'J iss u e S:> S 1I C has 

some labor disputes shaH clea}~ly that. violence is eas'i'ly organized 

and even more easily provoked. It is never difficult to canalize 

such violent impulses and to direct them at that hated·) symbolic 

target,. liThe Government lt • As the effects of a cleteriorat'jng economy 

continue to mdke themselves felt, more and more of these concerns 

wi 11 bed 'j r e ct e c\ it t, go V E~ r n Ii1 e n tin. 9 e n e r (11) and -j t 'j s c e r' t a 'i It tit (1 t 

some of them wi11 be channeled specifically against the morc obvio~s 

iigns of government buildings and, particularly, those associated 
, )

with the pollee power of the state. 

, .. 

http:Tilniti.wc


Direct attacks on government buildings, hostage-takings, and 

other confrontation-sty"lc terrorism such as has been seen -in other 

nearby countr'ies recently is difficult to envisage in South florida 

at this time. What is much more like1y at this time is the type of 

clandestine hombing campaign calculated to force evacuntions and 

to disrupt government business in general. On a local footing~ 

tl~ -j tt"( s 0 f -j s suesup a n \-, h i c had e 9 r e e a f (~n t i - g0 v e j" nine n t fee 1 i n 9 

can be 9en era ted m-j 9 h t \'l ell i nduccab 0 mId n 9 ca III pa -j 9 n d ire c t e cI 

a9 a ins t the cau r t s • Tit e de at h pen a 1 t y has he ens 11 OVVl) to b e an 

issue capable of generati!lg the strongest emotions. The public 

nature of the trial process in this country makes the courts and 

judicial personnel extremely vulnerable to attack hy cxtrem-ists. 

Certain types- of crim-inal l"itigat-ion tend to stir up the community 

rather than putting issues to rest. As has already been mentioned, 

the recent conviction of the three Cuban exiles for their participation 

in the assassination of Orlando Letelier seems sure to present a 

continuing problem that may well find expression by way of acts of 

terrorism by anti-Castro sympathizers <f-irected against government. 

Much bitterness -surrounds thi~ -~ase, the way the government proceeded 

and ~ in parti clIl ar, the rei e of TO\'1n1 ey_> the government 1 s ch-j cf 

witness and the manner in Nhich he \<las subsequently t)~edtecI by 

comparison with the Cuban participants. Those whose sympathies are 

engageci 

bethut 

are unlikely to 

t hcd r 9 r -j e v C\ n c e S 

all 0\-' 

\'J -j -I 1 

these matters 

f -j n d v -j ole n t 

to )~est and 

ex pre s s ion -j 

-it rnay 

nth e 

\'Ie-Il 

.
Dade-Miami area. At hest

') 

, they will become martyrs whose deed 
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-.., 	 "II ill ins pi}' e 0 the r s ben ton f 0 11 0 \'I i n 9 th e sa r:1 epa t h • The po S sib i 1 i t Y 

of the action being planned outside the Dade-Miami area, or planned 

here and executed elsewhere, underscores the need for a coordinated, 

national approach to tho. exchange of information. In surnrnary, it 

may be s aid t hat 90 v e Y' r. n: e n t -i sal ~'i ay s a h i 9 h 1 y vis -i b 1 e and u sua 11 y 

vulnerable target for terrorism, but that local as well as national 

issues have a tendency to intensify, quite rapidly, the extent of 

this vu1 net' a b nity . Vi h i 1 e ,a t the morn e n t ) the level of v ul nera b i1 i t Y 

of go v ern men t fa c i 1 i tie sin SOU t h Flo rid a a}1 e a iss till qui tel 0 vi , 

t his In i g h t c han 9 e, d r a III a tic all y, \'/ i t h can sid era b 1 era pi d i t y and 

comparatively little warning. 

!l<?2l? -j tal s an(L2_c hoo"1 s 

For the ~ore vicious type of ierrorist) these constitute a 

most inviting target> for they are lightly protected, easily 

damaged, an4 full of relatively helpless people. Terrorists are 

not noted for the; r human; ty and- the horror and repu'l 5i on produced 

i nth e C aInm1I nity \10 U1 d not be a de t erre n t to act ion i f 0 the r p u l~ P0 S e s 

Here seen to be served thereby.' The fact that hospitals have- not 

been attacked probably says less about terrorists as people than 

it bout the i r mot i vat ion a n cI \'l II a t theyeo ns -j de l~ to betheirself 

interest. This is but a slender measure of security in which to 

confide ancl the basic vulnerability of the hosp-ital to terroristic 

attacks of a11 kinds remains. Hospitals are not granted immunity 

because terror-ists conshle}~ them to be ilJ any \'Jay sacrOSC1.nct. 

They I:IUSt, real-istically, fw seen as vcr-y ei1sy pl(lc(ls in \'lh-ich to 
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assassinate: someone, from Hh-iclt to kidnap people, -in \,:h-ich to t:~,f~e 

h0 s t c: 9e s > a r 'i n \'1 11 'j c h t a -Ie;) vet i I e (I (r
I d I

) a HI t) • A tJ 0 '1:.11.)' ~L' 1'1 i~ e (-I t co;), 9 - (t- -i n s t 

• 	 I -I .nl~L~lllrl to evacuation anda hosp-ital poses very senous prot) E:![fS ,',,: ~uL. 

the disnJp-'cion of -r.he ongo-ing proce;:,s of C(1rin~1 fOi' the s"ick. 

Hal i ci a u s f 'j res in' c uno tile i' h (l Z a r d 0 f (l n e ::; p2 ci a -I 1Y ~!Y' d V e k.-i ndin 

-t 1 - '- AllY S(),l~l'O!JS ':-r."r'·o··-ist C(tljH,lil.icln ail:icd (~tany hOSpl a envlronment. . ~" I , 

to nroduce, hiah
~mass destruction of l-ife and property or designed 	 a 

degree 	of chaos is certain to tardet hospitals. 

Much of the horrifying quality, that causes the attack on 

hospitals to be put alIt of decent contemplation attaches in as 

large, if not larger, measure to terroristic rictivity directed 

against schools. Yet these, too, are extremely vulnerable) and 

\ii.J 	 attacks upon them might \ve11 be productive of the type of results 

that~ under certain circumstances, terrorists groups might desire. 

It is very hard for the authorities to maintain a harel-line against 

terrorists holding a school. To suggest that terrorists might 

refrain from attacks on schools and you~g children is not only 

contrary to ~xperience (consider the South Moluccans at Heilen, 

and the Palestinians at Ma'alot) but also to ascribe to them a 

humanity and considerateness that are both incongruous and 
, 

incompatible with the nature of terrorism and those who undertake 

this act'ivity. The possibility of sl1ch future attacks and, especially) 

the holding hostage of large numbers of children must certainly be 

rationally contemplated. If) as in the case of hospitals, it is 

pre sen tTy con si d e red to be are In 0 tel i.keli h0 0 d) t h-j sis ell! e no t- - to 

a TI yes sen t i all a c k 0 f v u 1n e r il hnityin the i n £. t -j t 1I t 'j 0nit s elf 0rany 
" 
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particular stt~ength in the matter of school security, but rathe:' 

because, under present circumstances, such targets are low on the 

terrorists' order of priorities in this country. Terrorist attacks 

on schools and hospitals pre-suppose either a massive intensification 

of the level of terrorism generally or a more than ordinarily desrerate 

quality in those acting. While neither possibility should be disre

garded out of hand, the probability of South Flor-ida hospitals and 

schools becoming targets of terrorists in the near future cannot be 

regarded as very high. 

Area s of s tq n i fi ca n t pub l.l.~~~ngre~EU~_iQ_~~ec_i a11,y-"_co nve_nt i ~:!. 

c e n t e r s, 5-.£.9 r t s, and ~~.:tE?~!'_t~!!:.1"!1 e .'2.!.._co!!l21 e x ~ 

Any area where large numbers of persons are gathered together 

at anyone tjme must be regarded as vulnerable to terroristic attack. 

Parts of the country where tourism features as a prominent part of 

-the r~gion's economy have special problems. Such areas, among which 

South Florida must be prominently counted, generally make ample 

provision for the accommodation and enteratinment of visitors. 

Dade-Miami has several facilities capable of accommodating upwards 

o f 5, 0'00 p eo p 1 e, inc 1 u din 9 the 0ran 9 e Bow1, w h i c h can hold 0 v e r 

80,000 persons and the Miami Beach Convention Center, able to hold 

25>000 persons. These latter are high-visibility facilities designed 

to attract major national events, often of a controversial character. 

Both have, in the not too distant past, been associated with episodes 

of ext r a 0 r.d ina r y v i ole n c e, the 0ran 9 e Bow1 t h r 0 ugh the boo k and 

movie Black Sund and the Miami Beach Convention Center with the 

national political cOhventions in 1968 and 1972, both years of great 

lurbul r~n.r. ',nn 



As the world moves inevitably clo-ser to the possibility of 

mega-terrorism, such large congregations of persons will offer increas

ingly inviting targets for the purposes of some terrorist spectacular 

, or for the purpose of 

engineering some massive hostage-taking episode. On a more mundane 

1eve1, eve nan a r din a r y b a In b t hrea t (th e \-/0 r k -j n 9 t e r l~ 0 )' ; s t's "b rea d 

and butter") must have most serious consequences by reason of the 

disruption of events, evacuation, and possible panic. Given a 

carefully orchestrated campaign along these lines, the area's capacity 

to satisfy tourists' and other visitors' needs would be substanti~lly 

impaired and considerable economic hardship would result. 

Sporting events are particularly vulnerable by reason of the 

partisan emotions generated, and the latent possibilities for violence 

can be exploited by subversive groups with only a comparatively slight 

degree of personal involvement. This, again, is an area where the 

conta~ion factor (and the role of the media) is of some importance. 

Spectator violence and terrorist-inspired disturbances at political 

gatherings are extremely newsworthy happenings and tend to receive 

extensive and often extremely dramatic media coverage. The contagion 

possibilities are significantly heightened by such treatment. 

Happenings elsewhere are quite likely to generate events of a similar 

nature in the South Florida area. The probabilities are enhanced by 

the prevailing mood of the country and by reason of the increasing 

polarization of politics~ a phenomenon that is likely to become more 

and more manifest as the 1980 Presidential election approaches. 

__""""__..~__"_"_J!_ 

.
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It is difficult to assess the magnitude of the risk in relation 

to such targets in tile South Flor"ida area in isolation from the! rest 

of the country. Present terrorist groups in the area do not offer 

any special tllreat, on an analysis of their history and propensities. 

It is more likely that, if this type of target becomes popular else

\', her e wi t h t e IT 0 r i s t s, II 0 u t sid e r s II \<Ii 1 1 beat t rae ted tot he Sou t h 

Florida al'ea by reason of the abundance of such targets and the 

opportunities offered. The Dade-Miami area certainly does offer 

exceptionally attractive, well-sited targets for a terrorist 

II spec taculai,lI designed to capture the popular imagination after the 

fashi.on of the Munich Olynlpics hostage-taking, and the availability 

of close convenient air escape routes is another factor to take 

into consideration. Again, the strategiC position of the Dade/Hiallli 

community and its close connection with Latin American affairs must 

be taken "into account. There is a. groHing ail' of desperation in 

many Latin "/\merican:o especially Central Amer"ican, countries thnt "is 

driving politi~al extremists to engage in forms of confrontation-style 

t err 0 r "j s m t hat ha v e be comere1q t i vel y u n pop u1are1s e vv her e . I t \·ii 1 1 

berec'a 11 edt hat the n u mer'j cally 1a r 9est h0 s t a 9e - t a k.-i !l 9 to date :> 

3,000 persons approximately, occurred in Nicaragua. "Those taking 

the cl rea d s t e p to \-1 a r d s meg a - t err0 r ism \'I ill c e r t: a i n1y bed e s perate 

and then~ "is no lack of that quality of desperation nlTIo!lg the many 

La tin AIn e rica n S \'I II 0 hn v est r ~I 9 9 1 e cl for solon ~J and S 0 f r u-i t 1 e s sly 

to effect "trc1nsfers of pO\4er by the use of a 1csser degree of 

v"iolence. The Cuban ('x-ile community 112S not yet come to that pas:., 
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and the dispersal of some of its more dangerous energies 

through assimilation, the passage of time, the opening up of other 

opportunities, as \'lell as the engagement of its anti-social elements 

ina c t i v i tie s sue has d l~ 1I 9 t r a f fie kin 9 a n cI gun run ni n 9 \1 -j 1 1 pro bct b 1 y 

ensure that it never does. But the qualities inherent in othcl' 

9 r 0 ups 0 f 1 eft - I'J i n9 1 eani ngsa 1I 9 h t not tab e 0 If e t' 1 0 0 ked, for they 

wi 1 1, i nth e ma in, be con tel:: Pt U 0 us 0 f the vet'y c ire UIII S tan c esthat 

have tended to divert the Cuban exile community ft'om the puth of 

extreme violence in pursuit of a political cause. 

finy a~Jl~lJli9~._P.~~l.i<l.~~~~ i ty 

There are two aspects to be considered here. Many of the 

considerations expressed in the antecedent paragraphs hold good 

for this subject. Large numbers of people, however they are 

grouped together and for whatever purpose, constitute a vulnerable 

target for terrorists. Where such people are packed together in 

a relatively small urban area, they offer singular possibilities 

for the terrorist whose design it is to produce the maximum number 

of casualties with the minimum expenditure of energy and resources. 

Where the area includes a sUbstantial amount of extremely valuable 

real estate, the importance of the target is obviously , greatly 

increased. There is a great population concentration of this kind 

in the Dade-Miami area. Miami Beach, in particular, contains not 

only a dense population but also some of the nation's most impressive 

hotel properties closely packed and attracting, during the season, 

large numbers of visitors from other parts of the country and 
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abroad. The fact that this aggregation of people and property 

1 i e s d ire c t 1 y ben eat h S 0111 e 0 f the \'J 0 r 1 diS bus i est air t' 0 utesis 

another element to be introduced into any calculation relating 

to its vulnerability to terrorist attack. While the threat of 

ut'ban tel~rorism that pr'eoccupied so many students of the subject 

during the late 1960's has not materialized in the forms then 

envisaged, these population concentrations and what can be done 

to them by terrorists still represent a threat th~t cannot be 

ignored. 

The second aspect that needs consideration is the use of 

the dense urban area as protective "coloring" or as a safe area 

for the terrorist. Given a comp~tible or complac~nt population, 

he can II los e II hi TIl S elf ; n ; t s 111 ids t, r e c r u i the 1p, colle c t fun d s , 

and g e n era 11 y car ryon his \'/0 r k fromap rot e c ted bas e 0 fop era t ion s . 

The character of terrorism in the South Florida area has, ;n the 

past, tended to reflect these latter considerations. Cuban exile 

terrorists have been able to do their work because they operated 

Within, and out of, a mainly friendly, supportive Cuban community 

of half a million persons concentrated within the narrow confines 
. 

of Dade-Miami. By and large they were compatible with that community 

in all essential respects; language, appearance, aspirations, and 

objectives. While this fundamental compatibility is not likely to 

change as far as the extremists among the Cuban exiles are concerned, 

their methods, objectives, and targets may gradually put more and 

more distance between them and the comm~nity of which they are a 
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part. This is a common development in the history of terrorism and 

is somethinG like \'Jhat has occurred during the past twelve months 

in Northern Italy. The waters in which the terrorists have swum 

so comfortably in the past have now grov'/n distinctly chillier. 

This will clearly have a number of consequences with regard to the 

vulnerability of the community as a whole, perhaps the most important 

o f \'[ h i c h \'I ill bethat the t err 0 r i s t s- i t has harb 0 red S 0 III e\'J hat 

indulgently in the past may turn upon it so that it sees itself 

to have nursed a viper to its bosom. The Dade-t~iami Cuban community 

is at a crossroads, as much, probabl~ on account of assimilation as 

anything else. There ar ns of this estr 
--~.-----~-~--------------

co in reased intra-commun olence in the future. 
~--"----'---'--

In the short-term, the consequences could be very unpleasant for 

many individuals, but, in the long run, the process is likely to 

lead to an eradication of Cuban exile terrorists from the community. 

Still, the old hatreds remain, and the strong, deep divisions are, 

in the short-term, likely to produce the kind of strife foreshadowed 

by the media commentary on the death of Carlos Mu~iz at the end of 

J\pril, 1979. 

People 

This, the most vulnerable target of all, has been reserved 

for treatment last, although it has, by implication, been interwoven 

through all that has gone before. However terrorism m~y be defined, 

it is, essentially, something people do to other people. It is n 

J activi intended the human mind. People, not things, 
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are terrorized, forced to do things Qut of fear that they would 

not otherwise do. Things, property interests, tangible and 

intangible, are the suhject of the terrorists' attentions 2-~lL 

on account of their relationships to people and because of the 

value they are assumed to have for some person or persons. At 

bottom, then, vulner'abi1ity can ah/ays be tl~anslated into terms 

of E.~~~~.~ vLilnerahility, for it is people \Vho own or control 

things, make decisions, enter into ~elationships. and influence 

the course of events. 

~very act of terrorism, therefore, however it is designed or 

oriented, constitutes an attack upon people. When the act is 

aimed specifically at some human being so as to injure him or her 

in a physical or psychological way, the terrorism can be said to 

be dire t, whereas if the individual is struck at through. his or 

her relationsh-ips or property interests, it will be of an indit'ect 

character. Most acts of terrorism have, at one and the same time, 

both a direct and indirect nature. The instant victim of an assassin

ation or kidnapping suffers a direct act of terrorism against his 

or her person; but others associated with the victim suffer indirectly, 

more .or less according to the closeness and strength of their 

relationships to the immediate victim. 

To the terrorist, this indirect suffering is often the more 

i mpo r ta nt 0 f the two. Terrori SID is of a n exe.~~Y~i!..i'ac t~.E.; it 

is intended to teach somebody an unpleasant lesson, to make an 

example of them. It is the oblique or indirect side of terrorism 

that is its most pervasive, its most exiensive. If a powerful 
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leader is assassinated, the whole community is subdued. Although 

in no way directly threatened, others, quite remote from the event, 

begin to feel insecure and to ask themselves, "If th could not 

pro tee tapa Itl e r f u1 per son 1 ike (t h e vic t i 111 )" h a ~'J can I fee 1 s a f e ? II 

One kid nd p vic t i HI can s t ri kef ez\ r i nth e hear t S 0 f a hun d red 0 the t' S 

wh 0 ; nqui r e, "\oJtlO may benext? II Terr 0 r ism, 1ike raran 0 i a, fee dson 

u n c e r t a i n t y • The dy n a r.1"i c s ofte r j' at' i S If1 h a v e bee n vI e11 u n d e r s too d 

by rulers since time immemorial; in modified form, they represent 

the raw elements of every system of social control. Those who 

cannot rule by love must perforce resort to fear. 

In another sense, terror; m i all abo r This dark 

side of the power struggle is concerned, in the words of Humpty 

Dum pty \vi t h II Who i s to b e mas t e r" . Pol i ticsis ate c h n i cal t )' a n s 

formation o~ brute force into some form of acceptable accommodation. 

Politics represer,ts a delicate kind of balancing act, an attempt to 

find some sort of social equilibrium. It is rarely possible to 

accommodate all points of view, all interests within the social 

framework; the strongest simply take charge and bend the framework 

to their will. The result is that some are excluded (or exclude 

themselves), while the great majority set about making themselves 

as comfortable as possible within the framework as it exists. From 

time to time, pressures build from within to alter the framework. 

Sometimes this alteration can be accomplished quite peacefully to 

everyone's satisfaction without damage to either the socio-political 

framewor~ or the existing power relationships themselves. Where a 

majority feels satisfied with things as they are or with compara

" 
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tively slight modification, these adjustments can usually be made 

quite comFortably. Good politics is the art of compromise. But 

there are always some \'Jho will not co!nprise. If their uncompromis"ing 

goal is simply to change matters to their own satisFaction, they 

can only do this by capturing the power base of the community frOlil 

within, by force if necessary. This is revolution, bloodless or 

otherwise according to the amount of resistance to their designs. 

Or, if the basic structure of the framework is too strong and 

exclusive, they can only break in and seek, forcefully, to move 

from a position of weakness to one of strength by influencing the 

apathetic, uncommited, or just plain contented mass within. This 

is the terroristic alternative, the power play through fear. Its 

manifestations can be observed throughout the world wherever terrorist 

campaigns ~ave been waged. 

As has been illustrated in previous chapters, terrorism in 

South Florida has, for nearly two decades, been dominated by the 

power play within the Cuban exile community. The political facts 

of life of this large and vibrant community continue to dominate 

the scene within Dade County. For the most part, any assessment 

of the terroristic risk here has to take detailed account of the 

"politicsl! of the Cuban exile community and must, in particular, 

assess the vulnerability of its leading personages to direct and 

indirect attack as well as evaluating the effects of such activity 

upon the community as a whole. For well understood historic reasons, 

the powe~ play within the Cuban exile community is presently more 

delicate and more open to shifts and upsets than it has been for 
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s 0 :n e t'j me. This i s a sen S 'j t -j vere rio d 0 f a c! j u ~ t rn '2 n t > 'j n \'/ hi c h 

p0 sit ion S (1 nd s t Ct nd 'i n9 ha v eye t t 0 be c: 0 n sol i d (l t LCI . Bee nus e 0 f tile 

cl c 1 'j cae y 0 f S 0 rn e 0 f the ace 0 mill 0 d a t ion s pro p0 sed and tile i n ten sely 

pe t~ son \:l 1 b i1 S esup 0 n \-, i i 'j c h l hey r' est ~ the rei s c 1 e a \' 1y t' 0 0 m for a 

f (l r c e f li 1 a p p l'~ 0 () C h tot i P III i1 t t e \' sad iffere n t VI'" Y . Con seq u c: n tl y , 

c e [' t i1 'j n 'j nd i v 'j d u a 1 s fin cl the E1 S e 1 v e sin a C)" U C -j 11 1 l}, e x p 0 S e cl p0 si t 'j 0 n , 

so that their remova1 mi~)ht seem to .bt~ a IIso1ution" to a s'ituat-ion 

'j n VI hie h n0 COIn r r 0 I!l -j s t 0 f Pr i nci p 1 e III i 9 h tot h e nli s e be p 0 S S 'j b 1 e . 

Many who have associated themselves with the Dialogue, and, in 

to the attentions of extremists, those who reject all compromise. 

If their removal is seen as a way of ~ltcring the current of events, 

" t can bee x pee ted t hat tho s e \'/ h 0 h a v e not h (: S 'j t c ted to use s u c h 

met hod s b e f 6r e, \'/'j 1 1 not h e sit ate to use t h em ,\ 9 i! in. 

rotcct'ion cf no 'one ·s.holll d \'1i s h -_._.__ ...._-_. 

to hflrm ·h·im. If the reverse is the cese, no amount of physical 

pl'otection, hard\,lal~e or bodyguanls, is any. guarantee (l~;{linst tiH: 

d e t e r min e c1 a t t a eke r . 1fth e 'j d e a 0 f the D'j a '/ 0 ~l U e can bel/ -j n s t 'j t uti (I n .• 

alized ll , made an inerad'icable part of the aspirat'ions of the Cuban 

exile community) it \'/il1 eventually be seen by the ot'fJanL~ed 

opposition that the removal of a fe~ leaders is not going to cllange 

III i! t t e r S • This \'/ 'j 1 1 not, 0 f c0 U r s e, d e t e t' the 0 d d" i r j' (l t i 0 Ii a 1 

f ,\ nat 'j C ~ pel' hap S \'/0 )' k (I d l! ron by the c (J mmo n 1 y a van it b 1 e II hat e " 

propaganda of the Latin press, but the present vulneraGility of 
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c crt c:t"i n "j n d i v i d II ,d s S 1I C h d S II ern a r d 0 Ben e ;; (l n c! t Ii (~ Revere n c! 

t,lt111uel Esp-inosa Houle! be }'ccluccu. Ti.ne -is an "important factor 

eve n t ually s C:' e n a sine v i t (1 b 1 e may corn e to be ace cpt e d; ,-/ h i 1cit 
~~X-

r [' HI a -j n s -i nthe b il '! It neE:) t h C:' -f 0 r c C' f 1I "I sol LJ t -i 0 n c () nt."i n u (' s to be il n 

attractive alternative. 

Cub a n e x n e pol i ti Cit"! see n e:> the rei s no}'e <d nee rl t () ask 1\ H h y? II ; 

t Iw r e Ct r ere a son s P. no U ~) h ~ S 'j nd 1 a r 1 y, -j tis II ,u- d 1 Y nee c s s a r y to 

-j n '1 u ire II H h 0 ? "!> for y' e 1 a t'j 0 n s hip s h i:l vee I~ y s t d 1 -j zed tot h e p Q i n t 

\-; her e pot e n t i a 1 vic t -j msea n b e s u f f 'j c -j en t 1 Y 'j den t -j f -j e d . I n tile 

2bsence of hard information, the 'IHhen?H and the 1l\4hc~n~?11 C(ln 

a t t r Ct c.: ton 1y the m0 s t s pee u 1 a t i ve 0 fan S \'1 e l~ s. _ nat ion a 1 and i n t e r .. 

tJ il t 'j 0 n a 1:> a S \'J ell a s 1 0 cal d eve lop men t S \'1 'j 1 1 h a v e a n e f f e ct 0 n 

,this. I t -j s m0 rep r 0 fit a b 1 e to i n q wi r e II !I Ql.'i ? II:. for the fa c tors 

entering into analys'is are more certain. tiothing cOll'ld be served 

by a kidnapping or hostage-taking; there is nothing really about 

which to bargain. Economic issues a~e not really relevant "to the 

nat tI reo f the con f lie t • The If h0 \'/? II. C010 r s d0\V n fit i t' 1yeo n c III S i vel .Y 

to ass(1ssinat-ion - but how? The Cuban exile cornmull'ity has,. in the 

pas t -' -bred S 0 m c.. for Tn -j c1 il b 1 can d hi g h 1 y s k 'j 1 1 e cI i.1 5 S ass ins -' \·1110 h il Ve 

not h(~s'itated to kill for a cause they beneved to be right .. Th0Y 

h (\ v C s hm..m the m s E' 1 'I e s) m 0 reo v e r, cap it b"e ? f il h i ~J h c1 e ~:P~ (> e 0 f 

tee h n 0 10 ~J'j c a 'I sop tl'i s tic a t ion i nth (~ II Se 0 f e x p "/ (l S -j v p d e vic e s ; 

.J the Cub a n e x i 1 e com In unity m u s t s til 1 n u mob era 111 0 n 9 its ran k s s () m e 
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of the f'inest bomb-milkers in the courity·y. Bombs are effective~ 


i nvol v e n a con f r~ ant a t -j on, u 11 d the i r TIl e s s a 9 e i s c 1 eat' a n cl 'j den t i f i a b 1 e , 


\·d t h 1 itt1erea 1 nee d for a c 1a i III i nU a f res pOll S i h i 1 i t y e x J~Q_~1 f H _t2. • 


The t h r e il t of t h (-! b 0 til b c on tin u e s to \'I e 'j 9 h h e a v 'il y '1 nth 'j s c a In 11111 n 'j t y 


and while a shooting cannot now be ruled out, it seems reasonable 


on historic and other evidence to suggest that some of the present 


u n c e r t a i ntie S \'1 il 1 eve n t ually be res () 1 v e d by tit e b0 mbra the r t han 


the gun. Sue h vi ole n c e \'J ill c e r' t a 'j n 1 y beg e tother vi 0 .\ en c e . I t 


ought not too reacli'ly be assumed that the anti-Castro Cublln terrorists 


will just IIgive Upll. The hatreds run too deep for that. Even the 


possibility of an attack on Castro himself cannot be altogether 


rul cd out. 


The second po-jnt that needs careful, cons-iderat-ion -is the 

UJl d 0 ub ted eJ-i v e r s -j 0 n 0 f s II Ch a\'I Fu1 ta 1 en tin too the r c)~ 'j m-j n ale n t c t',~ 

.prises that make use of similar terroristic techniques. Procedurally, 

tGe methods of organized crime differ in no way from those of the 

political extr:em'ist; only the motivation d'isti!lgwishes one from 

th~ oth~r. This was hJghlight~d by the assassination in S~n Antonio) 

T e x as;> 0 f a Fed e rill ...1 u c! 9 <~ d II Y"i !,l 9 the 1 a s t \" e e k -j n NCl Y, i 9 7 9 . t: QI.'I 

. 
.	did such a killing differ from the assassination of Jlldges in Italy 

and Spcdn by pol-itical extremists? It is as much V:n~orism \·;hether 

the ton 9 u e i sell tOll t to S -j 1 e nee t h P H 'j t n e s san d s C l~ v e a s a 9 r -j HI 

c>:<lmple to others, as it is to do the S11m2 th'jn~l fQ}~ the purpose 

o f s -j 1 e n c -j ngap0 1 i t'j c u lop p 0 n e n t . Pol 'j t -j c u 1 ext )" C !il -j S III C {\ 1 1 s f () r 
.
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on the conscience:, offc:dng the prospects of mar.el"-iul ~l(]-in. The 

c los e con nec t ion betVi pen the t \v 0 > P (:tr· U C u 1 a i' 'I.y \ri t h r c 9 tI }~ d tot h 2 

pet'S 0 n a 1 qua 1 -i t i (-~ s n e c e S S i'l r y t 0 d 0 sue h t h -j 11 ~J sis > h0 H eve r) inc sea p a b 'I e • 

It is a'iso a fact that .. espeC'iany in the prC'sent C"ircurnsttlnce:s 

pol'iticdl terrohsm simply does not pay vel'y \'/e'll:> e-it:lwr -in ma!:e;'-jal 

t(>)'fi):; or by way of [Je)l.H!T' and ~Jloi'Y. Or~Flrdlc:d cC'ime activit.-ies" on 

the o,t hi~ r han d) are v e "r'y p r' 0 fi tab 'I e . j,; i 1 'I -i 0 n S 0 f <1011 (t l~ S po uri 11 to 

t'l'i a III ida i 1y 'j nco nne c t 'j 0 n \'J i t h the d rug t)' (HI e a 1 () n e • I tis 1 -i ttl e 

\,/0 nd e r t hat the 900 d II b0 mbe r II 0 r the un s c r up u lou S 'j nd i vi d LJ a 1 hall dy 

\·dth \'ieapolH'y might be attracted to these nvenU2S of employment; 

hem 'j 9 h t eve n rat -j 0 n a -, 'j z e t 11 a the iss imp 1y h0 n 'j n 9 his ski 1 1 sun til 

they can be mor'e properly employed in the IIcallselJ. Of course, sllch 

extrication eventually becomes quite unrealistic, even if it were 

~ 	 eve r f ea S 'i h 1 e, but i t doe sineanthat t his \'l hole que s t 'j 0 n 0 f t err 0 }' i Sin 

and v u 1 n era 0 i1 'j t yea n not no \'1 bel 00 ked a t sen sib 'I y a s tho u 9 h the s e 

two operations, that of organized crime and that of the organized 

political movements) were something quite distinct. The human factor 

alone makes su~h separation, even for the purposes of analysis, quite 

unt' e as 0 nab 1 e . TIl'i sis so met 11 i n 9 t hat ~J'i vest II etc r r 0 l' 'j S l!l r i s k 

assessment in South Flol'ida a quite lIt1'ique character. 

Although the tel~rorism picture in South Flor'ida is thus 

overshadowed by the Cuban issue, particularly so far'as people are 

con c ern ed, a 11 y ass e S S III e n t 0 f the mag nit u c1 e 0 f the t h rea tin Ud s 

area must take account of the aspirations and potential of other 

g~'oups that Iwight perCfdve this area as a useful battleground. 

n l"i sis not a II t err 'j tor i i.I 1 II que So ti 0 n ,i nth e con v en t ion a lor9 a rd re d 

cr'ilile sense> alt:hotlnh for' th(~ reasons set out -in the pn~cccc\in~J 
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paragraph, this cannot be ignored. There arc definitely territorial 

questions to be taken into account. Othcr Latin groups might well 

still be inhibited or find it unwise to act in or out of the Dade

Miami area, particularly those of a left-wing or pro-Castro Cuban 

persuasion. This must not, however, be taken as altogether precluding 

such activity, The Provisional and Official wings of the I.R.A. were 

able to operate quite distinctly and 'sometimes antagonistically in 

Belfast. This area offers many advantages as a base for Latin 

American groups of all kinds and they would be able to blend into 

the general Hispanic community without too much difficulty. It 

cannot necessarily be assumed that information about such groups 

would automatically emanate from the Cuban exile cnmmunity or even 

that there wbuld be widespread knowledge of their existence. 

Dade-Miami is a very easy area to enter and leave and extremely 

conveniently placed for undertaking certain operations. One would 

not have to be a resident in the area to engage in terroristic 

activities here. 

The problems associated with the Middle East cannot be ignored 

although they have not yet surfaced in this area in crucial form. 

Palestinian and latin American terrorists have collaborated in the 

past; there is no reason to suppose that they will not do so in the 

future. The current presence of the Shah of Iran anywhere within 

easy reach of Miami is a large factor in any personal vulnerability 

calculation. The open IIcontractll on his person announced by the 

Islamic courts is likely to attract prof€ssionals and amateurs, 
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rational and fanatic alike. Arrangements for his protection as well 

as for his elimination can only be usefully mounted out of the 

Dade-r'liami area, and both may be expected to make use of local 

res 0 U r c e s • The rem ay \-J ell be a II s pin - 0 f f II f)~ 0 III sue h (\ r ran gem e n t s • 

The md actor 

In conclusion, a few more observations on the role of the media 

in relation to these problems are in order. It mayor mdY not be 

true that we are what we eat, but it certainly is not true that we 

a r ~ VI hat \'J eread, 0 r \'1 hat we see 0 r hear d e pic ted by the e 1 c c t ron i c 

media. Yet, the media is most influential, perhaps decisive, in the 

formation of our impressions about many of the most important matters 

affecting our daily lives. Our individual and collective views 

about many things are often derived in large part, originally or 

through others, from what is disseminated concerning them in the 

media. Few people are so discriminating as to he ahle to resist the 

imposition of these blanket impressions. They are generally accepted 

without too much resistance or testing and they become woven into the 

tapestry of life. Thus, the magnitude of the threat of terrorism, 

for most people, at most times, and in most places, is very much 

what the media tells them it is. 

It is obviously unfair, and patently incorrect, to regard 

terrorism as a mere invention of the media. But looked at quite 

sob e r 1 y, i tis e v ide n t t hat m0 s t p e 0 p 1 e I s k now' e d ~l e 0 f \1 hat t err0 t' ism 

is, whe the r tile rei sal 0 t 0 fit go i n 9 0 not' 0 thenli s e, and \'1 he the r 

....) much more cun be expected, is mClinly derived from the media. find, 
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undeniab1y, the media ~an make a 10t out of nothing, just as it can 

reduce something quite substantial to negligible proportions. This 

is a very considerahle power indeed, and it is as often denied as 

i tis adIII itt e d h Y tho s e VI h0 \'1 i e 1 d oj t . Nod eli bera t e pol icy 0 f 

dec e p tiD n by III e d i a pro f e s si a nit 1sis s u 9 Sl est e cl hpre . I tis s i In ply 

that facts are not merely facts; presentation alters perceptions. 

The way in which the facts of terrorfsm are served up to the public 

determines the degree of attention they pay to the subject and the 

amount of importance they accord it in their lives. For most people, 

the t rue a n s we r tot h e h y pot h e tic a 1 que s t -j 0 n, II I') hen did you rea 1 i z e 

there was a lot of terrorism going on in South Flol"'ida?1I would 

probably be, "Hhen I read about it in the t4iami Herald"~ or "Hhen 

heard about it on the Six o'clock News." 

Public ·concern is stimulated, enlarged, allayed, or diminished 

by the actions of the media. Terrorism is, by nature, designed for 

media attention and exploitation; it has all the ingredients necessary 

to capture the avid attention of the reader, listener, or reviewer. 

In fairness, it must be said that the media could not ignore the 

subject even if it chose to do so. Indeed, ignoring it might be a 

most 0nwise procedure. In any event, the media is not a monolithic 

entity with a solid uniformity of criteria. It is, rather, a large 

and highly competitive industry, dependent for its prosperity and 

continued well-being on a fickle public that, in the main, desires 

to be entertained rather than educated and informed. 

There is also the element of the self-fulfilling prophecy to _ 

take into account in all this. Spotting a trend and then writing 
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about it can be quite intoxicating. Especially if the writer is 

talented, convincing, and possessed of the means to reach a lar~e 

au die n c e wit h h'j s w0 Y' ds . I f you \'/ r i tee n0 ugh a h 0 U t t err 0 r i SIf] (0 r 

speak about it enough to a large enough aUdience) you will create 

the i III pre s s ion t hR t the r e -j sag rea t d e a 1 0 f -j t ~l 0 i n~I 0 n . Uhow 0 ul d 

deny that there is a great deal of terrorism if Walter Cronkite says 

the rei s ? The bel i efthat t err 0 r i Sin ·i s a s e r'j 0 Ll S P r (J b 1 em an cI i S 

1ike 1y t 0 inc r' e a s e !l E;.~S.~_ nor a t ionale x p 1 a nat ion f 0 Y' S II C h a !Il all e a b 1 e 

public; it needs only a firm pronouncement from a recognized authority'. 

If it is declared to be so, it is so. And, almost inevitably, it 

_ .____c_..:s._ so i f the aut h0 r i ty has a s u f f i c i en t 1 y Ln' 9 e and fa i t h f u 1 

fu1lowing. 

These dynamics cannot be left out of account when a more realistic 3 

quasi-scient~fic appraisal is being ~ttempted. The magnitude of 

the terrorist threat is not necessarily what the pundits of the 

media ~ it is. But a great many people will believe it to be 

so regardless of evidence from other sources to the contrary. If 

public concern is thus raised to a sufficiently high level, there 

vJi 11 bed e III and s for act ion, t hat s 0 rri e bod Y. , 0 m e \'1 her e, d0 S 0 III eUd n(1 

about the problem. The need to respond - and to respond meaningfully-

will then become something of a problem in itself. The Miami Herald 

editorial of ~'lay 5, 1979, entitled "Terrorism Among Cubans Calls for 

Immediate Action!! should be read and understood with these consider

ations in mind. 

A ver"'y special meciia problem exists ,in the Sourth Florida area-. 

The Latin press, spoken and written, owes its formation. sensibilities, 
') 



and d ire c tiD n t a a c u 1 t urev (. t' Y d iffere n t f l' 0 III the 0 n e i n \'I hi chi t 

has been implanted. It is capable of expressing, extremely vividly, 

some of the most profound of human emotions. It reflects, very 

accurately, the charucter ancl temperament of the peoples it serves. 

It is capable of playing upon the emotions of its audience with the 

torie and delicacy of a finely tuned instrument. Hore than the United 

States' media generally, it is able to whip up public concerns and 

feiHs. In so doing, it undoubtedly enters into excesses that would 

be reg(lrded as unprofessional, if not downright illicit, in the 

English language press. Much of this distilled hatred and malice 

is directed against named individuals who are thus made the butt of 

public ridicule and scorn for R~tions that have displeased those 

who control these powerful organs of communication. 

It is d1fficult to judge how effective these campaigns of hate 

really are in forming public opinion and cven more difficult to guess 

how what is purveyed might affect some already biased or unhinged 

mind so as to stimulate some vicious action against the individuals 

towards whom these vituperative articles and lampoons are directed. 

They are~ nevertheless, a factor to reckon with in the overall climate 

of opinion regarding terrorism and the possibility that they might b~ 

responsible for generating some terroristic action or at least 

targeting certain individuals cannot be discounted. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

WHAT IS TO BE DONE 

This chapter is headed not by an interrogative, but, appropriately, 

by a Leninesque declaration of purpose. It represents in spirit a 

statement of identified needs and an indication of how it is felt 

those needs should be met. In a way, this is the most gratifying 

part of the report to be committed to paper; in another, it is the 

'most difficult. For the greater part, the report has dealt with that 

which has been shaped, or is likely at some future time to be shpaed, 

by others. Here the consultant alone must take responsibility for the 

design of what is suggested. It is upon this chapter, ultimately, that 

the work as a whole will be judged. It is no accident that this part 

of the report was the very last to be written. All that has gone before 

has in some way or another contributed to its formation. 

It should be pointed out here that this entire undertaking has 

been inspired by a traditionally Scottish sense of cost-consciousness. 

Not meaness, but prudence and good husbandry of resources must be 

the watchword in these troubled times. The traditional American 

approach to a problem in times past has been to throw money at it. 

Provided the aim was true and the target not too absorbent, this 

sometimes worked. But the practice has left behind an unfortunate 

legacy. Commitment, especially federal commitment, has tended to be 

judged by the size of the purse thrown into the ring. The country has 

J come upon leaner times - for the moment - but the old attitudes persist. 
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It would be unfortunate indeed if thi~ report and its recommendations 

were to be judged by those outmoded standards. If it were felt that 

terrorism could be more effectively prevented or contained by employing 

huge sums of money for counter-measures, the expenditures would be 

unreservedly advocated in this report. rtwouldbe gros~ly improper 

to urge ~uch exp~nditures ~impljt6 giV~ -th~im~re~sion of concern. 

Conversely, it would be a great mistake to imagine that concern is 

absent because no exorbitant demands of this sort are presently levied 

upon government. What money is available to cope with terrorism must 

be wisely not prodigally spent. 

The prevention of terrorism presently has a very low priority 

-for government in the United States at every level. Having been 

~ 	spared, so far, terrorism of the type and intensity that has plagued 

other countr~es having stable political systems and a high standard 

of living, the problem has just not seemed to warrant great attention 

nor much by way of expenditure of resources. On a short-term view, 

that is not an inaccurate assessment. By comparison with other social 

problems currently engaging the nation's energies and taxing its human 

and material resources, terrorism has, fairly, to be ranked very low 

in the order of priorities. Those who are engaged in combatting what· 
~ 

is nevertheless a real and urgent problem are understandably concerned 

about wher~ they stand in these rankings. It is not merely a matter 

of feeling unappreciated; it is sometimes a very real question of 

whether the job can be done at all with the resources that, in the 

present climate of opinion, are devoted to it. These feelings mus~. 

be appropriately taken into consideration. 
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· It is understandable that those trying to hold the Thin Red 

Line with too few troops and too little ammunition should be heard 

toe 0 m p 1 a in, II ~'I hat will itta k e towa k e t h ; s c0 u n try u p toth e 

problem of terrorism and what is really needed to cope with it - a 

major catastrophe?" The short, honest, and unwelcome answer is 

that it will take nothing less. Perhaps the most important lesson 

of the present study is that it is not possible to reduce what might 

be needed to cope wi.th terrorism, at any postulated level of intensity, 

to simple monetary terms. It would have been thought that this lesson 

had already been learned from some of the mistakes that have been made 

in the fighting of crime generally. But, clearly~ it has not. It 

would be all too easy, were catastrophe to strike, to commit X million 

~ 	dollars to the struggle against terrorism. They would surely all be 

expended - and quickly - on all sorts of hardware and software, 

weaponry and gadgetry - but the expenditure would not conquer terrorism 

any more than similar profligate spending has served to hold down 

crime. Money, as such, is meaningless in this struggle. A blank 

check cannot be written for the fight against terrorism. The real 

needs must first be identified on a prudent, realistic scale. Then, 

the account must be presented and met, if battle ;s to be joined. 

These, then, are parsimonious proposals, and will doubtless be 

disappointing both to- those who feel they are already doing too much 

with too little, as well as to those who measure performance in terms 

of largesse. Some expenditure is necessary; there is no Free Lunch. 

But this is a parsimony dictated by realism. It is also intended ." 
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to serve as a future caution. It may be that sometime, in the not 

too distant time to come, "catastrophe ll indeed will strike. Somebody 

may then "identify" funds to cope with the problem on a scale beyond 

anyone's wildest dreams today_ It is to be hoped that these cautionary 

words will then be recalled and that the money will be prudently 

spent without regard to its amount but~ rather, by identifying what 

is needed to cope with the problem and then paying for it in that 

order. That way not only will save money; it will also avoid the 

emergence of "imagined" needs stimulated by the availability of the 

real means to satisfy them. 

The economics of counter terrorism is a complicated subject, but 

the other side of the coin must not be neglected. To engage in 

~ 	terrorism costs money, often a very great deal of money. One of the 

first things "any serious terrorist organization must attend to is the 

financing of its campaign. It must build up a war chest. The idea 

of the ragged anarchist, burning with revolutionary fervor, living on 

charity and hopes of a better world for all, probably did not survive 

the turn of the century. Many of today's terrorists, politically 

inspired and otherwise, are exceedingly fond of the "good life" and 

all that goes with it. This is not to suggest that all, or even a 

great many terrorists are "in it for the money". But the nature of 

the business, its hazards, and attitudes towards money and property 

in general encourage the spending of money rather than its thrifty 

hoarding. Traditionally, terrorist operations have been financed by 
... 

making the rich pay for them. Bank robbery, kidnapping for ransom,·

extortion, all. go to feed the movement and to impoverish the "enemies" 



~ 

of the cause. These traditional methods are still widely in use 

today. The sometimes astronomical ransoms paid by multi-national 

corporations to secure the safe return of kidnapped executives have 

gone to make coping with terrorism just that much more difficult for 

those on a tight budget. Where the problem becomes very serious, 

legislation has sometimes been used to forbid the payment of ransom. 

This is never effective and does little more than work individual 

hardship. 

More modern methods of financing terroristic operations present 

even more serious problems for law enforcement. Much terrorism is 

now "officially" financed, in the name of some "liberation" movement 

or other surrogate enterprise that can be supported to advantage by 

the paymaster. Such contributions may range from comparatively small 

sums of "se~d money" to huge, on-going subventions that rival some 

countries' national revenues. Arab terrorist movements, in particular, 

have done well from generous sympathizers who have donated or diverted 

surplus oil revenues to their account. This has enabled some terrorists, 

at least, to live in the lap of luxury. It has also meant the ability 

to pay operatives, provide for their living expenses and travel, 

maintain all the administrqtive superstructure of the movement, and 

obtain the most sophisticated equipment for carrying out 
, 

operations. 

It is very hard for financially parched government counter-operations 

to match what such movements can do. In particular, it makes anything 

in the nature of penetration of such well-financed groups extremely 

difficult. 
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The other main source of financing is less "respectable" but 

cap~ble of generating even higher revenues. The traffic in drugs is 

exceedingly profitable. Extraordinary sums of hard cash are very 

quickly generated by it. Much of this has to be "ploughed back" 

into the business and a great deal of the rest goes for the personal 

enrichment of those who control the trade. But a great deal also 

goes to support the sub-culture of violence that is a necessary 

concomitant of the business. Big drug operations have an enviable 

capability for handling, moving, and concealing very large sums of 

money. The capacity to subvert the regular financial system upon 

which the community depends ii quite considerable. While only a 

comparatively small part of this money goes to fund terrorism as 

such, this is still large enough to attract a great many violence

prone individuals for whom this may be the best, if not the only, 

game in town. In the absence of a cause that can give equally 

well-paying and regular employment, some have no other recourse but 

to lend their skills to the vicious and violent practices to which 

this traffic gives rise. 

While it is not suggested here that without money there would be 

no terrorism, it is abundantly clear that there would be much less 

if the money supply dried up. Countries facing a se~ioos manifestation 

of the pro~lem have long realized that. The puzzling immunity from 

really large scale domestic terrorism in the United States has given 

rise to a great deal of lay and professional speculation. No attempt 

is made here to formulate any firm position on that interesting 
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subject. What is tossed out for consideration is the thought that 

what might be lacking for the most part is money. Vast amounts would 

certainly be needed, for this is a vast country, a veritable continent. 

The money is simply not there and the methods conventionally used to 

generate such sums are either unavailable or are not being employed. 

Barik robbery and kidnapping on the scale necessary have been effectively 

countered by protective measures and good police work. Those who 

grant massive subventions and "aid in kind" to other terrorist surrogates 

around the world either have a poor opinion of these embryo United States· 

groups or, more likely, do not trust their "purityu. This leaves the 

drug trade - and this is firmly in the hands of those who are in the 

game for profit reasons rather than ideological reasons. Thus, the 

~ 	 good old American system is working to advantage here and although this 

may be a cynical view, it is clear that the operations of organized. 

criminals are effectively denying politically inspired terrorists their 

only useful source of massive funding in this country and diverting 

much talent for what might otherwise be a different kind of struggle. 

All this, naturally, has its price. Law enforcement struggling 

against budgetary restraints on all sides has a hard time keeping up 

with those having apparently limitless cash resources to buy all the * 

latest anti-law enforcement technology available. In a 
, 
contest where' 

cash counts, law enforcement is destined to lose and federal aid 

could not contribute to equalize the position let alone give law 

enforcement the needed superiority. There is an even more sinister 

side to consider. Huge sums of money such as those created by the .* 

, 
~ 	 illicit trade in drugs find their way inevitably into the community 
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where they go to fuel an already inflationary economy. They are 

converted into legitimate goods and services that the community as 

a whole comes to enjoy. This is a process of slow contamination 

that creates a real sense of dependency. If all this money were 

skillfully and surgically removed, it might cause a fatal collapse. 

There are some very deep questions here deserving of an extended 

study of their own. What is certain is the relationship of all this 

to the forms of extreme violence that border upon terrorism or go 

to nourish it. Control of the money supply is the key to the 

successful control of large-scale terrorism. 

This is not a problem peculiar to Dade County. There is a 

general need to do something effective about this. But the problem 

~ 	 has assumed critical proportions in this area. Evidence points to 

huge sums of· money passing through local banks and other financial 

institutions that is extremely difficult to account for by reference 

to legitimate business sources. This money is already filtering 

down through the system in a way that makes a cleansing process 

difficult and perhaps dangerous to the economic health of the community. 

Yet while this money remains available, it is there to bankroll the 

violen~e that is already of concern to those whose job it is to protect 

life and property. The best prevention against terrorism would be to 

turn off.th~ spigot, to cut off the supply of money that makes it 

possible. Terrorism on a small scale would always be possible, for 

terrorists, like others, can 
\ 
learn to operate on a shoe-string budget. 

But it would even up the "warll and reduce the struggle to manageabl.e 
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proportions for law enforcement authorities that are feeling more 

and more the diminishing of their own effectiveness as the taps 

are tightened. 

This is an identified need. It is vital to any whole-hearted 

scheme of prevention. As terrorism rises in intensity and the level 

of public concern rises with it, the demand for prevention will grow. 

If the source of the money, in this case the drug traffic, cannot be 

effectively suppressed, a method must be devised of blocking the 

conduit of these funds to those whose business is violence. As the 

money supply dries to a trickle, so will the violence, for it is 

clear that, at the moment in Dade County, there is little else to 

sustain it. There are linkages here that law enforcement must discover 

and at which it must strike. No specific recommendation is offered 

here as to h~w this might be done; what is urged is that it be done 

if the community is serious in its desire topr~vent terroristic 

violence, whether it -be politically or non-politically inspired. 

This financial imbalanc~ between terrorism and counter-terrorism 

must be redressed in society's favor. It is not going to be redressed 

by society itself spending more on the problem. 

The Myth of Protection 

Anyone who has ever engaged in the provision of protective 

services knows that a state of perfect security is impossible to 

achieve and, even were that not so, it would certainly be impossible 

to maintain. The determined assailant, if he is patient enough, will 

always get through whatever barriers are erected to keep him out. 
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Protection against terrorism is no different in this sense from 

protection against any other form of violent criminality. Protection 

is a last-ditch stand to keep out the invader, the predator~ after 

efforts at prevention have failed. Public law enforcement has 

protective as well as preventive functions, and these are sometimes 

prominent in their exercise and, all too frequently, in their failure. 

But in the main, people have to protect themselves - or pay others to 

do the job for them. The growing problem of terrorism, the shifting 

of the financial burdens implicit in the fundamental notion of pro

tection have given rise to a huge "private security" industry that 

has necessarily assumed many of the burdens that would otherwise have 

had to be shouldered by an already heavily laden public service. No 

value judgements are offered here concerning the wisdom of that shift; 

it is simply' offered and accepted as fact. But the implications of 

that shift in terms of the real quality and effectiveness of the 

consequent protection have to be carefully examined. 

Public law enforcement is greatly outnumbered by those working 

in the private sector to provide protection against terrorism for 

those who are assumed, or who assume themselves, to need it. Any 

needs 'assessment study that neglected that fact and failed to give 

it due weight in a study of this kind would be hopelessly deficient. 

The public - and even those who do not pay directly for these services 

themselves are affected by them in very important ways - has come to 

rely on the private sector for a 'very large measure of the protection 

against terrorism it currently enjoys. It may be positively averr~~ 
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that the greater part of the protection that the public~ not only in 

Dade County~ but elsewhere throughout the United States and the rest 

of the world, enjoys is provided by private security.forces~ Little of 

their work is coordinated among themselves. As is to be expected 

in a highly competitive industry, the services of which are much in 

demand, there is little real cooperation among its different parts. 

And interface with public law enforcement leaves a great deal to be 

desired. With specific reference to terrorism, it must be asked: 

How good is the protection provided? 

Since 1975, certainly, business has blossomed~ with many new 

entrants to the field. Moreover~ many of the old-established private 

security companies have "discovered" terrorism and have broadened the 

range of services that they traditionally offered so as to encompass 

it. This, in the main, has been done in a very unplanned, unsystem

atic fashion. The sudden needs have created a demand that had to be 

filled without a great deal of time for very much prior study of the 

problems. The market was truly of enormous potential and there seemed 

to be more than enough work for everyone. The periodic upswings of 

terrorism throughout the world gave rise to much specialization, such 

as executive protection, and the field provided splendid opportunitie's 

for many embarking upon a second career after service ih public law 

enforcement or the armed services. Altogether, a great deal of money 

was being spent on protection against terrorism~ but its cost was 

being concealed by reason of its being paid for directly by those 

purchasing the services. But all this has, sensibly, to be added ~ack 

to find out the cost/benefit factor relevant to the overall drive for 

security. 



Protection, naturally, can only b~ as good as those who provide 

it. In general, it is a business calling for the delicate exercise 

of very special skills and the employment of expensive human and 

material resources. These were really much more scarce than the 

recent avalanche on to the field would have suggested. The result, 

not unexpectedly, has been a great deal of unsatisfactory performance 

and a very low level of real protection. In the words of one who has 

very good judgment and is in a position to exercise it, IIThere are 

a lot of ~harlatans in this field". This is very unfortunate, indeed, 

for there are a great many others who render excellent, perhaps unique, 

protection that it would be quite beyond the resources of public law 

enforcement authorities now, or in the future, to provide. In assessing 

the quality of the services provided, and the level of protection 

offered, one.must be careful not to give too high a weighting to the 

unsatisfactory performers and, consequently, to overlook the solid 

contribution made by those who do their job conscientiously and well. 

Ry and large, any needs assessment must be made by reference to 

standards of performance. A facility may have been guarded for years 

by a most inefficient security service, yet have suffered no problems 

with t'errorists. This is rather like throwing bread crumbs in the 

back yard to keep away tigers; if there are no tigers, the measures, 

to the uncritical, may seem to be curiously efficacious. In this 

matter of providing protection against terrorism, for reasons that 

have already'been considered, private security has, to the present, 

been largely unextended. There simply has not been a realistic test 
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of the system, either in segments or a~ a whole, to see how well it 

might perform under sUbstantial fire. This cannot be accounted any 

great deterrent to an evaluation of the kind necessary here. There 

are, plenty of reliable indicators of· performance that point to.\'/hat 

might happen in a real crunch. 

The conclusion is inescapable that protection against terrorism 

is, in the main, purely pro-forma. We have allowed ourselves to be 

deceived by appearances, so that we imagine that we enjoy a higher 

level of protection than that which has actually been made available. 

This is particularly the case where a duty has been publicly imposed 

on some entity to provide protection that must be satisfied by resort 

to the employment of private security services. Many examples might 

'-' 	 be offered for detailed consideration here, but one '.'/ill have to 

suffice. The wave of skyjackings that affected United States airlines 

~uring the early 1970's led tb the rapid introduction of many programs 

for the protection of the traveling public. Some of these~ like the 

Sky Marshals and the famous treaty with Cuba were comparatively 

shortlived. Others such as airport searches of passe~gers and hand 

carried articles, are with us yet. These massive and unprecedented 

measures, many of which represented considerable and~ to many, 

offensive intrusions into traditional rights of privacy 
, 

seemed to 

offer a very satisfactory level of protection~ As skyjacki~g 

dramatically tapered off and finally ceased altother, many began, 

quite prematurely, to pronounce the problems solved by the measures 

....) 	 taken. These pundits \'lere very surprised indeed when skyjacking ,

began, in 1973/79, to take on a new lease of life. It was soon 



seen, even on this evidence, that these long-standing security 

measures really provided an appallingly low le~el of protection 

indeed. This, of course, had been painfully apparent to some experts 

for a long time; the others simply preferred to bask in the comfort 

of the Tigers and Breadcrumbs fallacy. 

A majority of those who have perpetrated skyjackings in this 

latest wave have had dummy or make-believe weapons or devices - or 

no weapons at all. All have been rank amateurs, who offered no such 

test to the system as organized politically inspired terrorist might. 

But there is a point in all this that ought not to be overlooked. 

If we were truly confident as to the efficacy of our protective 

measures, we would have known, of a certainty, that none of these 

\wi 	 amateurs was armed - because none 'cou"l d have passed our magnetometers, 

our searches-with such devices. To even suspect the contrary, to 

take the precaution of heeding the skyjacker, this would be a confession 

of failure in our protective screen. And such confessions are, indeed, 

now heaping upon one another fast and furious. In truth, perfect 

protection simply could not be conferred in this way_ This is not 

to say that the screening system served no purpose; indeed, it was 

highly' valuable. What wasutterli wrong was the mistaken degree of 

reliance that we had come to 'place upon it. 

There is no call to extend the criticism here beyond noting 

that anyone who passes regularly through airport searches and pays 

the requisite attention to the matter can only be impressed with 

their inconsistency and often perfunctory nature. They vary in riaQr 
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and effectiveness not only from airport to airport, but from ramp 

to ramp within airports. At some ramps at Miami International 

Airport, for example, it is possible to pass through the security 

check without a pass or an airline ticket; at other ramps only 

ticketed passengers are allowed to pass the check point. The 

distinctions are quite arbitrary, and the reasons for them unknown 

to most security employees and airline counter personnel. To fulfill 

a federal requirement, we now have relatively poorly paid and motivated 

personnel operating equipment that is often barely functional. Yet 

there are those who are persuaded (and would persuade others) that 

on this account, we continue to enjoy a high level of protection in 

this department. Clearly, there is a human failure here, which, in 

turn, produces a systems failure. If real protection is desired, then 

clearly there are some obvious needs to receive attention. The illus

tration is chosen because it is of common experience and the protection 

was specifically introduced to counter a serious terrorist threat. 

The same needs (in consequence of similar defects) could be demonstrated 

to exist throughout the whole network of similar protective systems 

we have erected across society. 

When it is considered exactly what it is that private security 

forces are now responsible for protecting in the United States, the 

lacunae that are exposed on even the most cursory and superficial 

survey are truly frightening. It is essential to raise standards 

in this vital area of protection. The greatest needs are in the 

fields of selection, supervision, and trainfng. The National Advis~ry 
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Committee Task Force on Private Securi~y has set important goals for 

the ,necessary improvement of these private security services. It 

is evident that they are not even being met, for the most part, in 

the spirit, let alone the letter. Selection of personnel for some 

of our most sensitive instalations presently leaves a great deal to 

be desired. In particular, the expense and delay in performing 

adequate, let alone superior, background checks has admitted all 

sorts of doubtful individuals to the ranks of even the most reputable 

forces. A much higher standard of performance is required here, 

especially for personnel that may be assigned to especially sensitive 

instalations such as nuclear power plants. There is an urgent need 

for a new, faster, and more thorough security check of all individuals 

employed by private security companies. 

Supervision again is not a function performed with the thorough

ness that the responsibility invested in it demands. This is part 

of a more general labor malaise, but it cannot be tolerated if the 

goal is even adequate protection. Most failures in this area are 

human failures, and they can almost always be traced back to a lack 

of proper supervision. The "terrorist" is simply able to outsmart 

the se~urity operative because well designed procedures have not been

correctly followed. If any of this seems exaggerated, observe, 

randomly, over a pertod and in different locations, the checking of 

security passes; if a picture of a gorilla were substituted for that 

of the bearer, it would go unnoticed in most instances. Procedures 

should be simplified so that low-level operatives ' decision-makingjs 
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reduced to an absolute minimum. And where any discretion is exercised, 

it should be closely supervised. The rule must be: Keep it simple. 

Otherwise, Murphy's law is sure to determine the operation of the 

process. 

Training is essential for proper job performance. Unless the 

operative is taught correctly how to do the job, the chances of it 

being performed even reasonably well are slight. Providing protection 

against terrorism is a serious business. In general, too little 

training is given and too much of that is "on the job" training that 

scarcely merits the description bestowed on it. Private security 

should be viewed as a worthwhile career and constant training and 

re-training for the assumption of greater responsibilities should 

be available to all who are qualified to benefit from it. 

The interface between public law enforcement agencies and 

private security organizations must be improved. Both are providing 

prot~ctives services after their own fashion and both are engaged in 

unceasing struggle with a common enemy. Both have a great deal to 

contribute to the efficiency of each other's operation; to an increasing 

extent, they are now interdependent. While cooperation between some 

publit agencies and private security firms, at some levels, may be 

excellent, these lines of trust and understanding have generally been 

established on a very personal basis. There is a need for a formal

ization, an institutionalization, that will draw the public and 

private sectors together more closely. 
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It is, therefore, recommended that an informal public/private 

security working group on terrorism be established experimentally in 

Dade County_ This larger group, when established, will work through 

small, specialist sub-committees to improve standards of performance 

and secure the optimum degree of cooperation. It would be appropriate 

for invitations to participate to issue from the office of the County 

Manager, and for him or his designee to chair meetings of the working 

group_ This working group will ·have not only important coordinating 

functions relative to the provision of protective services, but can 

also assist in providing the material on which the suggested on-going 

threat assessment in Dade County can be based. 

Legislating against Terrorism 

There is an ill-informed view, in some quarters, that if only 

there were more laws against terrorism, the problem would be of a 

lesser magnitude. This is generally a lay impression and it is not 

sustained by any critical study of the subject. The question has 

been re-examined here with particular reference to the problems of 

Dade tounty and the position is advanced that no special legislation 

to deal with terrorism is required. In the present climate of opinion, 
. 

that legislation which might be helpful in combatting the problem is 
' 

unlikely to commend itself to legislators sensitive to constituency 

opinion, and that which might be passed is not really helpful to a 

solution of the problems. If legislation were to be of any value 

at all in this difficult area of law enforcement, it would necessarily 

have to be enacted at a national rather than a State level.J 
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Legislation may be broadly categorized as substantive, that 

which creates and structures the normative concepts themselves, 

against which human conduct is measured for conformity or otherwise; 

or procedural, that which facilitates the operation of different 

components of the system of justice. No new substantive legislation 

need be contemplated even at a national level. The concept of 

terrorism is an extremely elusive one,and attempts to reduce it 

to a normative form have rarely bee~ successful and never serve 

the real purpose that is desired by the exercise. There is no need 

for the treation of a separate, aut6nomoti~ crime of t~rrorism. 

Nor is there any real need for the creation of a separate category 

of terroristic crimes meriting special treatment by the criminal 

justice system. Each of the dependent activities that go to make 

up what has been defined as terrorism is a serious crime in itself. 

What is needed is not a further accretion of criminal law, but the 

rigorous enforcement of that which already exists. Most serious 

terrorism involves criminal homicide in some degree. Such homicides 

are quite adequately sanctioned by existing law and provide for a 

satisfactory range of penalties to meet the appropriate policy in 

each case. 

The question of the application by law of the death 
, 

penalty is 

one which is frequently discussed whenever a wave of terrorism gives 

rise to serious concern in the community. The death penalty - the 

meting out of like for like - certainly gives a singular satisfaction 

to those who may have suffered a peculiarly barbarous, inhuman assa~lt 
•

-' 
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upon their person, property, and othe( interests. Whether it should 

or should not do so belongs to another phase of moral or ethical 

discussion inappropriate here. It is of some interest that the 

United Kingdom Parliamen~ in July, 1979, once more refused to reinstate 

the death penalty, despite a considerable increase in terrorism and 

a strong public demand for its reintroduction. The death penalty 

in Florida has become a controversial issue in 1979 with the resumption, 

after many years, of executions according to law. No opinion is 

expressed here concerning its possible application against terrorists 

or its effectiveness in such cases. It should be noted~ however, that 

the carrying out of the death penalty is always a highly emotional 

matter and creates sympathy for the person to be executed on a non

~ 	rational basis. Such executions can very well serve the terrorists' 

purposes in ff symbolic sense and can be counter-productive for the 

administration of justice. Mandatory death sentences can be very 

dangerous in some circumstances, such as hostage-taking and kidnapping, 

for they leave the perpetrator no way out save death now - or later. 

Death now, taking as many victims as possible along~ might well be the 

choice in such cases. If the death penalty is imposed in any case 

involving terrorism, it would be advisable for the execution to take 

place as quickly as possible. This simply cannot be done 
, 

under the 

United States' system of criminal justice at the present time, and the 

resultant delays while all the proper forms and procedures were adhered 

to would not only provide a fertile grou~d for terrorists (and their 

inevitable sympathizers) to make damaging propaganda, but might well

lead to further terroristic activities designed to thwart the ends of 

justice and to secure ihe release of those under sentence of death. 



Much eXisting legislation from tne federal level down to county 

ordinances is presently under-utilized. It is certainly in no need 

of supplementation. Legislation concerning arms and explosives, for 

example, is more than ample~ yet the number of persons carrying 

concealed weapons in Dade County in violation of - or open defiance 

of - the law is extremely high. No purpose would be served by 

further regulation of the matter. None of this can be attributed 

to ignorance of the law on the part of the miscreants; the terrorist 

is well aware of the system's laws and the shortcomings in their 

application. For the most part, it is difficult to enact into law 

any deterrent measure that might have an impact on terroristic crime. 

The experience of other countries that have suffered serious campaigns 

~ of terrorism should be noted and the mistakes that have been made 

through the enactment of draconian but largely unenforceable laws 

should be avoided. The law itself falls into disrepute when, despite 

its quantity and the constant engagement of the activities of the 

legislators~ it is seen to be ineffective and of no consequence to 

the terrorist. 

There are many useful improvements in the law relating to the 

procedural aspects of the administration of criminal justice that 

might have merited serious attention. All these would ~ave required 

federal or State action and are, strictly, beyond the scope of a 

study concerned with the problems of Dade County to explore save in 

a most tentative way. It may usefully be observed here that those 

cases of abuse of powers that have apparently shocked the nation's 
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conscience during the last few years, have invariably been the result 

of the powers of the representatives of the state being so narrowly 

and incongruously drawn that they have, in many instances, simply 

been prevented from doing their properly appointed jobs. Some have, 

improperly - foolishly - felt obliged to exceed their given powers 

in what they conceived to be the national interest. This is always 

a very dangerous situation in which to place any public servant and 

many have paid a high price for their disregard of the limitations 

placed upon them by law. This is hardly a matter for public congrat

ulation save by those who take a perverse delight in witnessing the 

downfall of 1oyal, though misguided, public servants. Better by far 

is the sensible extension of the appropriate powers to enable the job 

~ 	to be effectively done and the creation of a proper supervisory 

mechanism that will ensure that these extended powers are kept within 

their assigned bounds. 

There are many suggestions that might have been offered in this 

connection. Better legislation in connection with search and seizure, 

more accurately and extensively spelling out the limits and intent 

of the United States Constitution, might have been most helpful to 

law enforcement authorities in dealing with terrorism. The laws 

relating to surveillance and intelligence gathering info~mation 

generally are in urgent need of reform along the lines suggested by 

Standards 5.3 and 5.4 prescribed by the National Advisory Committee 

Task Force on Disorders and Terrorism. It is clear, too, that both 

the Freedom of Information Act and the Privacy Act have had an unduJ~ 
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inhibiting effect on law enforcement activities and have resulted in 

the suppression of much that is needed to combat terrorism. Law 

enforcement intelligence activities should be tightly regulated by 

legislation and a provision made for strong and effective oversight. 

But the legislation must be sensibly and realistically drawn so that 

tho~e who have to do this difficult work have the legal means at their 

disposal to ensure its adequate performance. 

There is a real, and, outside the law enforcement community, 

unappreciated need for strengthening certain police powers to cope 

with the problem of terrorism. At the moment, the opposite point of 

view, fueled by interpretations of Watergate and other matters prevails. 

Dade County, like the rest of the United States would benefit from a 

~ 	jucidious reversal of the present trends. But it would be overly 

sanguine to hope that, given the climate of opinion that exists today, 

such a change might be in the offing. Accordingly, while a duty is 

clearly felt to give voice to these needs, no legislative recommendation 

on the point is felt to be in order. There is one aspect, however, of 

this matter of legislation that need emphasis here. A number of 

Congressional committees have now held hearings on matters connected 

in some way or another with terrorism. Some have been considering 
, 

specific, proposed legislation, while others have pursued their 

inquiries with a broad, legislative goal in mind. They have taken 

expert testimony from a wide variety of sources and have inquired into 

a great many matters on which legislation might have been enacted. 

One issue that has been brought consistently to the attention of 
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the legislators is the need for improved powers to enable law enforcement 

authorities to engage adequately in the intelligence function. No 

assistance has been forthcoming as yet from the law makers who have 

either not appreciated the urgency of ·the matter or have chosen, as 

politic, to ignore it. It is small wonder that many in law enforcement 

should now feel that they are "beating on the ''Iind" in raising this 

issue and despair of ever persuading law makers to do anything construc

tive about it. 

There is, however, another side to this coin that those who have 

fought, perhaps over-zealously, to place law enforcement authorities in 

strait-jackets over the matter of intelligence should consider. It 

is, incongruously, now easier for private individuals to maintain an 

intelligence operation than it is for public law enforcement authorities, 

within the domain of which it ought properly to fall. As a result of 

the continuing restrictions placed upon the public sector, and the 

various inhibiting factors that have most effectively restricted law 

enforcement intelligence capabilities, the private sector has taken 

over some of the functions for which a demand exists. Private 

"intelligence". agencies. have come into being, paralleling other 

developments in which private security has, -perforce, had to supplement 

its over-extended brethren in public law enforcement. Some of these 

agencies staffed by former government professionals go about their 

difficult work i~ a serious and responsible manner. They are carrying 

out a necessary function that public agencies are finding it increasingly 

difficult to fill. More and more intelligence concerning subversive 

and violence-prone groups is being generated, processed, stored, and 
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disseminated by these private organizations. Their useful work 

proceeds quietly beyond the public scrutiny unimpeded by much of the 

legislation that has proven so destructive to official endeavors in 

this area. It is ironic that the efforts of civil libertarians and 

well-meaning "do-gooders" should have contributed to the production 

of this unofficial intelligence community. No judgment is offered on 

the proprieties of the matter here, but it is quite evident that, like 

the mutations they are, these new organisms will prove to be a very 

resistant strain. It is unlikely that they will be regulated out of 

existence as their unfortunate brethren in the public sector have 

almost been. That being the case, perhaps another look at this whole 

question of intelligence, by those who truly have the public interest 

V and well-being in mind might be in order. 

Surely i~ is better to have these vital function~ well performed 

by agencies under the public control and responsible to the public 

they serve, than to consign them to private agencies that, however 

ethical and responsible,. are, essentially, outside the mechanisms 

set. up for regulatory purposes? It can hardly be in the public interest 

that stringent laws are enacted and elaborate charters drafted so as 

to prevent the F.B.I. from conducting domestic intelligence gathering' 

activities concerning, say, Jan Fonda, only to have the job done 

elsewhere by some "private" means that are beyond the reach of those 

laws and regulations. Yet this is what this intensive, well-managed 

campaign against law enforcement intelligence activities has brought 

about. It is a familiar contemporary argument about regulation and ,. 
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deregulation in another context. It is always amusing and sometimes 

ironic to note how those who are most anxious for the regulation of 

others are the least anxious to have those regulations applied in 

their own case. It is not suggested here that these private agencies 

be interfered with in the work they have necessarily~ under the 

circumstances~ made their own; it is very doubtful that any form of 

regulation would or could do the job. It it did, something even more 

sub .~ would assuredly take their place. The remedy, quite simply, 

is to restore the intelligence gathering function of the public law 

enforcement agencies, allow them to perform it efficiently~ and create 

the proper oversight to prevent abuse. The "market trends" will 

change of their own accord. 

~ All this has a special relevance for the State of Florida and 

Dade County. This is a state which has legislated a philosophy of 

openness in government to a quite extraordinary degree. This is not 

the place, nor is it the prerogative of the consultant, to argue with 

or discuss that philosophy; it is simply treated here as a fact, the 

relevance of which to the present topic must be considered. What is 

very evident to the discerning is that these laws, intended for the 

better protection and enlightenment of the people of the State are 

of most unequal application. The activities of the government are 

indeed carried out in the full glare of the Sunshine, while those of 

others remain most decidedly in the shade. It is just such a situation 

that has led to a withdrawal of government, a sort of shyness about 

performing certain necessary functions under the bright lights, and-
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· 
has allowed those enjoying the advantages of the shade to assume them 

in their stead. Some of these activities of private individuals and 

associations are of very definite public interest and deserve, in 

accordance with the philosophy that has motivated the enactment and 

enforcement of the Sunshine Laws, to be brought out into the open. 

law enforcement is simply being placed under an unfair handicap in 

this. 

There 'is something in the nature of an unhealthy contest that 

is proceeding here quite against the public interest. This doctrine 

of instant and universal "discovery" should be applied equally and 

to all - or it should be applied a, great deal more discriminately and 

sensibly than it is at present. The main offenders" understandably 

~ 	so, are the representatives of the press. It is surely no less 

interesting to the public (and certainly healthy for it to know), 

say, the secret communications of some editor bent on securing a 

Pulitzer prize - the Story behind the Story - that might reveal all 

sorts of unsavory motivation, than it is for the public to be 

titilated with the relatively pedestrian content of the desk blotter 

of the Public Safety Director. Yet if journalists were restricted 

in their activities, if their sources were probed, their secret 

stores of information brought out into the Sunshine to be shared 

and spoiled by all who might choose, they would most assuredly scream 

to high heaven - and the Supreme Court. Andth~Y would be right, 

for in this w~y they tou1dnotdo th~ir job. Is it too much to 

ask of them that they recognize that the job of the law enforcement-
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intelligence officer is exactly the same, only what he gleans in the 

course of his work goes not f~r publication but, after the most careful 

process of filtration, for the making of cases? If it be argued that 

a damaging residue remains in the law enforcement intelligence system 

after these functions have been fulfilled and that these "discards" 

might yet hurt innocent individuals, is not the same true of journalism? 

Law enforcement has been far too reticent in making its views 

known with regard to these matters. There has been a great deal of 

"locker-room" grumbling, but, generally, the public has received only 

one side of the story and that has been presented in most partizan 

fashion. The storm whipped up by Watergate has caused a great deal 

of damage, and wise lawmen (as well as lawmakers) have bowed their 

~ heads, oriental-like, before the wind. Law enforcement must no longer 

be seen as personally and professionally defensive about these matters; 

too much, for all of us is at stake. The case for an improved law 

enforcement intelligence capacity must now be taken vigorously before 

the legislatures in the State and across the country. Law enforcement 

must do this job, because only those whose work it is can explain 

to those unfamiliar with it what tools they r~al1y need to do the 

job. ihis is not a lobbying exercise in the ordinary sense of the 

term, for it is the public interest rather than some sectional interest 

that is being served. Law enforcement, that is advancing the case, 

is really only providing technical assistance. Many private and 

quasi-private associations of intelligence officers now exist; a good 

one exists in the State of Florida. These are excellent vehicles 
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for bringing these needs before the law makers and they should be 

used 	 for the purpose with increasing vigor in the future. 

There is one useful and, apparently, little considered legislative 

ad~antage that might be used in Dade County in an emergency_' It is 

one which for a variety of reasons would need to be utilized with the 

greatest caution and only by those sufficiently informed in its scope 

and potency. Title XLIV, the Florida Criminal Code, Chapter 775 contains 

a very interesting provision at 775.01. This states that "The Common 

Law of England in relation to crimes, except so far as the same relates 

to the modes and degrees of punishment, shall be of full force in this 

state where there is no existing provision by statute on the subject." 

The full significance of this is probably only immediately apparent to 

~ 	one sufficiently trained in the Common Law of England, but despite the 

seemingly slight awareness among practitioners of its scope, the 

provision can have far reaching effects if it is applied, particularly 

in the case of criminal conspiracies, criminal mischief, and criminal 

libel not otherwise reached by statute. 

Terr6~ism ahd 'th~ Courts 

Before ba~ing Rabbit Pie, one must first catch the Rabbit. What 

follows necessarily assumes that, when called for, the Rabbit will 

be made properly available to the Cook. It may be observed, for the 

record, that Florida's State Courts have, in the past, shown themselves 

to have been noticeably better Cooks than their brethren in the federal 

system. Pursuing this whimsy a little further, it may be suggested 

that what is necessary to produce a fine dish is a competent, exper: 

ienced Cook, a good, ~ell-equipped and managed kitchen, a sound recipe, 
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sharp knives - and a Rabbit. A good cook does not mind performing 

under the gaze of the curious - some even welcome it. But none will 

tolerate interference or advice in the kitchen while the work is in 

progress. 

The State of Florida has sound, competent jurists well versed 

in the law and well able to handle cases involving terrorism. Again~ 

this statement is based on the past record, and changing times~ a 

greater level of intensity, and a change in those who would be 

tried, may well bring problems in their train that would severely 

test a system used to more regular ways of proceeding. Given the 

present level of terroristic activity and what might be prudently 

anticipated in the near future, no recommendations for change are 

~ offered in this report. The main job of the Courts is to provide a 

trial that is not only open and fair, but one that is manifestly 

perceived to be so. The task of the terrorist is to see that they 

are unable to do so. This was brought to a fine art in West Germany 

and had the effect of forcing serious changes in the system that have 

produced adverse comment from many, not ordinarily unsympathetic 

quarters. The traditional system here ought to be made sufficiently 

flexibie to accommodate any changes that might eventually become 

necessary. To this end, it is suggested that careful aitention be 

paid to the implementation of Standards 7.7 and 7.8 recommended by 

the National Advisory Committee Task Force on Disorders and Terrorism. 

These recommendations were designed with just such considerations in 

mind as those expressed above. 
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Trials involving terrorism relat€d issues require~ above all, 

the provision of a secure, sanitized environment, in which the matter 

can be tried, detachedly, according to law. When some particularly 

heinous crime has been committed, involving, perhaps, the horrible 

deaths of large numbers of innocent victims, sentiments of a most 

unjudicial character will be running high in the community. It is a 

test of strength of that community that "lynch law'! should not be 

allowed to prevail and that the community not work itself into such 

a state that the matter must be taken out of its hands for trial 

elsewhere. When this happens (as it does all too frequently in other 

matters), this is a confession of failure. Good, upright jurists 

must submerge their natural revulsion in a sea of professional 

detachment and must guide the lay public, from whom the jurors must 

be selected, by their example. Sensationalism and community hysteria 

are always to be avoided and experience must be the best guide on how 

to do this. The terrorist must never be allowed to capitaliz~ not 

only on his crime but the reactions to it. The majesty - and calm 

of the law must be seen to rise above the frenzy and anger of the 

terrorist so that SOCiety perceives clearly which is the better 

example to follow. 

Once again, the Florida "Sunshine" ethos poses problems that 

must be faced. Precedent suggests that a trial of terrorists in 

Dade County would find many glued to their television sets day after 

day in the hope of seeing something dramatic occur. Terrorists are 

past masters at converting courtrooms into the equivalent of the .
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Barnum and Bailey side-show. This cah easily turn into a most unsavory 

spectacle that is designed to bring the administration of justice into 

disrepute. Should the public be allowed to watch these antics on 

television in their own living rooms, as a more active few would 

certainly witness them in the courtroom? The answer given here is 

that they most certainly should; any attempt to prevent them from 

so doing would lead to the suspicion - doubtless quite unwarranted 

that the government had something to hide. What this does impose upon 

the "players" is an obligation to learn to perform well. There is 

an educational value in a trial (as the communists have learned well). 

It is not suggested here that productions be staged, but rather that 

the performers give earnest, private consideration as to what their 

respective roles demand of them so as to give the public the measure 

of satisfaction it needs to keep it healthy and a part of the proceedings 

rather than turning some into morbid and degenerat~ V6yeurs. 

The physical security of the premises used for terrorism trials 

is something that requires special, expert attention. Few facilities 

were designed with such contingencies in mind, and only a small part 

of any courthouse building will be used for the actual trial while 

the other business on hand will proceed as normally as possible else

where on the premises. Crowded facilities impose spec;'al strains, 

for, if the matter is serious enough, there will almost certainly 

be more than symbolic interference with the trial. This should always 

be seen, for these purposes, as being in the nature of a contest 

between the terrorist (and his organization) and society. The 
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~ larger, non-involved public will be 
, 

w?tching, more or less interestedly, 

to see how this struggle will develop and end. Any discomfiture, any 

"tweaking of the nos e l! of the law will be greeted with glee by certain 

segments of the audience. Courtroom disturbances, defendants dragged 

kicking and screaming in handcuffs from the court, judges attacked in 

crowded passage-ways, all the trappings of a "brutal police statel! 

are grist to the terrorists' mill. Such tactics and worse have to 

be expected. 

If the courtrooms have to be accepted as they are with but minor 

modifications (and this, realistically, must be the case), then we 

must do the best we can to make them safe and adequate for the purposes 

at hand. This involves controlling access and movement within, 

preferably on a "pass" system, and providing safe 'passage for all 

engaged in the business at hand. It is stressed here that what is 

done to these ends is less important than how it is done and how it 

is perceived to be done. Diligence and efficiency are the keynotes. 

If searches are instituted they must be patient, thorough, impartial, 

and polite. If lawyers object (as many will certainly do), perhaps 

the judge might himself set a reassuring example by setting aside, for 

a mom~nt, his primary role and submitting to search like the rest. 

In important cases, the issue of passes should be tigh~ly controlled 

and they should be carefully scrutinized, not perfunctorily glanced 

at and the bearers waved through to th~ secure area. If this is done 

with the "right" touch, it can not only have the effect of improving 

the personal security of those involved, but can also help to promote 
-

a healthy sense of public confidence in and approval of the system. 
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Th~ pefson~l security of 'tho~~inv61Ved inth~trial of terroristic 

cfimes is the ~xis around which th~ ~hole systemtufns. This goes 

well beyond the courtroom and it exposes, unfortunately, a dark side 

of American life that must be fully recognized and admitted for what 

it is. This is a universal problem in the administration of criminal 

justice, but terrorism raises the issues in an exaggerated and critical 

form. If witnesses are afraid to t6~~fof~~fd,thef~ can be no trial. 

In all serious cases of terrorism, politically and non-politically 

inspired, the first target is the witness; this is the general, invariable 

rule from Turin to Dadeland. If witnesses cannot be eliminated, they 

must be intimidated. The problem for 'society is how best to provide 

protection and relieve, realistically, the fear that must otherwise 

inhibit testimony. It is a cardinal principle of a system like that 

which enjoys currency in the United States, that testimony must be 

voluntary, whether it proceed from an accused or from an accuser. The 

latt~r aspect tends, all too often, to be overlooked. If testimriny 

that can be given is tainted by fear, it distorts the proceedings into 

which it is introduced. Testifying against those who terrorize the 

community is a formidable business; it is hardly surprising that 

volunteers should be few - and their actions suspect. It is not 

necessary to, go far afield to countries like Italy tha~ have, in recent 

years, experienced the problem in especially acute form. There are 

plenty of apposite illustrations closer to home. The answer of the 

United States' federal system seeking to cope with the problems posed 

by organized criminals has been the creation of a witness protectig~ 
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~ 	 plan designed to encourage material w~tnesses to provide testimony in 

return for protection. This is the best and perhaps the only solution 

that can be offered in this area. That the system may have the defects 

exposed by 60 Minutes is no condemnation of the concept, but only of 

the way in which, through human frailty of the order to which reference 

has already been made in its place, the scheme has sometimes operated. 

Such defects can and should be cured. But the system and the services 

upon which it depends are enormous1y expensive. They may be likened 

to some very exceptional life-preserving machines that are in use in 

our hospitals for only a very few fortunate patients •. Witness protection, 

frankly, is a luxury that can be extended to only a very limited number 

of w~rthy recipients; worthy, that is, not in a personal sense but 

rather on account of their intrinsic value to society in these matters. 

A general e~tension of the service to cases involving terrorism is 

simply not possible. While the system can and should provide what 

protection it can for those who testify in cas~s involving terroristic 

violence, no unrealistic expectations should be held out. The witness, 

however valuable his or her testimony should be "told it like it is". 

Only by crushing and eradicating terrorism can a satisfactory level of 

protection be given to all. The vicious cycle has to be broken. This 

must mean a few brave souls risking themselves and all they hold dear 

for the community. If enough can be persuaded to do so, and the risks 

are recognized and rewarded for what they are, the terrorist will be 

crushed beneath this weight ~f social solidarity •. It is to be 

fervently hdped that this ~ill r~c~i've 'som~ 'of the 'publicitythat !1l1 

certainly be accdrded the ~ore controversial ~ec6mmendation~ made in 

this report. ~ 
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All who share in the responsibility for exercising this function 

on society's behalf are exposed to some degree of risk. In some cases~ 

the risk quotient may be extremely high. There may well be attempts 

to eliminate judges, jurors~ and prosecutors and to intimidate others 

by example; the term "hung jury" may well take on a more sinister 

meaning in a terrorism trial as, too, might the expression "hanging 

judge". Such thoughts, though not openly expr~ssed, c~n rarely be 

far "from the minds of those having to engage themselves with these 

disagreeable matters. The risks must be realistically appraised. 

At best, the protection that can be provided by public agencies can only 

be of a relatively temporary nature, and only as good as the officers 

providing it. In times of acute personnel shortages and given the 

nature of the job, not too much must be expected of this. The patient, 

vengeful terrorist will find a way through this type of protection 

\·/ithout too much ciifficulty. Those\'Iho are affected by these hazards 

mU5t be prepared to take an unusually high share of the burdens of 

protecting themselves upon their own shoulders. A police cruiser 

stationed outside the house may be comforting to the occupants and a 

deterrent to some miscreants, but who save the intended reCipient 

would ,think to check out the mailbox to see if a rattlesnake sans 

ra ttl e has been secreted there; n by some Il we l1-wi sher"?, 

There are sensible limits to the protection that can be given 

and these can be modestly extended in specially sensitive cases or in 

ones where information suggests a hazard against which some specific 

precaution should be taken. Bu"t,"ordinariTy;what will be needed 

llJ will be some sort "of !'self-protection , One word of vlarning may 
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appropriately be offered here. Some Judges and prosecutors have 

taken to carrying firearms on account of the threat posed by terrorism 

and their involvement with it. Judicial office, as such, confers no 

special competence in this regard; only those thoroughly familiar 

with firearms should carry them at all, and but a very few of those 

should rely on them for protection. Indeed, they may not only be 

more of a hindrance than a help in a pinch, but reliance on them may 

be like wearing protective clothing while practising the martial arts, 

a real impediment to the learning of sound, defensive measures. 

Those who do carry weapons should reflect that terrorists will not 

only most certainly outgun them, but will have the advantage of 

surprise. A .38 special is convenient (and, perhaps, comforting) 

to carry, but is most always outranked and outperformed by an Ingram. 

No procedural changes are recommended in this report. But there 

is one matter that should pertinently be raised here. As the Latin 

population 'of Dade Co~nty rises towards a real majority level, as 

indeed is likely within but a short space of time, it ought to be 

remembered that Latin American countries (and here a generalization 

is conveniently made) have no tradition of, and in some cases, a 

positive aversion to, jury trial. The "Latinization" of Dade County

has necessarily involved the acceptance of the traditions of the 

State of Florida in this respect as in so many others. The trying 

of "Latin" terrorists by a court in Dade County may present some 

problems in this regard in the future, notwithstanding the tradition 

that is slowly building in the community. Jury service ;s educattonal 

and allows the selected representatives of the community to take a 
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singular responsibility for the collective attitude towards terrorism. 

Every endeavor should be made to familiarize those, upon whom these 

grave responsibilities rest, with their importance and the niceties 

of their exercise. 

There is an important professional responsibility to avoid 

sensationalism in these cases. Sensationalism will certainly be 

energetically sought by the friends of terrorism; it is little short 

of disgraceful that it might be aided and abetted by those whose duty 

it is to uphold dignity of the law. There is simply no place for the 

"political" lawyer in Dade County and there ought not to be elsewhere. 

The issues, more especially in cases involving politically inspired 

terrorism ought to be tried strictly according tO,law and not according 

'-' 	 to the personalities of the case. All parties professionallY'involved 

in the cause should abstain from making declarations concerning the 

matter; whatever other purpose they may serve, they certainly do not 

assist in the adjudication of the case. A trial of the defendant in 

the press, no matter how skilfully, tastefully, and objectively 

conducted, is no substitute for a trial at law. The media, too, 

must be sensitive to its responsibilities in cases involving terrorism 

and should abstain from presenting matters in a lurid light just to . 

capture an audience; it is all too easy, instead, for the media itself 

to be captured on these occasions. 

Terrorism, j'ails, artd correcti6rtal faci','ities 

Those upon whom rests the responsibility for handling alleged 

'-I terrorists awaiting tiral, or convicted terrorists awaiting disposition, 
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have an extremely arduous task to perform. Where terrorism assumes 

sizable proportions~ their job is one that few would envy. They 

have not only the difficult and sometimes dangerous problems of 

handling these offenders in a closed environment, but have, them

selves, been targeted for reprisals in their homes and on the streets 

by those who support the terrorist cause. Fortunately, no problem 

of that magnitude presently exists in Dade County or anywhere in the 

Florida correctional system. But it is necessary to keep such 

eventualities in mind for future reference should the scale of the 

problem then warrant it. This whole subject received very full and 

informative treatment at the hands of the National Advisory Committee 

Task Force on Disorders and Terrorism; indeed, two substantial 

chapters of the Report were devoted to the topic. There is little 

need, here, to add to those recommendations beyond urging a careful 

study of them by those to whom they are addressed, and their 

consequent prudent, progressive implementation. 

One or two matters of, particular concern to Dade County should, 

hOwever, receive some special mention in this place. The custody and 

confi.nement of terrorists or suspected terrorists always gives rise 

to special problems of security. The trapped terrroist ever harbors 

thoughts of escape, and his confederates, on the outide, will often 

be as much concerned with plans for his liberation as they are with 

plans for other operations. Escape from custody is not only a 

desirable end in itself; it represents a victory over the system 

that can have particularly useful propaganda value. The capture . 
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of a terrorist may be an important acnievement for society; but if 

he cannot be securely held by the system, he is not only free to 

fight on, but confidence in the system itself suffers a cruel blow. 

Violent people will use violent means to break out of the net when 

caught. There are indications in the number of escapes and 

attempted escapes of persons in confinement in South Florida of 

a likely trend in this direction in the case of an increase in 

terrorism resulting in a corresponding increase in the number of 

terrorists committed to the custody of the authorities. Bizarre 

and violent escapes are to be provided for in which, possibly, fully 

automatic weapons of heavy calibre as well as explosives are likely 

to be 	 used. Prisoners in transit from one place of confinement to 

~ 	 another offer, in most cases, the best prospects of rescue and 

additional precautions are needed in such cases. No terrorist or 

suspected terrorist should ever be m6ved bytho~e havihg control 

and custody of such a person ~ith6ut "notifitation to the approeriate 

police authority having jurisdiction "6v~r "theplacel through which 

that individual may pass in t~ansit. Proper liaison should be 

established with all law enforcement authorities in Dade County for 

the purpose. 
. 

The control and custody of terrorists and suspected terrorists 

in confinement is a serious business indeed~ There is no room for 

error, and routines should be established that leave as little room 

for it as possible. It is axiomatic that no escapes take place from 

custody without some faulty procedures, an improper "bending" of .
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good ones, some human error, or the corruption of those entrusted 

with security functions. The same can be said of the introduction 

of contraband items into places of reclusion. Terrorists are often 

ruthless, unscrupulous, manipulative, and cunning. It is always 

wise to give them credit for all these qualities even where they are 

not manifestly displayed. Moreover, many will have considerable 

weal th at their disposal that will enable "favors" to be bought. 

The greatest care must be exercised to insulate those responsible 

for security from the influences of a pernicious campaign designed 

to corrupt with the end of escape for the terrorist in mind. 

Special precautions must be taken with visitors. Sooner or later 

every terror fs t mus tcau s'e tro uble..or 'cease to 'he a terror; st. 

If the system can bring about the latter result, it has indeed 

done its work well. 

A brief word must be said here about a very special problem 

facing Dade County correctional and jail services. This is a product 

of the drug related violence to which reference has already been 

made elsewhere. Nothing that is said here, or, indeed, in other 

places in this report, should be taken as derogatory of the Columbian 

people as a whole. But Columbian criminals are indeed a special 
, 

breed, justifiably feared by all who have to deal with them. 

Columbians engaged in terrorism, particularly that related to the 

traffic in drugs are the most fearsome of all. Their potential 

for a rich variety of violence should never be underestimated by 

those having to deal with them. If these alien criminals come to. 
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be apprehended, processed, and detained in Dade County for any 

length of time and in any sizable numbers, their special propensities 

should be taken into account by those charged with their control 

and custody. Those sentenced to long terms in prison as a consequence 

of their illegal activities in this county constitute a special risk 

that must be handled with a due degree of care. 

Terrorism and the Co~munity 

No preventive or protective measures against terrorism can be 

effective without adequate community approval and support. A law 

enforcement apparatus that has to fight terrorism on its own, without 

the appropriate assistance from the community it serves, is fighting 

a losing battle. In the most serious of cases, if can only go the 

way of the Nicaraguan National Guard. Law enforcement must always 

be sensitive to the needs of the community. But if the battle against 

terrorism is fo be won, ·the community must also be sensitive to the 

needs Qf law ~nforcement. The 'bridge between the two, between those 

who stand as defenders of the community and its interests and values, 

and those who would otherwise face destruction, is provided by the 

media. The press, in all its manifestations has a truly awesome 

responsibility in this regard. It can be unreservedly ,said that 

public attitudes towards those trying to cope with the problem on 

society's behalf are formed and confirmed in very large measure, by 

the media. The media accordingly stands charged with the duty of 

unequivocally settling its own position on the. important issues 

involved and discharging its public responsibility in these matters 
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to the best of its ability. This is someth-ing the communications 

media must do for itself. No government can or should try to influence 

or interfere with the process. 

It is often, correctly, pointed out that in a pluralistic society 

such as that represented by these United States, there is really no 

such thing as "The Press". The mass media and entertainment industry 

is composed of individuals and associations that through the exercise 

of their profession and ~rt give untrammel1ed expression to the 

widest range of ideas. This is healthy for a society that values 

independence and any restriction upon it would be truly cause for 

alarm. But even in this country, such extensive freedom of the press 

has its limits and these, while occasionally transgressed, are generally 

respected by all responsible journalists in the interests of promoting 

and preserving the public harmony that makes the exercise of this great 

profession possible on so grand a scale. Although, then, there is 

no "press'l as a monolithic entity, there are commonly shared opinions 

about what is good and what is bad, what should be advocated and what 

should not. Leaving aside, for a moment, all legal questions, it can 

be said that lithe press" in Dade County, (as it is almost everywhere 

else) is against terrorism. While reporting of incidents may vary 

from time to time and place to place, the message to the community 

and -quite rightly so - is that terrorism - anyone's terrorism - is 

a bad thing and ought to be repressed. Any member of the press taking 

a contrary view must be regarded as aberrant. 

Media management of the subject of terrorism is rather like the 

practice of government by crisis. When there is a lot of terrorism 
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going on, media attention is engaged by it and this in turn captures 

that of the public. Naturally, these "spectaculars" draw an audience; 

but they present, when too much attention is paid to them, a distorted 

picture of events. No news on the terrorism front is good news, but, 

unfortunately, it cannot make prime time or secure banner headlines. 

There is much go~d news all the time~ and if that could somehow be 

conveyed to the larger, undiscriminating public audience, a real 

service would be rendered to the community. It i$ not that law 

enforcement successes should be given undue prominence, nor that 

there should be exultation over the failure of terrorists. Rather, 

the quiet triumph of society over these occasional spells of violence 

should be placed in proper perspective. This requires an uncommon 

~ 	 journalistic skill, but it is for this rather than garish sensation

alism that Pulitzer prizes are really reserved, though rarely awarded. 

The community, as a whole, must find the means to come to terms 

with the terrorism problem. It must learn that it cannot rely for 

protection upon the efforts of a devoted few. It, too, must play 

its part to rid itself of this menace. Community leaders must start 

to guide opinion on these matters. For too long, the Cuban population 

of Dade County remained silent out of a sense of loyalty to those 

felt to be true soldiers in the unending fig'ht against 'Castro. 

There are encouraging signs of change, but the community and its 

newly formed attitudes have not yet been put to the acid test. This 

period of relative tranquility ought not to be wasted. Now is the 

time for community leaders to be patiently building stock that caQ . 
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be drawn upon in a crisis. The comm~nity must learn in these moments 

the responses that are expected of it. This is not something i~ which 

government can properly engage, although it should always be ready 

to assist. With prope~ preparation, the seeds of terrorism will 

fall upon very stony ground indeed. 

A proper sense of realism needs to be created in the community 

dbout this problem of terrorism. False expectations ought not to 

be raised by those who should know better. The public should not be 

panicked in this matter, but nor should it be lulled into a false 

sense of security. If disaster should strike at some time in the 

future and the community is badly hurt in consequence~ there will 

inevitably be recriminations. These will fall, certainly in the 
t"
" 

first instance, upon the law enforcement community_ Questions will 

be asked why these things were not fore~een) why a higher level of 

protection was not available, etc. Some of the an~~ers to such 

question's are already given in "this report in advance of a~isaster 

.E..!:Q.duced by terrorists. It would be wise for these matters to be 

placed, in the appropriate form, before those whom they concern. 

In this way, a proper scale of expectation might be produced and the 

community, hopefully, will learn what is expected of it so that it . 

might do whatever is necessary on its own behalf to safegua~d 

itself against this menace. 

Terrorism: Federal Inv6lve~ent 

This has been, and continues to be, a matter of considerabl~ 

interest and concern to the inhabitants of Dade County. That concern 
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stems partly from curiosity, a desire to know with some degree of 

certainty what the federal authorities do and can do in this matter, 

and partly from a desire for reassurance. There is a real need to 

know that Uncle Sam will be there with the Big Stick if the Wolf 

should present itself before the gates. Most people feel fairly 

confident that, in the event of a serious threat from some foreign 

enemy~ the federal forces would be swiftly and effectively deployed 

to meet it. No expense would be spared to safeguard these United 

States and its inhabitants from any act of external aggression. 

The threat of terrorism, not so far experienced on a ,considerable 

scale in this country, leaves people uncertain as to the degree 

of federal involvement and the seriousness of its committment. 

It should be stressed here that these concerns~ where they are 

felt, are not so much the result of what the, government has or has 

not done in this field, as a consequence of a general ignorance of 

federalism and just whd 'is responsible for doing what. If the 

matter is difficult enough for those whose roots have long penetrated 

the soil of this continent, it will be readily seen how puzzling 

the matter has been at times for those whose residence in South 

Florida goes back a mere twenty years. 

An event of critical importance served to focus national 


attention upon this matter of federal, response. The daring rescue 


in 1977, by the West Ge~an Border Guard in Mogadishu, Somalia, 


of the passengers and crew of the skyjacked Lufthansa flight 181 


left a profound impression in this country as it did elsewhere. 
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The question was immediately raised: aid the United States have a 

similar capacity for such an undertaking should it become necessary? 

Eager journalists, scenting a good story, rapidly got wind of 

Project Blue Light. For a while, interest in federal involvement 

centered on the spectacular; many wanted the country to prove itself 

by force of arms, and sought reassurance that the capacity was there 

if needed. The much more pertinent issues, such as whether federal 

intelligence capabilities had satisfactorily survived the storm and 

whether a properly coordinated response among all the agencies 

potentially involved was possible, were not addressed by those 

looking for hot "news". Other events on the world scene soon 

distracted the news hounds who raced off after a different scent, 
" allowing these pertinent but unspectacular matters to sink back 

into the; r n'orma 1, everyday obscuri ty._ 

The best and most recent account of the federal government's 

organizational, policy, and operational responses to terrorism is 

that prepared by the Staff of the House Subcommittee on Civil and 

Constitutional Rights. It is brief, to the point, and states all 

the essential facts in authoritative fashion. There is no need for 

more th~n that reference to it here. No attempt will be made to 

abbreviate it here, for it is not the federal response capabilities 

as such that are under examination but only the relevance of them, 

in all their aspects, to the problem of terrorism in Dade County. 

The material facts, for the present purposes are that the entire 

federal response system underwent a quite radical reorganization i~ 
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late 1977 as a result of which there was created the Interagency 

Working Group to Combat Terrorism (replacing the old Cabinet 

Committee to Combat Terrorism), under the Special Coordination 

Committee of the National Security Council. The Working Group 

performs its functions through five committees, the structure and 

purposes of which are set out in the Staff Report. On paper, the 

arrangements look very good indeed, but they have not yet been 

tested in a severe crisis and it is possible that some of the 

cumbersomeness would be eliminated in a serious situation by the 

essential operational decisions being taken at the National Security 

Committee level itself. 

The crisis management structure, sensibly, is ,based upon the 
~ 

~ 	 lead agency concept. This means that, given certain eventualities, 

responsibility for the management and direction of an operation 

would fall to the lot of one designated agency with all the others 

taking, a subordinate position. Broadly, with small exceptions 

that need not be of concern here, the lead agency responsibilities 

are shared between the Department of State and the Department of 

Justice. State assumes lead agency status for all cases of terrorism 

affecting United States' interests which occur outside United States' 

jurisdiction, while those which occur within the United States are 

the responsibility. of the Department of Justice. The responsibility 

for executing the operational response in this later case is vested 

in the F.B.I. It will be observed that while the Department of 

Justice has an operational arm for the execution of its mandate, 

the Department of State does not. Hence the interest in Project 

Blue Light. 



· 
Of material interest to Dade County are the arrangements for 

interface with State and local law enforcement agencies in the 

event of a crisis involving violations of federal as well as State 

statutes. It is provided that the federal response will be moderated 

to respect the principle of States' rights so that, in general, the 

matter will always be handled by the appropriate State and local 

authorities, with the federal agencies available to counsel and 

assist.where called upon. Only if the incident assumes proportions 

beyond those for which the ;State and. local authorities .have ,management 
: J < 

capabilities, will the federal government, through the Department 

of Justice, assume jurisdiction in the case. The management of 

the incident will then fall to the F.B.I. on the b9sis of concurrent ,. 
~ 

jurisdiction. The response would be directed from the Department 

o~ Justice through a specially assembled Task Force under the 

Deputy Attorney General. Ultimately, where the case is of sufficient 

gravity to warrant the step being taken, the National Security 

Council would become directly involved and it is conceivable that 

certain decisions might have to be taken by the President himself. 

Again~ it is evident that while this represents an excellent "paper" 

arrangement, there are plenty of opportunities for jurisdictional 

conflict and command confusion. The effectiveness of the arrangements 

depends very much upon confidence and understanding among those who 

have perforce to learn to work together in a crisis upon very short 

notice. A "heavy-handed" or overbearing approach by those to whom 

these weighty responsibilities are assigned could have quite fatal~

results. The system has not yet had its baptism of fire. 
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The foregoing is all predicated upon the development of a 

terrorist incident of the kind that would activate or trigger the 

federal response system. In practice, there are a host of federal 

agencies operating in or out of Dade County that have some sort of 

on-going interest in the subject of terrorism. Their involvement 

is far less clear-cut and their relationships with the State and 

local authorities with which they share these interests and~ 

sometimes, jurisdiction, are less well defined. Indeed, knowing 

who to call when, and for what purpose is a very important factor 

in the management of so much of this unspectacular work. For the 

most part, it is not the Department of Justice or F.B.I. Headquarters 

that have any interface with the authorities in Dade County, but 
t .. 

the local field office of the F.B.I. and the local U.S. Attorney. 

Only a very ~mall part of their energi~s are devoted to the problems 

of terrorism in Dade County. The Department of State, in its lofty 

function as lead agenc~ is very remote indeed from Dade County, but 

State does maintain an office of security in Miami, and the agent 

in charge is in constant contact with local law enforcement agencies 

to coordinate executive protection for the many dignitaries passing 

through Dade County and for whose safey the Department of State is 

primarily responsible. The U.S. Marshal's service has a growing 

interest in terrorism and important protective functions. It has 

an intelligence officer in Miami who concerns himself with the 

monitoring of Cuban exile groups. The Secret Service has an 
.important interest in terrorism and has to rely to a very large 
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extent upon local intelligence sources for it has no capability of 

its own in Dade County. It, too, must coordinate its protective 

work with local law enforcement. 

A host of other agencies has peripheral or occasional interest in 

terrorism. Most of these agencies have mainly regulatory functions, 

but they are brought into contact with these matters in such a way that 

they have developed a useful specialist capacity that they would be as 

reluctant to relinquish as they are sometimes to acknowledge. There 

is plenty of opportunity for inter-agency rivalry here, some of 

which in the past has given rise to small but significant problems. 

Most of these are susceptible of solution with common sense and 

good will, but these have· proven to be singularly"lacking on occasion. 

Some agencies are extremely jealous of their prerogativei, while 

others operate, in these matters, in a sort of "cloak and daggerll 

fashion, which, while attractive to the press when discovered, is 

unhelpful to the fostering of the spirit of co-operation necessary 

for a really co-ordinated operation. In practice, most of this 

come~ down to a question of personalities. Where matters have gone 

awry," it has generally been the result of a clash on a personal 

level; where matters proceed on a satisfactory footing~ as they do 

most of the time, the credit must go to the individuals involved 

ra th er tha n th e sys tern. The i mpor ta'nc e of 'th is ca rino t 'be 'over

em hasized One federal agent referring to a contact in Dade County 

opined that IIWhen that man leaves, all cooperation with federal 
.. 

agencies will leave with him." This may be an extreme position, 

but it points up a danger that needs urgently to be addressed. 



As a first step, from the federal end~ each agency should appoint a 

liaison officer for the matter of terrorism, having a degree of 

permanincy, experience, and interest in the subject. The identity 

and functions of that officer should be communicated to all other 

agencies, State and local authorities. These officers should be 

responsible for extablishing a firm and friendly working relation

ship with their counterparts~ exchanging information of mutual 

interes4,and giving an idea of the aid and counsel their respective 

agencies can provide in this matter. 

One matter of jurisdictional conflict has caused concern in 

the past and, until it is corrected, will continue to cause problems 

in the future. BATF and F.B.I. have jurisdiction in the matter 
I, 

~ 	 of bombings that is difficult even for the expert to unravel. Both 

agencies haie important technical faci~ities that are made use of 

by local authorities in Dade County and elsewhere. If important 

evidence finds its way to the "wrong" agency, there can be inconvenient 

delays, as well as the possibility of error that might affect the 

outcome of the investigation and any subsequent prosecution based 

upon it. Whatever the eventual resolution of wider matters 

affecting the relationship between BATF and F.B.I., this is a 

matter which can receive immediate attention so as to simplify 

procedures and obrviatethe possibilities of confusion. Given the 

lead agency status of the F.B.I. in the matter of terrorism, it is 

recommended that local authorities coordinate ~ investigations 

of bombings through the F.B.I. in the first instance, regardless of 

their nature. The F.B.I. should then assume responsibility for 



involving BATF where this seems appropriate. It might be better 

were the responsibilities of BATF in this regard eventually passed 

to F.B.I. but this involves the consideration of wider issues than 

are germane here. 

The question of information flow among .federal agencies, and 

between them and State and local law enforcement agencies in the 

matter of terrorism is one of constant concern. There is sometimes 

a great deal less relevant information to be exchanged than will 

generally be admitted, but at other time~ information that is useful 

and important to agencies in Dade County is unavailable on an 

ordinary basis simply' because no mechanism for its transmission 

and receipt has been established~ Some agencies like the D.E.A. 
~ 

that obtain some useful information relative to terrorism in the 

course of their ordinary work are reti~ent about revealing or 

exchanging it on the grounds that it is more important to protect 

sources and preserve them to serve the «proper" work of the agency. 

Information is regularly exchanged on a "need to know " basis, but 

there is clearly some reserve in this regard due to Freedom of 

Information Act and Privacy Act requirements. The main problem 

is th~ d~lay caused by the procedures that must be followed. 
, 

Information of certain types, from certain agencies cannot be 

obtained di'rectly, but must be requested through the F.B.I. 

Information flow in the other direction is as good as circumstances 

will allow, but clearly, where its quality and the arrangements for 

exchange are above average, this can be traced, in every tase, 
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to some special relationship of confidence, over and beyond institu

tional considerations~ that has been developed by the individuals 

concerned. Clearly, too, such a system is extremely fragile, 

exclusive, and, essentially, e~tra institutional. A system constructed 

in this way is never a good one, no matter how well it might work for 

the moment. 

local law enforcement agencies in Dade County have, obviously, 

the greatest of difficulty in developing useful information concerning 

terrorism of an international or transnational nature. It is some

times difficult enough to get information from outside the State 

of Florida. Federal assistance of some kind with this problem is 

essential, for there exists in the law enfprcement community at a , 

local level the not unfounded belief that such information, often of 

a most useful kind, is available somewhere in the system if only a 

method existed for discovering and obtaining it. Information of a 

kind not ordinarily available from "open" sources relative to the 

operations of terrorist groups overseas, the activities of which 

might affect Dade County at some future time, is obviously very 

important. The oversight, though not the actual destination of 'much, 

of this material, lies with the National Security Council an~ for 

the most part, with the Department of State. This information does 

not ordinarily filter down to those to whom it would be useful in 

Dade County. Somebody clearly has a "need to know" who has "a 

need to kno\',". 

Something must be said here about federal involvement in research 

into the problem of terrorism. It is proper to recall that the present 
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study is funded by the federal government through a grant from the 

Law Enforcement Assistance Administration. There is, as has been 

mentioned, a tendency to r~gard federal funds of all kinds as being 

abundant and doled out in large amounts for projects considered 

worthy by the petitioners. There is a tendency to look at this 

area of involvement as a measure of federal interest in the problem 

generally. In terms of actual dollar expenditure, the committment 

of the federal government overall has not been large. What is most 

significant, perhaps, is that very little of the available money has 

gone to agencies outside the federal government and that which has, 

invariably, resulted from grants made by departments within the lEAA 

other than that which has any form of ter~orism as a major area of 

responsibility. This is the6nlj gr~nt df its kind '~wa~ded to date 

to a State agencyf6r th~p~~s~nt pU~~o~es. In essence, the LEAA, 

certainly in times past, allowed itself simply to play the role of 

banker to other agencies of the federal. government anxious to develop 

their own capabilities in this area. It is small wonder, then, that, 

from a local perspective, the commitment of the federal government 

shoul~ seem exceedingly small indeed. 

Reviewing the lEAA funding policy in the area of ~errorism, it 

is evident that much that can be appropriately criticized stems 

from a lack of exercise of independent judgment in the deploying 

of what funds were available, and a lack of internal coordination 

in the award of funds; one part of the agency simply did not know 
.

J what other parts were doing in the same subject area. To some extent, 
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-' these defects have been addressed, but it is as yet too early to 

say whether they have been corrected. This perfunctory post-mortem 

is only useful in so far as it reveals matters that might be useful 

in the future. Two real needs are identified~ both of which have 

a relevance to Dade County. Approximately $1,000,000 was granted 

by the LEAA, on a most haphazard basis, to fund three very worthwhile 

training programs in the area of ter~orism from which a great many 

State and local law enforcement officers across the country have 

greatly benefitted. No arrangements were made for the necessary 

continuance of these programs which, apart from those conducted by 

the F.B.I., constituted the only ongoing training for law enforcement 

officers in this field. Had these programs been planned more 

systematically, by one truly informed of the problems, proper 

arrangements. would have been made for continued funding and the 

further development of the programs.T~r~oristsa~~notgoing to 

remain fbrever on thepl~tea~'ri~ith~~ 'shouldthe gov~rri~ent. It 

is obvious that these very necessary programs will have to be 

revived in the future, hopefully under new management at the LEAA, 

and it is strongly urged, for reasons that will be apparent from 

a reading of this entire report, that one such progam be administered. 

out of Dade County. 

One other recommendation is offered here that would substantially 

bene~it Dade County and all areas where terrorism is a problem and 

federal help is needed. The LEAA is no stranger to the concept of 

technical assistance. Some of its most worthwhile programs in the .. 
J area of criminal justice administration make use of it. Many of the 
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pt~oblems bro'ug'ht 'to'light 'fn th'is' 'rep:ort 'a're eminently 'worthy of 

attention from som'€! 'sort of 'federal 'tachnic'al 'assistance 'pro'gram. 

It would be easy to administer; would make the best use of available 

funding and identified experts; would promote a true "technology 

transfer"; and would show real federal concern in a way that little 

else can. Moreover, the idea would take comparatively little by way 

of implementation, for the experience and methodology are readily 

at hand. Such a concept represents no novel departure, but it would, 

at t single stroke, eliminate some of thos aspects of past performance 

that have merited less than a passing grade. The implementation of 

such a proposal, properly streamlined administratively> could be 

extremely cost effective and would bring great and easily forseeable 

benefits in its train. 
t·'.. 

Terro~ism:The,'Polite 'Re~~6nse 

Uhat is expounded nm'l> has cast a very long shado\'I before it. 

Indeed, everything that has been said, to the present, has somehow 

been pe~meated by hints of what was to come. It is impossible to 

talk sensibly of responses to terrorism withoug according that of 

the police its proper primacy.' Th~t it comes here, artificially, . 

at the end is not the result of·a desire to cause suspense, but 

rather because the road had first to be paved for what is hoped will 

be the crowning edifice. Many of the identified needs have already 

painted clearly in this direction, what comes now is a practical 

suggestion for the satisfaction of those needs. From ev~ry pers~ective
J 

from which the problems of terrorism in Dade County were viewed, the 
'" 
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same needs, in much the same guise were encountered. It is clear, 

WII 	 then, that they are real. If they can be met as suggested;. it \'1ould 

be idle to suggest that the problems of terrorism will disappear; 

but the claim can be justifiably made that the law enforcement 

machinery to cope with them would be enormously improved. 

There are a great many poli~e agencies in Dade County_ Some 

are large, well trained, staffed, .and equipped. Others are 

exceedingly small; too small to cope, unaided, with most of the 

manifestations of terrorism that have been discussed. Yet terrorism, 

like the lightning that is so common in Florida, can strike anywhere 

and many of these smaller agencies have prime, inviting, vulnerable 

targets \·lithin their jurisdictions. Hhat ·is required to cope \'1ith 

terrorism, in any of the forms it mJght ~ssume~ is the ability to 
I~ 

~ 	 invoke an appropriate response from whatever agency might best be 

in a position to provide it. In plaiD terms, this means knowing 

where to look for help when it is needed and not being too proud to 

ask for it. There i a place for the smaller agency in this scheme 

of things. It has personnel tin the ~pot, familiar with local problems 

and features as outsiders are not, and it can gather indispensable 

intelligence. But such agencies must learn when they are out of 

their· league and gracefully yield to those who have the resources 

to supplement their own efforts. 

Every police agency in the area has something to contribute 

to the fight against terrorism. All do not contribute in the same 

degree, but, rather, according to their means. Nor is there an 

even gradation, from the highest to the lowest; there is "bunching~ 
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at the top and a t the bot tom. An : a p pro'pr i ate res po nset0 a n act 

of terrorism by any agency involves 
~ 

knowin~ what to do, and when 

and how to do it. What to do may involve, in the very first place, 

calling for help to do the job. It is not possible to lay down in 

advance, for each agency; 'what it ought to do,' '\·ihen and nO\t# it 

should do it for each type of terroristic incident. Nor, in the 

main 2 is such a time-consuming, exercise necessary. An agency 

having no Bomb Squad, faced with a bombing surely needs no telling 

that it must call for assistance from an agency that does have the 

requisite specialist capacity. Nore, it is a question of knmti,ng 

who ha~ what and 'how to obtain it in a hurry ~hen it may be needed. 

Somebody has to do the job. It is recommended that each agency 

d2signate a Terrori's'rrj Lia'ison','Offi'cer re~'ponsible through the proper 

chain of command to undertake the tasks that have been broadly out

lined here. Every officer so assig~ed should make himself (or her

self) familiar with the identity of his or her counterparts through

out the system and throug~out the federal system. Wherever possible 

those designated should be experienced officers likely to remain in 

these posts for a long while. Changes should reported as they occur. 

Coordination of responses really comes down to this: that all 

agencies in Dade County devote the correct resources, in the correct 

measure and blend to meeting the specific terroristic activity that 

might present itself. In the past, many of the efforts to do just 

that have foundered not so much out of ignorance but on a real desire, 

prompted by important local considerations to maintain agency autonomy.
-l and independence. There has been a great resistance to anything that 
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might have smacked of consolidati~n. There has also been a certain 

amount of competitiveness on the par~ of the larger agencies to catch 

and hold onto whatever IIgl ory " might accrue from the successful 

handling of terrorist incidents. This has given the impression of 

some of the agencies operating with one eye on the terrorist and the 

other on the media and any "rivals" that might get in on the act. 

Naturally, the larger agencies were able to get the lion1sshare 

. of the "spoils" but not without a few torn and bitten ears among 

themselves. No plan can prevent this; any that did would be surely 

circumvented. It may simply be said here that a little of ~he right 

competition among agencies is healthy. Too much and of the wrong 

kind can only lead to bruiies that ought to be inflicted on the 

terrorist not those who, after all, are on the same side. The lead 
I~ 

-...J for this healthy state of affairs has to come from the top. 

The le~d agency concept~ as deve10pe~ for the federal system, 

has been given very careful consideration for adaptation in some such 

or modified form in Dade County. The idea, which mJght well work 
r 

most successfully elsewhere, has been reluctantly discarded for 

purely local reasons in Dade County. The lead agency would, 

inevitably, have had to be the Public Safety Department of Dade 

County, as much by reason of the legal authority vested in the Dire~tor 

of that agency as in its size and the quality of its resources and 

personnel. A formalization of the arrangements needed for the pur

poses would have given rise to a number of inconveniences which, 

rather than promoting goodwill and vital cooperation, would inevitably 
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have militated against them. What ~ust be avoided~ at all costs~ 

in a serious situation is an operational wrangle as to who is in 

charge~ whose policies will prevail, and what will be used to do the 

job. All possible contingencies cannot be foreseen, but there should 

be an early meeting of those principally concerned to determine how 

best to avoid operational problems on account of these jurisdictional 

and other forseeable tangles. 

Dade County Association of Chiefs of Police is a flourishing 

and most useful group, holding frequent meetings allowing for frank~ 

professional interchange in an atmosphere of "give and take" where 

fraternal good fellowship prevails. It is recommended that this 

report be placed on the agenda of an early meeting of that Association 

and that some of the salient suggestions , the~ontained in present 

section be introduced fQr the consideration of the members. Sub

committees can then be set up to cons~der ways of implementing some 

of these recommendations involving the assignment of special duties, 

and the provision of cooperation and sharing of resources. The 

Association can have a most useful role to play in this and the 

forum it provides for a discussion of the real underlying problems 

will enable useful solutions to them to be found in keeping with the

spirit it is hoped to promote. 

A note of realism, painful though it may be, has to be inserted 

here. Law enforcement agencies in Dade County have seen a steady 

shrinkage in terms of personnel devoted to the combatting of terrorism. 

Some agencies have shrunk to about a third of their former size in 
.. 

terms of line personnel dedicated to these tasks. This is discouraging 
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and prospects of further cuts must be~realistically anticipated for 

planning purposes. We must simply learn to do abetter job with less. 

But it must also be realized that there are physical limits to 

what any given number of persons can do .. To the point here~ is the 

fact that experience in this difficult area cannot be created over

ni~ht. If experienced officers are allowed to depart, if they are 

assigned to other work, even on a part-time basis, this whole 

operational capability will simply be lost. It is not subject to 

some process of instant re-creation when danger threatens once more. 

We need urgently to consider now, in this time of fiscal crisiS, how 

best we can preserve what we have as well as ways of using it to 

better advantage. It is recommended that the larger agencies, where 

the problem is more acute, form a small management committee to 

examine car~fully the proposals that follow and to consider what 

might be required to implement them. 

All roads, it is said, lead to Rome. Inevitably, all lines of 

inquiry in this area lead back to the imperative need for intelligence. 

Here more careful consideration has to be given to some of the 

problems foreshadowed elsewhere. Much has already been said about 

the flow of information and clearly this must always be an area of 

concern. But before informatfon 'can flow 'anywhere it "asfir-st to 

be ·obtained. In dealing with terrorists, this is not so simple as 

it may appear to the unintiatecl. Terrorism is an activity conducted 

beneath a heavy cloak of secrecy in its preparation and planning 

stages. Law enforcement officers are unlikely to be invited to 
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attend these "development ll sessions. * Even were tried and .. trusted 

counter-terrorism techniques such as penetration of suspected 

terrorist groups in favor once more, it would be exceedingly 

difficult as well as highly dangerous for law enforcement officers 

to engage in these activities. Moreover, the question must be 

acutely raised in the light of what has been expressed about budgetary 

limitation. Who is going to do this job? There is not merely a 

shortage of skilled personnel able to do the job and survive. The 

ability to do it at all presumes that the identity of the officer 

is unknown to members of the. group he has succeeded in penetrating. 

There are now comperatively few officers in Dade County engaged in 

intelligence work of any kind whose identity and functions are 

unknown to those whose activities are und~r surveillance. Many of 

the best of~icers are exceedingly well-known indeed. Penetration 

can only, effectively, be undertaken by sworn personnel brought in 

from outisde, P new boys", or informers. If the technique is used 

at all in these times, it will invariably be the informer who is 

introduced into the group_ The value of the information obtained 

by these means can only be as good and reliable as the informant 

himself. 

The pivot, of any intelligence system is the worki,ng field or 

street agent. So far as terrorism is concerned, these may well be 

an endangered species. Squads in Dade County engaged in such work 

are now reduced to a bare minimum and are likely to be reduced 

still further. This circumstance reveals an extraordinary short

-J sightedness or a complete lack of understanding about the nature 
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of the work and the qualities required to perform it. Law enforcement 

intelligence agents require aboutfuur years of apprenticeship before 

they become really effective in their work. By dedicating themselves 

to these labors, they are often - and this is especially true of 

Dade County - sacrificing their prospects of advancement in the 

service. They are forced to make a most invidious choice: that 

of remaining in an occupation that gives them great personal and 

professional satisfaction and in which they have become very 

proficient; or moving on to some - for them - less desirable field 

of activity simply to retain their prospects of promotion. Fortun

ately for Dade-Miami, and unfortunately for the individual officers 

concerned - some have chosen to make the sacrifice. The efficiency 
~ 

of the system depends upon these people for~ in many cases, their 

supervisors; whose career patterns ha~e lain elsewhere, and who have 

come and gone on the "revolving door" principle, are very much 

dependent upon them. The knowledge of these lowly placed officers, 

indispensable to the continued running of the system is being 

purchased very cheaply and it is unconscionable that this should 

continue. It is recommended that this be given priority in any 

departmental management study so that a proper career structure 

in intelligence, taking account of the necessary appren~iceship, -is 

rewarded. 

The other functional component of the law enforcement intelligence 

system is the analyst. It is the analyst who abstracts, refines, 

pieces together, and interprets that information that is drawn into

the system by the field agent. Good analysts require a great deal 
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of training and a certain sensitivity for the work they have to 

undertake. It would be fair to say that the position of intelligence 

analyst as it is presently conceived in Dade County has been debased. 

Those who fill these so-called analyst positions are little better 

than record-keepers, mere clerks. This deprives the system of one 

of its vital components, for the skills the analyst can bring to 

bear on the intelligence problem are quite different from those 

that characterize the field agent. The post of intelligence analyst 

has to be recognized for what it is, a highly skilled and responsible 

position. It is better to have fewer analyst positions and to fill 

them at the appropriate level of skill and responsibility, with a 

commensurate scale of renumeration, than to fill these important 
~ 

slots with lower-grade personnel who cannot carry out the functions 

that the sy~tem requires. Urgent m~nagement attention is required 

for this, too, if the system is to be re-oriented to meet these needs. 

The consultant was mandated to provide, through this study, 

"A vehicle by which all agencies that deal directly with terrorism 

can come together and discuss common problems and possible solutions. '1 

So important was this considered, that more time and thought has 

been devoted to it than any other single issue with which this report 
. 

is concerned. There are many types and shapes of vehicle, with very 

varying degrees of performance and price tags. With all that has 

been said in this report of economy, it might have been felt that 

a Toyota would have been appropriate for the occasion. It was made 

clear at the outset that thrift not miserliness would be the guidi~g 
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principle here. A sound application of that doctrine dictates a 

prudent splurge here; the chosen vehicle should be ,a Cadillac, not 

some relatively cheap foreign import. What is needed here is a 

vehicle with a long road life that will be aesthetically pleasing, 

require little maintenance - and do the job superlatively well. 

Having been enjoined, so strongly, not to be spendthrift in any 

other department, Dade County surely deserves no less? 

It was quite apparent, when the problem was carefully examined, 

that yet another committee would simply not do the job expected of 

it. There have been committees before, there are committees now, 

and, doubtless, there will be committees in the future. Even a 

committee patterned after so prestigtous 4nd useful a group as 
'. 

the 	 Interagency Working Group to Combat Terrorism would not serve 

the purpose here. But the problems remain, for they are not 

susceptible of solution by meeting and talking about them, even 

if the discussion ends in agreement to do something to change 

matters. The popular solution of creating a committee is little 

more than procrastination. What was require was some sort of a 

vehicle capable of meeting the following criteria: 

(1) 	 It had to be a body with a satisfactory degree of substance 

and permanence. It could not be a group of persons meeting 

occasionally for a few hours. It needed a permanent staff. 

(2) 	 It had to be capable of actually accomplishing some definite 

task. It was not sufficient that it provide a forum where 

there might be just more talk about what to do. 
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(3) 	 It had to make full use of the human and material resources 

available in Dade County and, if possible, serve as a pilot 

or feasibility model that could be II c l oned" for use elsewhere. 

(4) 	 It had to be a regular component of the law enforcement 

community so as to enjoy official standing and the requisite 

degree of cr.edibility. 

(5) 	 It had to have clear objectives and a feasible plan of 

operation so as to be able to function as quickly as possible. 

(6) 	 It had to have the capacity for growth, so that it could begin 

as a relatively modest operation and then assume more functions 

as experience with it began to build~ 

(7) 	 It had; ideally, to have a unique quality and purpose of its 

own, but also be capable of taking over a number of already 

existing law enforcement tasks in the terrorism field. 

(8) 	 It had to be capable of rendering a real, needed service to 

law enforcement in Dade County. 

(9) 	 It had to cost relatively little to set up, be inexpensive to 

maintain, and worthy of the initial investment •. 

With these specifications in mind, the following r~dimentary 

proposal is offered. It is stressed that this is an extremely 

flexible idea that can be converted, if accepted in principle, 
.

, 
v into something concrete as the details are worked out by those 
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whose task it is to find the means of implementing it. It should 

be realized, however, that 'Very- little additional work is needed 

for what is suggested to materializ€; it is more than just a toad 

waiting for a kiss from a fairy princess. 

It is recommended that there be created the Dade County 

Institute on Terrorism. It will be housed in a facility to be 

provided by the Department of Public Safety of Dade County and will 

function under its Director, assisted by an Advisory Board composed 

of members appointed by State and local law enforcement and selected 

federal agencies. It will be staffed, in the first instance, by 

sworn officers and civilian personnel seconded for duty from their 

respective law enforcement agencies in Dade County. Such equipment 
" 

as may be necessary will be assigned to the unit from participating 

agencies. 

The Institute will have a Director seconded from the Public 

Safety Department and will establish a staffing pattern to accomplish 

its minimum assignments and will develop an operating budget. 

The Institute will hav~ o~ef~tidna1, training, and research 

functions in the area of terrorism response. 

Operationally, it will function as a county-wide intelligence 

clearinghouse, collecting, processing, storing and disseminating 

information concerning domestic and international terrorism from 

all available sources. It will service the intelligence needs, 

in this regard, of all the agencies in the area. It will be 

especially charged with the development of regular channels of 
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information according to law. It will serve as a point of reference 

and coordination for all operations against terrorists undertaken in 

Dade County. It will be available to assist, counsel, and provide 

special resources to any agency needing to supplement its own 

response capabilities in this way. It will be available to assist 

incident commanders in the management of resources during any 

emergent crisis. It will serve as a central communication center 

for the management of major incidents. 

It will serve as a center for in-service training in counter

tarrorism techniques in all the various identifiable specialties. 

Existing departmental resources in the different agencies will be 

concentrated under the aegis of a single ~nstitute for the purposes, 
of offering the most up to date training. As resources develop, 

outside specialists may be employed.on special projects. Ideally, 

training and re-training should be a constant, ongoing process. 

Research will be undertaken into all aspects of terrorism and 

the Institute will build a comprehensive library of relevant 

classified and unclassified materials. Research is essentially 

an arm of strategic intelligence. 

What is proposed is a reallocation and reassignment, on a 

county wide scale, of existing resources and functions and a serious 

upgrading of them to meet the needs identified in the present report. 

The undertaking is feasible and well within the present capacity of 

..the various agencies to be involved. It is a very worthwhile 

endeavor offering a challenge that can be confidently met. There 

http:employed.on


is a clear precedent for such an undertaking, though on a less 

ambitious scale, in the Dade County Organized Crime Institute. 

Such a vehicle, it is suggested, might well merit federal assistance 

as a useful prototype, and the Dade-Miami Criminal Justice Council 

should explore the possibility of obtaining funding for the purpose. 
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CONCLUS10NS 

This report has been prepared in response to a very special 

mandate. While it contains, hopefully, much of general interest 

that has emerged, incidentally, in the course of a brief but inten

sive study, its prime purpose must be kept firmly in mind. The 

study aimed at identifying what a certain community would need to 

responde to terrorism. In accordance with the mandate, certain 

realistic needs have been identified and articulated in a definite 

form; the report has simply given shape to what many, in a good 

position to know, have been thinking and feeling about the problem 

for a long while. 

With the concrete expression of these Ineeds, this part of the 

process is over. But there would be little of practical value, for 
. 

all the time, effort, and money consumed, were the exercise to be left 

truncated in this way. Something more is required of those who have 

commissioned this study, who have participated in its conduct and 

direction, and seen its results take shape. The needs identified by 

this study must be satisfied in a material sense; a detailed blue print 

for t~eir satisfaction implemented. The work cannot be considered 

complete until the needs shown by this study to exist have been met. 

If this goal were perfectly achieved, we should be able to say, at some 
, 

not too distant time, in response to a similar assumption to that which 

impelled this study. "There is nothing further that we need to handle 

this problem, we have everything we require". Until that happy, if 

utopian moment is reached, the task comprehended by this topic must be 
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considered still capable of further' endeavor. This is truly but the 

end of the beginning, rather than the beginning of the end. New needs 

might well make themselves felt in the future, but their pressure and 

demand have not yet signified their presence. All those that could 

be reasonably and realistically anticipated have been included here. 

The American trade union leader, Samuel Gompers, was once asked 

what his members wanted. He replied tersely and unequivocally, "Morell. 

This study could easily have been approached in just such a spirit, 

with perhaps a little technical elucidation as to more of what and how 

much. Such an approach would have been out of keeping with the times. 

It shows neither discrimination nor taste, and would have justly called 

forth upon its authors the criticism that so rightly attaches to what 

has been picturesquely called "The gimme 9~neration". It is a conclu

sion of this study that many needs can be met through a better utiliza

tion of existing resources. We must· simply learn to do a better job 

with what we already have. The criminal justice system is in no present 

danger of being overwhelmed by terrorism. But there is a real likelihood 

that, in a serious crisis, uncoordinated responses could result in 

confusion and loss of control. The system requires an elimination of 

some of the slack, a removal of a link here and there to give a more 

vigorous driving force rather than the introduction of fresh elements 

into an already overcrowded scene. Terrorism is one area where, from 

a response perspective, more is not necessarily better. 

Among the very real needs identified are some intangibles, the 

importance of which cannot be overemphasized, but which are exceedingly 

difficult to translate into practical measures of response. Much of 
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terrorism itself is on this Plane. It is a war of n~rves. It is 

also a war for the allegianci of the uncommitted or, more exactlYt 

to bring under control those who vacillate between a destre for the 

real protection conferred by the state and the equally real and 

sometimes closer fear of the terroristts bullet or bomb~ Dade County 

has, in the past, experienced these dilemmas, which are symptomatic 

of the larger crisis of confidence that has affected so much of 

g6vernment. This is a very serious matter indeed, for it gives the 

terrorist a decided edge. Government must be ~~en to tope effectively 

with terrorism whether it be of the politically inspired or the non

politically inspired variety. Every terrorist incident that is 

resolved in society's favor increases confidence in the authorities 

and brings with it dividends of cooperation and trust. The ~elief that 

the government is unenthusiastic, for whatever reason, in the pursuit 

and prosecution of terroristic crimes, is ~ne that'must not be allowed 

to take roo~. This has been a very special problem with respect to 

Cuban exile terrorism and it requires careful professional attention. 

In this area, as in so many others, nothing succeeds quite as well as 

success. If cases are cle~re~, if those accused of terroristic crimes 

are successfully prosecuted, the result is a vote of confidence in law 

and order that, more than anything else, brings about an abatement of 

terrorism. 

Another intangible may be truly regarded as the lubricant that 

keeps the machinery of response running. For the better handling of 

many of the situations that have been considered in the course of this 

study, nothing more is needed than goodwill and a modicum of common 

sense on the part of those entrusted with the duties of response. This.
is not something that can be supplied by legislation or other administra

tive fiat. Ye~, in many cases, its absence threatens the very success 



of the response. When the ship is on its way to the bottom? it is 

hardly helpful to begin an argument over who is on watch~ Disputes, 

curiously reminiscent of Fiddling While Rome Burns, have all too 

often bedevilled the handling of terrorism, Where matters have 

proceeded smoothly, to the discomfiture of the terrorist~ there has 

invariably been a high degree of cooperation and understanding among 

those called upon to respond. The evidence for this is overwhelming. 

This is not a plea to put aside jurisdictional niceties 1n a crisis~ 

Far from it; the better these are known and respected, the fewer the 

problems that are likely to arise. What must be avoided 1S the mad 

scramble for some imagined glory on the one hand, and an excessive 

caution, prompted by an e~oteric but well-known professional ingredient 

referred to as CYA, on the other. There is enough "glory" in the well-
o ' handled case for all to share, and in the ~ell-handled ca~e, too, there 

is no reason. to cover anything. Thes~ things begin at the top; Command 

sets the Tone. Some unhelpfulness stems from plain i~gnorance. Knowing 

~hat "the other fellow does and why he does it is always helpful. There 

is a need to teach this in a non-threateni~g fashion. 

Yet another intangible is that connected with the need to appreciate 

the real meaning of the change in the "feel" of terrorism 1n Dade 

County. It is not facetious to ,suggest that Dade County has become 

I'comfortable" with the Cuban exile terrorism it has 10n9 Rnown and with 

which it has learned to cope. Politically inspired terrOrism in Dade 

County has always meant Cuban politics, and international terrorism 

simply had to do with the activities of Cuban exile terrorists abroad. 
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Law enforceme-nt responses were stru~tured in accordance with these 

premises. Those premises have now undergone a subtle shift. but~ 

for many, the attitu,des they, generated and the struc.ture to which they 

h a v e g i ven r i s e has not. There i s a s t ron g i f not a 1 way s art i c u 1 ated 

resistance to change. There is a feeling that because the terrorism 

problem in Dade County has always been Cuban that it will remain Cuban. 

Where~ it might be asked, is the firm evidence for change, where are 

these other Latin terrorists~ these Palestinians and others that 

might present a problem? It might validly be asked where, too, at the 

moment:. are the Cuban terrorists against whose possible re-Qoe--r-gence so 

many preparations are still erected? The distinction can only rest on 

the principle of ItIt has happene.d before" as against lilt has never 

happened here". This is but a variant on the old academic saw, IINothing 
."s h 0 uld eve r' hap pen for the fir s t time . II Its operational implications

, ' 

are even more incongruous for they are. akin to a patient with cancer 

being told by his doctor, "Wouldn't you rather have pneumonia, we know 

how to deal with' that". 

There must be a widening of vision to cope with reasonable contin

gencies. Clearly~ some terrorism that might occur is not reasonably 

forseeable. But it does not pay to have such a high degree Of specializa

t ion t hat pro b a b 1 e even t s are 0 v e r 1 00 ked. The needis for' a c han 9,e i n 

outlook, that the operational changes might smoothly and efficiently 

follow. 

The need for a proper level of preparedness is paramount. While 

preparation must sensibly match the magnitude of the apprehended threat, 

.
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it cannot await its materialization. Some assumptions have to be 

..,,; 
. 

made on which to base an assessment of needs. No attempt has been .. 
made here to spell out with exactitude the anticipated threat to 

Dad e C0 u·n t y fromany par tic u1arty p e 0 f t err 0 r ism. Ins tea d, a met hod 

has been suggested by which such an assessment can, at any time, be 

made. The usefulness of the method depends upon the availability of 

data and of personnel trained and organized in its use. Recommendations 

on both counts have been made. One fundamental assumption has been 

made: Terrorism, everywhere, is going to present increasingly difficult 

problems for law enforcement, and Dade County is going to experience 

its share of these problems. Terrorism is not a self-limiting disease. 

It is not going to go away on its own account. Because of its nature, 

it will show peaks and valleys; but the overall trend, is upward. Terror

ism, because of its basic affinity with deterrence, shows a tendency to 

develop a spiral of escalation. Because the assumption is made that it 

is going to continue and to escalate, the assumption is also made that 

it will continue to evolve qualitatively. There is a real need to 

monitor and understand the changes, and to translate them for the 

purpose of designing effective responses. This is an extraordinary 

law enforcement task, but a law enforcement task nonetheless. 

~revention is better than cure. The prevention of terrorism should 

be the first goal of every community. Preventive medic1ne has a bitter 

taste, but it must be swallowed if it is agreed that prevention is what 

is to be sought. For prevention means pre-empting the terrorist, 

stopping him in the planning and preparation stage rather than waiting 
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until he has embarked upon the execution of his project. There can 

be no compromise about this. If the job is to be done, the means 

must be created - and used efficiently - to prevent the terrorist 

from doing what he is setting out to do. The terrorist can only be 

stopped i.e. prevented, if the authorities have knowledge of what 

he is about to do before he does it. This means that the authorities 

must have the means to obtain and utilize preventive intelligence. 

This is an inescapable conclusion and its consequences are plainly 

accepted. In the words of the Task Force on Disorders and Terrorism: 

uA proper balance must be struck between the right to be free and the 

right to be secure ll 
• Prevention ~ going to encroach upon freedom: 

A lot of prevention is going to encr6ach on a lot of freedom; the 

matter is that simple. The alternative i~ quite as simple. We can 

give up ~ talk of prevention and just concentrate upon the cure. 

The bitterness of that medicine may 'be quite immaterial, for the 

patient may be simply in too bad a condition to swallow at all. 

Terrorism is a social disease. It is not a law enforcement problem; 

it is a community problem. If the community as a whole does not or will 

not face up to its responsibilities, law enforcement cannot make up the 

shortfall. If members of the community do not come forward with infor

mation about terrorism, if they will not cooperate in ~he prosecution 

of terroristic crimes, then the terrorist will be free to go about his 

business with impunity. The community has a clear, if agonizing, choice 

in this matter: it can stand by those who act in its name; or it can 

surrender to the fear that the terrorist has generated to subvert it. 
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Again, the Task Force on Disorders ,and Terrorism: liThe Community 

must repudiate terrorism". Several ways of encouraging the community 

and organizing it to give expression to that repudiation were considered. 

After much thought, they were rejected. This is an initiative that 

must come from the people, not from government. Government must be 

responsive to the community's concerns. It must be seen to do its job 

well~ so as to inspire confidence in the community. But the people 

must, themselves, band together to cast out the terrorist. There are 

encouraging signs that the Cuban exile community, at least, may at 

last have decided upon the exercise of its responsibilities in that 

regard. Repudiation of the terrorist and his ways is hard and dangerous 

for those who must "Bell the Cat". But ultimately, it affords the 

best and most lasting protection to the community. 
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